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The Arrangement of Returns
Among

tlio

is

one

in

No.

1.

Systems.

greal variety of questions submitted to us regarding the ''instruction of

boilers, the installation of strain plants,

ing,

in Heating*

1894.

and the erection of boiler connections and pip-

reference to the use of check-valves in the return pipes of beating systems

Usually the amount of detail sent

with gravity returns.

is

too

little

to enable us to

*-E.QU^\-^z.^^lc< F\pe.,

fCl\tCH Vm-VC!

Fig.

Arrangement of Returns with Equalizing

1.

Pipe.

understand the existing condition; but. generally speaking, check-valves should
be placed in the main returns near the boiler, so that should failure occur in the piping
or radiators the water would not escape from the boiler.
fully

When two
same

return,

or

more

there

is

boilers are used on the

quite a difference

of

same system, and connected with the

opinion

78617

among

engineers regarding

the
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proper arrangement of check-valves, some contending that the individual return connections to each boiler should have separate checks, while others hold that a check in the
return, before the branch connections are taken

main

oft'

for the separate boilers, is all

being due to a corresponding difference of
opinion respecting the best means of maintaining a uniform water level in all the boilers.
Both of these arraugements have good points; and, on the other hand, a partisan of

that

is

required

;

this difference of opinion

them can find objections to the other system, or, in fact, to any system not
Now, while honest discussion and criticism arc proper and legitimate,
it might as well be confessed that either arrangement of the checks will be found to
work satisfactorily, if the system is otherwise properly designed and proportioned, and
either of

used by himself.

properly put together; but the "if " should be given

its full emphasis, for with a check
main return only; and with no equalizing pipe connecting the boilers, there
would be great danger of the water backing out from those boilers under which there
were good fires, into others having duller fires, or fires that were being cleaned, or that
had been freshly coaled. Fig. 1 shows two boilers connected to a common return pipe,

in the

rt.

Fig.

2.

— Arrangement

Awt.

of Returns with Separate Stop and Check-Valves.

and having an equalizing pipe between them. This equalizing pipe should be of about the
same size as the main steam connections, and should not have steam drawn from it for
any purpose.

removed

The equalizing pipe should be taken

that the pressure in

it

the main steam pipe.

off f

mm

the boilers at a point as far

main steam connection, in order
may be influenced as little as possible by the drafts of steam into
A valve is placed in the equalizing pipe between the two boilers,

as practicable

from the point of

exit of the

to be closed only in case one of the boilers is out of use.

When

both boilers are put into
This prefirst.

service again, particular care should always be taken to open this valve

caution must never be neglected.
Fig. 2 shows an arrangement of the returns, in which the branch returns to the individual boilers have each a check-valve and a stop-valve, the returns being so located
that the pipes can be effectually drained

when they

are not in use.

often overlooked in putting in heating plants, and consequently,

This latter feature is
the system is not

when

is trapped in the pipes, causing their destruction by pitting.
have had a large experience with heating systems connected in each of the ways
shown in the cuts, and with reasonable intelligence and care in the boiler room they
have proved equally satisfactory.

in use, water

We

:
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Inspectors' Report.
October, 1893.
During this month our inspectors made 7,272

inspect ion trips, visited 14, 533 boilers,

and subjected 690 to hydrostatic press
The whole number of defects reported reached 9,514, of which 1, 069 were conare.
sidered dangerous; M boilers were regarded unsafe for further use.
Our usual summary is given below
inspected 5,255 both internally

and

externally,

w

Nature of Defects.

Cases of deposit of sediment,

Cases of incrustation and scale.
Cases of internal grooving, Cases of internal corrosion,

Broken and loose braces and
Settings defective,

Furnaces out of shape,
Fractured plates,

Burned

plates,

Blistered

plates,

Cases of defective riveting,
Defective heads,

-

--------------------...
-----

Cases of external corrosion,

-

stays,

-

-

-

Serious leakage around tube ends,

-

Defective blow-offs,

-

-

Serious leakage at seams,

Defective water-gauges,

-

-

-

Cases of deficiency of water,
Safety-valves overloaded,

-

Safety-valves defective in construction,

-----

Pressure gauges defective,

-

Boilers without pressure gauges,

Unclassified defects,

hole

Numbei
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of this explosion is given in
loss

was estimated
(254.)

Thomas
mated

— By

The Locomotive

December, 1893, where the property

for

at $40,000.)

a boiler explosion in St. Louis, Mo., on Nov. 2d, George Schader,

and Edward Koepke were instantly

Scoft,

[Ja>tary,

The property

killed.

loss

was

esti-

at $60,000.

— A boiler exploded in Hogan's

mill, in Savannah, X. Y., on Nov. 0th.
LayWilliam Jones was within three feet of the boiler when
it exploded, but escaped uninjured, save that he was made totally deaf.
Several other
The building was demolished.
persons had similar very narrow escapes.

(255.)

ern Bowler was fatally injured.

(250.

)

— On Nov. 7th a boiler exploded

saw-mill at Carrabelle, Fla.
jured.

The

The explosion was heard

(257.)

— By a

mill

in the Franklin County Lumber Company's
was considerably damaged, but no person was in-

for a long distance.

boiler explosion on

Nov. 7th, at the Elrod

mills, at

Sand Mountain,

near Birmingham, Ala., Richard Elrod and Charles Dickinson were instantly killed, and

Robert Bullock and Philip Elrod were fatally injured.

The

mills were

damaged,

it is

said, to the extent of $20,000.

(258.)

— A boiler exploded on Nov. 10th

at

R. Wallace

&

Son's factory, at Walling-

had very narrow escapes from death, but there were no faOne man was badly scalded, however. The boiler-house was badly wrecked,
talities.
and the damage amounted to about $3,000.
Conn.

ford,

Several persons

— A boiler exploded on Nov.

10th at the works of the American Strawboard
The buildings and machinery were wrecked, the loss being estimated at about $18,000. The boiler crashed through three brick walls, and part
of the machinery was hurled almost 200 feet in the air.
Ira Grimes. John Galloway, and
William Bicknell were injured and, as there were thirty men at work when the explosion occurred, it is remarkable that the number of injured was no greater.
(250.)

&

Paper Co..

Piqua, Ohio.

at

;

(260.)

— Goeleip's

at Kellam's,

factory,

stroyed by a boiler explosion on Nov. 10th.
(261.)

—A

near Honesdale. Pa., was completely deEngineer Charles Kille was killed.

boiler exploded at Palouse, near Garfield. Wis., on Nov. 10th, killing

engineer Baker, and badly injuring two other men.
(262.)

— By a boiler

explosion on Nov. 11th. the electric light plant in Salt Lake

Utah, was somewhat injured.

City,

to property

was not

Fortunately nobody was hurt, and the damage

great.

— Two large boilers exploded,

on Nov. loth, at Wentz & Co.'s colliery, near
were blown 100 yards away, and the boiler-house, two toolhouses, and a part of the breaker, were demolished.
The fireman had a narrow escape
from death. Work at the colliery was suspended.
(263.)

Hazelton, Pa.

The

boilers

—

A terrible boiler explosion occurred on Nov. 14th, at Hook's Switch, near
(264.)
Beaumont, Texas. The mill at that place was demolished, and Joseph Kirksy, William
Weiss, and Robert McKinney were killed.
Six other men were severely injured.
1

265.

»

— On Nov.

17th, a boiler exploded at

tablishment, in Philadelphia.
so badly scalded
(266.)

The property

and burned that

— A boiler exploded,

it is

loss

doubtful

if

Herman Eichman's
was not

coffee-roasting es-

great, but Mrs.

Eichman was

she can recover.

on Nov. 18th. in Holliday

&

Handley's mill, at Dixie,

Til

1894.]
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Harvey Mint <-i» and Cohen llinton were instantly

Ky.

5

ES.

Two

killed.

other men received

injuries.

— On

exploded at the Wisconsin Central pump-house, at
Fin-man John LinaS, and another man whose name we
did not learn, were frightfully scalded, and the i>oilcr-house was totally wrecked. There
was a report that the damage was due to dynamite thai had heeu maliciously left about
So far as we could discover, the only ground for this belief was the violence
the boiler.
The individual who advanced the dynamite hypothesis had probably
of the explosion.
never seen a boiler explosion before, and found it hard to believe that steam could be
;

i

.

Nov. 90th,

mar Ashland.

Butternut,

so destructive in

its

a boiler

\\i^.

action.

(268.) — A boiler belonging to Mr.

Edward Bhellenberger was

91st.

John W. Davis, of Jeraeyville, 111., exploded on
instantly killed, and two other men received in-

juries.

(269.)

— On

Oshkosh, Wis.

Nov. 99d,

a boiler

Nobody was

exploded at the Oshkosh Art Glass Co.'s works,

damage

hurt, but the

to property

amounted

at

to $15,000.

—

A boiler exploded in Quincy, Mass., on Nov. 94th, and the engineer,
(970.)
Helbom. was blown high in the air. It is thought that his injuries will not prove
The building in which the boiler was located was blown to atoms.

a Mi.
fatal.

—

A boiler explosion occurred at James's mill, in White Ridge, near Alexanon Nov. 24th. Albert Patterson and John W. Lee were killed instantly, and
Mr. James, the prothe fireman and another man were seriously burned and bruised.
prietor of the mill, and a Mr. Pierson, had narrow escapes from death, timbers and portions of the boiler being blown over their heads.
(971.)

dria, Va.,

— The boiler of

locomotive No. 604, belonging to the Lehigh Valley railroad,
North Hector, 38 miles from Sayre, Pa., on Nov. 24th. P. II. Billups, the
fireman, was killed, and Engineer Cooley and Conductor Henderson were seriously, and
(272.)

exploded
perhaps

at

fatally, injured.

—

Richard Brooks was killed on Nov. 25th by the explosion of a boiler in
Gadsden. Ala. The building in which the boiler stood was destroyed.
(273.)

(274.)

— A heating boiler exploded in a dwelling-house in

Nobody was

though there were a dozen persons
The building was considerably damaged.
25th.

hurt,

Haverhill, Mass., on Nov.
in the house at the time.

—

(275.)
By the explosion of a boiler at Clifton, a few miles east of Duluth, Minn.,
on Nov. 27th, one man was badly scalded and another was blown 100 feet and bruised

to

some

extent.

Both

will recover.

(270.) — A boiler exploded in Oak Harbor,

Edward Gordon and Edward Monroe, and

near Toledo, Ohio, on Nov. 29th, killing

fatally injuring

David Wright.

(277.) — On Nov.

29th, a boiler exploded at the electric light plant in Elwood, Ind.,
demolishing the entire building, and seriously injuring O. B. Frazier, David Tompkins.

Leonard Shively, and W. McMahon.
(278.)

— A boiler belonging

to Mr.

Coeln. Wis., exploded on Nov. 29th.

amounted
(279.)

to

George Wilks, in the town of Lake, near New
person was injured. The damage to property-

No

about $1,000.

— A locomotive

boiler

exploded on the Lehigh Valley railroad,

at Batavia,
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N. Y., on November 29th. Daniel Connors, the engineer, was frightfully scalded from
head to foot. He cannot live.

— On

Nov. 30th another locomotive boiler exploded on the Lehigh Valley
Van Etten, a station about 25 miles from Elmira, N. Y. Charles
Swartout and "Pearl" Smith were killed.
(280.)

railroad, this time near

(281.)

— One man was injured,

on Nov. 30th, by the explosion of a boiler belong-

ing to ex- Senator Fair, of Knight's Landing, near Woodland, Cal.

—

A boiler exploded, on Nov. 30th, at Shipp's mill, Powder Springs, Ga.
(282.)
Evans Rakestraw was fatally injured, and Westley Rakestraw, James Ivey, and Joseph
Shipp were injured seriously, but not fatally.
(283.)

— One of the buildings owned by the National Distilling

Co., of Milwaukee.

Wis., -was completely destroyed by a boiler explosion on Nov. 30th.
of brick, 100 feet long, 40 feet wide,

cept

two

feet of the walls.

A Plea

The

loss

and two stories high. It was
was estimated at $10,000.

The structure was
blown down ex-

all

for Higher Standards of Materials.

The Boilt r T&aker there is an article relating to materials
which contains some good thoughts. We reproduce it below,
of the readers of The Locomotive

In the latest issue of
boiler construction,

the benefit

••We

for
for

:

fear

our readers will

tire

of a higher

standard of quality of material,

but the need of some warning voice seems to be one of the demands of the trade.
When a boiler-maker can buy his plate for less money per pound than the cost

beams which go to make up our great buildings, is it not time to call a halt
and ask the cause of it ? We have inquired of manufacturers why they are making
less and less high grade material every year, and we are answered,
The boilermakers get just what they ask for and no more.
In turn, we seek for our information
from the boiler-maker, and he places the responsibility on the steam-fitter or
architect, who prescribes certain physical qualities in his elaborate sjiecifi cations, and
there it ends.
And so it seems that the modern rolling mill, costing a fortune, and
in its organization embracing the highest skill and intelligence, is to be told by a
steam-fitter or other maker of specifications what, and, we were about to say, how,
steel plate is to be made and used.
How rare is the word fire-box in orders
nowadays, and yet the mills are eager to make it.
" We are told that there is a larger profit in high grades of steel, and let
us be thankful for that, for by this alone can the manufacturer advance his productWe maintain that the greatest injustice is done the owner of a boiler every time
an inferior material is used. He would have none of it if he were given the
chance to choose from something better. In the selection of an article of
clothing we ask our shoemaker or tailor as to the comparative wearing qualities
of the

'

'

*

of

his

various goods.

purchase.

but

The question

varying price or durability determines our

of

But, alas! the boiler-maker

is

voice in the determination of

little

is

against

a suitable article,

is

is compelled to look at price alone.
one of the needs of our trade.

"The

his

terms 'Bessemer' and
open-hearth steels, have reference to methods
and not necessarily to qualities. If a good quality of pig-iron is made
by either the Bessemer or open-hearth process, it would be found that the latter

or processes
into steel

judgment, and has
and by force
The emancipation of the boiler-

fettered

what

of circumstances

maker

'

'

'

ill

1894.]
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was suiter and more uniform under the stress of severe usage.
Bui Bessemer Bteel made
good iron is better than open-hearth steel made of a cheap and inferior material.
Therefore the Bessemer tank Bteel of some manufacturers will run better than
the open hearth flange Bteel of other makers.
The name dosn'1 make the reality."
<>r

\\

i.

have received from the Yorkshire Boiler Insurance and Steam Users' Company,
made by Mr. John Waugh to the coroner of the southern di-

limited, a copy of a report

vision of Leicestershire, Eng., relative to the boiler that

The

Hill Quarry, Narborough.

The

ameter.

fire-box

was

:;

ft.

boiler

was upright,

6 in. in diameter. B

exploded on October 25th al Red
8 in. high and
in. in dift.

ft.

it

ft.

I

8 in. high.

It

was composed

of

with vortical seams, and was strengthened with four crossTlu- explosion occurred about an hour and a half after the boiler was fired up.
tubes.
A portion of the fire-box was blown out, and the boiler was blown 120 feet from its
three plates,

thick,

in.

I

original place.

was insured by the Manchester company

It

per square inch.

Mr.

Waugh

to bear the stipulated pressure safely,

heating from shortness of water.
overpressure.

The

for a pressure of 60

He

pounds

was strong enough
and he also says that there were no signs of overconcludes that the explosion was caused by simple

reports that at the time of explosion

it

safety-valve seems to have been unfit for the

work

it

had

to do.

The

valve was not the one originally supplied with the seating, and in order to make the
valve fit the seating a " liner " had been put around the " wings " of the valve.
The effect

was

to reduce the area of discharge to about one-half of one square inch.

Morewere such that if the ball were at the end of the lever
the valve would not rise till the pressure reached 118 pounds, which is practicallydouble what the boiler was allowed to carry. The coroners jury returned a verdict in
accordance witli Mr. Waugh's report, and they also blamed the owners of the boiler for
not looking after its working condition more sharply.
Mr. "Waugh's report is illustrated
by three plates which give a good idea of the boiler and the safety-valve.
of this

over, the proportions of the valve

San Francisco papers have had considerable to say about the boilers
basement of the City Hall in that place. If all that is said about them
is true, they must be extraordinary boilers indeed.
One man said he could ''take a
tack and press it through some parts of them." Another says that "two of the boilers
were beyond all repair. They had been patched and were full of holes. A lighted
candle could be seen when placed in the interior of the boilers."
Why were these boilers not exhibited at Chicago
Tin-;

in the

'.

A

made by a locomokeep a proper supply of water in his boiler. The crownsheet was overheated, and extensive repairs were required.
The report was as follows:
" Owing to a temporary deficiency of dampness on the roof of the furnace of engine 76,
the active combustion of carbon produced caloric intensity sufficient to permanently derange the contour of the sheet, suspend active participation of this locomotive in the
transportation department, and require the employment of skilled artisans and mechanical appliances unattainable at the time and place of such unsolicited and unexpected
derangement of crown-sheet and schedule, caused by procrastination in the application
of appliances for the introduction of water to the interior of the boiler."
writer in Locomotive Engineering tells of an imposing report

tive engineer

who

failed to

THE LOCO MOTIVE
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dollar each.

Papers that borrow cuts from us
so that we

We

may give proper

desire to

Bepo?'ts for

1894.

can fo obtained free by calling at any of the company's agencies.

Subscription price 50 cents per year

Bound volumes one

15,

A. D. Risteen, Associate Editor.

Editor.

when mailed from

{Any volume can
will

do us a favor

if

this office.

be supplied.)

they will

mark them

plainly in returning,

credit on our books.

acknowledge the receipt from Chief Engineer Guido

Perelli of the

1891 and 1892 of the Milan Associazione fra gli Utenti di Caldaie a Vapore.

Some time ago we had the pleasure of noticing in these pages Mr. Simpson Boland now we have received from Messrs. John Wiley & Sons, of 53
Mr. Bolland
East Tenth street, New York, a copy of another work by the same author.
calls his new book The Iron Founder Supplement, but as it contains about 400 pages and
land's Iron Founder,

it would seem as though it were entitled to a more pretentious name.
have read it with considerable profit, and we can commend it to any one interested
in iron founding or any of the branches of industry connected therewith.

200 illustrations

We

The Builders Iron Foundry of Providence, R. I., has favored us with an interesting
pamphlet on The Venturi Meter, an instrument (if one may call it so) for measuring the
The water does not flow
flow of water through pipes.
It is certainly a unique device.
through any measuring apparatus at all, in the ordinary sense of the word. The indications of the meter depend on the general principles of hydraulics pointed out by the
Italian philosopher Venturi in 1796; that is, on the " relation between the velocities and
pressures of fluids when flowing through converging and diverging pipes."

The Paris Exposition.

— Report

of the U.

S.

Commissioners.

We

have received from Gen. Wm. B. Franklin, Commissioner-General for the
and Vice-President of the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company, a copy of the Reports of the United States Commissioners to the Cniversal
Of these, the first contains
Exposition of 1889, at Paris.
It consists of five volumes.
the report of the Commissioner-General, with accompanying documents, including reports of officers of the commission, official regulations, classification, and lists of exhibitors and of awards.
The second volume contains the reports on the fine arts, on
education and the liberal arts, on furniture, textile fabrics, and wearing apparel, on the
extractive arts and raw and manufactured products, and on hygiene.
The third volume
United

States,

gives the reports on apparatus and processes of mechanical industries

The fourth volume contains the

neering.

is

devoted to agriculture and

civil

engilife-

and

final

saving material, on alimentary products, and on horticulture; and the

volume

and

reports on electricity, on military and

allied subjects.

fifth

THE LOCOMOTIVE.
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We should

be pleased to review this mosl interesting report very rally; but as it
over four thousand pages, it will be impossible to give more than a
superficial account of it.
In his report in the fiwl volume. Qen, Franklin pays B high
tribute to the juries that had the task of passing upon the merits of the exhibits.
•They worked steadily at all available hours,' he says, " until everything exhibited for
competition was examined.
I have never Seen such honest,
conscientious hard work ai
contain-, in

all.

-

was done by this large number of distinguished men, who seised without pay. Their
reward was the appreciation by their countrymen and foreign exhibitors of their disinted labors,

and the consciousness

— which

they have a right to hold

— that

no body

men

ever performed a delicate and laborious task with more industry, with greater
ability, and with a better Bense of justice to all."
We also learn from this report that
of

the number of recompenses of all degrees awarded during the exposition was 33,138.
This includes tin:; grand prizes, 5,153 gold medals. 9.000 silver medals. 9,823 bronze

medals, and s .(»To diplomas of honorable mention.

In addition to these, 5,500 medals

of various kinds --were awarded to collaborators,

and

workmen who were noted

for skill

aud faithfulness in the work-shops in which the exhibits were prepared."
(There were over 60,000 exhibitors in all.) Of these awards, over a thousand were
granted to exhibitors from the United States, the awards to this country's exhibits being
as follows: Grand prizes, 55- gold medals. 214; silver medals, 300; bronze medals,
246; diplomas of honorable mention, 229.
Gen. Franklin, commenting on this list of
awards, says: "The United States fared better than any other foreign nation in the
number and nature of the awards granted to its exhibitors." He also states that the
French estimate of the number of people from the United States that visited Paris during the Exposition is 90.000.
It will readily be imagined that multitudes of difficult
points were continually coming up before the commission in the discharge of their
duties, and that it was an almost impossible task to meet and decide them with the
necessary promptness and fairness to all concerned aud one who is in any way familiar
with these things will appreciate the following passage from Gen. Franklin's report: " I
was we'd assisted by my subordinates in conducting the business of the commission. As
a rule, persons connected with a United States commission to a foreign exposition have
no experience in international expositions, and the business is entirely new to them, and
ability

;

By the time the business

requires a certain apprenticeship.
over,

aud the employes

scatter, usually declaring

capacity to another exposition.

The United

is

learned the exposition

is

they will never belong in any

States commission

was no exception to

this

connected with it. except two or three persons, but
went on as well as that of the other foreign commissioners, and I think creditably to

rule.
it

The business was new

that

to all

From the report of Chief Engineer Gunnell we learn that the area
covered by Machinery Hall was 654,550 square feet, and that the area covered by the
Palace of Liberal Arts was 202.y-26 square feet. The total floor space occupied by the

the United States."

United States was 113,300 square feet. There are numerous interesting appendices to
Gen. Franklin's report, replete with statistical and other information: and the first
volume concludes with a very full and complete index, which adds immensely to the
There are also twenty-two
value of the report, and to the convenience of the reader.
excellent engravings.

We
of the Report begins with the report on the Fine Arts.
vigorous onslaught on the " Angelus," with which we heartily symknow more about boilers than we do about art, it may be that our

The second volume
note, on

page

19, a

pathize; but as

we

opinion in this matter

but

we have

seen

is

many

of no great importance.

that

we

liked better.

The

The "Angelus"
report

is

is

illustrated

a fine painting,

by about

a dozen

;

THE LOCOMOTIVE.
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engravings of paintings and statuary, most of wnich are excellent. The representation
Freniiet's " Gorilla and Woman," though
of the '•Nymph Echo" is particularly good.
it

could hardly be called beautiful,

and the engraving

of

it

nevertheless, a powerful

is,

that accompanies the report

and well executed work
Following the re-

very good.

is

port just considered are the reports on Education and the Liberal Arts.
possible to give any adequate idea of these reports.

Instruments and Optical Materials"

should

read

fail to

it.

is

very

fine,

and no one interested

The reports on Furniture and Accessories

of the manufacture of sodium, which

is

of considerable interest.

pense of producing this metal by the C'astner process
cents.

(It is

in the process of manufacture.

owing

ployed,
tical

is

by

to the fact that

now produced by

Products there

ficial silk.

(See

this process

bility)

is

good and

an account

The estimated

ex-

10£ pence per pound, or about 21
interesting to note, in this connection, that the market price of sodium has

recently risen from about 75 cents per

metal,

these subjects

in

are very

In the report on the Products of Mining and Metallurgy there

•complete.

almost im-

It is

Prof. Hastings's essay on "Optical

is

It

pound

is

is not due to any fault
diminished demand for the

This

to $1.75.

probably results from

a

aluminium, in the extraction of which

other means.)

it

In the report on Chemicals

was chiefly emand Pharmaceu-

an account of Chardonnet's process for the manufacture of

The Locomotive
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can be easily dyed, and that

its

It

arti-

appears that the fiber produced

most objectionable feature

can be overcome by immersing the skeins in dilute nitric acid.

(its

inflamma-

is

said that

It

specimens of fabric woven from the artificial silk appear to be "fully equal to true
.silk in luster and softness.'*
This volume (Vol. 2) contains 141 excellent plates.
The third volume of the Report relates to the apparatus and processes of the mechanical industries, and to railways, civil engineering, public works, and architecture.
It is illustrated with 22 plates, and about 300 cuts in the text.
In the early part of this

volume we read that in the machinery at the Exposition "few absolutely original ideas
are to be found.
The machinery and apparatus exhibited are little more than recombinations of principles already well-known and applied.
Not only would we seek in vain
in the vast buildings for some one of those great discoveries which change the character of an industry, but even, in a far more limited sense, inventions which possess a
moderately important scope are absolutely wanting.
The machines exhibited
are, as a whole, better designed and more intelligently combined than those shown in
the former expositions; their proportions are better, their workmanship more perfect.
In fact, considerable advance has been made.
But it is not by great inventions that
this progress has been effected it is rather by a thousand improvements which relate to
.

.

.

;

the details of the machinery."

It

is

gratifying to read, further on, that

"no

part of

Machinery Hall was examined with greater approval by European engineers than was
the United States section.
The general verdict of these men was that the greater proportion of those machines in which freshness and originality were shown was to be
found in this section, and that here the interesting new idea and useful invention were
conspicuous above the uniform grade of general excellence everywhere found in the
mechanical exhibits." The Commissioner subsequently says that " the representation of
the United States was by no means, however, confined to its own section; its proudest
fact, seen outside of the actual exhibits made by its own citizens.
machinery exhibited by the other nations was either admitted to be of design belonging to the United States, and advertised to be this, or else was a close imitation of forms which have originated with its engineers and inventors." Numerous
examples of this are given. The reports on mining and metallurgy, on machine tools,
on knitting machinery, and en brick and tile machinerv cannot be noticed here, further

display was. in

Much

of the

T
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The Bpecial report on railway plant occunumerous cuts and engravings. In
we oof ice

than to Bay thai thej are well worth perusal,
pies over ldO pages,
;i

reference

They

t<>

and

is

illustrated by

it

Breless locomotives constructed by the Continental

tin-

Company

of Paris.

charged with hot water at a temperature of 898° Kali., ami they arc propelled
We learn that
by the steam this body of water can give off before cooling to 212°.
these locomotives "have been in successful operation for eighl years in the Indies,
air

Netherlands, France, England, Austria, and the United States."
to

know how

ing

is

far

f
1

one of thr

1

\

1

will

finest

run before requiring recharging.

and most extensive of

all.

and

It

would he interesting

Tin- report on civil engineeris

beautifully illustrated

with

photo-engravings ami wood-cuts.
electricity, in which the many marThe accounts of duplex, quadruple!, and
multiplex telegraphic systems, by means of which several messages may he sent over
the same wire, simultaneously and in both directions, without confusion, will be found
interesting to those who do not understand these curious and wonderful applications of
electrical principles.
The general tendency of the age seems to be to do everything by
electricity; and it would be impossible to even enumerate the things described and discussed in the report. The report on Military and Life-saving .Material conies next in
order.
It is very comprehensive and very creditable.
It is illustrated with about
seventy full-page engravings and folding plates.
The remainder of this volume consists
of the reports on Alimentary Products and on Horticulture.
The report on Alimentary
Products occupies more than 700 pages, and in it almost every conceivable kind of food
material is discussed.
It would be rare reading for an epicure seeking for "pointers"
about new things to eat.
The fifth volume of the report is devoted exclusively to agriculture and allied subjects, and is replete with interesting and useful information.

The fourth volume begins with the

velous inventions

m

report on

this field are described.

In concluding this necessarily imperfect notice of the Report of the United States
Commissioners, we must express our appreciation of the enormous amount of hard work
its

preparation has entailed on General Franklin and his colleagues.

amply repaid

They may

feel

have produced a report that surely is not
excelled by anything of the kind that has been published in the past. The commissioners to the Columbian Exposition will need to exert themselves to the utmost to
come up to the standard these gentlemen have set for them.
for the labor, however, for they

The Properties of Steam.
In the issue of

The Locomotive

for

April,

1880,

we published

a

table

of the

upon what were then the standard authorities on
the subject.
Since that time other standard works have appeared, and we have thought
it well to re-publish the table, after making such changes as would be required to bring
it into conformity with the best practice of to-day.
The changes are, for the most
part, slight and unimportant, and would probably not be appreciable in practical work.
properties of steam, which was based

The

present table, however,

one published

The

is

believed to be a

little

closer to the actual facts than the

in 1880.

first and last columns give the pressure of the steam in pounds per square inch,
by the gauge. It is often assumed, in the construction of tables of this kind,
that the pressure as read by the gauge is an even 15 pounds greater than the "absolute
pressure." In preparing the present table, however, we have used the more exact value
of 14.69 pounds; which is the same as saying that the "gauge pressure" 13 14.69

as read

THE LOCOMOTIVE.

12
pounds

greater

than

the

but

This

pressure."

''absolute

the height of the barometer;

for

all

[January,

-will

ordinary purposes

vary,
it

is

of

not

course,

with

necessary to

take account of the barometer, the average pressure being quite accurate enough except
where the utmost accuracy is demanded. Assuming the average

in certain refined tests

pressure of the air to be 14.69 pounds per square inch

is

the same thing as assuming the

average height of the barometer to be 29.95 inches.

The second column needs no

especial explanation.

the Fahrenheit scale, corresponding to the pressures in

The

third column gives the

that are obtained

when one cubic

number

It

gives the temperatures, on

Column

1.

of cubic feet of steam, at any given pressure,

foot of water (measured at 60° Fah.),

the various pressures given in the

first

column.

is

evaporated at

Since water expands comparatively

when it is heated, this column, for practical purposes, may be considered to give
number of cubic feet of steam produced by each cubic foot of water, whatever the
temperature at which the water is measured. In calculating this column, the weight of
little

the

a cubic foot of water at 60° Fah. has been taken to be 62.367 pounds.

The fourth column
pressures,

and the

fifth

gives the weight of one cubic foot of steam at the different
column gives the number of cubic feet of steam that weigh one

pound.

The sixth column gives the amount of heat required to change a pound of water, at
any given temperature, into a pound of steam at the same temperature and the seventh
column gives the total amount of heat that is required to change a pound of water
The '"heat unit" referred to,
at 32° Fah. into a pound of steam at any given pressure.
is the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of a pound of water one degree.
This is not precisely the same for all temperatures, though it is nearly so, and in
most cases it is customary to consider it constant for all temperatures. In the present
table the "unit of heat" means the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of
:

a

pound

of water from 32° Fah. to 33° Fah.

may be well to illustrate the use
wished to knew how many cubic feet
It

of the table

by

a few examples.

of steam at 85 lbs. pressure

Thus, suppose

we

would be obtained

from 6 cubic feet of water. The table gives 273 as the number of cubic feet of steam
from one cubic foot of water. Hence we have 6 X 273
1,638 cubic feet, the answer
required.
Again, suppose we wished to know how much 40 cubic feet of steam at 120
lbs. pressure would weigh.
The table gives .304 of a lb. as the weight of one cubic
If we wanted
foot, and hence 40 cubic feet would weigh 40 X .304 = 12.16 pounds.
to know how many cubic feet of steam at 70 lbs. pressure it would take to weigh
100 pounds, we find in the table that it would take 5.09 cubic feet to weigh one pound;
and therefore we know that it would take 100 X 5.09 = 509 cubic feet to weigh
100 lbs.
This would just about fill a cubical box that is 8 feet each way: and yet
it must not be supposed that such a box would seem to weigh 100 pounds if it were

=

when filled with steam at 70 pounds, would weigh
that is, it would
would when it was entirely empty
weigh 100 pounds more than it would when it contained neither steam nor air. Air
buoys up substances that are immersed in it, just as water does: except that it does not
buoy them up to the same degree, because it is not so dense as water. A cubic foot of
air, under ordinary conditions of temperature and pressure (that is, at 60° Fah. and
14.69 pounds pressure to the square inch) weighs .07634 of a pound; and. conversely,
under the same circumstances it takes 13.099 cubic feet of air to weigh a pound.
Referring back, therefore, to the first part of the paragraph, we rind that the actual
tried

on

scales.

100 pounds more

Such

a box,

than

—

it

weight of 40 cubic feet of steam at 120

lbs.

pressure

is

12.16 pounds.

If

we wished

to

1884.]
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know

the apparent weight of this steam we should have to subtract from the actual
weight (12.16 pouuds) the weight of au equal volume of air. Now since one cubic foot
of air weighs .07634 of a pound, it is evident that 40 cubic feet of it will weigh
40 X .07634 = 3.0536 pounds. Calling this, in round numbers, 3.05, we have, as the
apparent weight of 40 cubic feet of steam at 120 lbs. pressure, 12.16 — 3.05 = 9.11

pounds; which
on a pair of

We

is

the weight of the steam as

we should

obtain

it

by weighing

it

in air,

scales.

from the table that up to 15 pounds pressure, or thereabouts, steam
it is not possible for steam of less pressure than
this to have any apparent weight.
At higher pressures steam is denser than air, and itsapparent weight can be readily found.
Thus to take the same example as before, let us-

is

see

lighter than air; and, consequently,

how many cubic feet of steam, at 70 lbs. pressure, it would take to apparently
weigh 100 pounds. The true weight of one cubic foot of such steam is .196 of
a pound, and subtracting from this .076, the true weight of one cubic foot of air, we
find that the apparent weight of a cubic foot of steam at 70 lbs. is .196 — .076 = .120
of a pound, and therefore, to have 100 pounds apparent weight, it would take
find

100

-r-

.120

—

833.3 cubic feet of the steam.

This calculation

absolute weight of 833.3 cubic feet of steam at 70 lbs.

and the absolute weight of the same volume of
fore the apparent weight of the steam

is

163.3

is

air is 833.3

—

63.3

is easily verified:

833.3 x .196

X

.076

=

=

for the

163.3 pounds,

63.3;

and there-

= 100 pounds, which verifies the

calculation.

To
amount

illustrate the use of

Column

pounds

6, let

us suppose that

it is

required to calculate the

of steam at 40 lbs. pressure will give out,

by merely
condensing to water, and without subsequent cooling. (This sort of condensation takes
place in steam pipes, the water of condensation remaining at the same temperature as the
steam around it.) We find from the table that one pound of steam, under the circumstances, would give out 912.7 heat units.
Ten pounds, therefore, would give out
10

X

of heat that ten

912,7

=

9,127 heat units.

were required to find the quantity of heat that would be required to
transform 12 pounds of water at 46° Fah. into 12 pounds of steam at 110 lbs. pressure
If

it

we should use Column 7. It appears that 1,186.8 heat units would
be required to convert one pound of water at 32° into one pound of steam at 110 lbs.
pressure but as the given feed-water is already 14° above 32°, we should need 14 heat

to the square inch,

;

units less than the tabular
to transform a

pound

amount

of heat; so that the

of water at 46° into a

pound

number

of heat units required

of steam at 110 lbs. pressure

would

be 1,186.8 — 14 = 1,172.8. To evaporate 12 pounds under these conditions we should
therefore need 12 X 1,172.8 = 14,073.6 heat units.
As a final example in the use of the table, let us find out what is the greatest amount
of water that one pound of coal can evaporate, the feed water being at 100° and
the steam pressure 70 lbs.
The feed water being 100° - 32° = 68° above the freezing
point, the number of heat units required for each pound of water is 1,178.3 — 68
= 1,110.3. Now a pound of pure carbon, upon undergoing complete combustion, gives
out 14.000 heat units; and if we assume the coal to consist of pure carbon, we
find that one pound of it could evaporate 14,000 -r- 1,110.3
12.61 pounds of water,
under the specified conditions, provided all of its heat could be made available. Of
course, no coal consists of pure carbon, and no boiler utilizes all the heat produced under

=

it.

We

exceed.

should therefore regard 12,61 pounds merely as a limit that

it is

not possible to
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Thb January issue of Cawier'a Mogaeim is of unusual interesl and excellence, and
might even be described as an art publication, except that tin' field of the magazine

it

is

engineering.
There are, in this issue, for Instance, fifteen tinted portraits of distinguished engineers, ami over Bixt] other line illustrations, most of which are half tone en
gravings from photographs, or from what engravers fall "wash drawings."
Bui the excellence of the present issue

not by an\ means confined to the

illusl rut ions.
There are
by Messrs. Jackson, Trautwine/Kandolph, I.ea\
itt. Emery, Webber, Button, Henderson, Cole. Blackwell, Wiley, Thompson, Spies, and
Coxe, besides the usual notes on "Current Topics." The issue is decidedly creditable
to both editors and publishers.
is

interesting articles on timely subjects

These were many
was one

in

strange things on exhibition at

particular that

seemed so impossible

thai

the World's

many

visitors

Fair, and there
would not believe

and came away with the impression that they had seen a clever feat of
is it was a genuine natural phenomenon, which will
doubtless be put to use in the arts.
We refer to the experiment shown in the electrical
building, where a bar of iron was raised to a, Welding heat by plunging it into a bucket,
of water.
Several persons have asked our opinion of this astonishing performance, and
perhaps an explanation of it would be interesting.
Most of our readers know that water is composed of two substances
oxygen and
hydrogen — which are both gaseous when they exist separately, but which condense
and produce that familiar tiquid when they are united chemically. This may be
proved by mixing one volume of oxygen with two volumes of hydrogen, and .applying
a light to the mixture.
It explodes violently, and for this reason the experiment must
be performed in a strong vessel.
When proper precautions are taken, it is found that
in its reality,

legerdemain; whereas the fact

—

there is nothing in the vessel after the explosion but water and steam.
The original
gases have entirely disappeared, and the new substance (i.e., the water) does not bear
the slightest resemblance to either of them.
The composition of water may also be proved by analysis. For example, if the
two terminal wires of a galvanic battery be dipped into a glass of water, it will be
found that bubbles of gas are given off at the negative wire (i. e., the one connected
with the zinc end of the battery), and if these bubbles are collected, they will be
found to consist of hydrogen.
If the positive wire is of platinum, or gold, or some
other non-oxidizable metal, bubbles of gas will appear there, too; and upon collecting
them we shall find that they consist of oxygen. (If the positive wire is copper, the
oxygen bubbles will not be obtained, for the oxygen will unite with the copper as fast
as it is liberated, forming oxide of copper.)
In the experiment referred to above, the bar of iron was connected to the negative
pole of a powerful dynamo, the other pole of which was connected with the bucket,
or with a plate of copper in the bottom of it.
The water in the bucket immediately
began to decompose, and hydrogen was deposited all over the submerged surface of
the iron bar.
In a few moments the bar became covered with a film of hydrogen that
protected it from contact with the water around it.
If the dynamo were not very
powerful, the electric current would then cease to flow, because the continuity of the
circuit was broken.
But as the experiment was arranged at the Fair, the dynamo was
so powerful that it overcame the great resistance of the film of hydrogen, and sent its
current right through it.
Now it is a general fact that heat is produced wherever an
electric current encounters a resistance
just as heat is produced in tin? bearings of an
engine when the journal resists the motion of the shaft owing to roughness or grit or
bad alignment. Hence the electric current from the dynamo generated great heat in
passing through the resistant film of hydrogen that was deposited on the surface of the
iron bar; and the dynamo used in the experiment was so powerful that it could produce heat enough to make the bar white-hot in a few moments. The water did not
quench the bar, because the hydrogen film prevented the two from coming into actual
contact with each other.
It was a remarkable and instructive experiment, and will never be forgotten by
those who saw it performed.

—
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Throug-h Bracing*.
In discussing the bracing of boiler heads

in

previous issues of

The Locomotive, we

have shown different forms of radial braces, including both the crow-foot, or solid
brace, and braces attached to tee-irons, and so placed as to run back to the shell in a
direct Hue from the head fastening, at a proper angle.
In the present issue we show a

form of "through bracing,"

in

which the braces run from head

to head.

This type of

&

ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
oooooo
ooooo
oooo
ooo

ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
ooooooo
oooooo
ooooo
oooo
ooo

o

Fig.

bracing

is

in use

by

1.

—A

Boiler Head with Through Braces.

several of our large builders of boilers,

care in the details of construction,

it

can be

made

and with proper design and
and sufficiently strong

perfectly tight,

for the support of the flat surfaces.

In designing these through braces, however, there are important points that

must
For example, it is very easy to find a distribution of the braces
which would give the same load on each one of them, and also amply stay the heads;
but which, nevertheless, would cut off all access to the boiler, and seriously interfere
not be overlooked.
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with making inspections or repairs. The problem of allowing access to the boiler, and
still proportioning the bracing so that each brace shall sustain its equable share of the
load, may bt- solved by riveting steel channels to the heads, to serve as washers, or stiff
-

and passing the braces through them, as shown in the illustrations. The braces
should be of the best iron, without weld, and should be upset for a distance of six or
eight inches from the ends, so that when these ends are threaded the diameter at the
bottom of the thread shall slightly exceed the diameter of the main body of the brace.
The hole through the head and the channel bars is of such a size as to just admit the
enlarged end of the brace, and each brace is secured by a lock nut inside, and a closeeners,

Fig.

fitting

2.

— Side

View op a Boiler Head with Through Braces.

copper ring washer and nut on the outside. With proper care in the fitting, a
made in this manner, and the head will be held firmly in its natural

tight joint can be
position.

Six-inch channel-bars are commonly used when bracing is arranged in this manner;
but the tendency of the head to buckle between supports is controlled by the spacing of

the

rivets,

and we find that a larger channel-bar gives a more equable distribution of

the rivets, and consequently a more uniform support to the head.
In this kind of bracing, the number of braces is limited while with radial bracing
number can be increased to any desired extent. With radial bracing greater strength
obtained by increasing the number of the braces. With through braces, on the other
;

the
is

hand, increased pressure is provided for by an increase in the size of the braces. This is
an important consideration; for braces that at 100 pounds pressure sustain a stress of
7,500 .pounds per square inch, would not be proper if the boiler were to carry 125 or 150
pounds. The braces should always be proportioned to the surface they have to sustain,
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and to the pressure of the steam. It maj seem needless to
this, lint our experience lias Bhown thai too little attention
bence we feel called upon to urge its importance.

We

shall shortly return to this Bubjecl of

Boiler

—A

boiler

fat

Bometimes paid

it,

is

to

and

Explosions.
1893.

boiler exploded in Qallipolis, Ohio, on

Charles Naul, and breaking his leg.

refer to so obvious a

through bracing.

December,
(284.)

\Q

I.

December

1st,

Beriously scalding

Engineer Charles Clark was also scalded.

The

was blown over Supt. Butter's residence.

(285.)

— A boiler exploded

in Marinette, Wis.,

on December 2d.

The damage was

small.

— On

(286.)

December 3d a

boiler exploded in

Mannington,

"YV.

Va.,

wrecking

six

houses and badly scalding a son of James Dewer and a daughter of B. P. Cunningham.

— Charles

(287.)

Beavers, and Frank Spence, were killed on Decem-

Elliot,

ber 4th by a boiler explosion near Eastland, Texas.

—

George Hammond and Joseph Showers were instantly killed, and Joseph
(288.)
Henderson was seriously injured, by the explosion of a boiler in Oxford, N. Y., on December 5th.

6th.

— By a boiler explosion at Oak Harbor, near Fremont, Ohio, on December
W. Gordon, E. E. Monroe, and David Wright were badly scalded. Joseph Giester

was

also slightly injured.

(289.)

—

E. W. Otis and S. L. White were badly bruised and burned on December
by the explosion of a boiler at Baldwinville, near North Adams, Mass. White is

(290.)

7th,

Giester was blown fully fifty feet.

likely to die.

(291.)

— A boiler exploded

in

Warsaw,

111.,

on December

7th, fearfully scalding Mr.

E. H. Porter, and breaking William A. Cochran's leg.
(292.)

— A boiler explosion occurred, on

near Lynchburg, Va.

was badly
(293.)

What

injured.

—A

December 8th, at W. E. Moore's saw-mill,
Fireman William Crews was instantly killed, and Samuel Davis
Everything connected with the mill was completely wrecked.

slight

Cheer, Iowa.

boiler explosion occurred on

No

December 9th

in the

township of

person was hurt.

—

By the explosion of a boiler in Brooklyn, N. Y., on December 9th, Alfred
(294.)
Orr and John Clark were badly bruised and scalded.
(295.)

ber 11th.

— A small

boiler exploded on

The damage was

West

Fifty-third street,

New

York, on Decem-

slight.

— Wilson

Weathersbee was instantly killed on December 12th by the ex111.
Grant Whittington was standing near Weathersbee at
the time, and although he was blown into a river, fifty feet away, he escaped serious
(296.)

plosion of a boiler in Benton,

injury.
(297.)

—A

boiler exploded

on December 14th

boiler-house to pieces, and injuring the engineer.

in Jacksonville,

Pa.,

blowing the

—
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(298.)

boiler at Newcastle, Pa., exploded

[Fkbruary,

on December loth,

fatally scalding

Frederick Gettholtz, and seriously injuring Walker Gaston and Alexander Kerr.

—

The Arcade building at Buffalo, X. Y.. was destroyed by fire on December
The fire was caused by an explosion of some kind in the boiler-room; and the
amounted to over a million dollars.
(299.)

15th.
loss

I.

ruined.

— On

December 16th a boiler belonging to J. J. Wright exploded in ThackerThe boiler-house was demolished, and the machinery of the mill was
Nobody was hurt.

(300.)
ville,

T.

(301.)

— By

Brown was
last

two

W. Va., on December 18th. Allen
and Will Capley, Henry Capley, and Harvey Lewis were injured, the

the explosion of a boiler in Navy,

killed,

fatally so.

(302.)

— Two

boilers exploded at the Patterson colliery, Mt. .Carmel, Pa., on DeWilliam Secano and Michael Hirsch were badly injured. Secano's in-

cember 18th.

juries, in fact, are

(303.)

sion of a boiler in
(304. j

considered

— John W.

fatal.

Knipe and
Logan, Ohio.

his sou

were

killed,

on December 19th, by the explo-

— A boiler exploded at the Alexandria mills,

across the river

from Knoxville,

The plant was completely demolished. Harrison Caldwell,
Sherrod Dupees, Louis Palmer, and James Whittle were killed; and Thomas Blair.
Solomon Henry, Joseph Massey, James Miller, and James Reese were injured. Blair
and Henry have only slight chances of recovering.
Tenn., on December 22d.

—

A boiler exploded in Whitesburg, near Birmingham, Ala., on December
Engineer Benjamin Thomas and Fireman Amos Banks were killed instantly, and
three laborers received injuries from which they may die.
(305.)

•23d.

(306.)

—

(307.)

—A

A boiler exploded on December 28th in McDonald ct Dice's mill, near Peru,
George McDonald and his nephew, Richard McDonald, were instantly killed.
Walter Dice, one of the owners of the mill, was injured by flying debris; and the mill
itself was demolished.
Ind.

29th.

The

on December
was demolished and John Mannes was instantly killed. Robert
It is believed that he cannot
scalded, and his skull was fractured.

boiler exploded at Point Breeze, near Philadelphia. Pa.,

boiler-house

Mealy was fearfully
recover.
(308.)

— On

One man was

December

killed,

aud

a boiler exploded at St. Rose,

five others

St.

James

parish, La.

were frightfully scalded.

The powers of certain miraculous curative places apparently do not extend to all
W. R. Le Fanu, in his Seventy Tears of Irish Life, gives the following testimony of an invalid, who had sought the benefits of the Knock Chapel: " Indeed, sir,
diseases.

took all the rounds and said all the prayers, but it was of no use; not but what it's a
grand place it would astonish you to see all the sticks and crutches hanging up there,
It's my opinion, sir, that for
left behind by poor cripples who went home cured.
rheumatism, and the like of that, it's a grand place entirely; but as for the liver, it's not
Popular Science Monthly.
n."
worth a d
I

;

:
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Inspectors' Report.
Ni»vK\ir.i.u.

1898.

During this month our inspectors made 6,748 inspection trips, visited 14,706 boilers,
inspected 5,241 both internally and externally, and subjected 687 to hydrostatic pressThe whole number of defects reported reached 10,471, of which 1,058 were conore.
Our usual --uiiisidered dangerous; 27 boilers were regarded unsafe for further use.
niary

is

given below

:

Whole Number,

Nature of Defects,

of deposil of sediment,

Cases of incrustation and scale,

Cases of internal grooving,

....

-

Cases of internal corrosion,

-

----"-.-'-----

Case- of external corrosion,

-

Broken and loose braces and
Bettings defective,

stays,

-

Furnaces out of shape,
Fractured plates,

Burned

-

-

plates,

Blistered

plates,

Cases of defective riveting,
Defective heads,

-

-

-

-

-

Serious leakage around tube ends,

Serious leakage

at

...
----...

seams,

-

Defective water-gauges,
Defective blow-offs,

-

Cases of deficiency of water,
Safety-valves overloaded,

-

Safety-valves defective in construction,

Pressure gauges defective,

•

Boilers without pressure gauges.

Unclassified defects,
Total,

..----

-

-

-

-

December,
During

this

mouth our

inspectors

made

10,471

-

'

-

1,058

1893.

7,642 inspection trips, visited 15,971 boilers,

inspected 6,647 both internally and externally, and subjected 574 to hydrostatic pressure.

The whole number

of defects reported reached 12.335. of

which 1,385 were considOur usual summary

ered dangerous; 83 boilers were regarded unsafe for further use.
is

given below
Nature of Defects.

Cases of deposit of sediment,

Cases of incrustation and scale,
Cases of internal grooving,

-

Cases of internal corrosion.

-

Cases of external corrosion,

-

Broken and

loose braces

and

-

stays,

-

-

-
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Safety-valves defective,

Pressure gauges defective,
Boilers without pressure gauges,

Total,

23

V E

W

Nature of Defect*.

Safety-valves overloaded,

Unclassified defects,

I

-

hole

Nnn
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[February,

.......

Grand Total of the Inspectors Work Since the Company Began
1

January

1,

Visits of inspection made,
Whole number of boilers inspected,
Complete internal inspections,
Boilers tested by hydrostatic pressure,
Total number of defects discovered,
"
of dangerous defects,
"
of boilers condemned.
.

We append,

Business, to

1894.

796,725
1,580,060
608,786
102,195
.1,206,309
154, 7 -19

8,406

summary of the work of the inspectors of this company from 1870
to 1893, inclusive.
The years 1876 and 1878 are omitted, because the data that we have
at hand for those years is not complete.
The figures, so far as we have them, indicate
that the work during those years was in good accordance with the regular progression
observable in other years.
Previous to 1875, it was the custom of the company to
publish its reports on the first of September, but in this year the custom was changed and
the summaries were made out up to January 1st, so as to agree with the calendar year.
The figures given opposite 1875, therefore, are for sixteen months, beginning September
1, 1874, and ending December 31, 1875.
also, a

Summary of Inspectors' Work Since

Year.

1870.
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The Explosion on the
Ab we go
in

to press,

news

February L6th, on the

usual secrecy that

is

placed

in her,

" Brandenburg-.''

received of a terrible explosion

German

Brandenburg.

cruiser

pervades naval

affairs,

details regarding the accident, but

that considerable

26

E

damage was done

it

which occurred

The account

says

:

al

"With

Kiel.

the

the officers of the Bhip refused to give any

known

many of the crew were killed, and
The Brandenburg hud had new boilers
make a trial trip to test her. The vessel was on
Forty men were instantly killed, and nine others

is

that

to the vessel.

and had been ordered

to

when the explosion occurred.
were fatally wounded.
Among the dead are three chief engineers who were on the
vessel to report on the work of the boilers.
Several other officers were also included.
this trip

.Most of the bodies

be unrecognizable.

were badly scalded,

As soon

in

sonic instances the faces being so swollen as to

as the effects of the explosion w,ere

known

to the officer of

the deck, he caused signals to be set showing that the vessel was helpless.

went

at

Steamers

once to the assistance of the disabled war-ship, and, getting lines to her, towed

her back to Kiel.

When

she reached

port. Prince

Henry

of

Prussia, the

Kinperor's

and found that the explosion had caused much damThe steam tug Pelican, which was the nearest vessel, was the first to go to the
age.
The
Brandenburg'' a assistance; and she returned to the quay with thirty dead bodies.
news of the accident had spread through the city, and thousands had gathered at the
landing place. Four other steam tugs brought the wounded ashore.
Many of the crew
were injured critically, and all the injured were taken to the Military Hospital for treatment.
Six of these men died on the following morning, making the total number of
deaths from the accident forty-six.
"The Brandenburg is a steel belted cruiser of 9,840 tons. Her dimensions are:
Length, 354 feet 3 inches; beam, 64 feet. She draws 24 feet 7 inches of water. Her
engines are of 9,500 indicated horse power, and she has a speed of sixteen knots an
hour.
She was built at Wilhelmshaven in 1891. From what could be learned from
those who would talk of the accident at all, it appears that the main steam pipe of the
starboard engine burst while the engines were developing only 7,300 horse power.
"Captain Bendemann of the Brandenburg received the following despatch from
Emperor William: 'Accept my warmest sympathy and condolence for the loss of our
heroes.
We must keep a firm trust in God, and submit to the working of His inscrutable will.
Then we may find consolation and confidence. 1 shall cause a tablet commemorating the dead to be placed in the garrison church at Kiel. For those that are
left, full steam ahead.'"
brother, immediately boarded her

So much has been written and said on the cancellation of orders and the return of
goods once purchased, that the rights of both seller and buyer are becoming more clearly
defined under the law.
Both parties have certain rights, and the suits that are occasionally growing out of the infringement of these rights are having a good effect, at
least in the way of defining precisely what one can or cannot do under the law.
Many
retail merchants have an idea that they can refuse to accept goods at any time after ordering.
Such would not seem to bet he case under the decision of the Supreme Court of
Georgia, in the case of McCord vs. Laidley, wherein a firm bought a carload of goods to
be shipped and paid for on delivery. The seller shipped the car and forwarded a draft.
The draft was presented before the car arrived and payment refused, and the buying
firm notified the seller that he had violated the contract by demanding payment before
the delivery of the goods, and that they would not accept the goods when they arrived.
When the car arrived it was tendered to the buyers and they refused it. It was then
sold for what it would bring, which was much less than the contract price.
The buyers were held by the court to be liable for the deficit.
The decision is not only good
law, but sound common sense, and would undoubtedly be cited as a precedent in all
similar cases.
Wade's Fibre and Fabric.

—
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may give proper

from

{Any volume can
will

do us a favor

if

this office.

be supplied.)

they will

mark them

plainly in returning,

credit on our books.

Mr. William Gaston.
to announce the death of ex-Governor William
Gaston of Massachusetts, who passed away on January 19th, in the 74th year of his
Mr. Gaston was an honored and distinguished citizen, and for years had been the
age.
State attorney for the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company.
He
was widely known in public life, and was respected by his political opponents as well
as by his friends.
He was a man of the strictest integrity, and was thoroughly conHe was born in Killingly, Conn., on October 3, 1820.
scientious in all his relations.
He was graduated at Brown University in 1840, and immediately afterwards he began
He opened his first law office in
the study of law, being admitted to the bar in 1844.
It

becomes our sorrowful duty

Roxbury, Mass., in 1846, and continued his practice there until 1865, when he formed
a partnership with Hon. Harvey Jewell and Hon. W. A. Field, and removed to Boston.
In 1853 and 1854 Mr. Gaston was elected to the legislature as a Whig, and in 1856 he
was re-elected by a fusion of the Whigs and Democrats. In 1861 and 1862 he was
mayor of Roxbury, and during that period he was very active in raising troops for the
Union cause. In 1868 he was elected to the State senate. In 1871 and 1872 (after the
It was during his second term as
annexation of Roxbury) he was mayor of Boston.
mayor that the great Boston fire occurred and in the trying times that ensued Mr.
:

Gaston proved the sterling qualities of his character, and amply justified the confidence
In 1874 he was elected governor of Massachusetts.
his friends had reposed in him.
In a notice of his death, the Boston Herald justly calls him "an able advocate, an eloquent, forcible speaker, and a thoroughly conscientious man," and adds that " every

which he was called he successfully filled, and during his long career, occupying many positions of trust, both public and private, the breath of suspicion was
never wafted toward him.
Men might differ with him politically, but of his thorough
honesty and sterling integrity there was but one opinion; and, as was said of him
wisdom, dislong ago, he was a man pre-eminently qualified for duties requiring
cretion, firmness, and courage when needed, combined with the most exalted integrity
"
and unselfish devotion to the honor, welfare, and prosperity of the city.

position to

'

1

Mr. Edward P. Thompson, whose book ("How t<> Make Inventions") we commented
upon a short time ago, writes as follows concerning our criticisms in the December
issue: "You remark, "On page 36 he states that sound moves faster and faster from its
source until a certain

maximum

is

obtained.

We

should like to be referred to the
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experiments or equations on which this statement is based.'
refer you, therefore, to
described in any standard work on physics.
See, for
example, Ganot, Bection 880, as follows:
He (Jacques) thus found that nearest the gun
the velocity (of sound) is least, increasing to a certain maximum which is considerably
I

Jacques's experiments found

'

You

greater than the average velocity.'
boils in glass vessels at 100°
in

the glass vessel

('..

and

metal vessels

in

makes the water

also state,

-

<>n

('.
A piece of metal placed
This would he an extraordinary

100° C."

boil at

page 44 we read that "water

100°

at

refer you therefore to any
I
fact, if it were a fact, which unfortunately it is not.'
account of Gay-Lussac's experiments; for example in Ganot, section 306, which gives
the same figures, inertly adding that the vessels must be chemically clean.

"lean change hut cannot improve the wording of a clause you quote from page
'Water vapor in contact with red-hot material is decomposed into hydrogen and
oxygen, which are combustible, relatively.' You allege obscurity, especially as to the
latter part.
The word 'relatively' is necessary to show that hydrogen will burn in
oxygen, or oxygen in hydrogen.
If 'relatively' were omitted, the inventor might
infer that oxygen is combustible in air."
There is a fine irony in referring us to "any standard work on physics" for support
33:

of the indefensible proposition about the speed of sound, quoted above.

Mr.

Thomp-

was sweepingly made, about sounds in general. He said nothing to his
readers about cannon, and so far as any one could judge, he intended the statement to
apply to sounds of all kinds. In fact, whenever an unqualified statement about any
kind of a wave-motion is made, physicists always understand that the amplitude of the
waves is small; which was not the case in Jacques's experiments. Moreover, the air in
the vicinity of a cannon is thrown into such a violent commotion by the discharge of
the cannon, that it would be manifestly unfair to draw conclusions about sound from
such experiments, with the expectation that they will be true of sounds in general. It
is known, for example, that the sound of a cannon-discharge is not propagated with the
same speed in all directions; yet we imagine that Mr. Thompson would hardly feel
justified in modifying this statement so as to make it read " Sound travels with differson's statement

ent speeds in different directions."

"We even venture the suggestion that Jacques's experiments
reasonable suspicion; though this makes no difference whatever, so
discussion

is

concerned.

may not be above
far.

as the foregoing

Thus he found that with half-pound charges

of

powder the
and

velocity was 1.032 feet per second at a distance of 40 feet or so from the cannon,

1.120 feet per second at a distance of about 75 feet.
tion that the speed

was determined

the sound to travel 40 feet
sible

— we

1.120

feet,

—

in

If

we make

the reasonable assump-

each case by observing the time required for

would be admisand
second, respectively. The differ-

this is probably the greatest distance that

find that the observed time of transmission for velocities of 1,032 feet

would be .0388

of a second

ence between these intervals
lesser velocity near the

is

.0388

and .0357

—

.0357

—

of a

.0031 of a second; hence to prove the

cannon, M. Jacques would have to determine, with precision, an

Taking the nature of
would be practically impossi-

interval of time less than the three-hundredth part of a second.

the experiment into consideration,

we should

say that this

if there were not a cannon banging away all the time at one's elbow.
So far as the boiling-point of water is concerned, let us say that the circumstance
(which Mr. Thompson now mentions for the first time) that the experiment -will not succeed unless the vessel is "chemically clean," is of the most extreme importance; and a

ble,

even

statement in which this condition

known

that water

"bumps" when

is
it

Of course

it is

well

boiled in smooth, clean glass vessels;

it is

also

omitted
is

is

certainly not true.

—
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much more than 0° above the boiling point, if proper
But since it is these very precautions that make the experiments
possible, statements that do not even remotely suggest that there are any such conditions
of success, can only be characterized as misleading and untrue.
Now about the oxygen and hydrogen. If Mr. Thompson had only put in his book
the explanation lie now offers, all would have been clear as day. But the lucid explanathat water

be heated

precautions are taken.

tion that he

now

gives does not alter the fact that the original passage was obscure.

Reminiscences of the Fair.
Of the millions of persons w-ho attended the Columbian Exposition, surely there
was not one \vho was not filled with consternation when word came that the Manufactures building was ablaze.
On every side there were expressions of sorrow and
sympathy for the exhibitors who had not yet removed their goods when the names
burst forth.
It is hard to believe that the beautiful peristyle is gone
that in a few
short moments it was resolved into its elements and whirled high into the heavens,
Visitors who stand where we stood only a little while ago, no longer
to exist no more.
gaze on those graceful columns and beautiful statues.
Nothing is there', now, but

—

desolation.

There may have been men in the beginning who doubted the ability of Chicago to
produce an exposition that should excel the Centennial Exposition, and compare favorably with the one so recently held in Paris; but those once dubious must surely now
admit their mistake, and acknowledge that Chicago has accomplished all she undertook to accomplish, and that she has given us an Exposition greater and better than
any nation has yet produced in the history of the world. Her proud motto, "/ will,"
might properly be exchanged for the prouder one, "/ did."
It was well worth a trip across an ocean and half a continent, to see the buildings and grounds of the White City and the American people would have been proud
;

acknowledge the Fair

own, had there been nothing else on exhibition
is not thrilled when he looks back at that grand
Court of Honor, with its magnificent architectural effects, and beholds, in imagination,
the placid waters of the lagoon with the picturesque gondolas and gaily-dressed gondoliers,
the noiseless electric launches flitting about, impelled by some unseen force,
the long lines of electric lamps, threading their way over the great buildings, and
sparkling on the ripples of the lagoon, as some saucy, puffing steamboat passed by,
the powerful search-lights wandering about, bringing one object after another into
brilliant relief,
and the glories of the luminous fountains, spouting crimson, purple,
and golden fire.
Such a fairy-like vision was never beheld before, nor ever conto

there.

Surely, there

is

no

as their

man who

—

—

—

ceived, save in the imaginative
If

Italy

?

minds

of poets.

one were asked what country made the grandest exhibit there, w ould he say
or Germany ? or Japan ? There was a country that made a small exhibit in
r

It was a little villa surmounted by a dome, and in it there
were olives and pickles. That country was Greece; and when his eye fell upon this
exhibit, the visitor, with no thought of disparaging the olives and the pickles, could
scarcely refrain from a start of surprise.
He asked himself, unconsciously Can this
be the exhibit of Greece, the garden of the w orld, and the home of all that is great and
beautiful in art ? And when, in contemplative mood, he left the Agricultural building and came out once more into the Court of Honor, and raised his eyes again to

the Agricultural building.

—

r
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grandeur of the buildings about him, he exclaimed, " This is the exhibil of
she made
possible to design these magnificent structures; and the archi-

Greece

it.

I

tectural glories of the Exposition are hers as well as ours."

Without doubt the most impressive exhibit al the fair, aside from the buildings and
The advance in this line of investigation
in the electrical department.
could not fail to impress profoundly anyone who had previously seen the Centennial
A greal deal lias been written on this subject, during th<: Exposition ami
Exposition,
grounds, was

since

••Then

we have

close, but

its

than

simpler

these

c, in

\i.

seen Dothing that expresses the tacts of the case better or

words of Prof. Dolbear,

1870

|,"

in

a

recent.

issue

of

The Cosmopolitan.

he says, '•electrical apparatus consisted mostly of telegraphic

jars, and measuring instruments such
and resistance roils. There were a few crude dynamos and one small
imported Gramme machine, none of them intended to maintain more than one arc light.
Now there is rivalry for space in which to exhibit dynamos capable of lighting 50 or
more in one circuit. Then, there was not a single incandescent lamp in the world. Now.
they are to he seen by the tens of thousands, and with all degrees of brightness, from
that of a tallow dip to those but little inferior to the arc itself; and every exhibit is thus
Then, there was not a single electrical motor that was more than a toy to be
lighted.
Now, there are motors for all kinds of service, from driving a
run by a galvanic cell.
fan to those running printing-presses, looms, and machine shops, and threatening the
Then, all welding was done by hammering at the
existence of the locomotive itself.

devices, galvanic batteries, static machines, lcyden

BS galvanometers

Now,

forge.

electricity heats the

ends to be joined, and, in

describe the process, heavy shafts and rails

less

may be welded even

time than

better than

it

takes to

was possible

was not possible

to weld steel, or other metals than iron.
Now,
welded to another, as easily as iron to iron. Then,
there were induction coils for producing sparks a few inches long.
Now, such sparks
have been made five feet long, and it is believed they could be made fifty feet long if it
were worth the while. Then, induction coils were employed only for changing low
potentials to higher.
Now, the transformer reverses the process and makes electric
lighting feasible miles away from the dynamo.
Then, it was possible to send but two
telegraphic messages in opposite directions over the same wire, at the same time.
Now,
72 messages can be sent simultaneously over one wire, 36 in each direction, and without
the least interference or confusion.
Then, the telephone was first exhibited on a line

Then,

before.

almost any metal

it

may be

electrically

the length of the building.

Now, one can

talk with another a thousand miles away.

was believed that a continuous conductor was essential for doing any kind of
electrical work.
Now, it is shown that all kinds of such work may be done without
material connections.
Then, it was thought that light was one of the physical forces.
Then,

it

Now,

it is believed that light is an electro-magnetic wave.
Then, it was believed and
taught that electricity could never be economically employed for driving machinery/, and
that its light could not be subdivided.
Now, it is believed that electricity is in its
infancy.
Then, all the electrical exhibit could be put in a space 50 feet square.
Now.

a huge building, covering acres,

is

found

insufficient for the

needs of exhibitors.

All

this since 1876."

There was still another exhibit that attracted the notice of thoughtful visitors,
though it was not down on the program. We refer to the deportment of the crowds.
It was really inspiring to see a great crowd of American citizens moving about in an
orderly manner, and thoroughly on what is sometimes called "their good behavior."
Let no cynical reader imagine that we mean to intimate that such a sight is in any way

uncommon

in smaller assemblies, nor that

it

is

not to be expected in larger ones.

We
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that
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is

not often that

we have
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the opportunity of observing such

and that whenever we do have
such an opportunity, we find that they behave precisely as we should hope and
expect they would. Nevertheless, it makes us proud of them when we behold the fulfilmultitudes

of

people gathered

into

one

place;

Even on Chicago Day, when the grounds were thronged
men and women, if a man inadvertently jostled
against you, he begged your pardon and possibly went so far as to raise his hat; and
a similar spirit of good nature was everywhere visible.
ment

of our expectations.

almost to their

It

full

was a great

capacity with tired

Fair.

Canal Works in 1893.
The year 1893 witnessed the completion

work which may be
The Engineer, London,
work partially commenced, in the

of the Corinth Canal, a

said to have been in contemplation for the last 2,400 years.

and borings were actually made, and the
Emperor Nero. The work remained in abeyance till the success of the Suez
Canal led to the scheme assuming a practical shape in 1881; and, after overcoming
several financial difficulties, the canal was opened for traffic in August last.
The length
says surveys

reign of the

of this canal

is

only four miles; but the undertaking has been costly, the cutting being

principally through rock.

The Manchester Ship Canal was completed during the year, and its opening for
was a most notable event. The weather during the year was very favorable to
the progress of the works, which were hindered, in previous years, by interruptions
caused by floods and tempests.
The principal works completed during the year were
those for the deviation of the London and Northwestern and Great Western Railways, and
traffic

first for goods traffic and later on for passengers.
When
was accomplished there remained the cutting through the site of the old lines.
The final completion of this part of the work was considerably delayed by the settlement of the claims of the companies for compensation, which, however, in the end
resulted in a favorable award to the canal company, the amount they had to pay being
only about one-fourth of that claimed.
Several large, swing bridges and the swinging
aqueduct at Barton were also completed during the year. The other principal works
which have been brought to a successful termination are the embankment of the Mersey,
near Runcorn, and the underpinning of Runcorn Bridge. At the end of November the
water w as let into the last section of the canal, and on December 7th the first steamboat
passed from the Mersey, at Eastham, to Manchester. The canal was traversed in 6£
hours, although there were delays, owing to several of the bridges and the Barton
Aqueduct being swung by hydraulic power for the first time. The works were commenced on November 11, 1887, and thus this great undertaking has been completed in

the opening of these deviations
this

T

the short space of seven years.

Meantime, on the lower reach of the canal, business has
been rapidly growing, and Saltport, which a year ago hardly had an existence, is now a
busy port. From the commencement of 1894, steamers from America will proceed
direct to Manchester, and arrangements have been made by different companies for
regular traders to Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Antwerp, Dunkirk, Terneuzen, Hamburg,
London, Belfast, and other ports.

No further progress appears to have been made for carrying out the Sheffield and
South Yorkshire Navigation scheme, and the junction of this system of canals with the
Aire and Calder. The scheme, however, is not dead, as a notice has been given by the
company of their intention to apply to Parliament for powers to obtain land beyond that
which is to be given over by the railway company. The amount to be paid for the ex-

lsui
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be determined by the railway commissioners,

baa no!

settled.

The Panama Canal still remains in a state of ruin. An extension of the concession
has been obtained from the Colombian government up to October, 1894, and attempts
have been made to form a new company to go on with the work. l>ut, bo far, without
The Nicaragua ('anal is also Ln difficulties. Owing to the Btate of financial
America, it was found impossible to raise money to go on with the work, and
in order to protect the works and plant, the Nicaragua Canal Construction Company was
place. in charge of a receiver.
The company baa expended about E800,000for property,
Buccess.

matters

in

1

work, labor, and materials, and has, as elsewhere mentioned, recently been reconstructed.
The works of the Chignecto Ship Railway Company have been also at a standstill for
more than a year, and are going to ruin for want of funds.
>ver a million of money has
(

been spent, and

it

is

estimated that

it

will require

another half-million to complete the

railway.

The North Sea Baltic Canal lias been making considerable progress, about 5,000
men being employed, one-half of -whom are housed in barracks erected by the canal
authorities.
A large number of the men are Swiss and Italians, these men being
preferred on account of their sober habits.

Up

to the

present time about 100 million

cubic yards of earth have been moved.

At Holtenau the locks are in working order,
and some of the large bridges for carrying the roads and railways over the canal are
completed.
The estimated cost of this canal is £7.800,000, and it is expected it will be
completed in 1894
seven years after its commencement.
Abroad several important works for improving ports and harbors have been comAt Tunis a new channel has been opened, from the gulf to the
pleted during the year.
town.
At Alexandria a new straight and deep channel has been made to the port.
Several important works for the improvement of the harbor of Bilbao have also been
completed and also at the port of Lido, for improving- the navigation to Venice.
In America, the works for connecting Chicago with the Mississippi by means of a
canal joining Lake Michigan with the Illinois River are progressing.
It is considered

—

;

that this canal will, for all practical purposes, place the Mississippi cities a thousand

miles nearer the Atlantic seaboard, and double the value of the Western lands.
The
canal on the Canadian side of St. Mary's River, for giving communication between Lakes
Huron and Superior, and allowing vessels bound for the St. Lawrence to pass this way
instead of through the Sault Ste. Marie Canal,

This canal

is

water on the

is

expected to be completed

long, and will have a lock 900

3.500

ft.

sill.

The United

ft.

long, 60

ft.

in July, 1894.

wide, with 19

States at present charges 20 cents per ton on

passing through the Sault Ste. Marie Canal and going to any port

in

the

all

ft.

of

freight

Dominion

of

Canada, vessels going to the States passing through free. The importance of completing the works, so as to give Canada the control of the great waterway from Lake
Superior to the St. Lawrence, is obvious.

At Montreal the works for the improvement of the harbor and the shipping accommodation have made good progress. These consist of a guard pier 1^ miles long, 45 ft.
wide at top, and 20 ft. above low water, extending from the abutment of the Victoria
Bridge down stream, for the purpose of protecting the harbor from the floods and the
ice.
This pier will inclose a basin of 250 acres.
The material dredged and excavated
from the basin is used for the construction of the pier. Inside this harbor extensive
wharves are to be erected. The pier will require about a million cubic yards of materials,
of which about one-third is already in place.
The estimated cost of this work is
£624,000, and it is expected that it will take three years to complete.
Scientific

—

American.
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Through Bracing

1894.

.No.

B.

1

.

ho February issue of The Locomotive we illustrated a method of through bracwhich the braces were provided with upset ends, and the heads were stiffened by
channel bars.
The present illustration shows the same general form of bracing as
In

t

ing, in

applied to
heavier,

a

72-inch boiler, except that the steel channel bars in the present instance are

and have

a

width of eight inches; the increased width allowing the
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Arrangement of Through Braces and Channel Bars.
spaced in such a way as to provide a more uniform support to the head.

The arrangement

and the distribution of the rivets must, of course, be governed by
the size of the boiler and the amount of steam pressure to be carried.
When the pressures are high, a diagonal brace, running to the shell in the usual manner, may be placed
between the longitudinal braces on the upper channel bar.
The braces used should be of the best quality of iron, and they will vary in diameter
according to the pressure that the boiler is designed to carry. They will also vary, of
of the channel bars
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course, with the diameter of the boiler, as the area to be braced will be greater in larger

The arrangement of braces shown in the illustration is
ned for a boiler of 72 inches diameter, as we have already said and in such boilers
inches to 1| inches, and the
the diameter of the four lower braces will vary from
diameter of the two upper ones from 1| inches to 2| inches. These measurements, of
boilers than in smaller ones.
j

;

H

course, are for the straight section, or

main body

of the brace-rods; the upset ends being

always in proper proportion to the size of the body of the brace.
To facilitate the selection of proper sizes of through braces, we append the following
table, in which the column headed " Strength of the brace."' gives the allowable load in
pounds, for round braces, based on a tensile strain of 7,500 pounds per square inch of
sectional area.

The

rest of the table will explain itself.

DIMENSIONS AND STRENGTH OF IPSET BRACES.
Diameter of Brace in
inches.

1894
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Nature of Defects.

tie

Furnaces oul of shape.
Fractured plates,

Burned

plates,

Blistered

plates,

loses of

defective

(

I

tel'ect i\ e

ri\

eting,

beads,

Serious leakage around tube end--.

Serious leakage

at

seams,

Defective water gaug
I

lefccl

i\

e

Mow

oil's,

-

Case-, of deficiency of water,

Safety

\

al\ es o\

erloaded,

Safetj -valves defective in construction,

Pressure gauges defective,
Boilers withou! pressure gauges,

Unclassified defects,
Total,

35
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— On January 2d,

[March,

a small heating boiler exploded in Minneapolis, Minn., doiu«-

some damage, but fortunately injuring nobody.

— A boiler exploded in Beaver Falls,

(7.)

Pa., on January 4th, totally

wrecking the

The boiler passed diagonally over two squares, and landed
several hundred yards away.
The smoke-stack was blown a quarter of a mile through
Fortunately nobody was injured.
the air.
The boiler was a small upright, with a
building in which

single flue.

quarter-inch
(8.)

John

it

was

It

stood.

six feet

high and 36 inches

—A

boiler

exploded

Sumter

at St. Charles,

Law was blown through

E.

in diameter,

and the plates were of

steel.

Co., S.

C, on January

the roof of a shed and instantly killed.

6th.
Mr.
His body was

J. J. Luckey, Henry Monaghan, Cantey Bullock, Samuel Solomon,
and Moses Perry were badly bruised and scalded.

fearfully mangled.

—

A boiler in Wilson Bros.' mill, in Adelphi, Ohio, exploded on January 11th,
(9.)
blowing the mill to atoms, and instantly killing Noah Hoffman, Silas Wilson, and Amos
Stephens.
The bodies of Stephens and Wilson were found a mile away. John Wilson
was also injured, and it is believed that he cannot recover.

—

The locomotive Starr King was blown to pieces at Belmont, N. H., on the
(10.)
Belmont branch of the Concord & Montreal railroad, on January 11th, just as it was
leaving the station with a train.
Engineer Edward Bowler had his jaw broken and his
head crushed, and was dangerously injured in other ways also. Fireman John Ballantyne was horribly scalded about the body and legs.

—

One of the boilers in the City Hall at Philadelphia, Pa., exploded on
(11.)
January 11th, but fortunately nobody was injured, and the building was not materially
damaged. The water is said to have been 1ow so that the fire-sheet became overheated,
and blew down.
t

,

—A

Tacoma, Wash., on January 13th, at the
dock.
Nobody was seriously
injured, though Chief Engineer Follette was blown through a door.
(12.)

slight explosion occurred at

Crescent Creamery company's building on the ocean

(13.)

— A boiler exploded on January 13th,

The boiler-house was

Wis.

Half of

killed.

in

Willy

&

Co.'s flour mill, at Appleton,

and Joseph Barta, the night engineer, was
The property loss was
500 feet away.

totally destroyed,

the boiler was blown

about $5,000.
(14.)

—The

boiler of locomotive No. 383, of the "

January 14th, at Winchester, Ind.
and bruised, and died in about half
ward Dotey, head brakeman, were
had just boarded the eugine, was
totally

Big Four'*

railroad,

exploded on

Albert Rankin, the fireman, was frightfully scalded

an hour.

somewhat

Lafayette Mullin, the engineer, and Edinjured.

also bruised to

An unknown young man, who

some

extent.

The locomotive was

wrecked.

(15.)

— On January 15th the boiler on the ferry-boat Acorn

near Gallipolis, Ohio.

exploded at Middleport,
Engineer Joseph Petit was scalded to death, and the boat was

badly damaged.

— One of the boilers

in Lukens & Reifsnyder's mill, in Sumter, S. C, exploded
John Kennedy was severely injured, but probably not fatally so.
Thomas Smith, Ransom Pea, Hampton Carr, Steven Mack, and Simon Witherspoon
were also injured. The boiler-house and another adjoining building were demolished.
(16.)

on January 15th.

1894
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The whistle belonging

to the mill was found about five hundred yards away.
The explosion was caused bj internal corrosion, which affected only one plate, the others being

Btill sound and good, while the defectiv
te was only a sixteenth of an bach thick
in
When the explosion occurred the Bteam gauge indicated only
some places.
pounds.
The property loss was variously estimated at from $7,000 to $10,000.
<>•">

— On

January 16tfa a boiler at the breaker of the Reading Company's Indian
Shenandoah. Pa., exploded and badly damaged the breaker and other
buildings.
The colliery was necessarily idle for a considerable time, and ?sn persons
were thrown out of employment.
(17.)

Ridge colliery

at

—

(IS.
A boiler exploded in Roder's mill, near Sunnier, 111., on January 17th, and
Engineer Wilbur E. Smith was killed.
Smith was tiring up for the day's work. The
pipe leading from the boiler to the steam gauge had become clogged, and the gauge
i

Smith was blown 175

registered only 20 pounds.

feet,

and death was instantaneous.

—

The boiler of a steam tug exploded in Wallabout basin, near New York, on
(19.)
January 17th. and the rear end of the boat was blown away. The tug had been tied up
for the night, and there was nobody aboard.
The loss was estimated at $3,000.
(20.)

— On

January 17th. a boiler exploded in J. J. Elliott's mill, near Portsmouth,
was demolished, and Engineer John Stout was fatally scalded.
was also seriously and perhaps fatally injured.
Both of his legs were broken,

The

Ohio.

.Mr. Elliott

and

it

entire mill

likely that he received internal injuries in addition.

is

— One

Summit mill, at Philmont, N. Y., exploded on
was badly cut and bruised, and three others received lesser
injuries.
The boiler was a new one. and it is said that at the time of the explosion it
was carrying only about 35 pounds of steam. Part of the east wall of the building was
blown out, and the machinery in the carding room was seriously damaged.
(21.)

January 18th.

(22.)

of the boilers in the

Virgil Palen

— On

January 18th a boiler exploded at the Cumberland Coal company's
Engineer George Monroe was killed, his body being fright-

mines, near Sturgis, Ky.
fully

mangled.
(23.)

nan, Ga.

on January 22d at Kidd & Shackelford's
William Kidd and Oscar Herring were instantly killed.

— A slight

(24.)

Col.

— A boiler exploded

)

New-

boiler explosion occurred, on January 23d, in Colorado Springs,

The damage was not
(35.

mill, near

great.

— By the explosion of a heating boiler near San Maros,

heimer and E. Vining were
Storrs were badly injured.

Tex., Herman Heidenand Roland Simmonds, George Huff, and James

killed,

—

On January 27th, locomotive No. 641, a big eighty-ton engine of the Iron
(26.)
Mountain Company, while standing in the yard at Poplar Bluff, Mo., ready to go out on
a trip, exploded her boiler, shaking the earth for two miles.
Conductor Chappell was
slightly injured.
(27.)

—A

January 28th.
(28.)

boiler exploded

No

— On

January

2flth,

The damage

the roof were demolished, and J.

and scalded.

is

bank, near Wadsworth, Ohio, on
not stated.

over a puddling furnace exploded in the
Duncannon, Pa. One end of the mill and part of
L. Sommer, Harry Sommer, and Amos High were

a boiler

Duncannon Iron Company's works,
seriouslv bruised

the Loomis coal

at

one was injured.

at
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— The boiler of a mine locomotive exploded on January 29th

(29.)

colliery, near Hazleton, Pa.

and perhaps

seriously

—A

Adam

Engineer

fatally scalded

at the

Cranberry

Greley and Fireman Michael Conned were

and bruised.

January 30th at Crow Hickman, a station on the
Owensboro & Nashville Railroad, nine miles south of Owensboro, Ky. Taylor Parrish.
John Mercer, Robert Slade, Edward Holder, and William Varbele were killed, and
James Mercer was fatally injured, and one other man was injured in a lesser degree.
(30.)

boiler exploded on

—

A slight boiler explosion occurred in Brooklyn, L. I., on December 9, in the
(31.)
basement of an apartment house in Garfield Place. Alfred Orr was badly bruised and
scalded, and John Clark and Harry Grant received lesser injuries.
The newspaper
account says that " Orr, who had charge of the heating apparatus, had just turned off
the safety-valve, as he noticed that the boiler was

making too much

steam,

when

the

cylinder-head of the boiler blew out "(!)

Explosions of Kitchen Boilers and Heaters.
It

commonly imagined, by those whose

is

actual facts, that kitchen boilers

exceedingly

attention has not been called to the

and low-pressure heaters do not often explode.

difficult to collect statistics of these accidents in this country,

It is

because such

exempt from inspection by the State, and are too frequently not placed
under the care of any boiler insurance company yet we believe that if complete statistics of such explosions could be compiled, they would make a most amazing show-

boilers are

;

The cause of accidents of this kind has recently been under discussion in the
columns of our esteemed English contemporary. Engineering, and Mr. Lavington E.
Fletcher, Chief Engineer of the Manchester Steam Users' Association, has contributed

ing.

to

it

a list of the explosions of this

kind that occurred

England and Scotland during

in

a recent "cold snap" that lasted five days. Judging from the difficulty of collecting
these statistics, we think it is safe to say that Mr. Fletcher's list contains only a fraction of the total

number

imposing as
give it below

sufficiently
it.

We
No.

of explosions that occurred during that period.
it

stands; and

it

can hardly

fail to

It is,

impress every one

however,

who

reads

:

1.

Friday, Jan. 5th, 1894

— London,

Battersea.

Explosion in

a

dwelling-

house, wrecking the kitchen and injuring one man.

No.

2.

Friday, January 5th.

— London, Upper

Norwood.

ing-house, wrecking the kitchen and killing the maid-servant.

Explosion

in a dwell-

Verdict of the coroner's

jury, "Accidental death."

No.

3.

Friday, January 5th.

dwelling-house.

No.

4.

— London.

Central Hill, Norwood.

Explosion

in a

Side of the house blown completely out.

Friday, January 5th.

— London,
A

22 Grafton

street, Piccadilly.

Explosion

two women injured.
No. 5. Friday, January 5th.
Lewisham.
Explosion in the rooms of the St.
James Young Women's Christian Association, wrecking the kitchen and injuring two
women.

in the residence of

Lady Mary

Scott.

child killed instantly and

—

—

No. 6. Friday, January 5th.
Brighton.
Explosion in a residence, completely
wrecking the kitchen.
No. 7. Friday, January 5th. Birmingham, Edgbaston. Explosion in a dwellinghouse, blowing out the kitchen windows.

—
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No. 8. Friday, January 5tb.
Worcester.
Explosion a1 Lloyd's bank
kitchen
wrecked completely.
Friday, January 5th.
Bognor.
No. 9.
Explosion in a dwelling bouse, completely wrecking the kitchen, and inflicting terrible injuries on a maid-servant, from the
;

—

which she died nezl day. Verdicl of the coroner's jury, 'Accidental death.'
An engineer who had been working about the house recommended thai the Are Bhoulcl
The jury thought he ought t<> have Been that his recommendation was
be drawn.

effects of

1

acted upon.
No.

The

Friday, January 5th.

10.

Explosion

Macclesfield.

damaging

boiler of the heating apparatus burst, Blightly

No. n.

— Kidderminster.

January 5th.

Friday.

The

Science.

boiler of the heating apparatus burst,

severely injuring the

man

in

at

Langley Board School.

the premises.

Explosion

School

the

at

of

blowing down the brickwork and

charge.

—

Saturday, January 6th.

London, East Finchley.
Explosion in a dwelling-house, wrecking the kitchen and killing the cook and housemaid, the one having
No.

12.

her amis and neck broken, and the other
boiler titter

had been consulted

lighting of the

The owner's sou was

Saturday. January 6th.

13.

The kitchen

Ribble.

A

off.

plumber

or

a

hydraulic engineer.

Verdict of the coro-

"Accidental death."

ner's jury,

No.

tire.

portion of her bead cut

a

prior to the explosion, and he had sanctioned the

just

— Preston.

Explosion at Daisy Bank, Ashton-onwrecking the kitchen

boiler burst while the family were at dinner,

and blowing a large hole through the wall of the adjoining house, the fireplace of
which was also blown out. A girl nine years old was killed, and three other persons
were injured. Verdict of the coroner's jury. "Accidental death." The jury also recom-

mended " that
houses to
No.

fix

the corporation of Preston be requested to require the owners of

safety-valves to

all

Saturday, January 6th.

14.

all

hot-water supply arrangements."

— Liverpool.

Explosion in a dwell-

Lesseps-road.

ing house, wrecking the kitchen, blowing the oven through the ceiling, and severely

injuring the maid-servant.

No.

15.

Saturday, January (3th.— Liverpool, Jermyn street.

Explosion

in a dwell-

ing-house, demolishing the kitchen and severely injuring the maid-servant.

No.

Saturday.

16.

January 6th.

— Liverpool,

Vandyke

Explosion

street.

who were

dwelling-house, wrecking the kitchen, and injuring three children
before the

in

a

sitting

fire.

—

Manchester. Knoll street, Higher Broughton.
No. 17. Saturday. January 6th.
Explosion in a dwelling-house, severely injuring four women.
No. 18. Saturday, January 6th.
Heywood. Explosion in a draper's cellar, setting the shop afire, and doing damage to the amount of $7,500.
Explosion in a dwellXo. 19. Saturday, January 6th.
Blackpool, South Shore.
ing-house, blowing the grate to atoms and injuring two women.

—

—

Xo. 20.

The

Saturday, January 6th.

— Leeds.

Explosion

at

the Adel

boiler of the apparatus used for heating the chapel burst, killing

in charge of

Xo. 21.

it.

22.

Reformatory.
who were

lads

Verdict of the coroner's jury, '•Accidental death.''

Saturday, January 6th.

— Oldham.

boiler of the heating apparatus burst,

Xo.

two

Saturday, January 6th.

At the Waterloo street Free Church the
wrecking the heating chamber and vestry.
Selkirk.
At the Parish church the boiler of the

—

heating apparatus burst, blowing out the doors of the building.

No.

23.

Saturday, January 6th.

— Glossop.

At the Tabernacle Sunday-school

the
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boiler of the heating apparatus burst, demolishing the outbuilding in

and doing dan .age

which

it

stood,

to the extent of $500.

—
—

No. 24. Saturday, January 6th.
Cotou-in-the-Elms, Staffordshire. At St. Mary's
Church the boiler of the heating apparatus burst, considerably damaging the premises.
No. 25. Saturday, January 6th.
High Barnet, Hertfordshire. At the Wesleyan
Chapel the boiler of the heating apparatus burst during the night, doing some slight
damage.
No. 26. Sunday, January 7th.
Turriff*.
Banffshire.
Explosion in a dwellinghouse, wrecking the kitchen and adjoining green-house, and injuring three servants.
No. 27. Sunday, January 7th.
London, Tulse Hill, Lambeth.
Explosion in a
residence, blowing out doors and windows, demolishing the range, and so severely in-

—

—

woman (the wife of the man in charge), that she died a week later.
Verdict of the coroner's jury, "Accidental death."
The jury added, however, that
they thought all kitchen boilers should be fitted with safety-valves.
No. 28. Sunday, January 7th.
London, 13 Sussex Gardens.
Explosion in a
dwelling-house, wrecking the kitchen of this house and that of the adjoining one,

juring an elderly

—

blowing a hole
of the
jury,

man

between them eight feet by ten, killing the two-year-old son
and seriously injuring two other persons. Verdict of the coroner's

in the wall

in charge,

"Accidental death."

In this case also the jury

recommended

that safety-valves be

placed on boilers of this kind to prevent the recurrence of such explosions.

No.

29.

—

Sunday, January 7th.
Preston, Beech Grove, Ashton-on-Ribble. Exploblowing out the range and severely injuring a boy.
Sunday, January 7th.
Glasgow. Explosion at the Lady Artists' Club,

sion in a dwelling-house,

No.

30.

—

while the family of the fireman was sitting at dinner, wrecking the kitchen, killing the
fireman's wife and son, and severely injuring two other persons.
As the occurrence w as
T

was no coroner's inquest.
No. 31. Sunday, January 7th.
London, Battersea. At Mantua Street school the
boiler of the heating apparatus burst, doing considerable damage.
in Scotland, there

—

—

Liverpool.
At St. Saviour's Schools the boiler of
damaging the building.
No. 33. Sunday, January 7th.
Dundee. At Gilfillan Memorial church the boiler
the heating apparatus burst, damaging the building, blowing out doors and smashing

No.

32.

Sunday, January 7th.

the heating apparatus burst,

—

of

windows, and causing a panic among the children.

them were
No.

34.

— Oldham,

Sunday, January 7th.

damage being estimated
35.

At the Wesleyan chapel the
and burning it to the ground, the

Delph.

boiler of the heating apparatus burst, firing the chapel

No.

Fortunately, however, none of

injured.

at $25,000.

Sunday, January 7th.

— Ludlow.

At the Police Station the boiler of the
it, damaging the premises and in-

heating apparatus burst while a constable was firing
juring the constable.

—

No. 36. Monday, January 8th.
Darwen. At the Theatre Royal the boiler of the
heating apparatus, situated under the auditorium, burst, wrecking the surrounding
brickwork.

No.

37.

Tuesday, January 9th.

— Manchester, Withington.

Explosion in a dwell-

ing-house, wrecking the kitchen, blowing out a large portion of the gable end of the
house, and severely injuring two

No.

38.

women.

Tuesday, January 9th.

— Bridgenorth.

boiler of the heating apparatus burst,

injuring two

men who were

At the Congregational chapel the

wrecking the interior of the chapel, and seriously

repairing another heating apparatus close by.

—

v
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of the explosions of kitchen boilers

and heating
and Tuesday, January
inclusive.
It comprises no less than 38 explosions, all of them of boilers thai were believed
their owners to be perfectly Bafe, on accounl of the low pressures they were supposed to
Twelve lives were lost, and thirty-three persons were injured.
carry.
'I'll is

is

a

boilers, for the ///•<•

list

days between Friday, January

5,

'.',

I

Wild Camels
The camels now running wild

in

>

in Arizona.

Arizona are the descendants of a small herd

Nevada.
In the early days of mining on the
ComstOCk, long before there were any railroads in the Great Basin region, it was
thought that camels might be profitably used about the mines, particularly in packing
across the surrounding deserts, and twelve "ships of the desert" were accordingly purThey were wanted for use in packing salt from
chased and brought to Virginia City.
This salt deposit lies far
the Salt Springs salt marsh to the ComstOCk reduction works.
out in a desert region, and to reach it many waterless stretches of sand and alkali had to
originally imported for use in the State of

be traversed.

The camels were able to
means

loads of salt and finding

everywhere to be found

in

cross

all

the deserts

abundance.

fast

enough

perfect comfort, carrying heavy

and

in the

and shrubs
good work here in

bitter plants

In short, the animals did as

our deserts as they are able to do in any country

The camel may be

in

of subsistence in the prickly

world, but they were too slow.

for an Arab, but he is too slow for an American.

When the occupation of the camels as packers of salt was gone they were sold to
some Mexicans, wdio used them for a time in packing wood down out of the mountains.
The Mexicans took them up rocky trails into the rugged hills and used them the same
unmercifully.
as they used a mule
They soon killed three of the wretched beasts,
and would have killed the remainder had not a Frenchman, who owned a big ranch on
the Carson River, below Dayton, taken pity on the poor, abused creatures and bought
the whole of them.
This Frenchman had been in Algeria with the French colony,
where he had developed an affection for the camel
probably owing the animal a debt
of gratitude for having saved his life on some occasion.
He had no use for the beasts,
and therefore turned them out to roam the desert plains at will.
The animals, left to shift for themselves, soon waxed fat, and increased and multiplied.
In a few years, from nine the herd had increased to thirty-six, old and young.
The Frenchman then sold the whole lot to be taken down to Arizona to be used in packing ore down off a big mountain range.
It was said there was a good smooth trail, but
the animals found all the rocks and soon became footsore and useless, when all were
turned adrift to shift for themselves. They have regained the instincts of the original
wild state of their species and are very wary and swift. They fly into waterless wastes,
impenetrable to man, when approached.
Some of the old animals, however, occasionally
appear in the vicinity of the settlements. Of late it is reported that the cattlemen have
been shooting them for some reason, perhaps because they frighten and stampede their
horses.
No one knows how many camels are now running at large in the wilds of the
One is occasionally caught. Four
Gila country, but there must be a great number.
years ago one was captured near Gila Bend that measured over nine feet in height.
Sa?i Francisco Chronicle.
It appeared to be astray from one of the herds in that region.

—

—
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Papers that borrow cuts from us will do us a favor
so that we may give proper credit on our books.

if

they will

mark them

plainly in returning,

The Report for 1892 of the Badische Gesellschaft zur Ueberwachung von DampfMannheim, Germany, is at hand. It shows the association to be iu a flourish-

kesseln, of

ing condition.

__

We desire to acknowledge a copy of Chief Engineer Sinigaglia's Calcul deVepaisseur
This essay is very interesting, and we hope shortly to publish
des chaudieres a xxtpewr.
an extract from it.
fourteenth volume of the Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical
It is much larger than usual, containing no less than 1,461

The

Engineers has been issued.

It includes the reports of the 26th and 27th meetings, held at New York and
pages.
Chicago, respectively, and constitutes a valuable addition to the literature of engineer-

Tiie Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company has recently secured
Mr.
the services of Mr. L. B. Brainerd, to act in the capacity of assistant treasurer.
Brainerd, in earlier life, has had experience in the fire insurance business as general

agent and adjuster, and also as secretary. For the past eight years he has been conHe brings to his newnected with the Equitable Mortgage Company of New York.
position a wide

and valuable experience

in financial matters.

We have received from the D. Van Nostrand Company, of 23 Murray street, New
York, a copy of Mr. Wm. Paul Gerhard's little book on Gas Lighting and Gas Fitting.
The first edition of this book was published in 1887. The present edition is considerably enlarged.
It includes an article on "Artificial Illumination and the Advantages of
Gas," one on "Hints to Gas Consumers," and one on "Specification for Gas Piping."
There is also a translation of the municipal rules and regulations regarding gas piping
and <;as fitting in the city of Munich,. Germany. The volume is interesting, and should
be useful.

It

From
Crocker
Motors.

&

forms No. Ill in Van Nostraud's Science Series, and the price

the same publishers

Wheeler's excellent

The

first

50 cents.

also received a copy of the second edition of
hook on The Practical Management of Dynamos and
book was reviewed on page 136 of The Locomotive

we have

little

edition of this

is

I'll

1894.]

The

for 1892.

presenl edition
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revised and enlarged, and includes a special discussion

of the Thomson-Houston arc dynamo, bj Mr. Horatio A. Poster.

(205 pp.

(1.00

Bona, of 53 Bast loth street, NVw York, have favored us
Reagan's book on Locomotive Mechanism and Engineering.
It
class book, and we have read it with much interest.
Mr. Reagan writes for

Mi"K-. John Wiley &
with
i-

a

tin-

copy of Mr.

a

firsl

and Ids
k is full of ideas and suggestions that
gives Bpecial attention to accidents and break-do wnB, and as

practical locomotive engineer,

ought to be
what he has
his

C.

II.

He

useful.
to -ay

advice can

illustrated.

on

this,

hardly

subject
to

fail

(296 pp.

l

is

based on his personal experience and observation,

interest

all

engineers,

railroad

The hook

is

copiously

$2.00.)

Pbofkssob Alexander Ziwet has kindly
Treati*

on

issue of

The Locomotive.

Theoretical Mechanics, the

The

firsl

present

dynamics, and the remaining chapter- are

sent us the

second part of

which was noticed

his

Elementary

December
volume contains an introductory chaptei on
devoted to statics. It is hardly too much to
part of

the

in

say that Prof. Ziwet's work hid- fair to be the most important contribution to the subject
of theoretical mechanics yet produced in this country.
to the standard set by the

(Macmillan

&

first

one; and this

is

The

present volume

the highest praise

fully

up

we could give

it.

i>

I

Tiny Steam Engines at the Fair.
There were

at least

two exceedingly small steam engines on exhibition

at the

World's

One of these was made by Mr. A. Muller. and loaned by him to the Waltham
Watch Company, by whom it was placed on exhibition. It is exceedingly minute, and

Fair.

furnished about power enough to run a watch.

A

of the parts, but the engine
as the larger ones that

we

well-proportioned, and

is

engraving of it was pubdo not know the dimensions
said to be made in the same way

full-sized

We

lished in the Scientific American for January 13, 1894.
is

are all familiar with.

pigmy engine was exhibited by Max Kohl, of Chemnitz, Germany, by
" the smallest steam engine in the world."
The dimensions of this
microscopic power plant were given in millimeters, and we reproduce them below, both

The

whom

it

other
is

called

in millimeters,

Length

and

in fractions of

of cylinder.

Diameter of cylinder,
Diameter of flywheel,

Width
Length

an inch.
5.5

mm.

.

.

of flywheel,
of boiler.

Diameter of boiler.
Bore of main steam pipe,
Length of slide valve.
.

Width

of slide valve.

Length of steam

Width

port-.

of steam ports.

.

.

.

The whole apparatus goes

inside an English walnut shell,

which

is

hinged

to

form
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it.
It was mounted in a glass tube, which was provided with a lens at the
upper end, by means of which an enlarged and very good view of the engine and boiler
could be had. The engine is horizontal, with the steam-chest on the side. It was fitted
with a common ball governor, and the boiler has a lever safety-valve. The workmanship

a case for

was excellent

in every respect.

Foreign Boiler Explosions.
The United States does not have a monopoly in boiler explosions, though of course
we hear more of those that occur in this country than we do of foreign ones. Some of
the more notable explosions that have occurred recently in other countries are given
below.
26th a disastrous explosion occurred in France, at Boulogne sur Seine.
was in a laundry in that city. Several persons were killed and a number of
Many persons were also seriously injured.
others were buried in the ruins.
A dispatch from Rio de Janeiro, dated February 24th, says that the destruction of
the insurgent transport Ma-curio, which was sunk by the fire of the guns of the government battery at Ponta Madame, is said to have resulted in considerable loss of life to the
The shots which caused the vessel's destruction penetrated her boiler, which
rebels.
burst and killed a number of the insurgents. The ship then caught fire and many of the
injured are said to have been burned to death. The transport was still burning fiercely

On January

The

boiler

when

she sank.

works at Alexandrovski, Russia, on February
men, and the injuring of many others. Hundreds of workmen are employed near the scene of the explosion, and it was considered
marvelous that more were not killed. The boiler let go without a moment's warning,
and the fragments flew in every direction. A panic seized the workmen, and those not
Several were struck by the flykilled or injured where they stood ran for their lives.
ing fragments as they were running, and were instantly killed. The mill and most of the

The explosion

of a boiler in the iron

26th, resulted in the death of twenty-five

machinery were badly wrecked.

The Moon of Romance.
The

novelists will not leave

"the young moon

three times out of four they contrive to get

conviction which haunts the minds of so

it

" or " the crescent

many

moon

" alone,

and

How

to explain the

of them, that the crescent

moon may be

into the

wrong

place.

The
seen almost any fine evening rising gracefully in the east, is altogether beyond us.
Here is a thing that never was seen since the
point seems to be one for psychologists.
world began; and yet a number of otherwise sane gentlemen are firmly persuaded that
Surely the philosophy of this hallucinaa regularly recurring natural phenomenon.
The last case that has come under our notice is a welltion deserves investigation.
written story called "A Comedy of Masks, "by Ernest Dawson and Arthur Moore. Two
friends are sitting out one summer evening, looking over the Thames, and the
it is

story goes on:

"By

this time the

over the misty river."

A

young moon had

risen,

and

its

cold light shimmered

novelist need not be an astronomer, but he should at least try

draw from Nature, and should not pretend to have seen the young moon rising at the
when it was being packed off to bed. Some day, perhaps, a little acquaintat
first
hand with the broadest facts of Nature will be thought a requisite for writance

to

very hour

,
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ingagood novel, bul the time is noi yet. Meantime, if our
mind thai the young moon, like other young things, goes

in

docs not trust
time ami
shine

in

at

nighl

might

gel into the

to

would

bed early

try to bear

thai

way of seeing

il

blunder

an

in

Nature

at the righl

moon

favorable sense of the term.

least

Since the foregoing was put
ilar

— they

novelists

the righl place, and not treat US to "cold shimmers " thai are onlj

in

the

out Late

it
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E

man

article

in

type our attention has iieen called to

••Notes

entitled

from

a

.-i

precisely sim-

Marine Biological

Laboratory,"

and a college professor, and printed in the February numIn the ligh! of what has previously been said, the situation, we
ber of this magazine.
musl confess, is decidedly awkward, and not at all to the credit of our editorial scrutiny.
Yet, while freely admitting that the case is far less excusable than the one cited above,
we are still inclined to regard it as an even more emphatic admonition that writers, and
particularly writers on scientific subjects, are under obligations to know what they are
talking about, and should also be able to subordinate their poetical ambitions to the rePopular Science Monthly.
quirements of truth.
written by a

of science

—

|

is

The passage
"

as follows:

referred to above, in the February issue of the Popular Science Monthly

was

It

and starry night when we sailed into Wind
Cuba outlined against the northern horizon were
crescent moon arose out of the waves in the east."

a beautifully clear

The gray mountains
slowly fading from view, when the
ward passage.

of

This passage occurs on page 449, and the article was written by Prof. William
Windle.
Ed. Locomotive.]

S.

—

Notes from an Inspector.
An

inspector in our northwestern department sends a few notes concerning some

things that have recently
of

The Locomotive, we
••

two

The

first

case

I

come under

his observation;

and

as they

may

interest readers

give them below:

want

boilers in this vicinity.

to

mention

relates to overheating of the furnace plates of

They were each

sixteen feet long and 60 inches in diam-

with 44 four-inch tubes, and a man-hole in the front head, under the tubes.
These boilers had just been put in, and for ten days they were run very light. They
were then started on the regular work, which did not by any means push them to their
eter,

They were run night and day, and their heaviest work was at night.
had been running on regular work for about three weeks, they
were both found to be badly bagged on the bottom, directly along the front line of the
bridge-wall.
The bags ran clear across the boilers, and two-thirds of the way up to
the water-line. The bulges were greatest at the bottom, where they amounted to about
three inches. They extended forward from the bridge-wall for a distance of three or
full

capacity.

One morning,

after they

four feet, so that

I

estimated their area to be about sixteen square feet

in

each boiler.

was called on to make an inspection (about 10 a. m.
I went immediately
to the boilers and found them in the condition I have described, a new bottom being
required in each. One of them was still running, but the fire had been drawn from the
other.
I had them blow off the boiler that was out of use, so that I could see its condition, inside, just as it was, and before any washing was done.
I found the bottom

As soon

as I

),

of the boiler heavily covered with a

gummy,

greasy sediment, about a quarter of an

and I concluded that it came from the
and piping, all of which were new. It would be impossible for any water to
get through it, so as to come in contact with the sheets; and the heaviest or thickest
part of it was where the sheet was bagged the worst.
In the rear part of the boiler,

inch thick.
radiators

It

seemed

to be organic in nature,
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from the middle of the bridge-wall to the buck head, there was a heavy coating of oil
both on the sheets and on the tubes.
"It was easy to see the cause of all the trouble.
The building was new, and was
heated from top to bottom by exhaust steam from the engines and pumps.
They had
flooded the engines and pumps with oil, and this oil had been carried all through the
building by the exhaust steam, and had been emptied into the boilers together with
the sand and other foreign materials contained in the radiators and pipes. (Of course
there is always more or less oil and other matter in new work of this kind.)
Their
mistake was. in not passing all the returns into the sewer for about four weeks, and
being too lavish with

the engines and pumps.

If they had opened the boilers
they had had their boilers properly inspected, their
attention would have been called to the trouble before it was too late.
An inspection
in

oil in

a couple of weeks sooner, or

would have been

of especial value to them, as there are

trouble in starting a

new

plant.

including water-filters and an
accident

I

oil

many

things that

may

give

These people had all the best modern appliances,
separator; but these were not sufficient to prevent the

have described.

"Another thing which
inspections,

is

I frequently notice in

making

calls in the

way

of external

the neglect of the water connections between the gauge-glass and the

Every engineer

boiler.

if

is

supposed to give his closest attention and care to these conby some of the oldest and most expe-

nections, but I find that they are sadly neglected

where the engineer had had
I asked him to blow
out the water glass
and after waiting some time for the water to return, I had concluded
that it was not going to.
Presently, however, it came in sight, and after a considerable
time it came up to the proper height in the glass.
I asked him to blow it out again,
thoroughly and with my watch in hand I timed its return. It took over five minutes
for the water to come in sight.
The connection between the boiler and the glass was of
one-inch piping.
I asked the engineer how large he thought the opening through this
pipe was.
He said he had not thought about that. It was plain that this trouble had
beeu going on for weeks, and yet he had not discovered how long it took the water to
get back into the glass, nor had he given the matter any thought or consideration.
If
the water only got back, that was sufficient.
I told him the opening could not be much
larger than a knitting needle, and then he began to get his thoughts together.
They
had an extra boiler, and the one thing on this engineer's mind, for a little while, was to
get around fast enough, till he could get this extra boiler ready and shut the other one
off and clean out the pipe connections to the water glass.
Another case, very similar to
this, came under my notice recently, except that it was worse.
There were six boilers in
this battery, and four of the six were in a condition fully as bad as that I have just described yet the engineer in charge had been in this plant for years, and considered himself well up in engineering.
''Another point I want to speak of, is the importance of having the piping free,
between the steam gauge and the boiler. Such pipes are often long and small, and with
a number of elbows in them.
I am frequently called upon to test steam gauges which
rienced engineers.

some years

I

called at a plant a short time ago,

of experience.

He had

been in this plant for a year.

;

;

;

are

all

right

when

the pipes are cleaned out."

Steam boiler and engine statistics gathered in the German Empire show that, at the
beginning of 1893, there were in operation in that country 81,000 stationary boilers and
78,936 stationary engines.

— Power.

is..
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The Cocoanut Tree.
The cocoanut palm
kingdom," with

is

a magnificent

Blender,

tall,

plant, well

id

di

columnar stem eighty

or one

a "prince of the vegetable
hundred feel high, and rich

which are thirt] or forty feel long, and flutter and rustle with
The cocoanut grows only mar the shore, where it- roots, pene
trating the sand] soil, may drink freely from dear, underground Bprings.
Of all
is the most
it
useful to man, furnishing food, shelter, and employment to hundreds of
In tropical countries, especially in southern India and
thousands of the human race.
pale yellow-green leaves

every breath of wind.

ti

Malaya, the cocoanut supplies to whole communities the chief necessities of life.
Every
part is useful; the roots are considered a remedy against fevers; from the trunk, houses,
boats, and furniture are made; the leaves furnish the thatch for houses and the material

from which baskets,
of

fillers at

Btalks a
is

hats, mats,

their base

and innumerable Other

used for sieves and

is

palm wine, called toddy,

The value

distilled.

is

of the fruit

is

woven

article- are

obtained, from which arrack,
is

well

From

known.

made; the network
young llower-

into cloth; from the
a fiery

alcoholic drink,

the husk, winch

is

called coir,

commercially, cordage, bedding, mats, brushes, and other articles are manufactured.
t

lie

tropics, lamps,

albumen of

drinking

in

Europe and the United States

yielding, after the oil

some

and spoons are made from the hard

the seed contains large quantities of

illuminating;

In

vessels,

oil,

it

is

used
often

in

-hells.

In

The

the East for cooking and

made

into soap

and candles,

extracted, a refuse valuable as food for cattle, or as a fertilizer.

is

parts of the tropics the kernel of the seed forms the chief food of the inhabit-

which fills the cavity of the fruit when the nut is young
and the albumen of the young nut, which is soft and jellylike, is nutritious and of a delicate flavor.
As might be expected in the case of a plant
of such value, it is often carefully and extensively cultivated in many countries, and
numerous varieties, differing in the size, shape, and quality of the fruit, are now known.
The cocoanut is propagated by seeds; the nuts are sown in nursery beds, and at the end
of six or eight months the seedlings are large enough to plant.
The plants are usually
ants.

The

cool,

milky

fluid

affords an agreeable beverage,

set twenty-five feet apart

each way, in carefully prepared beds

tilled

with rich surface

beyond watering,
which is necessary in its earlier years to insure a rapid and vigorous growth. In good
soil the trees usually begin to flower at the end of five or six years, and may be expected
Thirty nuts from a tree is conto be in full bearing in from eight to twelve years.
sidered a fair average yield, although individual trees have been known to produce an
average of three hundred nuts during a period of ten years. An application of manure
soil.

Once

established, a plantation of cocoanuts requires little care

increases the yield of the trees, although probably the value of the additional crop

obtained in this

way

is

hardly large enough to justify

much

expenditure.

In recent

years the cocoanut has been cultivated on a very large scale in British Honduras,

Jamaica, and other parts of Central America, as well as on the northern coast of South

America and the West Indies. The consumption of cocoanuts in the United States has
become very large, as many as twenty millions being imported to this country every
year.
They are brought largely in steamers with other cargoes, although there are sailing vessels engaged in this trade exclusively, and last month two schooners discharged
in this city, respectively, 170,000 and 260,000 nuts.
More than one-half of all the cocoanuts imported are bought by the confectioners, a
single firm in Xew York using as many as forty thousand a month, and it is possible to
fill this large standing order because importations are made all the year round.
Of the
remainder the larger portion goes to the dessicating establishments, while only a few are
now sold in the stores in their natural condition.
Garden mxl Forest.

—
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4.

of Defective Riveting-.

The driving of rivets is Buch a comparatively simple operation, that it might be supthat, it would be almost, always well done.
This is far from being the fact, however, and bad riveting is one of the commonest defects reported by our inspectors.
The rivets may be too short, or too long, or too small; they may have heads that are too
flat, or they may have projecting " tiiis," or they may not fill the holes, or the holes
may not come " fair " with one another. There are many ways in which riveting may

posed

be bad.

A

case that

recently

were

came

to our notice seems to deserve special mention.

The

and 30 feet high,
which was to be so constructed as to be safe under a pressure of 90 pounds to the square
inch.
The plates were of steel, |-inch thick, united by lap joints, which were triple
rivet eil on the straight joints, and double riveted on the girth joints.
The pitch of the
rivets in question

in a vertical

pulp digester, 10 feet

in diameter,

Some Defective Rivets.
rivets in each case

The

was 3£

inches,

and the distance between the

parallel

rows was 2

were f-inch in diameter.
Before the digester was accepted, we were called upon to inspect it and pronounce
upon its safety. The inspector found the rivets driven very low " that is, the heads
were entirely too flat, as shown in the accompanying wood-cuts, which are made diHe had a number of these rivets taken out, and
rectly from photographs of the rivets.
found that the holes in the two sheets did not come opposite one another fairly. This
defect is a common one, and it is very serious, both because it reduces ^he shearing
inches.

rivets

'

'

area of the rivet, and because

it

greatly increases the diffculty of

—

making the

rivets

fill

A

shop that turns out work of this kind is particularly censurable,
not only because the work itself is poor and weak, but also because the defect is not
the holes perfectly.

easy to discover, after the rivets are in place, and the owner of the boiler is therefore
likely to be deceived by a fair external appearance, and to carry more pressure than the
boiler can safely withstand.

The inspector
centers

also

found that the heads were not driven evenly over the holes, the
This defect,

of the heads often lving well towards the side of the rivet.

:
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although not so dangerous as the unfairness of the holes, would not be tolerated in a
good shop having any pretentions to turning out first-class work. It is very easily detected, even by one who has had little experience iu inspecting; and there is no excuse
for it, whatever.
The rivet holes were not countersunk, as they should be in all good

work and, taking everything into consideration, we think this case presented the finest
example of notoriously bad work that we have seen in some time. The only thing that
could be done to it, in the way of improvement, would be to cut out all the rivets, ream
out the holes until they should be true, and rivet them up again with larger rivets. The
most reprehensible thing about the job. perhaps, is that the builder used rivets that he
;

knew to be too short. At least,
we presume he knew them to be
so, for any one who had the smallest idea

know

about the business would

it.

A

boiler

diameter, to carry 90

less

and too

small,

in

pounds of

steam, and with five or six men
working about it, cannot be built
too carefully; and any such reck-

Some Defective Rivets.
civets that are too short

ten feet

performance as putting

comes dangerously near being criminal

in

negli-

gence.

from being beyond criticism. To begin with,
would be much safer, and better in
Taking the tensile strength of the plate at 60,000 pounds per square inch,
every way.
and the shearing strength of the rivets at 38,000 pounds per square inch, a little calculation will show that in the joint that was actually used the rivet area is far too small, so
that with J-inch rivets and a factor of safety of 5, the safe working pressure is only
about 56 pounds. If a triple riveted lap joint were used at all, the rivets should be an
inch in diameter (holes l^g inch), and the pitch should be about 3§ inches. This joint
gives an efficiency of 72 per cent., and a safe working pressure (with a factor of 5) of
But a double welt butt joint is the proper thing for
just 90 pounds per square inch.

The

joint used in this digester is far

a lap joint should not be used at

all:

a butt joint

this case.

Inspectors' Report.
February,
During

this

month our

inspectors

made

1894.

7,347 inspection trips, visited 15,515 boilers,

inspected 5,769 both internally and externally, and subjected 456 to hydrostatic pressure.
The whole number of defects reported reached 10,273. of which 1,333 were considered dangerous; 47 boilers were regarded unsafe for further use.
is

Our usual summary

given below
Nature of Defects.

Cases of deposit of sediment,
Cases of incrustation and scale,

Cases of internal grooving,

...

-

Cases of internal corrosion,

-----

Cases of external corrosion,

Broken and

loose braces

Settings defective,

and

stays,

-

Whole Number.

1894

THE LOCOMOTIVE

;

Nature of

iole

l>>

Furnaces out of shape,
Fractured plates,

Burned

plates,

Blistered
-

plates,

of defective riveting,

-

Defective heads,
Serious leakage around tube ends,
Serious leakage

at

seams,

Defective water-gauges,
Defective blow-offs,

-

Cases of deficiency of water,
Safety-valves overloaded,
Safety-valves defective in construction,

Pressure gauges defective,
Boilers without pressure gauges,

Unclassified defects,
Total,

51

-

NuiuImt.
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Vernon

streets, Philadelphia, Pa., blew off on February 10th, and Michael Welsh,
George Gibbs, Jarnes Manders, Henry Jones, and George Simpson were injured.

— On February 8th, a boiler exploded at

the Primrose Colliery, operated by
The exploded boiler was one of a nest of
twelve, all of which were disturbed by the explosion.
The fireman is said to have had
a " premonitory warning " of the coming event.
At any rate, he made tracks for a
(37.)

C. Nevels

&

Co., at

Mahanoy

City, Pa.

place of safety, and escaped injury.

— A boiler explosion occurred on February 12th at what

is known as the "
Braidwood, near Spring Valley, 111. A flue collapsed in one of a battery of
three boilers, and the boiler-setting and boiler-house were badly damaged.
The fireman
saw signs of the impending collapse, and his warning enabled those in the boiler-house

(38.)

shaft,'

1

Q

at

to get out in time to escape injury.

John Harrop, however, who was shoveling slack
and he was

into the building from a car alongside, failed to hear the fireman's alarm,

severely scalded about the back and sides.

—

(39.)
A switch engine was pulling a train of cars through the Santa Fe yards at
Temple, Tex., on February 12th, when its boiler exploded. Engineer Coleman, Fireman Cheatham, Foreman Vogler, and Switchman Hoges were riding on the engine at
the time.
Coleman was badly scalded and bruised he will die. Vogler was similarly
injured, and will also die.
Hoges was blown through the cab window to a distance of
150 feet; he was injured internally, and will die.
Cheatham was badly scalded, and
his right leg was cut off at the knee there is no hope of his recovery.
The crown sheet
of the locomotive was blown through a car, making a complete wreck of it.
;

;

(40.)

—A

boiler exploded on

February 13th

at Farios Bros.'

cork factory, Gib-

raltar, Ind.

—

The boiler of a large traction engine belonging to W. J. Keeler of Buffalo,
(41.)
N. D., exploded nine miles southwest of that place on February 14th, demolishing the
building in which it was used for grinding feed. The engineer was outside at the time,
and escaped injury.
(42.)

— A boiler exploded on February 15th in B.

Kelley, Iowa.

John Tanner, the engineer, was blown

A.

Lockwood &

to pieces,

Co.'s elevator, at

and "William

Sells

was

fatally injured.

—

On February 15th a boiler, belonging to James Snyder, exploded at Benton,
Fred Lehman was hurled against a fence 50 feet away, and fatally injured
Snyder's son was also badly injured.
(43.)

Ohio.

(44.)

— John Thompson was

pumping engine

boiler in the

fatally injured on February 12th by the explosion of a
Matthews mines, near Cambridge, Ohio.

— A boiler exploded on

February 17th in the new flour mill at Marquette,
Winnipeg, Manitoba. The engine-house was blown to atoms, machinery was hurled in all directions, and one end of the mill was entirely demolished.
John Reid, who was running the engine at the time, was instantly killed.
(45.)

thirty miles west of

—

A boiler exploded on February 17th in the residence of Herman Burgander
(46.)
on Dana Place, Wilkesbarre, Pa. The damage was slight.
(47.)

— A boiler used in the quarry at

Boston, exploded on February 17th.

Squantum, Mass., belonging to the city of
McConn, the engineer, was fearfully burned

Felix

Til B
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and another man received

mnd

scalded,

air,

and was found nearly a quarter of

— By

I

The

lesser injuries.

a mile

from

its

53
boiler

was blown into the

original position.

&

a Blight explosion in the power-house of 8. X. Breed
Co., at Lynn,
man was badly scalded, and a fire \\a> Btarted which did

Mi-v, on February 17th, one
considerable damag

— on

February 19th, a boiler exploded on the Laurel

Fan

plantation, near

John Clement, Wilt/. Rollins, and George BicEinner were killed, and a
brother of George BicEinner was fatally injured.
Joseph Martin and two boys named
Matthews were also badly scalded.

Houma,

La.

— A boiler exploded on

(50.)

February 19th

building on Sixty-third Street. Chicago. The
The boiler was used for heating purposes.

in

first

the basement of a four-story brick
floor

was shattered by the explosiou.

—

Samuel Johnson, George Washington, William Franklin, Alexander Frank(51.)
and one other man. wire killed on February 21st by the explosion of a boiler in the
oil mill of Messrs. Freeman A: Hayne in Compte, La.
Several others were injured
The building in which the boiler was located was totaily destroyed.
lin,

—On

(52.)

February

of a boiler

at the

about the

face,

Hoopes
leg.

-

21st.

Andrew Dahringer was

& Townsend Works

severely injured by the bursting

at Philadelphia,

Pa.

He was

anns. and chest, and some of his ribs were broken.

scalded
His condition

is critical.

— A boiler exploded in a grain elevator in Sangamon County,
Two men

22d.

111.,

on February

were badly scalded.

—

Word is received from Dodge Center. Minn., under date of March 1st. saying that -'the tow mill started up this week, but the boiler blew out and busted, and
work is suspended again." The tow-mill people have our sympathy.

— During the progress of a

fire in a business block owned by the Blythe estate
Februrary 26th, a boiler in the basement of the "Golden
Rule Bazar" exploded with a loud report, sending the debris in all directions. Fortu-

55.

i

in San Francisco. Cal.. on

nately nobody was hurt.

—

The boiler of freight engine No. 1210, on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad,
(06.,)
exploded at Muzam's Mills, W. Va.. on February 28th. Engineer Stevenson, Fireman
Law, and Brakeman McCue were terribly injured, and later advices state that both
Stevenson and Law died from their injuries, and that McCue cannot recover. The train
was derailed, the wreck caught fire, and twelve cars were destroyed.
(57.)

— Five

men were injured on February 28th by
Plum City, not far from Durand, Wis.

Chidester"s mill, near
cover.

the explosion of a boiler in

The injured men

will re-

2so further particulars have been received.

Is a recent lecture on ''Photometry," Captain Abney showed, in an ingenious way,
the existence of solid particles of carbon in a candle or gas flame. A ray of sunlight
was passed through a nicol prism, and focussed on the flame. The path of the beam of
sunlight can be readily seen, when the observer looks at right angles to it. The nicol
can be so placed, however, that the beam in the flame is invisible and this proves, by
a well-known principle in optics, that there is a multitude of finely-divided solid parti;

cles in the flame.
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Finding" of the Areas of Irregular Figures.

We

have received the following communication from Mr. Thomas L. Hadley of
Woonsocket, concerning the determination of the areas of irregular figures " I notice that
you say in The Locomotive for January, 1890, that the most satisfactory way to calculate
:

'

the area of a segment

method

is

is

that given in

The Locomotive

for

exact, but it requires the engineer or inspector to

December, 1886. This,
have the table with him

whenever he wishes to calculate a segment/
Here is another method for finding the area
of a segment.

however.

It is

not original with me,

France, where

it

was used

to find the average-

pressure of an indicator card.
plied

it

came from

I believe that the idea

also

have apof the

I

to the determination

and

areas of segments

of irregular figures.

Suppose, for example, Ave consider a boiler
6G inches in diameter, in which the upper

row

from the top of the
Suppose we allow 3 inches out for
the flange to support, and 2 inches out for
the tubes to support.. This leaves a segment
of tubes is 26 inches

shell.

21 inches high, of a circle 60 inches in di-

ameter.

Fig.

1.

— Area

op a Segment.

ment,

To determine

first

draw

a

the area of this seg-

diagram of the boiler on

a scale of one inch to the foot, as

Fig.

1.

Then

find the area of the

whole head of the 66-inch

boiler.

shown

in

Divide this by 2 T

which gives the area of half the head. Bisect Fig. 1, as shown by the horizontal
diameter, as only half of the diagram is needed to do the problem.
Now cut out the
upper half of the diagram carefully, and weigh it. This piece in the diagram I send

you, weighed 12.3 grains.

Then

cut out the

and weigh that
find that the segment

segment from this piece,
also.

You

will

weighs 6.35 grains.

Then make

a propor-

tion as follows:

Figs. 2

and

3.

— Area of a Segment.

12.3:6.35

::

1710.6 (area of half the

head): 883.1

From which we conclude that the area of the segment is 883. 1 square inches.
"The area and average pressure of an indicator diagram may be found in

the same

THE LOCOMOTIVE
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Erect perpendiculars from both ends of the atmospheric
the] are

with this Unci

square

Then draw

a

line, as

in

horizontal line aa

Pig.

shown

6.

AC.

at

Next measure the height from .1 t<> /? by a seal.' to correspond with the spring used in
taking the indicator diagram.
This would be the average pressure in the engine, if tak-

AND

PlOS. 4

ing steam

weigh

full

stroke and working theoretically.

as before.

it

along the

The

made by

line

result,

with the card

Now

9.7: 4.45

From which we conclude
i

7

.

~ lbs.

pressure,

per square inch.

we

first

find

in this case,

was found

(I

to be

81 lbs.: 37.2 lbs.

::

To

find

the area of the card,

shown by the card, was
when we know the average

the average height by dividing the average pressure by the scale

was

Thus:

40.

87. 2 -J- 40

= .93 in.

Then, by

and 7.— Indicator Cards: Finding Area and Average Pressure.

direct measurement,

4.90 x .93

AB,

the height

that the average effective pressure, as

of the spring used, which in this case

Figs. 6

Cut out the rectangle ABCD, and
send you, was 9.7 grains.
Next, cut

I

the pencil of the indicator, and weigh the piece so obtained.

found its weight to lie 4.4.") grains.)
81 pounds, we have the proportion

-

Akka uf a Segment.

5.

= 4.50

we

find the length of the card to be 4.90 inches.

square inches.

(I

tested this result

Hence the area is
by the planimeter, and found it to

be correct.)
" I send you one more example of the application of the method to an irregular
figure, choosing for this purpose the figure given in Fig. 8.
The length of the rectangle
ABCD is o±± inches, and its width is 4I£ inches; its area, therefore, is 24.21 square
inches.

Upon

cutting out this rectangle,

ting out the part

whose area

is

I

found

to

it

required, I found

it

to

weigh 23.75 grains. Then, cutweigh 11.4 grains. The propor-

tion in this case is

23.75

:

11.4

::

24.21

:

11.62.

Hence we conclude that the area of the figure in question is 11.62 square inches. If you
consider this method of finding areas to be of any value, you are welcome to use it in
The Locomotive."
Mr. Hadley's method, although interesting,

is

not so

new

as he imagines

it

to be.
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do not know with whom it originated, but it was certainly used in Galileo's day.
that time the curve that geometers call the " cycloid" was attracting considerable

attention,

cycloids.

and many attempts were made to discover a rule for finding the area of
Galileo was interested in the problem, among others, but he found the

mathematical

difficulties

involved in

it

to be too great for

him

to overcome.

He

there-

weighed it, and compared the result with the
weight of the "generating circle," as cut from a similar piece of paper. We do not
remember his precise result, but our impression is that he found the area of the cycloid
fore

drew a cycloid on paper, cut

Figs. 8

and

9.

it

— Finding

out,

the Area of an Irregular Figure.

to be 3^ times the area of the generating circle

:

the true ratio, as has since been shown,

being exactly 3. In recent times the method has largely passed out of use, the planimeter being used instead. Mr. Proctor used the "weighing method," however, to
determine the proportion of land to water on the surface of the planet Mars. He constructed a special map of Mars for this purpose, arid cut out the continents and islands,
and compared them with the entire surface by weighing them. The chief objection to
The weighings must be performed with considerable prethe process is its inaccuracy.
cision, and this requires the use of a delicate balance, and considerable manipulative
skill.
Moreover, the paper used for the purpose must be of uniform thickness and density, or

the relative weights will not represent the relative areas.

This condition

is

not

might be imagined. Drawing paper that has been moistened and
stretched on a drawing board so as to make it lie flat, is wholly unsuitable, as may easily
be shown by comparing known areas by means of it. In all cases areas to be compared
by weighing should be cut from the same sheet of paper, and the weighings should be
performed as quickly as is consistent with accuracy: for paper is a hygroscopic substance, and the amount of moisture it contains (and consequently its weight) varies with
so easy to

fulfill

as

the condition of the

air.

In reply to many inquiries, we beg to say that the Eleventh Census did not include
steam power in the United States.

statistics of the

Til

1894.]
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B.

The Joule Memorial Statue.
Manchester, England,

famous men

of science as

Dalton, win) laid

t

lie

may

well be proud of having been the

foundation of the atomic theory

vestibule of the town hall of that
statue of Joule

A

John Dalton and James Prescott Joule.

was unveiled

in

in

home

of

chemistry,

lias

adorned the

Bome years; and, on December
the same place, and the two philosophers now
«

•

i t

\-

two

beautiful statue- of

for

7.

1898, a

-.land face

The unveiling of the Joule statue was performed by Lord Kelvin (Sir William
to face.
Thomson), who \\ as peculiarly fitted for that function, both on account of his ability ami
renown as a scientist, and because lie had worked with .Joule many years before, when
the theory of the conservation of energy was coming out of obscurity and into its present form.
The Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester had the distinguished
honor of being really the cradle of Joule's work. From very early days he kept constantly in touch with that society.
Many of his most important papers were first given to
the world there, and during the last years of Ins life he was an almost constant attendant at its meetings.
Joule's life was remarkably replete with discoveries, but undoubtedly the one for which he will longest be remembered was his " great fundamental
ll
discovery " of the mechanical equivalent of heat.
It was not merely by a chance piece
of measurement that he stumbled on this result, which was afterwards found to be of
great value.
It was measurement, rigorous experiment and observation, and philosophic
thought all around the field of physical science that made this discovery possible.
Very early indeed in his working time Joule brought out the mechanical equivalent of
heat, and in a paper read before the British Association at Cork in 1843, and afterwards
published in the Philosophical Mogazim he gave the famous number 772.' Six years later
a second determination gave him the same result, and twenty-rive years later he made a
third determination, which gave him the final and corrected result, '772.56.'" Lord
Kelvin went on to say that he could never forget the meeting of the British Association
at Oxford in the year 1847, when, in one of the sections, he heard a paper read by a
very unassuming young man, who betrayed no consciousness in his manner that he had
a great idea to unfold. He (Lord Kelvin) was greatly impressed by the paper. At first
he thought it could not be true, because it was different from Carnot's theory; and,
after the meeting, he had a long and thoroughly discursive talk on the subject with
Joule, and obtained ideas he had never had before.
He afterwards had the great pleasure and satisfaction of making experiments along with Joule, which led to some imporThis, he said, was one of the
tant results in respect to the theory of thermodynamics.
most valuable recollections of his life, and was, indeed, as valuable a recollection as he
could conceive in the possession of any man interested in science. Joule's initial work
was the very foundation of our knowledge of the steam engine and steam power. Taken
along with Carnot's work, it had given the scientific foundation on which all the great
improvements since the year 1750 have been worked out, not in a haphazard way, but
'

.

on

a careful, philosophical basis.

After congratulating the city of Manchester on the proceedings of the day, and expressing his emotions at beholding once more the face of his old friend (he pronounced

the statue to be "a most admirable likeness"), Lord Kelvin asked to be allowed to conSir
gratulate the sculptor also, for the great beauty and the great success of his work.

Henry Roscoe,

in

moving a vote

of thanks to

Lord Kelvin

claim, in

some

sense,

boast of two greater
*For

as his scientific father.

men than Dalton and

the facts presented in this article

we

Few

for his address,

mentioned

whom

he might, therefore,

cities in the

world, he said, could

that for thirty years he himself sat at the feet of Joule,

Joule.*

are indebted to Xature.
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may give proper

{Any volume can
will

any of

when mailed from

do us a favor

if

the company's agencies.

this office.

be supplied.)

they will

mark them

plainly in returning,

credit on our books.

beg to acknowledge the receipt from Mr. Rufus R. Wade, chief of the Massa-

Mr. Wade says: "I
have endeavored to incorporate herein all the information which tends to show what
has been accomplished by the District Police during the year covered by this report,
chusetts District Police, of a copy of his Report for the year 1893.

which includes not only the prevention of crime and the detection and punishment of
numerous laws relating to the inspection of
factories, workshops, and public buildings."
This was no small task, as the force of
men under Mr. Wade's direction numbers thirty-eight, "of whom twenty-six are detailed for service in the inspection department, eleven designated for detective duty, and
one for the inspection of uninsured steam boilers, and to inquire into the ability and
competency of the engineers in charge thereof"; but it has been accomplished in a
criminals, but also the enforcement of the

praiseworthy manner.

Navy Department Rules for Bumped Heads.
On page

40 of the Proceedings of the forty-first annual meeting of the Board of Su-

pervising Inspectors of Steam Vessels, held in January, 1893,

we

find the following

"The Committee on

Boilers and
Machinery having had under consideration the communication of the Supervising Inspector of the Second District, presented to the board by the Supervising InspectorGeneral on the 31st day of January, 1893, relating to amending the rules to regulate the
pressure for bumped heads for marine boilers, beg leave to report as follows: We
have carefully considered the proposed amendment and report the same back and recommend its adoption as follows: [To find the] pressure allowed on 'bumped heads/
multiply the thickness of the plate by one-sixth of [the] tensile strength, and divide by
the radius to which [the] head is bumped; which will give the pressure per square inch
of steam allowed."
This report was adopted, and the same rule is repeated, on page
In the Report of the proceedings of
165, among the " General Rules and Regulations."
a special meeting of the Board of Supervising Inspectors, held in May, 1893, however,
this rule was amended, on motion of Gen. J. A. Dumont, thus: " Be it further resolved,
That the rule for bumped heads of boilers adopted at the last meeting of the board, and
printed on page 8 of Circular No. 25, 1893, be amended to read as follows: Pressure alloiced on bumped heads.
Multiply the thickness of the plate by one-sixth of the tensile
strength, and divide by six-tenths of the radius to which [the] head is bumped which
will give the pressure per square inch of steam allowed."
This latter form of the rule is
report of the committee on Boilers and Machinery:

'

'

—

;
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Dumont under

date of February

19, 1894.

We

quote these rules in order to call our readers' attention to them, and prevent, so
•an, such confusion as might possibly arise from overlooking the early repeal

far as

we

of the

first rule.

An Inspector's Strange Experience.
An

inspector in our northwestern department writes to

that recently betel

him, as follows:

"I had an

n.s concerning an experience
experience a few weeks ago, which I

should be quite reluctant to repeat under the same circumstances, if it could be avoided
as well as not.
I called to make an inspection at a stone works here, where they have
two boilers, but use only one at a time. The engineer was working at his two pumps,

which he could not get to throw water, and was scolding because lie had no steam to
run with, although he had had plenty only a short time before.
The tubes in the boiler
I was going to inspect were badly choked, and in fact nearly filled with soot from the
thought that might be the trouble with the boiler they were using, so I opened the
They were red hot. I looked for the water.
was gone. I looked under the boiler to see the fire, and jets of burning gas were ac-

coal.

I

front of that boiler and looked into the tubes.
It

tually spurting out

working

still

at his

between the rivets on the seams over the fire. And the engineer wa»
pumps, trying to get some water. I had a queer feeling just at that

got the engineer away from the pumps as soon as possible and had him draw
I could see the gas burning along the seam while the fire was being drawn.
As soon as it was darkened in the arch a little, I could see that the sheet on the bottom
of the boiler was red hot for a space about three feet square.
As soon as the boiler

instant.

the

fire;

cooled

I

and

down we opened

the manhole, and found the inside to be bone dry.

come was that the seam next to the
that a new sheet had to be put in.
the fire surface had to be re-calked
We have no comment to make

;

that the inspector in question

is

The

out-

bridge-wall was badly fire-cracked and sprung, so

The tubes all had
which I consider
upon this report,

a thoroughly honest

to

come

out,

and

all

the seams on

to be a very fortunate escape."

at present, beyond the statement
and competent man.

We

have received from Mr. C. J. H. Woodbury a copy of the Annual Report of the
School Committee of the City of Lynn, Mass., for the year ending Dec. 31, 1893. It contains much interesting matter, and is a very creditable report.
Among other things, we
note with pleasure, on page 20, the following reference to the insurance of the boilers
of the

pany

:

Lynn public schools in the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance Com" The insurance of heating boilers in schoolhouses has been an advantage through

who have discovered need of repairs in
These experts have also given to the janitors much information upon
the best methods of caring for such boilers, and upon economy in fuel.
Some changeshave been made in the duties of certain janitors in schoolhouses heated by boilers, by
relieving them of the care of other schoolhouses, so that they will not leave the
boilers during school sessions.
The Governor of Massachusetts appointed Mr.
Thomas Hawley, a well-known steam engineering expert, to examine into the care and
conditions of boilers in schoolhouses and public buildings, and it is a matter of satisfac-

the efficient service of their corps of inspectors,
several instances.

tion that the following portion of the report contained such a

the janitors and boilers in

Lynn schoolhouses: 'The method

commendatory notice

of

of caring for the boilers.
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of the schoolhouses in the city of Lynn is a good one. The boilers are all insured in the
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company, and have the benefit of their
Formerly the practice was to put a janitor in charge
regular and efficient inspection.

of several schoolhouses. The great danger of this practice I have reported to you before, and the proper authorities in Lynn have also realized this danger and some time
ago guarded against it, so that now there is no excuse for a janitor to leave his boilerroom while the school is in session, excepting such as the Cobbett School, where two
buildings are in the same yard, not a hundred feet apart. It would be possible, of course,
for this janitor to spend too much time in one building and not enough in the other if
he was so disposed, and such a condition might arise with a negligent janitor in dis-

The

agreeable weather.

necessity of frequent observation of boilers of the sectional

type, such as are used in these buildings,

is

amount

quite important because of the small

of water they contain. The general run of janitors in Lynn is above the average in
The city
intelligence, and the appearance of the boiler-rooms much more satisfactory.
has an excellent engineer at the High School. This man was selected by competitive
•examination, and it is a matter of much importance that from over thirty applicants for
the position less than five were at
at

once

how

large a

which they have no

number

of

qualification

all

worthy of consideration because of

fitness,

showing

men

will apply for a position of responsibility, to
whatever.' "

fill

The Dangers of the Trolley System.
In a recent issue of the Standard

H. C. Cushiug,

Jr.,

on

"Unknown

we

find the following suggestive article

by Mr.

Causes of Fires":

When electricity is allowed to roam at large and in vast quantities all along our
water and gas pipes and through the ground upon which the city is built, in order to
get back to the sources from which it was generated, which are the street railway power
stations, it is this state of affairs which is creating a trouble the extent and seriousness
These street railway
of which are only known to those few who have made it a study.
power stations, operating the overhead trolley system, are constantly generating thousands of horse-power of electricity, sending it out by overhead trolley and feed wires to
and return it to the station by means of the water and gas
For this reason there is a tremendous electrolytic action
going on all the time. When I speak of this trouble from electrolysis I do not mean
that Boston and Cambridge are the only cities affected, but every city in the United
The writer has samples of gas
States operating a trolley system with ground returns.
and water pipe completely eaten through by electrolytic action in three months after
having been placed in the ground near street railway returns. This effect has been going on and will continue to go on as long as there is a grounded wire in electric street
the cars which

pipes which

lie

it

operates,

in its course.

railway construction.

Whenever

this returning current flows in

any quantity along a pipe there

is

bound

to be a large fall of potential, varying in different pipes as their carrying capacity increases or diminishes.

In the cellars and basements of

many houses

I

have found quite a large

differ-

ence of electrical pressure between two pipes entering within one foot of each other,
and in one instance it was a very easy matter to take a piece of hoop iron and draw an
•electric arc

sufficient to ignite a piece of

waste held near

it,

and by connecting these
it was

pipes together with a piece of No. 18 copper wire, the current flowing through
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sufficient to heat

of another

so thai

it

building,

ool

il

was impossible

to lay one's

(jl

hand upon

200 yards from where the writer

Bits,

it.
I

In the

find

a

basement

man using

twenty-five amperes al eighl volts pressure, or electricity enough to run small motors
and incandescent lamps, as well as all the electrical hells in the entire building, by
simply twisting his wires around two differen< water pipes which enter the building.
Some time ago my attention was railed to two pipes which were bo close together
that the vibration of an elevator engine caused them to knock together jusl sufficient to

made ami broken. This had been going on so long
had almost completely eaten through the gas pipe, and it is perfectly evident
What would have taken place had this hern allowed to go OH unobserved. The gas
would have been ignited, as soon as the first small hole appeared, by the electric spark,
and disastrous results would have undoubtedly followed. This difference of electrical
pressure upon water and gas pipes is now so well known thai in a number of cases in
the cities of Boston and Cambridge, the ordinary electric bell battery is entirely discarded and the wires from the hells connected directly to the water pipe-, the latter
create an are e\ er\ timeacontacl was
that

it

furnishing an inexhaustible supply of electricity

at

the proper pie-sure to run any

num-

T can
ber of bells or gas-lighting apparatus, and also to do any quantity of mischief.
see no reason why tires should not be attributed to this cause, when it can be proved
that Buch a difference of electrical pressure really does exist between any two pipes

entering

a

building in the vicinity of the trolley system of street railways.

There is only one way of eliminating this rapidly increasing danger, and that is by
compelling the electric street railway companies to insulate, from the ground, their entire electric circuit, and just as soon as a suit for damages is brought by the water am
companies for a complete system of pipes destroyed by electrolysis, the railway companies will begin to remedy the evil, which they are more fully aware of than any one
I

else.

The Progress of the Telephone.
we find an interesting address upon this
which was delivered by ex-Governor Long before the Committee on Mercantile
Affairs of the Massachusetts legislature, when the American Bell Telephone Company
asked the privilege of increasing its capital from $20,000,000 to $50,000,000. This company was incorporated in 1880, with a capital of $10,000,000; and in 1889 the legislature allowed it to increase its capital to $20,000,000, at which figure it now stands.
Up
to the first day of January, 1885, the company had expended $31,000,000 for materials
and for labor. Since that date it has expended $12,349,000 in overhead equipment, over
$10,000,000 for subways or underground conduits, and over $4,000,000 for cables. It
has erected a million-dollar fire-proof building in Boston and other buildings in New
York and other cities. In the one item of real estate it has expended $5, 884, 400 since
In a recent issue of the Scientific American

subject,

January

1,

1885.

the line from

"metallic

Long

Mr.

New York

circuit.''

to

This

stated, in speaking of the long

Chicago
wire

is

is

distance systems, that

1,200 miles long, or 2,400 miles for the complete
of

copper,

one-sixth

of

an

inch in diameter,

weighing 435 pounds to the mile; and the total weight of the copper in the circuit is
1,044,000 pounds.
In this and other long distance lines the company has expended
$10,000,000.
"Stand in New York city,*' said Mr. Long, " and you can talk with a.
man in Boston to the east, in Chicago or Milwaukee to the west, in Buffalo to the north,
in Washington to the south.
In other words, you are covering by the sound of your voice
an area which contains half the people of the United States." At the beginning of
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1881, the year after the

first

On

1,

The putting

of

1,

1894,

it

year there were 1,225 miles of wire underground; and on JanOn the first day of the present year
1894, there were 115,000 miles of it there.

January

uary

number of miles of wire in use for
was 488,521, or twenty times the
wires underground was begun about 1885.

charter was granted, the

telephonic purposes was 29,714; on January

circumference of the earth.

[April,

1st of that

there were 566,491 telephones in use.
there are 237,000.

there were 600,000,000.
stated by Mr.

Long

In 1881, there were 47,800 subscribers; to-day

In 1884 there were 215,000,000 "talks" over the telephone; in 1893

(The average number of

to be about 63,000,000.)

telegra])hic

messages

The average expense

per year was

to a subscriber for a

is said to have been somewhere between 2 and 11 cents.
The company
employs over 10,000 persons. The largest switchboard is the one in New York city,
which is 264 feet long, and represents 10,000 subscribers. The stock of the company
consists of 200,000 shares.
There are 5,277 stockholders, and of these stockholders,
3,721 (or nearly three-quarters of them) have holding of less than 25 shares each.

single message

The company

pays into the treasury of the State of Massachusetts, annually, $150,000 in

taxes.

These figures give a very good idea of the magnitude of the telephone interest in
this country.

They Formed a Short

Circuit.

was brought in to-day by Uriah Belden, who
lives over in Devil's Hop Yard, near East Lyme, Conn.
He says that a few days ago,
while on a hunting tour in a patch of woods near Comstock's Bridge, north of here, he
came upon a wheelbarrow load of large black snakes tied up in hard knots and stone dead.

The biggest snake

story this spring

In the brush about the place he discovered twenty-five or thirty smaller black snakes,

none of which was over eighteen inches long, many of which he killed. A couple of
telegraph wires ran through the woods overhead, and Belden, who was much mystified
by the tragedy of the snakes, soon after met a linemau, who gave him an interesting
theory as to the probable solution of the deaths of the older serpents.
There had
been a heavy blast set off in a quarry near by a few days before, the lineman said, which
broke down the telegraph wires and started a colony of black snakes from their winter
slumber in a neighboring ledge. One of the wires, it appears, was "crossed " in a distant city by a deadly trolley wire, and hence the broken wires as they lay in a cart path
near the snake's den, the ends not more than two feet apart, constituted a death trap.
Any moist, living object touching the end of both wires at the same time would "short
circuit" them, carrying the electric current from the "crossed" wire to the other, and
incidentally sustaining a shock fatal to life.
The lineman calculated that the snakes
started up the cart path toward a brook after being disturbed by the blast and, as they
came to the wires trailing on the ground, one after another crossed over and " short circuited " them, sustaining an instantaneous shock which caused death at once.
Had it
been possible for a snake's body to have still connected the wires after death, the lives of
many of the snakes might have been spared, but immediately upon being shocked the
snake curled up in a hard knot, thus opening the circuit and setting the trap again.
The reason why the smaller snakes were not killed by the current was because their
bodies were not quite long enough to reach from one wire to the other and complete the
deadly " short circuit." Mr. Belden says he regards the lineman's idea as the correct
one.
He counted eleven of the snakes which were killed by the lightning. They were
from three to eisjht feet long.
New York Sun.

—
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The Engineer's Concert.
"1 was loitering around the streets

last

night," Baid

Jim Nelson, one of the old

"As I had nothing to do, [dropped
locomotive engineers running into New Orleans.
into a concert and heard a sleek-looking Frenchman play
piano in a way thai made me
As soon as he sat down on the Stool 1 knew by the way he
feel all over in spots.
:i

handled himself that he understood the machine he was running.

lie

tapped the keys

way up one end, just as if they were gauges, and he wanted to see if he had water
enough. Then he looked up as if he wanted to know bow much steam be was carrying,
and the next moment he pulled open the throttle and sailed on to the main line as if he
was half an hour late. You could hear her thunder over culverts and bridges, and getting faster and faster, until the fellow rocked about in Ins seat like a cradle.
Somehow I thought it was old 36' pulling a passenger train, and getting out of the way of
a 'special.' The fellow worked the keys on the middle division like lightning, and
'

theu he flew along the north end of the line until the drivers went around like a buzz
saw, and I got excited.
About the time I was fixing to tell him to cut her of! a little

he kicked the dampers under the machine wide open, pulled the throttle way back in
how he did run! I couldn't stand it any longer and yelled to him that

the tender, and

he was pounding on the

and if he wasn't careful he'd drop his ash pan. But
Everything was flying and whizzing. Telegraph
poles on the side of the track looked like a row of cornstalks, the trees appeared to be
a mud bank, and all the time the exhaust of the old machine sounded like the hum of a
bumblebee. I tried to yell out, but my tongue wouldn't move. He went around curves
like a bullet, slipped an eccentric, blew out his soft plug, went down grades fifty feet to
the mile, and not a controlling brake set.
She went by the meeting point at a mile and
a half a minute, and calling for more steam. My hair stood up straight, because I knew
the game was up.
Sure enough, dead ahead of us was the headlight of a special." In
a daze I heard the crash as they struck, and I saw cars shivered into atoms, people
smashed and mangled and bleeding and gasping for water. I heard another crash as
the French professor struck the deep keys away down on the lower end of the southern
division, and then I came to my senses.
There he was at a dead standstill, with the
door of the fire box of the machine open, wiping the perspiration off his face and bowing to the people before him. If I live to be 1,000 years old I'll never forget the ride
that Frenchman gave me on a piano.
N. 0. Times-Democrat.

Xo

he didn't hear.

left side,

one heard me.

'

—

A

correspondent

criticises a

statement recently

that in tables of the properties of steam

mosphere

it is

made

in this paper, to the effect

often assumed that the pressure of the at-

an even 15 pounds per square inch.

"We are pleased to be criticised in a
but this fellow, having discovered a mole-hill which he fondly imagines
to be a mountain, waxes insolent, and accuses us of divers things that he ought to know
are not so.
The focus of his letter seems to be the grandiloquent challenge to us, to
produce one single, solitary instance of such a table as we referred to. "We should
be sorry not to satisfy him to this small extent, especially as we judge from his letter
that his reading in steam engineering has not been very extensive.
"We refer him, therefore, to Edwards's American Steam Engineer, to Barr's Steam Boilers, and to Nystrom's
Steam Engineering. We could refer him to others if it were worth while. (Xystrom, in
is

friendly spirit

the

first

two

;

lines of his table, distinguishes

of the table he

makes no such

distinction.)

between 14.7 and 15.0

lbs.,

but in the rest
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Action of Feed Water.

n
importance of locating feed-pipes corand to the Btraina that arc produced in boilers by the discharge of feed water in
The contraction of iron from such a cause is
places where it will chill the shell.
practically irresistible, and the result is that joints arc strained and boilers are badly
damaged, simply because the importance of having the feed-pipe properly located i- not

repeatedly called attention

t

<

>

i

}

rectly,

understood.

A

short time ago an excellent illustration of feed-pipe troubles

Fig.

1.

— Showing

came under our

the Location" of the Feed Pipe.

I

observation, and.

thinking the matter might interest readers of

The Locomotive, we

mafic some experiments with this boiler, both before and after changing the feed-pipe.

The

boiler in question

made

is

of the locomotive type. 24' 3" long, and with a 66-inch barrel.

the plates being §" thick, pnd the heads ,y thick.
There are 114 tubes. 16 feet long and three inches in diameter and on the barrel there
is a 30-inch dome.
36 inches high.
The longitudinal joints are double-riveted, with
The furnace is 72" long. 66" wide, and 60" high.
$-inch rivets, and a pitch of 3 7 inches.
The stay-bolts. |" in diameter, are pitched 5£" from center to center. The boiler has
been in position only a short time, and has not yet been covered. It is supported, at
the back end. on a cast-iron chair.
When the boiler was put in use. it was found that the girth joint, near the middle
It

is

of steel throughout,

;

.
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It was thought, by the engineer in charge, that this
from the weight of the boiler and contents, and to relieve this
distress he put another cast-iron chair under the middle of the barrel, near the troublesome girth joint. It was thought that this chair would sustain its share of the boiler's
Such was not the case. The boiler
weight, and that the trouble would disappear.

of the barrel, sometimes leaked.

might be due

to distress

behaved as badly as ever and it was observed that when the joint leaked, the boiler
was elevated at the middle of its length— "hogged up," as the saying is, —so that it
did not rest on the middle saddle. At this point we were called upon to diagnose the
The results of the diagnosis, and the success
case and suggest a course of treatment.
attending the application of the remedy we proposed, are given below, in the present
;

article.

Having had

a considerable experience

Pig.

with cases of

this kind,

we were

at

once led to

2.— First Form of the Recording Apparatus.

The feed
suspect that the feed-pipe might be the offending member.
water entered the boiler near the bottom of the water-leg on the right-

we

hand side, as indicated by the arrow in Fi<j;. 1. The boiler was fed by
an inspirator, and although it was taken directly from the town supply,
the condensation in the inspirator of course warmed it to a considerable extent, though not up to the temperature of the boiler.
Before proceeding to a description of the experiments, it will be well to state what
The boiler was used for pumping water out
believed the cause of the trouble to be.

and it frequently lay idle for a considerable time, with steam on, and ready
moment's notice. When the boiler was doing no work, the damper beingshut, and the fire-doors open, the circulation would naturally slacken, and after a while
Then if the inspirator were started, the
the water would become practically quiescent.

of a quarry,

for

work

at a

comparatively cool feed water, heavier than that in the boiler on account of its lower
temperature, would perhaps first displace the water in the lower part of the water-leg,

and would then flow back along the bottom of the barrel of the boiler, chilling it and
causing it to contract both longitudinally and girthwise. The contraction so produced
would cause the bottom of the boiler to raise up, and this would lift it free of the
If the
at the same time straining the girth joint so as to make it leak.
quarry were running at the time of feeding, there would probably be a
good circulation in the boiler, and the cooler feed water would immediately mix with

middle saddle,

pump

in the
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we devised
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find

the

Leakage

much

mailer in

all.

(which our general experience had Long indicated to be

the apparatus

shown

in

Fig.

2.

It

correct),

consists of a board with beveled ed

To
arranged so as to slide freely between guides Bcrewed to an upright back board.
the sliding board a pieee of drawing paper was secured, against which rested a peneiJ
The other end of tin: lever was in contact
attached tea lever in the manner shown.
point
at which the girth- joint passed under it;
the
ueai
boiler,
of
the
with the bottom
and the knife edge fulcrum was
fied

bj the lever eight times,

the pencil to

move

movements

so placed thai the

—an

elevation of the

precisely one inch.

To draw

I

of the boiler were

.oiler-shell of

-l

H

magni-

of an inch, causing

the movable board along

art

a

uniform

containing sand was floated in a large bucket of water, and the water was
As the water level
allowed to flow slowly out of the bucket by means of a pet-cock.
went down, the pail containing the sand followed it, and the hoard was drawn along so
that the pencil drew an irregular line, representing the motion of the boiler.
It is difficult to adjust a small water-jet so that it shall have a uniform discharge,
rate, a pail

and for this reas, .n the working of the apparatus was not so good as could be desired
However, the diagram shown in Fig. 3 was obtained by means of it, the times being
3

—
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continued to run until 3:04. During all this time there had been no sign
from the girth-joint, except the slightest trace of vapor, which had been
occasionally visible between 12:30 and 2:20, when the air in the boiler-room was still.
At 3:04 the quarry pump was stopped, and after waiting just one minute for the circulation to subside a little, the inspirator was started (see D).
The boiler promptly rose
until it was at least .28" above the normal position.
(The pencil, unfortunately, ceased
to mark for a short time, and the dotted part of the record is conjectural.;
The girthjoint plainly showed distress, and at 3: 13 (see E) it was leaking water quite freely.
At
3:19 (see F) the inspirator was shut off, but still the leak continued, and the boiler
maintained its abnormal position. At about 3:27 (see 67) the quarry pump was started
again, and the resulting circulation speedily equalized the temperature in the boiler so
that at 3: 33 (see H) the boiler was resting on the middle saddle, and the leakage had
entirely disappeared.
The quarry pump continued running, and at 3:43, when the test
was discontinued, the boiler was still in its normal position.
It was thought that the diagram we have described would suffice to demonstrate
that the chilling action of the feed-water was
responsible for the trouble that the owners of
this boiler experienced, but as it was found impracticable to regulate the flow of water from
the bucket satisfactorily, the apparatus was
modified to some extent, and the experiments
were repeated. The modification consisted in
it

of leakage

the substitution of a clock for the water bucket,
as

shown

in Fig. 4.

The

face

and hands of

Fig.

the clock were removed, and a carefully-turned

hardwood

pulley,

1%"

in

4.

Improved Form of the

Re< ordixg Apparatus.

diameter, was se-

cured to the hour spindle. The cord from the movable board was passed completely
around this pulley, and to the end of the cord a weight was attached, which was found

by experiment to be almost sufficient to overcome the friction of the board.
With the modified apparatus a new test was made, substantially as before. Marks
were made on the moving board, at known intervals of time, for the purpose of testing
the regularity of its motion, and it was found that in the improved form of the apparatus
the motion of the board could be considered, without sensible error, to be absolutely uni-

form. The lest was begun at 10: 22^ a. m., at which time the quarry pump was running.
At 10:23 the inspirator was started, with the pump still running, and for nine minutes
The water level was purposely carried very high, and at
there was no noticeable effect.
10:32 the boiler began to rise from the saddle, the circulation apparently being inThe inspirator
sufficient to take care of the large body of feed that was introduced.
was stopped at 10 34, but the boiler continued to rise until about 10 36. The girth seam
began to leak water about 10:32. and at 10:38, four minutes after the inspirator was
stopped, the circulation seemed to succeed in equalizing the temperature again, for the
boiler went down promptly until it rested on the saddle, and the leak disappeared.
From this time until 10 57 the boiler did not leave the saddle by more than the hundredth part of an inch. At 10:57 the quarry pump, which had been running ever since
the experiment began, was stopped, and the boiler began to rise very slowly, and it was
a trifle more than .04" above the saddle at 11:28.
It is not easy to say what was the
cause of this slight variation, but as the boiler was uncovered, and the cool, out-door air
blew against the bottom of it through a window, it is possible that the chill so produced
was sufficient to cause the observed rise. At 11 28 the inspirator was started, and the
:

:

:

:

.
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lb!

I
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l.

boiler, reversing the usual proceedings, Immediately went down about ,08",
After the
inspirator bad been running about six minutes the boiler suddenly began to rise again,

and the girth joinl began to leak .steam. At LI 30, with the inspirator still running, In
quarry pump was Btarted, and the increased circulation brought the boiler down on the
sail. lie with greal promptness.
The inspirator was stopped at 11:48, and the experiment
50.
was brought to an end at
Alter the experiments described above wen- completed, the fee
pipe was re-arThe opening through which it entered the water-leg (see Fig. 1) was phij
ranged.
up, and the Teed was led u> the top of the barrel of the boiler and was passed downward
:

1

1

i

:

«

10:45

1

10-15

.

M
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The inspirator was stopped at 10:00, and at 10:01 the (piarry
The experiment came to an end at 10: 14, as it was considered that
remedy we had proposed was abundantly proved. Instead of the

the boiler idle) at 9:41.
pivrnp

was

started.

the efficacy of the

we had obtained a fairly uniform line,
and the entire range of the motion of the boiler was less than .04". No leakage was
observed, and neither the inspirator nor the quarry pump had the least observable effect
on the boiler, except for the slight fall towards the normal position observed when the
pump was started at 10:01 and even then the motion amounted to only about .01".
Throughout these experiments records were kept of the steam pressure, of the times
There was evidently no connection whatof firing, and of the position of the damper.
ever between any of these things and the motion of the boiler, so they have not been
enumerated in the present article. The pop-valve on the boiler was set at 100 lbs., and
during the course of the experiments it blew off once. This was at 9: 15, on the third
day (Fig. 6). It blew for only about thirty seconds, and evidently did not disturb either
violent changes observed in the earlier diagrams

;

the boiler or the apparatus.

The

effect of cold feed

water on shell-plates and girth joints

ance with theoretical principles, in

The Locomotive

for

is

discussed, in accord-

March, 1893.

Inspectors' Report.
Makch,
During

this

month our

inspectors

made

1894.

7,915 inspection trips, visited 16,700 boilers,

inspected 0,512 both internally and externally, and subjected 527 to hydrostatic pressThe whole number of defects reported reached 1 1,824, of which 1,181 were considure.
ered dangerous
is

;

03 boilers were regarded unsafe for further use.

Our usual summary

given below:
Nature of Defi

c

Whole Number.

B.

Cases of deposit of sediment.
Cases of incrustation ;mil scale.

Cases of internal grooving,

-

Cases of internal corrosion,

-

Cases of external corrosion,

-

Broken and

loose braces

Settings defective,

-

and

stays,

-

-

-

...
-

-

-

-----

Furnaces out of shape,
Fractured plates,

Burned

plates,

Blistered plates,

-

...

Cases of defective riveting,
Defective heads,

-

Serious leakage around tube ends,

Serious leakage at seams,

-

Defective water-gauges,

-

Defective blow-offs,

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Cases of deficiency of water,
Safety-valves overloaded,

-

Safety-valves defective in construction.

Pressure gauges defective,

-

Boilers without pressure gauges,

Unclassified defects,
Total,

...

.....
-

11,324

-

1,181

m
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Boiler Explosions.
M \m

—A

[£94.

boiler exploded, on

March 1st, ai Freely's Mill-, in Elroy township, near
Engineer Frank Ripley was blown seventy yards away, and instantly
Superintendent
harlea Dawson was pinned down by falling timbers, and
[nd.

irsaw,

\\

11.

killed.

1

Fireman William Webb was also
John Freery, one of the proprietors, was struck by a flying fragment
of the boiler.
Both of his legs were broken, and he will die
Several other men were
Two buikiiagB were wrecked, and a lire which
badly scalded and otherwise injured.
followed the explosion did much damage.
before he could be rescued he was scalded to death.

fatally scalded.

Two men

were

ami another was severely injured, by the explosion

killed,

Chatham county, X. ('., on March 1st. The mill in which the boiler
stood was completely wrecked, and pans of the boiler were found BOO yards away.
of a boiler

ttie

—

A large boiler in Renshaw's livery stable, at Plymouth, near Wtlkesbarre,
The dome of the I. oiler I. lew off, and went up through
exploded on March 3d.
It
building, to the roof.
passed within two feel of a bed on which Marvin Ken(60.)

Pa.,

Gtalf,

ai

shaw. a son of the proprietor, was Bleeping.

The bed was blown against the ceiling,
John Morgan, who was in the boiler room
the explosion, was seriously scalded.
The building was set afire, but the

and Mr. Renshaw received
at

the time of

slight injuries.

flames were soon controlled.
it'll.

1

— A boiler

leg

was broken,

exploded, on March 6th,

Bros.' mill, at

Hock Elm,

Otie Lehman's
scalded.

It

i-

was defective.

boiler exploded in the

McDonald

oil fields

on March nth.

Tt

was located

Forest Oil Company's No. 4 Dixon well, back of Willow (dove, near Pittsburgh.

at the

Edward

Neely,

and instantly

killed.

Pa.

Hammond

Considerable

said that the fire-box of the boiler

—A

in

damage wae done to the property.
and Joseph Weix and Charles McKernon were badly

near Ellsworth, Wis.

63.

March

—A

7th.

who was

in the boiler

boiler belonging to Mr. T.

Mr. Douglass,

who was

his

shed at the time, was blown high in the

air,

M. Douglass, of Plain City, Ohio, exploded on
engineer, was badly scalded.

own

— On

March 7th a boiler belonging to Mr. George Kelly exploded at PidgeEngineer Charles Caldwell and five other men were badly injured, and some
of them will probably die.
64.)

way.

111.

— The boiler of locomotive

Xo. 408, of the Lehigh Valley railroad, exploded
Tannery Siding, near White Haven, Pa. John Lenox, Arthur Dotter,
and Edward Fox. who were on the locomotive at the time, were instantly killed, and
engineer Patrick Dngan, who was in the telegraph office, was knocked down and
bruised.
The locomotive was completely wrecked, and the track and embankment
were badly torn up.
(65.)

on March 8th,

at

—

An upright boiler in the machine shop of Fahey ct Fowler, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
(66.)
exploded on March 9th, killing Otto Kelleher and seriously injuring Frauk Fowler.
Mr. Fowler received an ugly scalp wound, a compound fracture of the low er jaw, and
severe burns about the arms and legs.
It is known that Fowler was hauling the fire at
T

the time of the explosion.
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— On March 14th a boiler exploded

at Vale's mill, in Sombra Township, near
had just shut down for the noon hour. Engineer Adam CorThe building
nell and his three children, who were in the boiler room, were killed.
was entirely demolished. Mr. Cornell's children had just brought him his dinner. The
two. little girls were hurled in opposite directions, and were found 100 yards from the

(67.)

The

Dresden, Ont.

mill

scene of the explosion.
(68.)

the

little

The

boiler passed directly over a neighboring house.

— On March 13th,

while Mr. James A. Frazier and Mr. A. E. White were on
locomotive that runs from Goshen, Va., to the Victoria mines, the boiler of the

locomotive burst.

were badly

The engineer was

seriously scalded,

and Mr. Frazier's face and hands

Mr. White escaped without injury.

cut.

—

A boiler used in drilling oil wells on the Warren-Barber farm, just east of
(69.)
Mendon. near Celina, Ohio, exploded on March 13th, witli terrific force, but fortunately
nobody was injured. The men were at work on the derrick, two hundred feet from the
boiler.
A large piece of the boiler was blown half a mile into the wood.;, where it cut
down

a tree.

— A boiler exploded

Knowles, Taylor & Anderson sewer pipe works, in
Engineer William Anderson, and William Gilkinson and George Anderson, were severely burned about the face and houds. The
(70.

)

at the

East Liverpool, Ohio, on March 15th.
boiler

room was almost demolished.

(71.)

— Peter Guldenbronson,

Charles Moore, Mary Evans, and Harriet

Brown were

injured in a boiler explosion at the Elite laundry on West Madison street, Chicago, on

March 1 7th. Guldenbronson is a machinist, and was at work in the engine room.
Over twenty men and women were at work in the laundry at the time. The boiler was
shattered into a hundred pieces, one of which struck Guldenbronson, breaking his jaw
and bruising him badly.

—

On March 19th a boiler exploded in W. M. Bertley's mill, on East Second
Los Angeles, Cal. The boiler was hurled through the roof of the mill, and
Fortunately nobody was hurt.
landed about 100 feet away.
(72.)

street,

(73.)

— A boiler at the Syracuse coal

20th, badly
(74.)

burning the engineer, G.

—A

boiler in the

W.

shaft, near

Pomeroy. Ohio, exploded on March

Xease.

machine shop

of

Swanson Bros.

&

Meeter, at HawarUen,

Iowa, exploded on March 23d, and two men, Levi Gleason and Frank Swanson, were

The boiler went through the west side
and crashed into J. T. Van Orman's stable, making a complete wreck of the
SwanGleason's legs were badly scalded and his face was burned and bruised.
office.
sou was not quite so badly injured, though his left side was severely burned.
badly scalded and bruised by the flying debris.
of the shop

(75.)

— On March

24th a boiler exploded in the Haeger brick and

The

tile factory, at

was demolished, and the fire that ensued
August Tarnow. a fireman, was in the boiler room when the
nearly destroyed the town.
explosion occurred.
He was killed, and his body was buried in the debris. Adjoining
the exploded boiler was another one of similar size, which had not been used for some
time.
The explosion blew the idle boiler from its setting, and through a brick wall.
The total loss was estimated at $50,000.
It landed outside of the building.
Gilberts,

near Elgin,

111.

— The

entire plant

pump-boat Hero, belonging to Armstrong Bros., of Point Pleasant,
March 28th, killing the engineer. John McGuffin. and injuring several others.
The United States Inspectors were on board the Annie L. (wlr'ch
(76.)

W.

Va., burst her boiler on

1894
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w.i- lying

alongside the Hero)

the time, and one of them, Mr. Ira

Huntington of Gal-

They would till have been killed had the} not been
I..
The Hero was totally wrecked, and sank in two
the Annu I., was also badlj damaged.
The bodj of engineer

was quite severely Bcalded.
the engine room of the Annu

Lipolis,

in

al

73

minutes.

Mri

iutlin

One
could

Bide of
ii"l

be found.

A boiler exploded on March 81sl in A. W. Marshall's foundry,
Hickory,
('.
Mr. Marshall was cut. in several places, and hi.- engineer was

(77.)

.'it

aear Statesville, N.

Bcalded on the hands and

leers.

The Causes of

Fires.

weekly insurance paper published in New York city, has recently
issued an extra number in which the causes of fires have been exhibited graphically Tor
differenl classes of property.
The classification is very complete, as it embraces n<
than 129 heads, beginning with "Agricultural Implement Factories," and ending with
••Worsted and Yarn Mills." The diagrams are based on statistics prepared for the

The

Chronicle, a

GhronicL Fin Tables, and in making them up tens of thousands of fire reports have been
examined in the more common risks, and in only a ver\ few cases (in classes of risks in
which fires are not frequent) has the number of fires examined been less than one hunIn commenting on the diagrams and illustrating their usefulness, the Chroniclt
dred.
says: "In agricultural implement factories it is plain that the inspector should give his
first attention to tin; dirt and rubbish where spontaneous ignitions may happen; he

should he almost equally

alert

to discover to

what extent the

Almost one-half of the inherent hazard in asylums
bakeries and confectioneries, defective ovens, grease, lines,

sparks.

is

risk is protected against
in defects in flues.

In

and matches are reIn blacksmith shops, as one would expect,
sponsible for nearly two-thirds of the fires.
the greatest danger is from sparks.
In brick and tile works, overheated and defective
kilns, and sparks and engines, cause three-fourths of the fires.
In breweries, sparks,
dust explosions, friction in machinery, ignition of tar, and spontaneous combustion
cause nearly fifty per cent, of the fires.
In candy factories, chimneys, furnaces, stoves,
and gas jets are the things to look after. In carriage and wagon factories, spontaneous
combustion, sparks, defective flues, and stoves are the chief sources of danger. In
clothing factories, stoves, matches, ashes, lamp explosions, and furnaces are more danIn cotton goods factories, friction in machinery
gerous than a host of minor causes.
causes nearly two-thirds of the fires.
Locomotive sparks cause most of the fires in
cotton in transit.
In dry goods stores, gas jets, lamps, and matches are the principal
hazards.
In dwellings, defective flues, matches, and lamp explosions cause one-half of
all the fires.
In electric light stations, electric wires, lightning, and engines and boilers
In grain elevators, locomotive sparks.
cause more fires than all other sources combined.
friction in machinery, and spontaneous combustion are the underwriters' enemies.
In
greenhouses and floral establishments, furnaces and defective flues are far in the lead.
In hotels, defective Hues, stoves, and explosions of lamps are the chief fire causes. In livery
stables, cigar stubs, lamp explosions, matches, and defective Hues produce about as
many fires as all other hazards combined. In schoolhouses, defective fines and the heating apparatus are the principal
one-third of

all

the

fires.

And

fire

causes.

In theaters,

stoves,

the devices for lighting cause

so on, throughout the list."

These diagrams should be of exceeding value to insurance men,
complete, and they

tell

their story at a glance.

for they are very

.
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Papers that borrow cuts from us
so that we

[May,

may give proper

will

do us a favor

if

the

company's ageiuAe*.

office.

be supplied.)

they will

mark them

plainly in returning,

credit on our books.

We have received the Meport of the Badische Gesellschaft zur Ueberwachung von
Dampfkesseln (of Mannheim), the Report of the Norddeutscher Verein zur Ueberwachung von Danipl'kcsseln (of Hamburg), the Report of the Markischer Verein zur
Prufung und Ueberwachung von Dampfkesseln (of Frankfurt), and the Report of the
Schlesischer Verein zur Ueberwachung von Dampfkesseln (of Breslau) and we desire
:

to express our thanks for

We

them

to the respective associations.

Steam Boilers, by Professors C. H.
it,
is not published for
general circulation, but for the use of the students in the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, in connection with their course in steam engineering. The volume has
been carefully prepared, and should be quite useful. Readers of The Locomotive will
desire to

Peabody and

acknowledge

E. F. Miller.

be interested to

know

this periodical for cuts

a

copy of

ifotes on

This book, as we understand

that the authors have

drawn

largely on the back

numbers

of

and other matter.

The famous Ferris Wheel is finally being taken apart, for shipment to New York.
According to the Chicago Tribune, "It will take ten weeks to take the wheel to pieces.
The car that was used for carrying the Krupp gun will be used for carrying the seventyThe material will be taken in five trains of thirty cars each to New York city.
There are 3,000 tons of metal in the wheel, and 500,000 feet of timber is needed for
the false work. Taking the wheel down will be more dangerous than putting it up.
Only one life was lost in erecting the big attraction. The expense of taking down,
moving, and rebuilding the wheel will be #150,000. In New York it is to be placed at
Old Vienna will be reproduced around it, Here
Thirty-seventh Street and Broadway.
The
the wheel had 3,000 electric lights; in New York the number will be doubled.
old Ferris Wheel Company goes out of existence, and a new company, composed of
ton axle.

New York

men, has been formed. Superintendent L. V. Rice has charge of the reDuring the fair the wheel went around 10,000 times, and carried 2,000,000
The largest single load w^as carried October 10th, when, at 12.30 o'clock,
passengers.
The largest day's business was October 10th, when 38,1,768 people were in the cars.
000 people were carried. October 9th, 10th, and 11th there were 114,000 passengers,

moval.

the largest average for any three days."
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an interview with one of the leading taxidermists of Lon-

a

don, brings to light some curious facts about care birds and
said the great taxidermist,

"you know

Evidently you arc an amateur

We make

!

— well,

fetch
ne,

I

believe;

wards you have

il

1

gga out of line porcelain.

our fetched £300 ($1,500) only the
but, of course, one i- never certain.
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higher.

I
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not
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I

tell
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who owns
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,
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Tim

oth«st day.
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like.
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—

!
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It

One

the

|

reat

one was really

very fine work, and afterprecious eggs has

is

a

if

they

such brittle capital

that taxidermy rose to such heights as that

have rivaled the hands of nature herself
'•
fell to a whisper
one of tin

X-.

worth while

That's the beauty of the busd

not like to examine

know

a great auk.

fellow, half the great auks in the

'em of grebes feathers and the

the temerity to clean the tbnng.

You did

M\ dear

"01 com

their eggs.

have made some dodos and

taxidermy.

We make

world are not genuine.

aukThey

at

I

i

It

at
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auks''

of the genuine great

auks wot made by me! Ami.
what is more. I have been approached by a syndicate of dealers to stock one of the unexplored .skerries to the north of Iceland with specimens.
some day."
I may
Ex,
rent

—

—

The Average Speed of the "Campania" and "Lucania."
The Cunard steamer Ckmpmnia has now completed a year's service, having started
on her maiden voyage from Liverpool on April 22, and it will interest our readers to
have official returns as to the performances during that period. By the kindness of the
Cunard company we are enabled to give accurate details in the accompanying tab
two oi which give all the round voyages to date of the Campania, ami the other two
These tables scarcely require any comment, except, perhaps, to
those of the Lucania.
point out that on several voyages the vessels experienced heavy weather, the effect of
which is reflected in the duration of the voyages and in the mean speed.
"We might
have quoted from the logs regarding contrary winds, head seas, and a continuance of bad
weather, and demonstrated that on some occasions the vessels were in this respect unlucky.
The mean speed of all the passages, however, is really most satisfactory. The
mean speeds for the round voyages out and home are summarized, separately, in the
last

of the tables "iven below.

Westward Voyages
'

of the

Campania" — 1893-4.
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Voyage.

[Mat,
1 '

— 1893-4.
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Two men went into the boiler to release him, but their combined efforts only
brought shrieks of pain from the unfortunate. Some one telephoned to Dr. Mandeville
Thuiu.
A machinist was also sent for, and both arrived about the same time. All sorts
of schemes were concocted by the physician, the machinist, and the now thoroughly
laugh.

To

frightened workmen.

cut through the boiler would take several hours, so that had

With the most pitiful groans Parker insisted that the
were slowly closing in on him and squeezing out his breath. Dr. Thum hit
upon a plan. He sent the machinist into the boiler with a knife. By tearing and cutting the machinist succeeded in removing most of Parker's clothing.
A box of axle
grease was then brought into use, and Parker's body was thoroughly greased where the
to be given

up

as impracticable.

flue pipes

pipes did not hold

A

it.

rope was then tied just below his shoulders.

outside then caught the end of the rope and pulled.

The hips appeared

All the

men

be the principal place of resistance.
A shriek came from Parker as the rope began to tighten, and
then his body suddenly shot forward. All of his clothes were left behind and the man
was pulled out of his prison as naked as the day he was born, his whole body glistening
with grease. Parker's hips and one leg were a mass of bruises, and he had to be carried
It will be two weeks before he is able to work
to his home in a neighboring alley.
again.

— Louisville

to

Courier-Journal.

A

Boiler that

Needed Repairs.

was a man who had a knife. The blades of the knife, one
by one, got so badly nicked and otherwise injured that new blades were substituted for
them as occasion required. Finally the handle went to pieces, and a new one was provided. The question was then discussed at the grocery store whether this was the same

Once upon

a time there

old original knife or not.

Some

of the Solons of the village held that as

it

contained

no portion of the original knife, it must be a different one. Others held that it was
certainly the same knife, in spite of the repairs; and these men supported their claims
by referring to several instances in which churches and other structures had been repaired in a similar manner, and pointing out that in cases in Avhich the lease of the land
on which they stood was to terminate with the life of the building, the courts had decided that the individuality of the building had not been destroyed by the repairing
Whatever the merits of the case may have been, the story goes that the second
process.
of these arguments prevailed, and that it came to be universally admitted that the reBut when this decision had been
paired knife was the same old knife, sure enough.
reached, the owner of the knife produced all the old blades and rivets and bits of
Then the queshandle, which he had saved up, and assembled them into a new knife.
tion arose, if the repaired knife was the same knife as the original, then what knife was
this

patched-up

About

affair that

this time,

contained

we imagine,

all

the identical parts of the

first

the reader will be wondering what

one?
all this

has to do

with the heading of this article. Well, let him read what follows, and we fancy he will
" The Department of Workshops and Factories," says the Coh/.mlns
see the connection.
(Ohio) Dispatch, " has received frequent complaints from citizens of Gahanna as to the
condition of the boiler used at the Gahanna mill,

owned by Frank

E. Morguer.

While

the department does not claim to have jurisdiction over such matters, yet the complaints

numerous that an inspection was made by Deputy Inspector J. H. Ellis,
by an expert boiler inspector. The flues and other parts of the boiler were
found to be thoroughly demoralized, and several holes were punched in the boiler, as a

became

a>sisted

so

J

T

1894.

test

and

same time

the

at

recommends

as follows

:

HE Loco
Insure

i<>

'Remove

its

ail

M 0T1 V
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E.

repair before again being used.

the old lines and

put

in

new

The

ones,

inspector

remove the

fire urates and replaee them with new sheets, and where the boiler lias
become thin and rusted cud <>ni Buch places and patch: repair the blo^ off plug, provide
a new front SUppOPt and a new breeching and slack, .nid piOVide substantial hand rail-

Bheets over the

Tha

ings mi stairways.'

citizens paid foi the services of the boiler inspector. 1

Electric Railway Dangers.
In the April

Mr.

II.

,

Locomotive we published an

The following item from the
Cushing, .Ir.
connection with Mr. Cushing rs article:

•At

recent

a

J. II. Vail,

meeting

OH this subject by
American will he of in-

article

Scientific

(.'.

terest in

Mr.

issue of 'I'm

Washington of the National Electric Light Association,

at

New York city, brought forward a number of interesting
Anions hem were the following. A» plumber in a Pennsylvania

M.I.C.E., @i

esses of electrolysis.

i

was repairing a water pipe iii a house, and on breaking a joint, an electric arc
formed across the ends of the pipe. The house was not in the direct path of the railway
circuit.
Investigation followed, and it was proved beyond question that there was insufficient conductivity in the track system, and also that the earth did not afford a good
return, though the tracks were well grounded.
It was found that the railways current
was traveling along all pipe systems in its effort to complete the circuit to the dynamos
Actual tests were made with standard instruments.
in the power station.
From 135
readings of the ampere meter, it was found that the water pipes leading into the station
carried an average current of 98 amperes.
Further tests showed that with 23 cars in
operation, 40 per cent, of the total current was carried by underground pipes.
Another
After it was
interesting case was brought to Eght by a fire in the basement of a house.
extinguished it was found that the current of an electric railway system had been
It is believed that, by vibration of the
carried along the water pipe entering the house.
each time formfloors, this pipe and a gas pipe were brought repeatedly into contact
In this way a hole was eaten into the gas pipe and the gas
ing an arc between them.
city

1

,

—

was ignited.

mending

After an analysis of the whole matter,

.Mi-.

Vail

felt

justified in

recom-

the adoption of the complete metallic circuit as the standard for the best

railway practice."

A

to Mrs. G. M. Williams at her home on Second street
She had nearly finished her Monday's
which proved exceedingly painful.
While in the
washing' and had a boiler full of clothes over a hot fire in the kitchen.
act of pushing the clothes under the water with a stick, an explosion occurred in the
bottom of the boiler and nearly a gallon of the boiling water, accompanied by a burst
She was severely scalded
of steam, was thrown over Mrs. Williams' head and shoulders.
on the head, right side of her face, and across her shoulder and bosom.
Santa Rosa

strange accident happened

recently,

—

Democrat.

We

have received one account of an explosion of some kind, which we do not
It was in an electric light plant, and the report says that "it was
found that the vacuum in the receiver had been reduced and that a large amount of steam

exactly understand.

had leaked
is

in,

causing the thing to explode."

It is

a relief to hear that

"the damage

not heavy, save to the building, which has large holes punched in the walls.''
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Some Notable Riveted
We

have devoted so much space,

in

1894.

No.

6.

Joints.

the past, to the discussion of riveted joints,

and have called attention so many times to the importance of designing these joints
properly, that there is some danger thai readers of Fielding's works may classify us as
physicians; for, says Fielding, ''every physician hath his favorite disease," to which he
Now we are quite willing to admit that practice
attributes most of the ills of the flesh.
with regard to riveted joints is much better than it used to be, and yet we find so many
examples of poorly designed joints that it seems as though t lie time had hardly come
In illustration of this statement
when we could safely stop turning about them.
propose to mention a few cases that have come under our observation recently.

A Faulty

Joint, as

"Prepared" to Pass

we

Inspection.

The first case in order relates to a 48" vertical tubular boiler, ten feet high, constructed of shell steel of 00,000 pounds tensile strength.
The plates are T5? " thick, and
are single riveted, the diameter of the rivets being
"
and
the
pitch If ".
The heads are
f
|"

and there are 120 two-inch tubes, each

7' G " long.
The workmanship of the
we know, the material is so. also. The
only objectionable thing about the boiler is the joint.
The diameter of the rivet being
§", it is fair to suppose that the diameter of the hole is \y, or O.GftT.') ".
The pitch

thick,

boiler

being
is

is

1

excellent in every respect, and so far as

.TO ", the efficiency of the joint, so far as the net section of the plate is concerned,

1.75"—

0.6875
60.7

1.75

&

The area of an il " hole being 0.3712 sq. in., the strength of one rivet, assuming the
shearing strength of rivet iron to be 38,000 lbs. per sq. in., is .:!T1'2 X 38,000 = 14,100

THE LOCOMOTIVE.
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pounds^ and the strength of a strip of the solid plate If" wide being If" X ,% " X 60,000 lbs. = 32,800 lbs., we Bad that the efficiency of the joint, so far as rivet section is
Here is a single riveted joint, therefore, which
concerned, is 14.100 -J- 32.800 =4:3.0^.
has an efficiency of only about 43 per cent., whereas with a change in design it might
Now why is it that a good, reputable boiler
56 per cent.
have had an efficient
manufacturer will put out a job like that, when he might just as well, and without more
The answer seems pretty evident. If the effiexpense, have turned out one far better
'.

ciency of this joint be computed on the assumption that the strength of the plate is
40.000 or 40,000 pounds to the square inch, it will be found that it comes out in the

and that the general proportions are pretty good. We
in question was made up from a templet that has been
ever since the time wdien iron of this quality was
lying about the shop for many years
The makers are good, honest men, and they
the standard article in boiler construction.
away back, somemean to turn out good work; but they are away behind the times
where '-before the war." (.V proper single-riveted joint for this boiler would be some-

neighborhood of 60 per

cent.,

infer, therefore, that the joint

—

—

Diameter of

thing like this:

riveis f

pitch of rivets

",

1

§", efficiency of joint. S6.6

%.)

two horizontal tubular boilers in the West.
The plates are of flange steel. § " thicki
in diameter and 10 feet long.
with a tensile strength of 60,000 pounds per square inch. There are 92 3±" tubes in
The longitudinal joints are double
each boiler, and the heads are of steel h " thick.

The next
They are HI"

we

case

shall consider

riveted, the rivets being
in

diameter

concerned,

The

(

=

if

X

in

0.8125), the efficiency of the

— 0.8125

3"

"

—77
D

38,000

0.5185 sq.

'

=

10,700

"

diameter, and the pitch 3".

is

area of a VI "

0.5185

f"

that of

is

lbs.

and

;

=

joint, so

Calling the rivet-holes *f
net section of plate is

far as

_
i,!..)',.

the shearing strength of a single rivet

in.,

as there are

two

is

rivets in a unit section of the joint

(the joint being double riveted), the total shearing strength of the rivets in a unit section
is

39,400

000

39.400

-h

and hence

We

The strength

lbs.

=

lbs.

67.500

GT.500
it

lbs.,

=

of a strip of the solid plate

3" wide being 3" X §" X

the efficiency of the joint, so far as rivet area

58.4$.

Tins

much

is

follows that the joint

was

and that

The

rivet

area

is

is

too small.

originally calculated for C. H. No.

it

60,-

concerned,

than the efficiency of the net section,

badly proportioned.

is

incline to the opinion that this joint

of a tensile strength of 50,000 lbs.,

less

is

1

iron,

has been used ever since, simply because

the templets were handy, and the builder has never understood why the joint is not as
good for steel of 60.000 pounds strength as it was for the iron for which it was calcuWith a factor of safety of 5, the safe working pressure on these boilers is 73 lbs.
lated.

per square inch.

The

safety-valves

had always been

set at

100

lbs.,

and the owners of

A proper double-riveted
the boilers had expected to insure them for 110 lbs. pressure.
Diameter of rivets g ". pitch of rivets 3 T'g ", efficiency
joint for these boilers would be
This would give a safe working pressure (with a factor of 5), of
of joint. 09. 4 per cent.
:

87

per square inch.

lbs.

The next

case to

of marine type.

which we wish

This boiler

is

to call attention relates to a horizontal tubular boiler

12 feet long

and 90"

in diameter.

The

shell platesp.re

There are two internal furnaces, each 32 " in
of ^ " steel, of 60.000 lbs. tensile strength.
4"
tube-.
The longitudinal joints are double chain riveted, the rivets
diameter, and 64
rivet-holes to be fj " in diameter, the efficiency of the joint, so far as net section of plate is concerned, is

being

f

" in

diameter, and the pitch 2

2"

".

Assuming the

— 0.8125"

t_

.

,

.

lsju
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The

Bize of the rivets

occur

fcwo rivets thai

being the same a>

oil

M

in the last

section of the joint

in m unit

strengthof astripof the solid plate 2 " wideis2"
the efficiency of the joint, so far as rivel area
(I*).;

The net section of the plate

.

working pressure
insure

<>n

for 100 lbs.

it

is

the boiler

is

i'.i

In a case of this

example,
is
\

90,400
"

1

»

-

60,000

<

concerned,

shearing strength of the

«

1

The

lbs., as before.

60,000

lbs.

-'.-

89, bOO lbs.

is

bi

Hence

lbs.

00,

therefore the weaker, and the actual efficient

With

the joint must be taken as 59.4;

is

-

83

V E

this efficiency

2 lbs, per

and

n

square inch.

kind, when- the shell

is

factor of safety of

the

5,

The owners wished
not

to

contact with the

in

fire, a smaller factor of safety than 5 might be allowed; hut the point is. that the joint is
badly proportioned, and that the double riveted joint actually used is scarcely better than

a

well-made

Bach

single riveted joint.

A single riveted joint (although we should nod advise

of course), with rivets

a joint.

" in

l

diameter and

b

pitch of 2

3

would give an

"

r8

whereas the efficiency of fch.i double riveted joint that
actually used was only 59.4
We think that a double welt hull strap joint is the proper
thing for this boiler. However, a com in on double riveted staggered joint, with rivets
in diameter and pitched :;.[ " from center to center, would give an efficiency of 67.U per

efficiency of 51.4 per cent.

;

',

.

1

would allow

working pressure of Si). 7 lbs. with a factor of saf
" rivets and a pitch of
", would give an efficiency
8j|
of 7
per cent, and a safe working pressure of 95.2 lbs., with the same factor as before.
Finally, a double welt butt joint of the style shown in Tut; LOCOMOTIVE for July, 1891,
on page 103, Fig. 5, would give an efficiency of 85.7 per cent., and a safe working
" in diameter and
pressure of 114.2 lbs. with a factor of 5, provided the rivets were
the pitch of the inner rows was 3£".
Another case relates to a horizontal tubular boiler 60" in diameter and 13 feet long.
The shell is of iron, 55 " thick, with a tensile strength of .70.001) lbs.
The longitudinal
and

cent.,
5.

this

A triple riveted lap

a safe

with

joint,

J

!

.

;}

I

;':

j

,

known

kind

as " once-and-a-liall"' riveted

—

thai: is, they contain one
and a second row pitched 4" apart. The rivet holes ill
each case are |" in diameter (| =-0.875).
So far as net section of plate is concerned,
this joint is evidently weakest along the line of smallest pitch.
Hence the efficiency of

joints are of the

row

of rivets pitched

2"

the joint, in this respect,

apart,

2 "

is

fhe area of a |" hole being 0.6012

—

0.87.7 "
kti

sq. in.,

_
—

,

56.2

the combined shearing strength of the three

rivets that occur in a 4-inch section of this joint is 3

68,537

000

=

X

0.6012 sq.

Tin; strength of a section of the solid plate of equal

lbs.

lbs.

'.

62,500.

It

In fact, the

too great.

were entirely

is

X

is

of rivets in double pitch

is

=

is

much
if it

shearing resistance of the remaining single row of rivets would

and hence the

of the joint

would

structed,

no stronger than a single riveted joint with |" holes pitched 2

is

lbs.

x 4 " x 50,-

altogether superfluous, for

materially exceed the strength of the net section of the plate;
still

38,000

^

evident, therefore, that the rivet section in this joint

row

left out, the

in.

width

be 56.2 per cent.

!

efficiency

In other words, the joint, as actually con"

apart;

and

the additional row of rivets was a mere waste of time and material, to say nothing of the
injury to the plate due to the punching of needless holes in
joint for this boiler

would be proportioned about

as follows:

A good double riveted
Diameter of rivet |", pitch

it.

of rivets 2|", efficiency of joint 71.7 per cent.
In another case, similar to the one just mentioned, there are six horizontal tubular
boilers

54"

in

diameter and 16 feet long.

The

tensile strength of 55,000 lbs. to the square inch.

and-a -half " riveted, the pitch

in the close

shells are of steel, T5g " thick, with a
The longitudinal joints are -once-

row being 2".

The diameter

of the rivets

is
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|", the holes

of 1plate

is

being i|

concerned,

"

(

=

0.8125 "
2 "

is

efficiency of the joint, so far as net section
"

in.,

Hence the

efficiency of the

.

,

x .5185 x 38,000 = 59,100 lbs. The
4" wide is 4" x ^" x 55,000 lbs. = 68,-

is 8

tensile strength of a strip of the solid plate
lbs.

_ ft

59.4$.

the combined shearing resistance of the three

rivets that lie in a 4-iuch section of this joint

750

=

<p

area of a }§" hole being .5185 sq.

The

The

).

— 0.81 23

[June,

joint,

so far as the

shearing

is

concerned,

is

=

The rivet area is therefore excessive; and in this case, also,
86$.
the row of rivets in double pitch could have been omitted without material loss of
strength: for the omission would only reduce the efficiency of the joint to 57.3 $.

59,100 -r 68,750

William Fairbairn, many years ago, stated the efficiency of a single riveted joint
and the efficiency of a double riveted one to be 70 per cent. Of
course he intended to signify that these were the limits practically obtainable with careful design and construction; but it has long been the fashion, even among engineers who
ought to know better, to allow 56 per cent, and 70 per cent, for single and double riveted
Sir

to be 56 per cent.,

joints, respectively,

The

cases

without the least regard to the actual proportions of the joints.
in the present article ought to satisfy anyone of the

we have already given

fallacv of this proceeding;

particularly convincing.

offered for insurance,

but

if

they

fail

to

Upon examining
we found

it

do

so,

here

a boiler in

is

a case that seems to us to be

New England

to be constructed of

that

was recently

steel of 60,000 lbs.

tensile

diameter and the plates were f" thick. The longitudinal joints
were double riveted, the rivets being \\" in diameter (holes J") and the pitch being
2 if".
The decimal equivalent of -j^" being 0.9375, the efficiency of this joint, so far
strength.

It

was 66"

in

as net section of plate is concerned,

is

2.9375"— 0.75"
2.9375

The

=

».,*„,

74.. j %.

area of a f " hole being 0.4418 sq. in., the shearing resistance of the two rivets that
The tensile
33,580 lbs.
is 2 x 0.4418 x 38,000

occur in a unit section of the joint

=

=

66,strength of a strip of the solid plate 2 jf " wide being f " x 2{|" x 60,000 lbs.
100 lbs., the efficiency of the joint, so far as shearing is concerned, is 33,580 ~ 66,100
50.8^. The rivet section, therefore, is altogether too small; and the actual strength of
this double riveted joint is less than the nominal strength (according to Fairbairn) of a

=

The most obtuse persons would readily understand that disastrous
consequences might result if one should merely note that the boiler is double riveted,
and then, without calculation, allow an efficiency for the joint of 70 per cent.
We have spoken, thus far, only of joints that were put in by the makers in good
We are sorry to
faith, with an honest belief that they were above reasonable criticism.
Rivets
say. however, that we find defective joints that do not come under this head.
single riveted joint]

much regard for good workmanship, and the resulting
A workman who is driving rivets badly is
efficiency.
low
joints necessarily have a
pretty apt to know it; and if he lets poor work go out. with the knowledge that somebody's life and property is likely to be imperiled by his poor workmanship, he is a rasThis may seem like strong language to some of our readers, but we think it is
cal.
are sometimes driven without

abundantly justifiable by the facts. Consider, for example, the case shown in the illustration on the first page of the present issue. The eight boilers in this battery were new
last year, and were insured in the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance ComBefore the policy of insurance was issued the usual careful internal inspection
pany.

was made, and the inspector reported the boilers in good condition. The policy was
then issued, and the battery was run, in fancied security, for one year. A short time

:

THE
ur inspector again

made

LO<

0M0T1
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V E.

an internal examination, and

found thai on some of the
was very slight. The Bheets had be< n
sheared too shorl for a double row of rivets, and in Borne of them <m<- of the rows of
This defect was very obvious al
rivets had only half a hole in the plate !
Becond inion, and it would have been bo at the first one, excepl thai Bomebody, with devilish
ingenuity, had "prepared" the faulty laps so thai they mighl pass inspection.
A kind
of putty had been mixed up of red lead, iron filings, and other ingredients, and the bad
work had been covered up l>y building out a continuation of the plate in putty. The
work had been so skillfully done that it deceived even the experienced inspector who
sheets

ecery one of these boilera the internal lap

in

1

1

•
1 •

The color and texture of the plate had been so well imitated
At the time of this last inspection sonic of the
looked sound and proper.
putty was still intact, except that the edge was
little ragged.
In other places the heat
had cracked and disintegrated it, and portions of it had fallen oil'.

examined the

boilers.

joint

lie

,-i

Within

a year

we have found

three short-sheet jobs from the boiler-makers

who

and yet these men have an excellent
reputation, and we believe that they intend to do honest work.
The short sheets were
probably passed by somebody in the shop who hoped to cover up his own carelessness
or incompetence, and who, to accomplish this end, was willing to jeopardize the
of innocent customers of the firm for which lie worked.
turned out

the

putty-joint

referred

just

to;

Inspectors'

Report.

Apkil, 1894.

During

tins

month our

inspectors

made

7.640 inspection trips, visited 16,003 boilers,

inspected 7,061 both internally and externally, and subjected 642 to hydrostatic pressThe whole number of defects reported reached 11,355, of which 1.(171 were considure.
ered dangerous
is

;

44 boilers were regarded unsafe for further use.

Our usual summary

given below
Whole

Nature of Defects.

deposit of sediment.

if

of incrustation
-

and

scale,

of internal grooving,

Cases of internal corrosion,

----....

of external corrosion,

Broken and

loose braces

Settings defective.

-

-

and

-

-

sta^

s,

-

-

-

Furnaces out of shape,
Fractured plates,

Burned

plates,

Blistered

plate-.

......

-

of defective riveting,

Defective head-.

-

-

-

-

-

Serious leakage around tube end-.

Serious leakage at -cam-.

Defective water gauges,
Defective blow-offs,

-

Cases of deficiency of water,
Bafety-valves overloaded,

....
....
-

-

Numb
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Nature of Defects.

Number.

Safety-vaLves defective in construction.

Pressure gauges defective,
Boilers without pressure gauges,

Unclassified delects,
Total,

[June,

-

.
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boiler exploded, on April 12th, in the rod department of Oliver

Ninth

wire mill, on

street,

South Side, Pittsburgh,

We ha

l'a.

e

not

A

1

Roberts

learned further

particulars.
tin April I3th,

(Si;.)

Mackinaw
Mart/,

Drilling

were

in

boiler

Company wen-

the engine

exploded near Celine, Ohio,
drilling an

oil

place .where the

al

John Duddeson and

well.

room repairing some machinery.

(Ji

was strnck by a piece
His face and arms
field.

.Mart/

tin- boiler and Mown about loo feel away. Landing in a
were badly cut, and one wrist was broken.
Duddeson was also fearfully bruised and
scalded, and he cannot recover.
Large pieces of the boiler were thrown to a distan
800 feet, and it is said that some fragments, weighing half a ton or so each, were found

of

as far

awaj

as 1,200 feel

— Five men
near

railroad,

None

exploded.

were riding on Engine No. 102 of the Philadelphia

Schuylkill
of the

on April

Falls,

men were

injured,

13th,

and

when

the

their escape

boiler

of

the

was considered

&

Heading

locomotive

to be

almost

miraculous.
(88.)

— The boiler

Ind..

City,

destroyed.

in George Shipley's saw-mill, nine miles southeast of Columbia
exploded on April 16th with terrific force. The building was totally
Ami Hiveley was struck by a piece of the boiler and died an hour later.

had

lipley

gash

in

the head.

his shoulder

A

crushed and

a

hand broken.

piece of the boiler weighing a thousand

James Shipley received a
pounds was carried sixty

rods.

— On

hub and spoke factory at
was totally wrecked, and
windows in buildings within a radius offfve blocks were shattered.
Engineer Nathan
Weatherby was instantly killed, and Frank Breece, brother of the owner of the mill,
was injured SO badly that he died within a few hours. Samuel Husted suffered a compound fracture of the left leg, and in all probability amputation will be necessary to
Ins life,
©rant Martin's skull was crushed and he was badly scalded. Charles
(89.)

April lGth. a

boiler

exploded

in Breece's

Bainbridge, a small town near Springfield, Ohio.

The

mill

was broken ami scalded.
Edward Everhart was badly scalded, and he
was also struck by living- timbers aud severely injured about the head. The home
of David Ogle, half a block from the mill, was demolished by flying timbers and fragments of the boiler. Mrs. Ogle received severe wounds, none of which, however, are
There is little doubt that the explosion is attributable to some sort
believed to be fatal.
of defect in the boiler.
A few days before. Engineer Weatherby had noticed a leak,
and had refused to work until the boiler was repaired. A boiler maker had thereupon
visited the place, repaired the leak, and pronounced the boiler safe and in good condition
Neither Weatherby nor Breece had any confidence in it. however, and they stayed
away from it as much as possible, and freely expressed their fears to fellow workmen.
Bosler's left leg

—

On April 17th, two boilers exploded in the rod mill at Newcastle, Pa.,
(90.)
demolishing the boiler-house, breaking some valuable machinery, and badly injuring a
man named Thompson. The
to shut down for a time.

—A

loss will

run up into thousands, and will cause the works

back room over the Elephant shoe
stairs and found that Dr. Clymei
and Joseph Souden were badly scalded and bruised. The boiler had been purchase!
He was
recently by Dr. Clymer, who intended to use it in connection with vapor baths.
(91.)

store,

boiler exploded, on April 20th. in a

in Yiucennes, Ind.

A

big crowd rushed up

THE LOCOMOTIVE.
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it by steam pressure, aud although it was guaranteed to stand 80 pounds it exploded at 26. The doctor was severely injured about the head aud hips, and Mr. Soudeu
was badly scalded as well as bruised about the head.

testing

(92.)

— On

April 18th, a boiler exploded in a saw-mill belonging to G.

W.

Evers, of

Mr. Evers was seriously injured, and

Bell Center, eleven miles north of Boscobel, Wis.

the mill was partly wrecked.
(93.)

— James

Sterrit,

Patrick Keefe, aud John

Rowan were

April 18th, by the explosion of a boiler at Keokuk, Iowa.
fractured, his head

and neck were scalded, and

his

instantly killed,

on

Charles Jones's skull was also

whole body was bruised.

He

will

die.
(94.)

— On April 24th, a boiler exploded at Houser & Foutz's

tile mill,

near Hunting-

Elmer Anson was killed, and David Houser and Adam Foutz were fatally
The mill was wrecked. The boiler had been purchased at second hand, and
injured.
the explosion occurred on the second day after it had been fired up.

ton, Ind.

— One of

a battery of ten boilers exploded on April 24th at the Excelsior
Shamokin, Pa. The remaining nine boilers were displaced, and the boilerhouse was wrecked. James Rhoades, the fireman, was injured.
(95.)

colliery, at

—

On April 24th one of the two stationary boilers in the Santa Fe round-house
(96.)
Newton, Kas., exploded with terrific force. The boiler was torn to fragments, and
One employe was near the boiler when it burst.
the round-house was badly damaged.
at

but he very fortunately escaped with slight
about $1,000.
(97.)

— A boiler

April 30th.

in

injuries.

The damage

is

estimated at

Roberson's steam saw-mill, at Williamston, X. C, exploded on
was killed outright, and seventeen other men were badly in-

Isaac Bright

Among the injured were several women who
jured, two of whom will probably die.
had gone to the mill to take breakfast to the hands. The shock of the explosion was
felt seveu miles away, aud until the fact of the explosion became known, it was generally supposed that an earthquake had occurred.
learn,

—

—

On April th. a boiler exploded in Iroquois, S. D. So far
nobody was hurt; though Joseph A. Pement had a narrow escape.

(93.)

(99)_A_

slight boiler explosion occurred,

station at Barry, near Quincy,

on April

,

as

we could

in the electric lighting

111.

Mr. W. R. Roney has kindly sent us a copy of the paper on Mechanical Draft, read
by him at the Montreal meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
The paper is too long to be reproduced in The Locomotive, but those interested in
the subject will find it given in full in the forthcoming fifteenth volume of the TransThe author discusses the
It contains many interesting points.
action* of the society.
them
an exhaust fan, driven
for
substitute
proposes
to
chimneys,
and
of
disadvantages
l,
it cannot be considered good engineering to
by an auxiliary engine. He states that
attach an economizer to a chimney less than 200 feet in height," and he adds that " the
best working economizers, in connection with chimneys, are those where the chimney
With mechanical draft au economizer can he
is considerably over 200 feet high."
The results of tests made on nine steam
circumstances.
all
under
course,
used, of

.

is'.i

rii

i

i:

|

89

i:

running under forced draft, are given at the end of the paper.
Little over-sanguine about mechanical draft, but, neverthi

plants,

Ronev

locomotiv

is

We

think Mr.

found bis

:i

paper of considerable interest

i>n

number

June
<>f

i:">.

the

Royal

Society gave

a

Mr.

which ladies were invited.
A
Swan showed some specimens

to

Boiree,

interesting things were exhibited.

\Y.

J.

of gold leaf prepared bj him, which arc only tour one-millionths (.000,004) of an inch

They wen- made by electro-plating with gold on Borne of the wonderfully thin
Mr. Swan produced in a similar manner, some years ago.
After
the gold had been deposited, the copper foil was dissolved awaj by perchloride of iron,

thick.

sheets of copper that

The gold-leaf so prepared has a thickness of from one-fifth to
leaving only the gold.
one tenth that of the thinnest films that can be produced by the old-fashioned pn
Mr. J. W. Kearton exhibited some "magic minors" which he had made
of beating.
These mirrors are metallic, and look perfectly

When

plain.

a

ray of sunlight

is

re-

from them to a screen, however, a pattern appears on the screen in dusky lines.
These "magic mirrors" were invented by the Japanese, who engrave a pattern on the
flected

"The portions corresponding to the
hack of the mirror, and then polish the front.
parts on the back stand up more rigidly to the polishing tool, and therefore
sutler a great er reduction, the evidence of which is afforded by the reflected beam."
lie etches the pattern on the
Mr. Kearton's mirrors are prepared in a different manner.
It
face of the mirror, and then polishes the mirror till the pattern is no longer visible.
raised

show, however, when the ray of sunlight is reflected on a screen. Professor
Boys showed photographs of the apparatus used by him to determine the aver-

will still

C. V.

age specific gravity of the earth, the apparatus itself being too delicate to be brought
His method is substantially the same as that used by Cavto the hall for exhibition.
endish, a century ago, except that the present apparatus is far more delicate and accuProfessor Boys has been working on this problem for

rate.

the specific gravity of the earth, taken as a whole,

is

live years,

5.527.

It

i.s

and

lie

finds that

believed that this

It is certainly by far the best
is correct to within one-fiftieth of one per cent.
determination of the specific gravity of the earth that has yet been made.

result

the

Professor Dewar, an eminent English scientist, has recently been investigating
phenomena attending the production of great cold, and many of his lecture experiIn one instance he caused a soap bubble to

ments have been striking and beautiful.
float

down

into a vessel of liquid

fessor cracked

it

of the liquified

in two.
air,

air.

The

intense cold froze the bubble, and the pro-

The halves continued

and they gradually

filled

to float like egg-shells on the surface

with snow, which was precipitated by

the cold from the moisture in the air of the room.
air deserves

mention.

He

His method of transporting liquid

uses a double walled glass vessel, the space between the

walls being completely exhausted by a

good air-pump.

A

few drops of mercury are

then introduced into the vacuum jacket so formed, and the liquid air is poured into the
The slight vapor arising from the mercury is instantly condensed on the
inner vessel.
The vacuum jacket is
inner vessel, forming a coating of mercury of great brilliance.

an almost perfect non-conductor of heat, and the mercury
therefore well protected; but

Dewar packs

to

film

reflects nearly all the

The liquified air in the inner compartment is
make the protection more perfect still, Professor

radiant heat that strikes the vessel.

the whole apparatus in solid carbonic acid gas!
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Papers that borrow cuts from us will do us a favor
so that we may give proper credit on our books.

any of

from

if

the

company's ayeucies.

this office.

be supplied.}

they will

mark them

plainly in returning,

At about midnight of May 7th, a mob of nearly 200 strikers and others went to the
mines of Thomas Price, near Birmingham, Ala., and blew up the boiler and engine with
dynamite. Although this is an instance in which a boiler was intentionally destroyed,
it is plainly not one of the kind of cases contemplated in our recent commeut on this
subject.

A

steam pipe burst

in the

April Oth. causing a panic

basement of the Humboldt Park school,

among

the pupils.

on
from

in Chicago,

In the rush of the children to escape

the building, one boy was killed, and over a score were crushed and trampled upou.
Fourteen children were taken to the St. Elizabeth hospital, and many others were car
ried to their

homes by the

police.

Mr. C. J. H. Woodbury, vice-president of the Boston Manufacturers' Mutual Fire
Insurance Company, will sever his active connection with that company on July 1st, and
Mr. Woodbury lias
•will enter the service of the American Bell Telephone Company.
been connected with the Mutual Fire company for over sixteen years; and in entering
upon his new duties he will have the good wishes of an uncommonly wide circle of
friends.

Boiler Compounds.

We

of the Hannover (Germany) Verein
Ueberwachung der Dampfkessel. We note, on page 18, an analysis of " Klewitz*s
Anti-Incrustation Compound," from which we can quote without giving offence to any
one, as this compound, so far as we know, has never been put on the American market.
" This compound," says the report, "is a brownish substance, with a distinct odor of tobacco.
When treated with water the compound dissolves, leaving only a slight residue,
and the solution is of a brownish color, with a strongly alkaline reaction. A careful
chemical analysis shows that the compound consists almost entirely of crude carbonate
of soda, the brown color and characteristic smell of which are due to the addition of

desire to

acknowledge the Report for 1893

zur

some

sort of an extract, or infusion, of tobacco.

When

the slight insoluble residue,

re-

was examined under the microscope, it was seen to consist of vegetable
Tannin and sugar were not present in the solution. A quantitative
cellular matter.
Car
analysis showed the percentage composition of the compound to be as follows
ferred to above,

:

ISM
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soda, with Blight

foliate oi

impurities, 56.8

substances (of vegetable origin),

9

7

per cent.

per cent.;

Klewitz's

91

water, 40.0

compound

per cent.; organie

therefore consk

bydrated carbonate of soda (containing aboul 58 percent, of the solid
extract of tobacco has been added, for the purpose oi

warning would-be customers against the
port is intended to convey is. thai there is no use

in

it

paying

a

big price for aoda ash that

has been adulterated with tobacco, or any other inert substance,

may

tie

had cheaply.

About those manufactured or sold
soda ash

i->

apply with

in this

So much aboul

country,

it

may

when

he -aid

There are other compounds, of course,

force.

the straight, un-'

this foreign

in

compound.

many of them
our German friends

that in

the active ingredient, and that to these the criticisms of
full

which

The presence of tobacco extracl can only
may serve a good purpose in
use oi the compound." The idea thai this re-

be regarded as a sign of adulteration of the soda, and

soda ash

to

compound.

ing the true composition of the

adulterated

salt),

preventing people from recognis-

which the base

is

pe-

troleum, tannin, eucalyptus, and so mi; hut an adequate discussion of these would
quire

more space than we can devote

to

it.

at

re-

present.

The Evolution of the Match.
The

lucifer

match

lias

attained

its

present high state of perfection by a long series

of invent ions of various degrees of merit, the most important of

progress of chemical science.

which resulted from

t

lie

Starting from the ingenious tinder box and lyrstan of

Saxon ancestors, the first attempt, so fat- as I know, to improve on the old sulphur
match was made in 1805 by Chancel, a French chemist, wmo tipped cedar splints with a
On dipping one of these matches into a little
paste of chlorate of potash ami sugar.
bottle containing asbestos wetted with sulphuric acid ami withdrawing it, it burst into
The contrivance was introduced into England some time after the battle of
flame.
"Waterloo, and was sold at a high price under the name of Pr .metheans.
I remember
being struck with amazement when I saw a match thus ignited. Some time after this a
man named Heurtner opened a shop on the Strand, opposite the church of St. Clement
Dane. It was named the Lighthouse, and he added this inscription to the mural litera''To save your knuckles, time and trouble, use Heurtner's euperiou."
ture of London
An ornamental open moiree metallique box containing fifty matches and the
sulphuric acid asbestos bottle was sold for one shilling.
It had a large sale, and was
:

known

in

the kitchen as

the

Hugh

Perry.

Heurtner also brought out vesuvians,

consisting of a cartridge containing chlorate of potash and sugar, and a glass bead full

On pressing the end with a pair of nippers, the bead was crushed
and the paste burst into flame. This contrivance was afterwards more fully and usefully employed for firing the gunpowder in the railway fog signals.
V\'e now come to
Walker. He was a druggist at Stockton-on-Tees, and in 1827 produced what he called
congreves, never making use of the word lucifer, which was not yet applied to matches.
His splints were first dipped in sulphur and then tipped with the chlorate of potash
paste, in which gum was substituted for sugar, and there was added a small quantity of
sulphide of antimony.
The match was ignited by being drawn through a fold of sand
but it often happened that the tipped part was torn oil without
paper, with pressure
igniting, or, if ignited, it sometimes scattered balls of fire about, burning the carpet
and even igniting a lady's dress. These matches were held to be so dangerous that
they were prohibited by law in France and Germany.
The first grand improvement in
the manufacture took place in 1833 b* the iutroductiou of phosphorus into the paste,
of sulphuric acid.

;

—
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and

this

retained.

seems to have suggested the word lucifer, which the match has ever since
When phosphorus was first introduced to the match-maker its price was four

guineas a pound, but the

and the price

fell to

demand became

so great

half-a-crown a pound.

Boiler Explosions in

it

had to be manufactured by the

find the following statistics

Germany

Since 1877.

Hannover Verein zur Ueberwachung der Dampfkessel,
of the boiler explosions that have occurred in Germany

from 1877 to 1892, inclusive.

Boiler Explosions in Germany since 1877.

Year.

tou,

Notes and Queries (London).

In the Report for 1893 of the

we

[June,
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men broughl

the

before the

tion

my

cloth, \\;in in

broughl

German and
British

bis alleged Invention to

The

public.

opinion, simply

and exhibited

at

a

it

hall

was

a

purpose of exhibi-

sewn up

Had it been
might have been
arc not acquainted with the Laws of dynamics,

piece of armor-plate

a

music

for the

device, however, instead of being a bullet-proof

as a clever

highly amusing to the unscientific who
luit they were not content to exhibit the thing
realm of science, claimed thai

England

93

new

in its

juggling

in a

trick,

legitimate sphere

scientilic discovery,

bag.

it

:

they entered the

and succeeded

in

getting

men, from His Royal Highness the Commander in-Chief, down, to gee
their experiments.
The great number of high officials and scientific and technical men
who went to see it, and the publicity that was given to it l>y the press, brought it before

some

of the besl

was an open challenge to me, as much as to any
trick at once, and claimed thai
had something better and lighter, the secret of which I would sell for 7«. <></., cash, and that the
substance which I proposed to use was a compound of organic and inorganic matter.
This was set forth in a letter which 1 wrote to the newspapers, and
offered to show my
On that, occasion, the London
alleged invention and to sell the secret on a certain day.
terminus of the railway that runs to Erith was simply overwhelmed with people wishing
to go to Erith, and the number that went was only limited by the transportation facilities
Many went to towns near Erith and walked across
that tlie railway was able to offer.
Some of my friends who were on the train have informed me that every one
country.
was talking about it, saying that Mr. Maxim was a very clever man, that he had probably
made a very marvelous invention, and that iron-clads would likely go out of use, because
he probably had some very light bullet-proof cloth that would resist all kinds of shots,
even [from] large guns. One gentleman was anxious to have a complete suit off Mr.
Maxim's new cloth to wear under evening dress, so that he could stand up and be shot
at from all sides with a military rifle to amuse his friends.
I must confess I had not the
remotest idea that my 7s. Gd. cash secret would be taken in such dead earnest.
"The crowds that assembled at Erith was so great and so unruly that it was imposeverybody, and the claim

Other scientific

man

in

set

forth

England.

I

saw the

I

I

sible to

conduct the experiments

in

anything like a satisfactory manner, and. notwith-

had a considerable number of men to assist me, the crowd broke down
all barriers, mounting my table, and swarming over everything.
I had provided myself
with scales and a two-foot rule, and I asked the gentlemen to stand back and allow me
to show them what my cuirass measured, and how much it weighed.
I said I had agreed
to make something which would beat Herr Dowe's cuirass, and to employ certain organic
and inorganic substances, and I had found that the most suitable inorganic substances
were iron and nickel, and for the organic substance a small percentage of carbon. When,
however, they found out that my cuirass was nothing but a steel plate in a bag, that the
process of manufacture which I described to them was nothing but the process of steelmaking, they were exceedingly indignant, and about 100 of them, headed by a very
pompous officer, who had come down with two orderlies, left in a great huff. They
were perfectly furious and said they had been 'sold.' About 600 remained behind, and
a large number of shots were fired at the cuirass, which had a larger protected area for
its weight than Herr Dowe has ever shown.
It was simply a piece of very fine, highlytempered steel, one-quarter of an inch thick. Two shields were shown, one sewn up in
a bag and the other covered with felt.
standing that

I

" At Herr Howe's demonstration on the night of the 5th instant [ultimo
that his cuirass was
inches, and

it

all

that he claimed for

it,

?]

to prove

the area fired at was about 8 inches by 11

was claimed that the weight was

11 1

pounds.

They would not submit,
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however, to the two-foot rule and
the

Maxim guns which

the square Coot,

and

I

think

all

other substances, weight for weight.

Dowe's armor-plate

that Ilerr
all

know,

is a

scientific
I

received for giving

away

men would

this little trick is
it

;

steel.

simply wonderful.

Yours

we have interviewed

He

steel.

it

rifle

it

is

been a pirate and

I

to be

J.

8.

Maxim.''

Gatling, the in-

is

inclined to dis-

aluminum bronze,

through

or even of

steel plates a quarter of

quite easy to penetrate boiler plate that

musket about

we

have

Dr. Gatling said that although

consists simply of plates of

said that he has often fired lead bullets

inch thick, and that
that the

Dr. Richard

the actual construction of Herr Dowe's cuirass, he

believe in the theory that

as
I

truly,

ventor of the famous machine-gun that bears his name.

know

Had

Hiram

In connection with this letter

all

could not have been worse.

1894.

6,

he does not

he willing to back against

aluminum bronze but this,
The amount of abuse which

piece of very hard

sunk half the ships on the Thames
June

able to provide armor-plates lor

hear from Germany, on pretty good authority.

never quite as strong as good

is

now

stop the small-bore projectile, and which weigh 7 pounds to

^vill

this

AVe are

scales.

[Juke

is

an

He added

§" thick.

adopted by the United States navy will penetrate steel
In view of these facts it would seem that a cuirass

plates that are half an inch thick.

would be quite ineffective, when struck by a bullet squarely,
were half an inch thick, at the very hast. Furthermore, he could see but little
advantage in wearing such a cuirass, if it were in contact with the body; for a bullet fired
from a good modern rifle musket, he said, will strike as heavy a blow as a sledge hammer in the hands of a muscular laborer; and a good solid blow with a sledge-hammer,

made

of solid steel plates

unless

it

against the pit of one's stomach, would hardly be calculated to stimulate one's ardor for

more

Dr. Gatling thought that if the ideal bullet-proof clothing were ever
would consist of a woven fabric, tough, heavy, and flexible, and probably
metallic, which would hang out from the body at a considerable distance.
A bullet,
striking against this sort of a yielding substance, would transmit a considerable part of
its momentum to the armor, and the force of the blow sustained by the wearer would
be greatly lessened. The soldier might be knocked down by the shock, and he would
very likely be bruised, and he might jxissibly have some bones broken; but in most
In order to secure penetracases he would probably escape with a severe shaking up.
tion, the high velocity of the projectile must be preserved up to the time of striking the
body.
If the armor is movable, the bullet will set it in motion; and although the total
momentum will be unchanged, it will be distributed through a comparatively large mass,
and hence the velocity will be greatly reduced, and the penetrating power will be lost.
These are the properties of the ideal "bullet-proof coat"; but it does not appear that
they have yet been realized in practice.
While interviewing Dr. Gatling, we could. not resist the temptation to ask him howr
it came about that so non-belligerent and peace-loving a citizen as himself should invent
fighting.

invented,

it

such an infernal engine of destruction as the Gatling gun.
gun is an instrument for the preservation of peace. I have
describing the moral effect of the gun.

Howling mobs,

melt away into nothingness at the mere sight of

it,

the

mestic matters that require immediate attention at their

"My
many

dear

sir,"

letters in

ripe for

he said, "

my

my

possession

any sort of violence,

men suddenly remembering doown firesides; and streets filled

with the shouts of the multitude speedily become transformed into desert wastes, so far
I will tell you how I came to invent the gun, though
as any sign of man is concerned.
I

have seldom spoken about

this point.

I

was living

at Indianapolis at the

time of the
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and many raw regiments came there to be drilled before starting for the South.
the day for the tinal departure of one of these regiments came, the disconsolate
mothers and sisters and sweethearts, and the tearful wives with babies in their arms,
came i" bid the soldiers farewell. The leave-takings were piteous
Oh! mosl heartrending; but tlic soldiers wenl away, and after a time the bodies of many of them would be
returned in boxes, by express, and the loving ones thai had
them farewell mi
shortly before were filled with grief inconsolable.
remember these touching scenes
mosl vividly, and thej beggar description.
remember one morning there were eightlearned that of these not more than three or four had been
een bodies received, and
war,

When

1

ie.

.-

»

1

I

I

I

by bullets; the others had died from disease and from exposure incident

lulled

hardships of war.
like causes

wondered

I

this fairly represented

if

throughout the army, and

to

the proportion of deaths from

found, on investigation, that only about one

I

man

Then bethought me how a war could
We carried on with fewer nun. and
devisee] a gun that would do the work of a hundred
men.
One man mi id go to the war and work the gun, and the other ninety -nine could
home and carry on the arts of peace. This was the real incentive had. so you
was trying to
seel was not smh a blood-thirsty creature as might be imagined; for
save as many as
could of tho
and despair that were 30 deeply graven on my mind at Indianapolis. The machine-gun ought not to increase the carnage
of war. Imt rather to decrease it.
The tactics of armies have been changed to cot
pond with the new appliance-, and niaehine-^uns and sm ok (less powder have done much
to preserve the peace, by making wars almost impossible, or, at least, by giving them
in four

killed

is

by bullets

in

modern warfare.

I

I

it

il

I

I

-

I

such a forbidding aspect thai few nations would engage in one until the last possibility
a amicable adjustment of differences,
v arbitration, diplomacy, or Otherwise, had
been exhausted."
1

The following extracts from The
of high

to

clever man. but he

many
It

and military paper
Maxim's exhibition at Erith was considered, by
know, to be unworthy of him. "Mr. Hiram Maxim may be a very

Standing, indicate that

who ought

those

»

is

Tiroad Arrow, an English naval

Mr.

What his object could be in inviting so
down to Erith,
is hard to imagine.
advertisement, since Hiram Maxim and the

certainly nol a wise one.

distinguished officers on a wild-goose chase

can scarcely have been the desire for

Maxim gun

it

enough known without these adventitious

are well

aids.

If

the object

Only two shots
cannot be said to have been attained.
were tired at it, and these by Hiram himself, with his own rifle and ammunition.
The scene on the ground was not devoid of amusement. The frantic eagerness of the

was

really

to try the cuirass, this

.

marksmen
were

a
I

to fire

by

the breast-plate, and the desperate discursiveness of

height of

but as we
.

.

.

[the cuirass] since

it

was suspended,

much.

at

curious contrast.

.

it

We

seemed to transmit the blow

to the

its

dummy

.

inventor

man who was

should not have envied the

.

pro-

on which

it

though the effigy was stayed by a timber prop behind, at about the
the shoulder, the hat Hew off.
Neither shot perforated nor dented the back,
for

know nothing about
.Mr. Maxim had
.

.

the charge and bullet employed, this does not

mean

certainly broken his word, since he had promised that

Lowe should conduct the trial. The second cuirass was fired
and German service rifles, and resisted the bullets of both, though
plate which was hung beside it was easily perforated.
At
Mr.

...

;,t

a

with the English
three-eighths steel

this stage the cloth

Hereand revealed the steel plate in all its nakedness.
upon Mr. .Maxim made a speech, attacking Heir Dowe, and German products generally."
That assembly at Erith must have been interesting, from whatever point of viewone might regard it.
covering incontinently

fell

off
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Boiler Explosion on a Tug* Boat.

present, herewith,

some particulars

of the boiler explosion on the steam tug

up at Pocket Dock, New
hour previous to the explosion the Humbler had towed a four-masted
schooner down the bay, aud she had returned to the dock to meet some friends of CapRambler, which occurred recently while the boat was tied

Haven, Conn.

An

Fig.

1.

The "Rambler" after the Explosion.

tain Hewitt, who were to go down the bay on a pleasure excursion.
Owing to some
very fortunate miscalculation the expected party missed a train at Hartford, and were
obliged to wait over until after the explosion. Except for this incident they would
have been on the boat at the time the boiler blew up, and would undoubtedly have been
killed.
"While awaiting the arrival of the party the captain of the Rambler had gone to
the office of her owners, and the fireman was away after some paint.
About fifteen
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minutes before the explosion the engineer of the Rambler, Mr. William H. Weimer, went
aboard the tug Thomas J. Walsh, which was secured to the same dock. The only person remaining on the Rambler was Mr. Frederick W. Wells, who was steward, and who.
at the time, was frying doughnuts.
The explosion wrecked the Rambler, blowing the upper part of her to atoms, some
of the fragments being afterwards found at immense distances from the dock where the
boat was moored. The hull was not damaged so much, but a hole was opened in it
and the vessel sank almost instantly. Fig. 1 shows the appearance of the Rambler after

Fig.

2.

— Sectional

View op the "Rambler's" Boiler.

she had been raised from the bottom.

Engineer Weimer and Merritt Carney, the

assist-

Both
ant engineer of the Walsh, were sitting on the deck of that vessel, near the stern.
men were very seriously scalded about the legs, and Carney was also scalded on the
body. They were removed to the hospital. Weimer was blown into the water. Patrick
railroad ties 150 feet away, was struck in the head by a
and a fellow laborer named Harrigan was also injured by a piece of
wood. Both of these men will recover, however. The body of the unfortunate steward,
It was eventually found in the water, near the
Wells, was not found for several days.
It was found that every bone in his body was broken, although
scene of the explosion.
there were no external marks of injury except a slight bruise on his forehead, over the
He was a.
right eye.
It is probable that he was killed instantly by the concussion.

O'Hara,

who was unloading

flying scrap of iron,
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who knew him.

genial man, and well thought of by those

was to be married

The

in a

month

99
Be was

r single

man, but

or bo.

boiler of the Rambler

is

shown

section in Fig.

in

2.

It

contained two furnaces,

~1

Fig.

3.

— The

Exploded Boiler, seen from Below.

which were separated by a water-leg.

The explosion was caused by the failure of the
crown-sheet of the right-hand furnace, as indicated by the heavy dotted line in Fig. 2,
and shown

in detail in Fig. 3,

of the exploded boiler as seen

which is a view
from below. An

examination of the boiler indicates that the explosion was due to improper and defective bracing of the crown-sheets, especially of the one
over the starboard furnace.

Five of the braces

at the right-hand rear corner of this crown-sheet

had the appearance

of having been broken for

a considerable time, and three others

had been

nearly broken off at some previous time.
left

This
an unbraced area of about 252 square inches.

About two feet beyond these, there were three
braces which were made straight, 2" x £", with
the lower ends riveted to the side or quarter
radius of the fire-box crown, and the upper ends

twisted through a quarter turn and secured

above by pins to two angle irons that were
eted to the wagon-top of the fire-box.

riv-

Two

of

and one similar brace near the front, appeared to have had no pins before the explosion. F ig. 4.- Illustrating the Action
The plate first parted at the unbraced area
of Z-Braces.
mentioned above, where the braces had been
broken previously. The rupture passed across the top of the fire-box to the front, and
the front half of the crown-sheet was torn out bodily, and has not been found.
Of the
these,

:
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and the remaining portion turned down
There was no indication of low water. The safety-valve

rear half of the crown-sheet one part turned up,

to the side of the fire-box.

w edged
Weimer stated

was

so

y

we

into the debris that

that there

was plenty

could not get at

it

for examination.

Engineer
and that the steam-gauge

of water in the boiler,

indicated 80 pounds.
It will

be seen from Fig. 2 that

form of brace

is

flat

Z-braces were used on the crown-sheet.

solid crow-foot brace

superior to

is

it

in every way.

the Z-brace, which will illustrate the cause of

put

the brace as

first

when

comes on

a pull

its

The
we present two views of
The left-hand view shows

In Fig. 4

weakness.

while the right-hand view shows what happens to the brace

in,

it.

The ends

are

drawn away from

the sheets, and the brace

straightens out and allows the crown-sheet to bulge outwards.
flection of the

This

inherently weak, and should never be used for such purposes.

In most cases this de-

crown-sheet will not be sufficient to cause an immediate fracture; but as

the pressure in the boiler varies the brace will bend back and forth, and in the course of

time

it is

almost certain to crystallize and fracture across the line of greatest bending.

well illustrated by the common process of breaking a wire by repeatedly
back and forth with the hands. The action in the case of the Z-brace is
precisely the same, and that is why we say that this form of brace is inherently weak.

This action

bending

is

it

Inspectors'
May,

Report.

1894.

During this month our inspectors made 8,142 inspection trips, visited 15,966 boilers,
inspected 6,893 both internally and externally, and subjected 735 to hydrostatic pressure.

The whole number

of defects reported reached 11,613, of

which 1,123 were considOur usual summary

ered dangerous; 35 boilers were regarded unsafe for f-irther use.
is

given below
Nature of Defects.

Cases of deposit of sediment,
Cases of incrustation and scale
Cases of internal grooving,
Cases of internal corrosion,
loose braces

Settings defective,

and

Furnaces out of shape,
Fractured plates,

Burned

plates,

Blistered plates,

-

-

stays,

-

-

...

-

Cases of defective riveting,
Defective heads,

-

-----

Cases of external corrosion,

Broken and

...

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Serious leakage around tube ends,

-

...
-----

Serious leakage at seams,

-

Defective water-gauges,

Defective blow-offs,

Cases of deficiency of water,

-

Safety-valves overloaded,

-

-

-

-

Whole Number.
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Pressure-gauges defective,
Boilers without pressure-gauges,

Total,

V E.

101
Whole Number.

Nature of Defects.

Safety-valves defective in construction,

Unclassified defects,

I

-

76
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and Mrs. Smurthwaite was seriously injured.
daughter and her baby were badly wounded also.

shattered,

— A boiler exploded on May 8th,

(106.)

in the

town

of

[July,

Her

New

son,

Paltz,

Jacob, and her

N. Y.

There was

plenty of water in the boiler at the time, and the steam pressure was 60 pounds,

al-

had been 80 pounds but a short time before. Mr. Ridgeway Lefever had his
nose broken, and Harry Enderton was hurt about the back.
Another man, whose
name we did not learn, was burned about the face. The entire crown sheet of the
boiler was torn out, and the building in which it stood was totally wrecked.
though

it

— One

(107.)

of the boilers used to generate steam for the vulcanizing of bicycle

May 14th. The head of the boiler
under a pressure of 45 pounds. Just opposite the exploded boiler is the
"wringer-roller" room, and a portion of the brick wall of that room was blown out,
and bricks were scattered in all directions. The boiler was a total wreck. There was
nobody in either room at the time of the explosion, so that there were no personal intires, in

blew

the rubber works at Akron, Ohio, burst on

out,

juries nor fatalities.
(108.)

— On May 15th, a boiler exploded

explosion

is

the boiler.

at the Dorr brickworks, Princeton, Ky. The
have been due to the accumulation of sediment on the bottom of
Nobody was hurt.

said to

—

The boiler of the pump that supplies the Louisville & Nashville Railway
(109.)
tank at Paris, Tenn., exploded on May 16th, completely demolishing the building. Nicholas Purath, who has been in the employ of the company for twenty years, was fearfully scalded, and it is believed that he will die.
The boiler was found nearly half a
mile from the scene of the explosion.

(110.)— A boiler exploded on May 18th, in F. C. Ross's mill, at West Bay City,
Mich. The engineer, George Closson, was killed instantly, and John Scareth was so
Charles Scareth was fearfully bruised about the
head and body, but he will probably recover. John Gregg was badly scalded about the
His condition is serious, but he
face, neck, and right arm, and his hip was dislocated.
will recover.
William Neal and his son, William Neal, Jr., were injured by living
debris.
We have not seen any estimate of the loss on the building, but it is said that
the machinery was damaged to the extent of several thousand dollars.
seriously injured that he will die.

(111.)

—A

boiler at the Carbondale mine, a few miles southwest of

Iowa, exploded on

May

21st, injuring the

Des Moines.

engineer so seriously that he died a few hours

later.

(112.)—
eighth

On May 21st a boiler exploded at Eagle avenue and One Hundred and FiftyNew York city. The men were about to begin work in the morning, and

street,

John Crowley was about to open the stop valve, the fire-box sheets
gave way, and the boiler soared into the air like a rocket, and came down through the
roof of a stable, 300 feet away.
Engineer Crowley and Michael Cannon were seriously
injured, and were taken to the Fordham hospital.
Each had his left thigh broken, and
Crowley was also badly scalded. Patrick Toher, Charles Farrell, and Harry Williams,
were cut and bruised, but they were able to go to their homes after their wounds were
just as engineer

dressed.

May

(113.)

— The

22d.

The

boiler of Harris's mill, near

fireman, J. H. Davis,

was

De Funiak

hands, received injuries about the head that will

Springs, Fla.,

exploded on

John Cody, one of the mill
probably prove fatal, and Henry

instantly killed.

L0C0M0T1
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was broken, and he was badly Bcalded :nxl cut about the head. Two
The mill was almost entirely
painful Bcalds and wounds, also.
The boiler fell Borne 200 feet away.

Scott's collar-bone

other hands received

wrecked.

—

114.)
A boiler explosion that came near being followed by disastrous consequents occurred on May 24th, at the Lehigh and Wilkes Barre mine shaft No. 5, at
South Wilkes Barre, l'a. One of the boilers that operated the cages and the fan exi

ploded, leaving Minic hundreds of miners exposed to the gases below, as well as a party
of seventeen or eighteen

New York

from the

visitors

incident terminated happily, for the four firemen

escaped with

trifling injuries, the

The

Retail Coal Exchange.

who were

workmen below, being

near the exploded boiler

familiar with the mine, got

out safely, and the seventeen visitors reached the surface of the ground by climbing a
thousand-foot ladder.

One account gravely remarks

no further inspection of the coal mines in
Valley Hotel, cleaned up, and took an early

— On

(115.)

May 24th

Water

and a foreman was

out,

"the party

[of visitors]

made

Wyoming

train for Scranton."

a boiler exploded in the East

Electric company's plant, on

blown

that

this vicinity, but returned to the

Street, Montreal.

End power house
One

of the Royal

wall of the building

was

slightly injured.

—

By the explosion of a boiler at the Hutchinson, Iowa, electric light plant,
(116.)
on May 25th, three men were instantly killed and one was fatally injured. [This is quoted
We presume Hutchinson, Kan., is the town
from the Lansing, Mich., Democrat.
intended.

— Ed.J

(117.)

28th.

— At

Sackett's stone quarry, near Ottawa, Canada, a boiler exploded on

May

had three ribs broken and was frightfully scalded. He
Homer Sackett, the owner of the quarry, had his legs broken and his body

The

will die.

fireman, J. Beckwith,

bruised, by flying fragments of the boiler.
(118.)
in

— A heating boiler exploded on May 28th in Lyons & Altingers's barber shop,

Kansas City, Mo.

A

number

of

men were

present at the time,

but

all

escaped

injury.
(119.)

summit

—A

boiler exploded on

May

31st at

standing near the boiler wdien
direction,

it

May

mill, near the

blew up, and although fragments flew in nearly every
7

and the end of the mill was blown

— On

Henry Lancaster's shingle

George Robertshotte of Los Gatos was

of the Santa Cruz mountains, Cal.

out, Robertshotte escaped injury.

exploded in the Haines mill, at Circleville, Ohio.
Joseph Shewlcr and Sherman Waite were killed outright, Willis Waite had both legs
broken, and Samuel Sullivan suffered a fracture of one leg. The injuries of these men
The shock of the explosion was
are considered very serious, and they may prove fatal.
(120.)

31st, a boiler

and the report was heard

terrific,

for miles.

A

similar explosion occurred near this

place a year ago, killing four men.

We

have received, from the Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company, of 90 Liberty
York, an attractive illustrated pamphlet, or booklet, called Cableioay
Sketches.
It is intended to exemplify the application of their cable haulage system to
quarrying, mining, lumbering, bridge and dam building, coal handling, and engineering operations of all kinds. The illustrations are very creditable and suggestive. Most
street,

of

New

them

are from photographs of the actual apparatus.
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Papers that borrow cuts from us will do us a favor
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if

—

St.

Joseph (Mo.

)

company's agencies.

be supplied.)

they will

boiler explosion at Tarkio has caused a

prayer-meetings in that town.

the

this office.

mark them

much

plainly in returning,

better attendance at

News.

A six-inch steam pipe burst on May 2d, in the plant of the Southern Electric comLarry Martin, the night engineer, was scalded and burned
pany, at Philadelphia, Pa.
John Touhy, a night lineman, was fatally
so badly that he died almost instantly.
scalded about the face and body, and Fireman John Fife, and Assistant General Manager A. H.

Bowen were

also painfully but not seriously scalded.

Congressional Ventilation.
By this heading we do not mean the ventilation of ideas, for no one can reasonably
doubt that there is a sufficient amount of that. We refer to the supply, not of wind, but
Few persons know of the extensive machinery used for
of air for breathing purposes.
the ventilation of Congress, and we thought the following extract from a recent issue of

"For the House of Representatives alone
the Hartford Times might be of interest
sixteen steam fans are employed, the biggest of them being 16 feet in diameter, and resembling the paddle-wheel of a steamboat. Standing in one of the tunnels in the base:

of the Capitol, through which an artificial breeze rushes continually at the rate of
twenty-six miles an hour, one feels unpleasantly chilled during the hottest hours of a
summer day. When the galleries are crowded every member and spectator in the house
In order that the air thus
is provided with sixty cubic feet of fresh air every minute.

ment

supplied shall contain the proper amount of moisture it is made to pass through stonelined compartments, where fountains of spray are kept perpetually playing."

At the request of certain citizens of Gahanna, Ohio, the state inspector of shops
Ohio recently ordered an inspection of the boiler in the Gahanna flouring-mill. We
quote the report of the inspector, as given in the Columbus Press: " We found over the
fire grate quite a bulge, the sheet being sagged down 4 or 5 inches at the bottom of the
boiler.
In the rear a nipple screwed into the boiler, used as a blow-off, is very much
crowded [?] The flues are so coated with lime that the ends are burned off, leaving
them loose and thin. The braces in the boiler are loose and not of sufficient strength

for

to support the heads of the boiler under pressure.

The

front supports of the boiler are

—

j
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broken, rendering them too weak to support the boiler safely.
small and not reliable,

and

then proceeds to say that the breeching
the boiler, on the whole,

is in

report closes as follows: "

pop gauges

there arc no

We

worn

is

[i.e.,

The

try-cocks

out, that the stock

a very unsafe condition,

is

i

glass
|

"

gauge

The

is

report

broken, and that

and quite beyond

repairs.

The

consider that you have been extremely fortunate that you

have not had an explosion causing great damage and perhaps loss of

life,

thereby laying

yourself liable to heavy damages."

We suppose the owners of this boiler thought it was all right, and that it was still
good for years of service. The inspection has no doubt opened their eyes to the facts,
and we presume the defective boiler has already been replaced by a new one. Leaving
the

life

question entirely out of consideration,

is

it

a poor financial policy to run a dan-

gerously defective boiler for a single hour.

It

would be

difficult to

convince the average

oak, but such has been proved to be the fact

and impartial committee appointed

man

that

by actual

for that purpose.

fir

tests

is

wood than
made by a fair

a stronger

that were

The timbers used were each

2

by

4 inches, and four feet long, both ends being solidly braced, and the weight applied
in the middle of the span.
Yellow fir stood a strain of 3,062 pounds, and common
Oregon oak 2,922 pounds. Fine-grained yellow fir from near the butt stood a strain of
3,635 pounds, and best Michigan oak snapped with a strain of only 2,428 pounds.
The
tests were made by the Northern Pacific Railway Company, at Tacoma, Washington.
St.

Louis Republic.

Obituary.
Mr. Thomas

O.

Enders.

with profound regret that we announce the death of Mr. Thomas Ostram
passed away at his home in West Hartford on June 21, 1894.
Mr. Enders
was born at Glen, N. Y., on September 21, 1832, and in 1854 he removed to Hartford,
Conn., where he entered the employ of the ^Etna Life Insurance Company as a clerk.
Four years later he was elected secretary of that company and in 1872, upon the death
of the Hon. Eliphalet A. Bulkeley, he was elected president, which office he filled with
distinction until his voluntary retirement in 1879.
In 1881 Mr. Enders was elected
president of the United States Bank, in which office he continued until 1892, when failing health compelled him to retire.
Owing to his wonderful executive ability, his
knowledge of finance, and his sound business judgment, his counsels were earnestly
sought by the financial institutions of this city, and for many years he was a director in
the iEtna Life Insurance Company, the iEtna Fire Insurance Company, the United States
Bank, the Dime Savings Bank, the Society for Savings, and the Charter Oak National
Bank. He was also a director in the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance
Company, since its earliest days.
Mr. Enders was esteemed and honored by all
who came in contact with him, and his death is an irreparable loss to the community.
At a meeting of the directors of the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company held July 2, 1894, it was voted that the following minute be spread
upon the records of the company, that it be published in the daily papers, and that a
copy be sent to the family of the deceased
"It is with deep sorrow we record the death of Thomas O. Enders, who has been
It is

Enders,

who

;

:

:
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connected with this Board for nearly twenty-seven years, having been elected a member

The company had just entered upon a new and hitherto untried class of
and many doubts were expressed as to its ultimate success. Mr. Enders's
He firmly believed that an enterprise which had sound underlying
faith never wavered.
principles would succeed with well-directed effort and honest management.
His wide
experience in insurance and financial lines rendered his counsel and advice invaluable.
This occasion recalls the early meetings of this board, when methods of management
were discussed and the foundations of ultimate success laid. As an associate, Mr.
Enders was kindly in his bearing, sympathetic and courteous to all, and his life and
character have made an enduring impression upon those who were brought into intimate
We record this minute as a tribute to his memory and as a
official relations with him.
murk of our high esteem for his life and character.
C. C. Kimball, Clerk.''''

July

8,

1867.

insurance,

Power

Rental.

on this troublesome question is from our esteemed contemIn reproducing it we have reduced the items of exporary, Engineering (London).
pense and income to their American equivalents, assuming the English pound equal to
the
Some of the estimates do not correspond with the facts in this country
$5.

The following

article

—

—

but, nevertheless, we think readers of The Locowages of the fireman, for example,
motive will find the article interesting and suggestive
"The rental of factories and of power is perhaps not so common now as it was forty
years ago, when it frequently obtained, particularly in the Manchester district.
Nasmyth relates in his autobiography that he started work on his own account on the
upper floor of a mill, the other floors of which were let to separate tenants, and the
power for driving the machinery on all the floors was supplied from one engine at a fixed
The practice was particularly convenient in the case of a young man going into
rental.
business on his own account with but a limited capital, but it was not free from objecIn fact, this was
tions, as the interests of the different tenants might happen to clash.
what occurred in Nasmyth's case, as some of his heavy castings came through the floor
one day and smashed up the goods of a glass-cutter, who occupied the floor below. This
incident led to a termination of Xasmyth's tenancy, and to the establishment of his well-

known works at

"When
charge for

Patricroft.

is rented in this way, the question arises as to what is a fair price to
This depends upon several conditions, and a rate which may be perfectly

power

it.

amount of power is excessive when greater amounts are taken. At the
Chicago Exhibition, where the plant was on the largest scale, steam power was supplied at
the rate of $40 per horse-power for the six months during which the Exhibition w as open,
and electric power at rates varying from $120 to $50 per horse-power, according to the
As the plant was a temporary one the fixed charges were naturally
quantity taken.
high; but as it was also carried out on a large scale, it is probable that these prices paid
This case, however, corresponds rather to such a system of power supply as
very well.
that of the London Hydraulic Power Company, or the Paris compressed air system, than
to the rental of the floor of a factory to which the power is supplied from the main
This last case has been discussed pretty fully by M. V. Dubreuil in a paper
engine.
read before La Societe Industrielle du Nord de la France. The rate at which power
can be rented in such a case will depend mainly upon the rate at which the proprietor
fair for a small

T

:

TIIK

1894.

can produce
it

it:

although a horse-power

for.

be generated by
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Bame value

to the touant

simple slide-valve non condensing engine or by a

a

whether

compound

Corliss

engine of the most efficient type, he cannot expect to get it at a cosl less than that of
This cost of production will depend upon the cost of the engine, boilers,
production.
and accessories, and on the cost of shafting, etc. For a simple slide-valve engine M.
Dubreuil considers that the cost of engine house foundations, first-motion shafting, pipand safety-gear, may be taken as 65 per cent, of the cost of the engine; while for

ing,

compound engines the cost of these accessories will amount to 50 per cent, of that of the
The cost of the boiler-house, piping, and fittings, may be taken as equal
to the cost of the boilers themselves.
To these items must be added the cost of external

engine alone.

piping, condenser, tanks, chimney, etc.,

the combined

cost of engine

and

which

will

add another 20 or 30 per

cent, to

He

considers that a fair approximation
to the capital cost of engines as erected can thus be arrived at, but there has to be

added

first

to this the capital cost of the

house to the machines.

boilers.

means

of transmitting the

power from the engine-

In the case of a weaving-shed, M. Dubreuil takes this at from

$15 to $20 per loom, and for spinning at from 8 cents to 12 cents per spindle. On all
this plant 10 per cent, is not too high an annual rent to demand when the necessity of
maintenance is considered. A further capital sum to be considered is the value of the
land occupied by the boiler and engine-houses.

of interest,

as

is

it

On

this 5 per cent,

would be a

fair rate

not subject to the same depreciation as the rest of the capital

account.

"Hence, if we consider a 100 horse-power simple engine of good type, the capital
account will work out about as follows, according to M. Dubreuil (whose prices, however, do not always agree with English experience)
Cost of engine,

$4,000

Cost of foundation,

etc. (65

per cent, of $4,000)

2,600

.....
.....
...........

Cost of boilers,

Cost of boiler-house, piping,

etc.

(

= cost

of boilers),

2,400
2,400

Accessories (30 per cent, of cost of engine and boilers),

1,920

Transmission gear, say

5,000

Total

first

sl8,320

cost of plant,

Value of the land, say

The annual expenses
Ten per

$800
will then be:

cent, on $18,320,

.

......
.....
...........

Five per cent, on $800,
"Wages of fireman,

Sundry

stores

etc.),

(oil,

Water,

325

300
80

Coal,

Total annual expense,
"

$1,832
40

The annual

...........

cost of 100 horse-power to the proprietor

is

1,500

$4,077

thus about $-1,077, or $40.77

per horse-pow er; and, including the proprietor's profit, the cost to the tenant should be
T

about $45 per horse-power per annum, as measured at the engine cylinder. M. Dubreuil
holds that only about 45 per cent, of this will be received at the machines, so that if the

power
if

is

measured

there, the tenant

the owner of the factory

is

must pay $100 per

effective

to get a fair return for his risks."

horse-power per annum,
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Concerning Inspections and Explosions.
1

11
For some reason or other " Constant Reader, " Pro Bono Publico," " Justice, and
n
other correspondents of the daily press whose letters appear in the " People's Column,
1

'

have recently taken a considerable interest in boiler inspection. Other writers, bolder
than these and sometimes fully as aggressive, come out with their true names, and each
elucidates the subject of boiler explosions, and also inspections and other cognate
matters, from

what seems

to

him

We

to be the right point of view.

the least the good faith of these gentlemen

;

do not question

in

but we believe that their conclusions are

Here is an article,
Albany (N. Y.) Argus by Mr. S. W.

usually founded on insufficient data and on imperfect observations.
for example,

Snyder
"

which was recently written

for the

:

Much

has been said and written on the causes of boiler explosions and the danger
condemned by an inspector, who too

of using an unsafe boiler, or one that has been

knows no more about

often

he simply takes a

it

after an inspection than before,

hammer and

and nine times out of ten
few blows, and if any

strikes the fire surface plates a

show signs of a dent, then the inspector at once cries out dangerous,' when it is just
as good (in the hands of a safe man) as a new boiler that has just stood a No. 1 cold
water pressure test [ !]. There are two, and two only, causes of a boiler explosion, and in
order to get up a first-class boiler explosion you must have a first-class strong boiler, and
the explosion will deteriorate in the same ratio as the boiler weakens, and if any inspector should say that any boiler would be unsafe in the hands of a safe man,' I should
Now, what are the two causes
say that he had better be employed in street sweeping.
of a boiler exploding ? The principal cause is letting the water get out of the boiler or
'

'

below the lower gauge, and then,
chances and pumps water into the

in order to save his position, the engineer takes his
boiler,

and

this,

coming

in contact

with the red-hot

more explosive than
The boiler lands
giant powder, up goes the boiler and up goes the water-tender with it.
near or far, according to its strength, and where the water-tender lands finally depends
on the manner of his life. Nine out of every ten boilers go up from this cause. The
only other cause of an explosion is carrying too great a pressure of steam, which is as
plates of the

fire

surface, generates a

'

gas' that

is

a hundred times

'

'

by having a safe man in charge of it, as the other.
when made, is tested (or should be) by cold water pressure, and this
Of course, this constant
is supposed to be greater than it is subjected to afterwards.
strain upon the boiler weakens it, but the more the boiler weakens, if tended by a safe man,
easily avoided,

" Every boiler,

the less

dangerous it

Well,

it

is

original inspection
in his business
boiler.

Now,

is [//].

not, unless it is

When

can

if

was conducted
tell

why is

it

necessary to inspect a boiler

way

to

do

this

is

?

as the

— by cold water pressure — and any inspector well up

how far he can carry the
made properly, the inspector

just

this test is

this be the case,

inspected right, and the proper

pressure without straining the

should, by law, set the safety-

valve and have power to lock the box on the rod of the safety-valve, at least at ten
pounds less pressure to the square inch than indicated by the inspection. Register the

make it a crime for any one to move it. If a lower rate of presneeded the water-tender can regulate it by the pump [?], but he can never carry
This would make the poorest boiler more than
a head of steam above the safe limit.

pressure indicated, and
sure

is

safe.

" The average citizen knows a great deal less about a boiler than he does about his
When there is a fearful boiler
is in about the same dread of both.
explosion, causing great loss of life, the boiler traveling from the basement up through
mother-in-law, but

J
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three stories out through the roof, and fragments Landing from a quarter to a half mile
from tlic position it formerly occupied, it is very amusing, when tin: coroner empanels
B jury to view the remains of persons and

boiler also, to hear these smart

men

at

once

and should not have been allowed to
run; whereas, if they bad known the least thing about it. thej would have known that
This shows just how much reliance can
to make such havoc it must be a good boiler.
A case in point
At live o'clock one
be placed upon a verdict from such men as these.
summer morning, just as the day shift was going to work at the Tredegar Iron Work-.
Richmond, Ya.. a terrible explosion occurred at a paper mill, two blocks away. No
sooner had the. noise died away than we rushed to the scene, and found that the boiler
had left the budding in two sections, one going up through the roof and Landing in front
Three men and
of the depot, the other having been carried into the heart of the city.
one woman were killed outright. A jury was summoned and did as all juries do in
similar cases
condemned the boiler as worthless. The mayor of the city was present
That jury knows nothing
at the inquest, and when the verdict was rendered, I said:
about boiler plate. There was no better boiler than that in Richmond yesterday.' I
called his attention first to the fact of the great ruin it had caused, saying a poor boiler
could never have gotten out of the building, and also directed his attention to the fracture and showed him how loath the boiler was to part, for the fibers or threads were
sharp as needles, and then, at my request, the mayor and jury accompanied me to the
works, and 1 cut the condemned plate in strips three inches wide and piled one on the
other until I had a three-inch square pile, put it in the furnace and subjected it to a
welding heat, rolled it into a half-square and, as one of the jury was a blacksmith, gave
him a piece to break, but he found it impossible to do so. A few days after, when the
watchman of the building was able to talk a little bit, he said he had gone into the
boiler-roorn, found the water-tender asleep, which, of course, tells the old, old story.
When he awoke fully, he tried his gauges, found no water, took the chances, pumped,
and up both went.
"Now, what mischief will a very poor boiler do ? Well, just none at all. At the
Albany iron w orks in 1866, the boiler connected with No. 2 puddling furnace sprung a
leak.
The fires were drawn in the furnace and the brick man-holes were knocked in,
and it was discovered that a sheet in the center of the boiler and also in the center of
the fire surface had cracked, and that the water was leaving the boiler quite rapidly.
AVhen the boiler was cooled the man-holes of the boiler itself w ere removed and a
boiler-maker, with a hammer in his hand, entered and so poor was this boiler that he
found no trouble throwing his hammer through any of the plates of the fire surfaces, so
thin and rotten had they become.
And this boiler was rendered perfectly safe by having
a man tend it that knew his business.
" AVhat, then, will render any boiler perfectly safe? Answer: By having a safe,

condemn

the boiler, saying

it

was

a

|

r

boiler

:

—

'

r

r

;

T

careful man,

who knows

his business, tend

S.

it.

W. Snyder."

There are some astonishing ideas advanced in this article.
What a singular
it must have been, who pounded ad libitum on the fire sheets, and then looked
for dents
If Mr. Snyder had said that this man was eminently qualified to be a street
sweepei, we should very likely have agreed with him
though it is just possible that
we should have held that such a man's true forte is the clam business. Of course it is
a truism to say that no boiler could explode when under the care of a "safe man"
a
"safe man" being defined as one who can keep it from exploding. The only serious
trouble about this is, that when a weak boiler is under consideration there is no such
inspector

!

;

—
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person living as a "safe man," in Mr. Snyder's sense of the word.

man's theory, we

make them
pressure ? Then

fail

Upon

this gentle-

Why

to see any reason for having a factor of safety in boilers.

enough to hold together under the maximum working
if they get blown up by these mysterious, irresistible gases and things
that Mr. Snyder tells about, there will be the least possible damage done.
We understand that, on his theory, such a boiler would be quite as safe, under ordinary running
conditions, as a boiler with a factor of safety of 500 or so
provided you could find the
hypothetical "safe man" to run it.
We thought the low-water theory of explosions
was itself exploded, long ago. Of course low water can cause a rupture, by the overheating of the plates and the consequent destruction of their strength but we thought
it had been pretty well established that the energy in a cubic foot of hot water is vastly
greater than the energy in a cubic foot of steam at the same temperature, and that when
a particularly disastrous explosion occurs, the damage wrought by it is in itself good
evidence that there was plenty of water in the boiler. As we have already said, we
believe that Mr. Snyder is thoroughly in earnest, and that he honestly believes his
not

just strong

—

;

teachings

but nevertheless we hold these teachings to be dangerous, because our

;

experience indicates that they are certainly in error.

The following

answer to Mr. Snyder, was sent
we have quoted

letter, in

after the publication of the one

"In your

issue of last

plosions,' signed

good men
think he

is

to

'

'

S.

W.

in

some

a

few days

Sunday you published an interesting

article

on

*

boiler ex-

I

him but I
when he speaks of generating
name of the gas' so generated

entirely agree with

;

of his conclusions, especially so

an explosive gas in a boiler.

my

Argus

Snyder,' and so far as his suggestion of employing 'safe and

have the care of steam boilers goes,

wrong

to the

:

Will he kindly give us the

head was

'

'.

with the explosive-gas theory, and other kindred
causes of boiler explosions, but a study of scientific works on the subject quickly dispractical men who have
I know that there are a great number of
pelled the illusion.
a hearty contempt for 'book learning,' but that commodity, coupled with a practical
knowledge of mechanics, never did harm to its possessor, in my opinion. But to return
to Mr. Snyder's article, I find that he ascribes as a reason for most of the boiler explosions the introduction of water upon hot plates, and I believe that he is in error in
this, for I think an explosion most frequently occurs from a structural weakness of the
Many years
boiler, especially when the latter is in the charge of an incompetent man.
produced a steam generator in which steam
a New England man
ago, one Perkins

In

bygone years

filled

'

'

—

—

was formed by injecting water on red-hot plates, and not a single one of his generators
About thirty years ago, a Reverend Mr. Mitchell of this city patented
ever exploded.
a revolving steam-generator embodying the same idea, and many of our old citizens had
good reason for regretting the fact, but none of his generators were guilty of exploding.
To go further back, over fifty years ago the learned Dr. Nott of Union college had
located near the intersection of Washington and Western
a foundry in this city
for manufacturing the celebrated Nott stove, and in the stack of
avenues of to-day
which, I believe, was the first of a kind that
the cupola he placed a water-tube boiler
and it was a daily occurrence to have the water get
has recently come into vogue
so low in the tubes that they would get red hot, then the engineer would start his feedfrom red to black
would indicate the
pump, and the change of color of the tubes

—

—

—

—

—

—

but the boiler never exploded.
" The cause of boiler explosions remains as great a mystery as it was before the
Franklin Institute of Philadelphia expended thousands of dollars, appropriated by the

level of the

water in the

boiler,

J
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United States government, to investigate such explosions, and were compelled to admil
come to ;i satisfactory conclusion.
William H. Low."

that they could not

Low seems to have

Mr.

where he seems
Bays thai

t<>

rescind

"the cause of

the righl idea in this matter, except in his closing paragraph,

ao opinion

expressed in the earlier part of his

boiler explosions remains as great a mystery as

it

letter.

He

was ...."'

Now we think that all men who have had large experience with exploded boilers will
Each explosion has to be conadmit that there is no one CAUSE of boiler explosions.
sidered by itself, and the cause has to be deduced from an examination of the fragments
There
of the boiler, supplemented by such other evidence or testimony as can be had.
and heuce it is illogical to try to assign a
which should be answerable for all. Moreover, there are extremely few
explosions whose causes cannot be found by an experienced man, when he is able to

are multitudes of causes of boiler explosions,
siugle cause

look the facts of the case over within a reasonably short time of the accident.
In closing this article
plate

is

the strangest

we

we want

explosion to which he refers,

to say that Mr. Snyder's

We

method

of testing boiler

know anything

about the particular
but we cannot see what reason he had for supposing that

ever heard

of.

don't

the quality of the plate remained unaltered after cutting strips, piling

them

8 or 10 layers

welding heat, rolling them "into a half square," and cutting
them up into lengths. What was the matter with cutting out a strip near the fracture
ami testing this strip at once, and without further treatment, for tensile strength, duchigh, raising

tilitv.

and

them

to a

elastic limit?

In a paper lately read before the American Society of Naval Architects and Marine
W. Melville, engineer-in-chief of the United States navy, dis-

Engineers, Mr. George

cusses the machinery of

some

of

the latest American war vessels.

The

difficulty of

obtaining a fairly economical engine, both at full power and at cruising speeds, is felt
In Gunboat No. 7 the
as keenly in the United States marine as in ours [England's].

About two-thirds of the boiler power is obtained
which weigh only one-half as much as cylindrical boilers of
The engine is designed for quadruplex working at full power, the
equal capacity.
steam being taken from the water-tube boilers at 250 pounds pressure. The cylindrical
boilers, which make up the remaining third of the whole boiler power, are connected
by a reducing valve to the first intermediate receiver. At reduced power the large lowpressure cylinders are disconnected, and the remaining cylinders worked as a tripleexpansion engine, with steam pressure at 160 pounds per square inch, this steam being
following plan has been adopted

from water-tube

:

boilers,

furnished by the cylindrical boilers.

In the matter of forced draft Mr. Melville prefers

where this can be conveniently
where a thorough ventilation of the stokehold is essential to prevent the atmosphere becoming impure. In the case of the
Brooklyn and the Iowa Mr. Melville wished to get the requisite draft by using funnels
Within recent
100 feet high, which he claims have several advantages over fan-draft.
years the weights of both engine and boilers, per indicated horse-power, have been
in the latter case by the adoption of coil boilers, and in the
substantially reduced
former by using higher piston-speeds, and by substituting steel for the wrought and cast
iron formerly used.
By still further increasing the speed, and possibly by using nickel
steel, Mr. Melville thinks that the weights of the engines may be still more diminished
Enyineeriny (London).
in the course of the next few years.
to use a closed ash-pit rather than a closed stoke-hold,

done, which

is

seldom the case

in a war-ship,

;

—
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Hand-Hole Guards.
I;
sometimes happens that a boiler manufacturer who has paid great attention to
more important parts of his boilers, fails to give due consideration to the small
things about them that occasionally give trouble. One of these "small things" is the
hand-hole guard: and as very little is said about this comparatively insignificant item
in the books, we propose to offer a few words of advice about it in the present article.
The simplest form of guard that we know of is shown in Fig. 1 and this form, in

the

;

our opinion,

one for general use that has vet been proposed. It is often
made unnecessarily heavy, but as this does not interfere with its efficiency, one could
only object to the extra weight on a;sthetical grounds; aud it is hardly necessary to say
is

also the best

and such muudane things

that aesthetics

Fig.
other,

anyway.

Moreover,

1.

it

as hand-hole

— Common
is

guards have no business with each

Two-Legged Guard.

better to have the guards too heavy than too light,

because they will then be less liable to injury from burning.

The only

strain that

comes on

a hand-hole

outset in screwing up the nut so as to

make

guard

is

that

which

is

put upon

The steam

it

at the

by
compressing the gasket, tends to relieve the strain on the guard, rather than to increase
it.
So far as strength is concerned, therefore, the two-legged form of guard is quite
In days when boilers were made with |-inch iron heads, aud gaskets were
satisfactory.
much harder than those now in use, it was found that when a two-legged guard was used,

the head

would sometimes spring enough

the gasket tight.

pressure,

around those parts
four-legged guard
like that shown in Fig. 2 was therefore favored by many builders, and it was held that
this form would prevent the plate from springing sensibly.
If the four legs rested
equally on the head there can be no doubt that this would be the case; but it is readily
seen that it is no easy matter to secure this condition.
If the head and the guard were
to cause a slight leakage

of the hand-hole that were furthest from the legs of the guard.

A

carefully planed, or •'surfaced.*'' the bearing of the legs could be

made

fect

:

but in actual practice

we should

find, in

most

cases, that

two

practically per-

of the legs took all
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the strain, the others being of no particular use.
in one position, the chances are that the
it

bottom side up, and then

all

first

Even

[A.UGU8T,

the guard were nicely fitted

if

time the fireman took

it

off

he would turn

the careful fitting would become useless.

With

steel

heads, half an inch thick or thereabouts, and with reasonably small hand-holes, there

should be no sensible springing of the head with the soft gaskets now in use; ami this
fact, combined with the extra difficulty of adjusting the hand-hole plate properly when

Illustrating the Four-Legged Form.

Fig

four-legged guards are used, seems to indicate that in

form

is

all

ordinary cases the two-legged

quite as good as the quadruped variety.

we show a "ring-guard," a form which is now used much less than forThis style of guard is particularly objectionable. If there is any leakage around
the hand-holes, or any occasional dripping from the tubes overhead, or any condensation
of corrosive substances distilled off from the fire, the ring-guard is sure to show at its
In Fig. 3

inerly.

worst.

The moisture

fire is drawn in between the ring
and then the head begins to waste away under the

or condensible matter from the

and the head, by capillary

attraction,

After a time this destruction of the edges of the
ring, as shown in section in Fig. 4.
hand-hole proceeds so far that the hole has to be cut larger; and if another ring-guard
The time required for the destruction of the edges
is put on, the same action continues.

Fro.
of a

hand-hole

may be

in this

way

three or four years.

3.

— The

Ring-Guard.

will naturally vary

with the conditions, with a new boiler it
necessarily take place uniformly in

The wasting does not

directions: for if the hand-hole leaks a little, it will be found that the deterioration
most rapid along the lower part of the ring, where the escaped water collects. The
hand-hole opening is usually cut as near the flange of the head as possible, for the double
purpose of having it a sufficient distance from the tubes, and of having it as near the
bottom of the boiler as practicable. It will be readily understood, therefore, that any

all
is
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of the band-hole along the. lower si< lc is apl to make trouble,
because as .soon as the hole reaches the flange it becomes impossible t<> make a tight
joint without using some special form <>f plate or gasket; and special forms of plates

further enlargement

and gaskets

are objectionable, because

the fireman, unless he

is

a

man.

pretty good

i-

them in wrongly, thus making matters even worse.
The engraver has Bhown the ring-guard (Fig. 3) as though there were considerable

tnore or less apt to put

Fig.

4.

— Illustrating

the Effects of the Ring-Guard.

space between the ring and the arched rib through which the bolt passes.
this space is smaller

than shown, and

it is

In practice

not an easy matter to put the hand-hole plate

when using a ring-guard, unless one knows the right way to do it. The
way, in our opinion, is this Take a hitch about the bolt with a piece of string,
and pass the string through the bolt-hole in the guard. Then put the plate into the
boiler and bring it into its proper position.
It can now be held by pulling on the string,
and the guard can be slipped into position. The nut also can be passed over the string,
on properly

easiest

:

or the string

may

be removed and the nut screwed carefully on by hand as far as

it

will

go, the job being finished with the wrench.
If

the bolt projects too far beyond the guard

be removed, the bolt twisting

off

Fig.

it is

apt to burn so that the nut cannot

before the nut slips on the thread.

5.

— The

when putting

the plate on, to

first

preliminary

Shell-Guard.

application of kerosene to the nut often greatly facilitates
plan,

A

its

removal

;

and

it is

apply to both bolt and nut a paste

a

good

made

of

machine oil and black lead. To protect the projecting end of the bolt it is well to
screw on a second nut; it will not matter if this second nut only catches one or two
threads, as

it

is

not intended to hold anything,

thread of the bolt from the direct action of the

its
fire.

only purpose being to protect the

Another plan for protecting the

1

1

:
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often tried with good results, is to first make quite sure the hand-hole
and
then to cover up the nut, bolt, guard, and all, with a double handful
plate
This soon bakes on and forms an excellent protective covering. It is
of fire-clay.
readily removed by light blows of the hammer; and as steam or water will disintegrate
it. it does not conceal leakages, nor promote corrosion by keeping the head of the boiler

bolt,

which
is

is

tight,

damp.
In Fig. 5

we show

the old-style "shell-guard," which

was probably

first

designed

with the idea of protecting the bolt somewhat from the fire. The protection secured by
it is slight, however, and as the objections that we have urged against the ring-guard
apply to this form with even greater force, we consider the "shell-guard" to be the
least desirable of all the

forms shown in the present

Inspectors'

article.

Report.

June, 1894.

month our inspectors made 7.467 inspection trips, visited 13,931 boilers,
internally and externally, and subjected 706 to hydrostatic pressboth
inspected 6,702
ure The whole number of defects reported reached 11,308, of which 976 were considDuring

this

ered dangerous; 25 boilers were regarded unsafe for further use.
is

Our usual summary

given below
(Thole

Nature of Defects.

Nnmbei

-

-

-

Cases of deposit of sediment,
Cases of incrustation and scale.

Cases of internal grooving,
Cases of internal corrosion.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Case- of external corrosion,

-

-

-

-

Broken and loose braces and
Settings defective,

-

Furnaces out of shape,
Fractured plates,

Burned

plates,

Blistered plates.

-.,---

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Serious leakage around tube ends,
Serious leakage at seams.

-

Defective water-gauges,

-

Defective blow-offs,

-

-

Cases of defective riveting,

Defective heads,

stays,

-

Cases of deficiency of water,
Safety-valves overloaded,

-

-

-

-

Safety-valves defective in construction,

Pressure-gauges defective,

-

Boilers without pressure-gauges,

Unclassified defects,
Total,

-

-

.---.-

-

-

-

-

-

11,308

-

-

976
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Boiler Explosions.
Juhb,
(121.) — On

1894.

the Ranking Wolfe brick and tile works.
blew out and passed through a partition and down
through the roof <>f the drying room. The res< of the boiler went in tin- opposite
direction, and finally landed about 350 feel easl of the works, striking the ground

June

itli

The head

Tarkia, Mo.

a

boiler exploded

at

of the boiler

Beveral times on the way.

and incidentally breaking

roof of the boiler-house was completely wrecked,

a

steel rail

into three pieces.

and most of

it

The

was carried away.

The night fireman, Barney Roop, had gone from his accustomed place, oul to the north
and this probably sa\ ed his life. The chair where he had been
end of the drying r
n
Had the works been in operation and the men in their
sitting was covered with debris.
places at the time of the explosion, several would doubtless have been killed.
;

—

On June 4th a terrible boiler explosion occurred at an oil well in Mont(122.)
gomery township, near Rising Sun. Ohio. Half of the boiler was carried a distance of
The fire-box end was thrown in the opposite direction to aboul the same dis500 feet.
tance, passing over a field of oats, and coming down in some woods.
In landing, the
fire-box felled to the ground one tree that was about 12 inches in diameter, and,
rebounding,

damaged another

it

was thrown 75
He was said to be

tool-dresser,

bruised.

(123.) — Smith's
totally

feet.

in a

drain-tile

at a height of sonic fifteen feet.

He was

Otto Mclntire, the
scalded on the right side and was also badly

dangerous condition.
works,

at

Wilkinson, near

destroyed by a boiler explosion on June 5th.

Mr.

Ind., were
Smith narrowly escaped

Indianapolis,

death.

—

(124.)
A boiler exploded on June 5th at the Greenleaf-Johnson Company's mill
Howard, Bertie Co., X. C. Two men were killed instantly, and we understand that
three more have died since.
Four other men were seriously and perhaps fatally injured.
at

— On June Gth a

boiler exploded on the steam tug Rambler, while she was
Pocket Dock, Xew Haven. Conn. Frederick W. "Wells, the steward, was
killed instantly.
William H. Weimer and Merritt Carney, who were on the neighboring
(125.)

tied

up

tULT

Thomas

at

J.

Walsh, were painfully injured.

The upper

part of the Rambler

was de-

molished, and a hole was opened in the hull, so that she sank almost instantly.

Weimer

"the explosion was due
generation of gas." We think the true cause was correctly stated in the
The Locomotive, where this explosion was illustrated and described.
neer

is

reported to have said that

to au

Engi-

undue

.Tidy issue of

—

A hot-water heater exploded on June Gth in a chair-car on an east bound
(126.)
through train of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad.
Harvey Wright, a porter,
was seriously injured, and it was said, at first, that a dozen passengers received slight
injuries, though this was afterwards denied by the railroad officials.
The accident occurred on the high bridge crossing Bureau river, one mile west of Princeton, III.
The
explosion was due to the corrosion and consequent sticking of the safety-valve.

—

Two buildings, sixty feet long and thirty feet wide, were destroyed on
(127.)
June 8th by the explosion of a coil of steam pipe used in the soap factory at the insane
asylum in Kankakee, 111. The engineer and fireman narrowly escaped death.
(128.)

— A terrific boiler explosion occurred on

Md., in Jesse A. Wright's shirt factory.

June 8th

The account

at Choptank, near Denton,
says that " J. A. Wright, the
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and A. L. Dunham and John K. Watson, emengaged in repairing the machinery before the regular work of the day
The engine had been stopped and the attention of the men was entirely occupied
began.
by the work in hand. The rising steam in the boiler was forgotten, and considerable
time passed before anybody looked at the gauge. The discovery was then made that
Almost ininstead of 85 pounds, the pressure had gone beyond the 140-pound mark.
The engine-house, which adjoins the factory, disappeared, and
stantly the crash came.
Big pieces of the
the cloud of roaring steam was pierced by flying iron and timber.
boiler were blown far into the river beyond the long piers, and part of the factory proper
was wrecked. Mr. Wright and Mr. Towers were very seriously injured. The former
was crushed about the legs, and amputation will probably be necessary. Mr. Towers
was knocked down and mangled, and Messrs. Dunham and Watson were badly scalded.
The engineer will
One woman in the factory was hurt. Mr. Wright's loss is heavy.

proprietor, Will Towers, the engineer,

ployes, were

probably die."

— On June 12th a tube

(129.)

burst in one of the water-tube boilers at tvie Edison

Nelson Secrist, a fireman, was
Ohio.
stooping before the boiler at the time, pulling out ashes. The explosion blew the
furnace door open, and Secrist was badly burned and scalded.
Electric Light

Company's

plant,

in Columbus,

—

A boiler exploded on June 12th in a mill near Linneus, Mo. The body of
(130.)
James Logue, a workman, was torn to fragments, and Aaron Logue was cut in twain.
Michael Logue was blown into a tree-top, and every bone in his body was broken.
William Kemper was also blown some distance and fatally injured. Pieces of machinery
were driven several inches into trees, and the mill fixtures were scattered over a large
area.
A few months ago there was a similar explosion at this same mill.

—

The boiler in Gossler & Co. 'a mill at Deloys, near Cammal, Pa., exploded
(131.)
on June 13th, instantly killing the fireman and his little daughter. The boiler was
blown into a creek about 75 feet away.

— On June 13th the head blew out of a boiler at the Oneida Carriage Works,

(132.)
at

Oneida, X. Y.

We

have not learned the amount of the damage, but it was said that
It appears that nobody was injured.
lie idle at least a month.

the works would have to

— A boiler

belonging to W. H. Brown & Sons, at Elrod, Pa., exploded on
wrecking the building in which it stood. The accident occurred at the noon
Fragments of machinery
hour, while the men were at dinner, and nobody was hurt.
were blown through the office.
(133.)

June

16th,

—

A kitchen boiler exploded on June 17th in the residence of F. 6. Piatt, on
(134.)
Grove Hill, New Britain. Conn. The stove was "blown into a thousand pieces," and
Fortunately there was nobody in the kitchen af
the house was considerably damaged.
the time.

—

On June 18th a boiler exploded in Bilger Bros.' saw-mill, on the side of
(135.)
Nittany mountain, just south of Pleasant Gap, Pa. Nelson E. Bilger, the engineer, was
blown through a board wall, and his body fell in a mud-hole fifty feet away. He was
In fact, one account states that "not enough of
killed instantly and horribly mangled.
" but that is not true.
Herbert
it could be found for the coroner to hold an inquest on
The boiler parted in the middle,
Bilger was badly scalded and bruised, but will recover.
;

one end of
direction.

it

flying 300 feet in one direction, while the other flew 200 feet in the opposite
Eight workmen had just left the mill for the
mill was blown to pieces.

The
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the explosion had occurred a few minutes earlier the

if

list

of fatalities

would have been mure extensive.

—

Two boilers exploded on June I9thal the Wells [toiler
(136.)
Engineer Oeorge Baer was killed instantly, and the property loss
The

|6,000.

mill

owned by W.

is

II.

Mills,
is

Wells, Miuu.

about

$5,000 or

Ketzlback & Co.

— On June 20th a

(137.)

the Marietta

& North

locomotive boiler exploded at Hiawassa Station, Tenn., on
Georgia Railroad. Fireman James Devers was instantly killed.

Devers, -engineer, J. C. Sanger, baggage-master, and A. I). Bentley, brakeman,
were badly hurt, Sanger fatally BO.
The accident occurred at the foot of a mountain,
where the large pushing-engine, of which J. (J. Devers was engineer, hitched on a .south-

J. C.

hound train to pull it over the mountain. The engineer of the train had detached
engine and gone over the mountain, and young Devers had come off the Biding
backed the pushing-engine up to the train. Bentley and the elder Devers were on
ground making the coupling, and Sanger was in the baggage-car. Young Devers

his

and
the

was

hurled into this car, the front end of which was torn away by the explosion, and with-

was

out doubt he

day.
still

The

killed instantly.

Sanger was fearfully scalded, so that he died next

elder Devers was considered to be fatally injured, but at last accounts he was

living.

It is

said that one of the sheets of the exploded boiler

was known to be

cracked.

— By a boiler explosion that

occurred on June 21st near Louisa, twenty-five
Robert Jones was instantly killed, and his father, Jacob
Jones, was fatally injured.
The building in which the boiler stood was completelv
(138.)

miles from Ashland,

Ky.,

wrecked.
(139.)

— By the

explosion of a boiler at Cottondale, near Pensacola, Fla., on June

22d, Mr. H. H. Rat lift*

who was

was

fatally injured, so that

also near the boiler,

was dangerously

he died in a few hours.

injured, but

it

is

The

fireman,

believed that he will

recover.
(140.)

— On

June 27th a head blew out of one of the boilers in the Wilkeson
Chief Engineer Robert Whalen was struck by a piece of

Elevator, in Buffalo, N. Y.
iron,

and was

also scalded.

He

will recover, however.

We

have not learned the ex-

tent of the property damage.

—A

on June 28th in Stevenson's mill at Cayuga, Ont.
and a workman named Franks was injured
so badly that he died on the following day.
William Stevenson, Jr., was badly scalded
about the face, and Frank Lathrum was also scalded, but not so seriously. The mill
was completely wrecked, and the boiler was thrown 200 feet.
(141.)

Engineer John

boiler exploded

Commer was

killed instantly,

On August 2d, according to the Scientific American, a tack dropped into a picker
machine in a four-story mill in Philadelphia, causing a $70,000 fire, in the course of
which two firemen were killed and seven injured by a falling floor. The tack caused a
multitude of sparks to fly out of the picker, and these ignited the inflammable yarn into
which they fell and started a blaze that spread through the room very quickly.
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will

do us a favor

if

this office.

be supplied.)

they will

mark them

plainly in returning,

credit on our books.

London

Times, Mr.

Hiram Maxim has been partially successful in
He and two others have traveled

his attempt to construct a practical flying machine.

some 500

with it. It remains to be seen whether the machine possesses the necessary
and whether or not it satisfies the other requisites of a practical aerial vehicle.

feet

stability,

We

have received the Report for 1893 of the National Boiler and General Insurance
limited, of Manchester, England.
It contains a variety of interesting matter
Readers of The Locomotive will be pleased
relating to boilers and boiler explosions.
to learn that the National Company has found the form of butt-strap joint that the

Company,

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company has long advocated, to work
very satisfactorily.
(For details of this joint see Fig. 5 in President Allen's Cornell
lecture,

as reprinted in

The Locomotive

for July,

1891.)

The

butt-strap joint in

common

use in England for high-pressure Lancashire boilers has the outer and inner
In the
straps of equal width and this makes it difficult to do a good job of calking.
;

Hartford joint the outer strap

tween successive

rivets, is

is

narrower than the inner one. and the calking-edge, be-

only half as long as in the usual Lancashire butt-joint.

The Resurrection of an Old Friend.
Another

scientific

magazine has appeared.

according to the title-page,

It is called

will be published quarterly.

it

The New Science Review,

anil,

number we note
Newton of the Mind

In the

first

—

with interest an article by Mrs. Bloomfield Moore, entitled A
rather a high-sounding title, considering that the Newton referred to is none other than
the celebrated John Ernst Worrell Keely, the unspeakable, imperishable, perennial Keely,
All the obof motor fame.
It appears that he is at last on the high road to success.
stacles that have hitherto baulked him and made his life one dreary stretch of misery
and ache have dissolved away he has finally laid bare the heart of nature, so that he can
stick a pin through it and preserve it for future reference.
;

Mountain, and his name is Truthful James;
nor any sinful games;
But he'll tell in simple language what he knows about the how
Of the going of the motor that has never gone till now.

He comes from Table
He is not up to small

deceit,

Let us therefore sit reverently at his feet and drink in the honeyed words of wisdom
drop from his lips.
"Physicists," he says, "have been working in the wrong

as they
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them to associate with Nature's sympathetic evolutions, It isnol w
advance further into the unexplored region of these sympathetic flows than the
ninth-, t<> become convinced thai the one
denominate the dominanl i6the leader toward
which the remaining thirds of tin- triune combination (of triple sympathetic streams)
When we reach the
co-ordinate, whether it i>e the cerebellic, gravital, or magnetic.
direction to lead
Co

isrj

I

luminiferous track on the ninths,

in

the triple subdivision,

Btream, from thai unexplored region where
it-

Ami

of the celestial thirds are subservient."

neutral center-,
In

we have proof

that the infinite

sympathetic atreams emanate, is triune in
character, having the dominant as the sympathetic leader, to which the remainder

when the dissociation takes

again,

"The

nearer the approach to the

place, the greater

is

the latent force e\ olved.

on the thirds, meeting with a rotating
thousand pounds per square inch, without any interference with the

molecular dissociation the instrument

resistance of five

all

inter-molecular position.

.

.

To

.

is

Bel

reach the atomic centers the instrument

is set

on the

ninths dominant, the sixths harmonic, and the thirds enharmonic, having the transmittive

chord

B associated

with each.

At

this setting the corpuscular percussion exceeds

twenty-five thousand pounds per square inch.

pathy

is

shown

in the result

The subservience to the co-ordinate symby a pressure exceeding fifteen thousand pounds, reaching,

The atomic
subdivision, almost as near the neutrals as instruments can carry us.
and inter-atomic settings constitute the introductory conditions governing the nodal outthe introreach as toward the etheric.
The region of the inaudible is reached
in this

.

ductory etheric and the

first

.

—

.

features of the invisible latent force existing in corpuscular

embrace have been handled."
Spencer doubtless had you in mind when he cried, ''Witne-- tin
Bravo. Keely
pomposity of sesquipedalian verbiage!" The trouble with you, Keely, is that your
it doesn't mean a single, solitary, most microscopic thing.
language is mere words
We don't know whether you are crazy, or what is the matter with you; but we honestly
think it is time for you to call in your family doctor.
!

—

Cheap Boiler Insurance

We

clip the following interesting article

contemporary. Coaster's Magazine.

It

is

is

Dangerous.

from our bright,

artistic,

and ably-edited

well-worth reading, and should be suggestive

to boiler-owners:

The danger

was recently well exemplitown by a boiler explosion which did considerable damage t<
property in the immediate neighborhood of the scene of action.
The boiler in question,
seem, had gone the way that many boilers unfortunately do go, after having
it would
served nearly the full period of their usefulness, from its last place of fairly safe operation to the paint shop of a second-hand dealer, from which it emerged spick and span,
ready to be sold again to some one unacquainted with its history and eager for a bargain.
Paint has a wonderfully rejuvenating power over boilers as well as some other things,
and with the help of an unprincipled inspector's certificate, soon had this boiler again
at work, with the result, before long, of a wrecked boiler-house, damaged buildings adjoining, though, happily, no loss of life, and a bill for the owner for the costs of the
usual investigation by the local authorities.
The payment of the costs was exacted " as
a warning to other steam-users who rely upon unqualified, incompetent inspection,
because it is cheap, and afterwards plead ignorance as an excuse for their conduct."
The episode pointedly directs attention once more to the subject of cheap boiler inspection and insurance, which off and on has been condemned for many years, though
fied

in

of employing unqualified boiler inspectors

a small English
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evidently not with sufficient vigor to have brought about
spection and insurance rates,

in fact,

seem

to

its

suppression.

possess an allurement to

Cheap

many

in-

boiler

owners which is quite surprising, when even slight consideration will show that cheap
service of any kind in connection with boilers is simply not worth having.
It cannot be
England, more than any other country,
profitable, but certainly will prove dangerous.
has suffered from a multiplicity of boiler inspection and insurance companies, and with
growing competition among these, and failure on the part of steam-users to properly
appreciate the value of thorough and conscientious examination of their boilers, decrease
in price and corresponding decrease in the reliability of the service rendered have become
There is a price, as has often been argued, below
natural and unavoidable results.
which a guarantee of faithful inspection cannot possibly be extended without seriously
A close approximation to
affecting the financial stability of any insurance company.
what this price is could probablj be made in most cases without much difficulty, and
any offer of insurance and inspection at a much lower rate should be regarded with suspicion.
In the United States, if not elsewhere, the truth of this seems to have been
thoroughly realized. Boiler inspection and insurance competition are there at a minimum. The work is practically all in the hands of one company, and for a long term of
years has been carried on in a painstaking, thorough manner, which has demonstrated
its merits beyond all question.
r

Hunting" Fop Lost Manuscripts.
The

recent order of the Czar to search the subterranean halls and rooms of the great

at Moscow, for hidden treasures, has aroused interest, not only in Russia but
throughout the civilized world. The prime reason for the order is the belief that in some
Ivan IV
far away cell is hidden the famous library of Ivan IV, surnamed the Terrible.
was the Louis XI of Russia. It is known that the famous ruler devoted the little leisure

Kremlin,

him by war and politics to collecting Greek and Latin manuscripts, and it is bemore than eight hundred of these precious documents are concealed in some
underground cavern of the palace in which he passed much of his time. Most of these
manuscripts, according to Russian scholars, upon whose recommendation the Czar has
left

lieved that

unknown to the Occidental world, and may change many of the accepted
Greek and Latin traditions. The result of the tour of discovery is therefore awaited
with deep interest, not only by Russian savants, but by scholars all over the world.
may be brought to light by
intrinsic and historical
Many other things of value
the search in these caverns. The Kremlin is the most important building in all Russia.
The name alone exercises even to-day a mysterious influence over every son and daughter
of
and misery
It is the monument of the glory
of the golden-domed country.
It has been devastated by the
Its history is the history of modern Russia.
Russia.
It saw
Tartars, it has been burned by the Poles, it has been occupied by Napoleon.
Peter the Great grow to manhood, it saw the fall of Boris Godounof and the False
Dimitri.
It has been spotted by the blood of the innocent and stained with the blood
But with all its history, it inspires a Russian to-day with feelings to which
of the guilty.
acted, are

—

—

—

—

words can give no adequate expression.
In the dark caverns are supposed to be not only manuscripts of Cicero, Caesar, Tacitus,
and the Greek writers, but documents relating to the history of Russia, testaments of
ancient Russian princes, and papers left by the Mongolian Khans who once held sway
within

its walls.

Russian writers of the seventeenth century mention the library of Ivan

—
Til E
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[V, and s.i\ thai the subterranean vaults contain other, almost countless, treasures, hidden bj the Czars and princes in times of war and invasion. The only fear is thai the
manuscripts have been destroyed l>y the bookworm, the dampness natural to the depths
in

<>r the effects of
ime.
Weeks <>r even months maj go
ended; but Alexander III will deserve and receive the thanks of
students for undertaking a work which Czars before him declined to do.
New York

which they

are supposed to be,

by before the Bearch
all

t

is

Tribune.

The Strains Produced by Feed-Water.

A

In the May issue of The Locomotive, I find
an article on 'The Chilling Action of Feed-Water,' which I have read with interest. I
send you some notes of a similar case which came under my notice recently, ami which
goes to prove the truth of the article mentioned. A manufacturer of knit-goods had in use

correspondent writes as follows:

l>

medium sized steel boiler, which was first-class in every respect, so far as material and
workmanship were concerned. The feed-pipe was connected on the lower part of the

a

^^
and the feed-water entered the boiler at a temperature of about 200° Fall. A
at the bottom of the shell where two of the plates came together,
and by putting a piece on (and in other ways also) they tried to remedy the defect, but
failed to do so, the shell continuing to leak in spite of every effort to stop it.
An inspector was called in to look into the matter.
He located the cause of the trouble and
said.
The feed-water is chilling the shell of your boiler.' Following his advice, the
feed-pipe was changed so as to enter from the top, and it was then carried down till it
dipped just below the water-level. Instead of allowing the pipe to discharge directly,
a double L connection was attached to it, so that the feed water was in a measure distributed to different parts of the boiler.
Since this change was made, no trouble from
leakage has been experienced. I send a rough sketch to illustrate the final arrangement
boiler,

leakage was discovered

'

of the feed-pipe."

Without doubt many of the leakages that occur along the girth-joints of steamdue to the chilling action of feed-water. In preparing the article cited by
our correspoadent, however, we had no idea of claiming to have made a new discovery.
This action of feed-water has long been known, and we have called attention to it mauy
times in the past.
The article in question was intended to be merely a jwpular demon«t ration of the importance of locating feed-pipes correctly.
Nevertheless, we thank our
boilers are

correspondent for his courtesy in providing us with further confirmation of

it.

E

:

T
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The Explosion on the "Brandenburg-.''
In the February issue of

The Locomotivk, we

explosion that occurred on the

German

gave a brief account of the terrible

cruiser Brandenburg on February 16th.

The de-

which might be interesting
from an engineering standpoint were withheld, and the whole affair has been surrounded
These circumstances have naturally led to the belief that the
with mystery ever since.
disaster was due to some piece of stupidity or negligence, which the German officials
were ashamed to divulge. A correspondent of London Engineering, writing from Berlin
and signing himself '"An English
Engineer in Germany," now gives
the accident were suppressed, and

tails of

following

the

of

particulars

all

particulars

the

accident

"Your correspondent

>»»»»^

B. A7, from'boiler
whose letter of inquiry appears on

page

--->

A

your issue of June 29th

8(50 of

last, is

l

not alone in his desire for

information respecting the cause of the explosion which recently
took place on the German warship Brandenburg. On this [the
German] side of the Channel information has also been wanted,
but so much reticence has been displayed by the authorities
that

German engineers generally

are as

the matter as those in England.

and

much

in the

dark about

Under these circumstances,

view of the disastrous results of the explosion [forty-six
killed], I have been at some pains to get a clue to the
jealously guarded mystery, and I believe that the facts I give
below will be found to be in the main correct, although some
in

men were

^

10"

details may be wanting.
The sketch will give an idea of the
arrangement which led to the accident. B is a copper steampipe about ten inches in diameter, bolted at its lower end to

the cast-iron flange of a stop valve or some other part of the
its upper end entered a stuffing box,
was not secured in any way, either by

engine, while

however,

it

otherwise; the only force holding

it

in place being

to which,
rivets or
friction.

"When steam

was gotten up, I understand that the bottom
joint began to leak on the side «, as it ought to do, since the
steam pressure, acting on the sectional area of the pipe, as indicated at 6r, had a leverage of some six or eight feet.
Then, I am told, some one drove
in a thin wedge at
to try and stop the leak(!).
The cast-iron flange next parted
from its body at the black line marked c, and as there was then nothing to hold the
pipe i?in place, it was simply blown out of the stuffing-box, providing a free escape for
the steam, with the consequences we all know. It is certainly difficult to understand
how such an arrangement as I have described came to be carried out. Perhaps the
1>.

publication of this letter

may

lead to further information being forthcoming."

and truthfulness about this letter; and if the
we do not wonder that the German officials
When an accident of this sort happens in
strove so hard to hush the matter up.
America, it is the proper thing for foreigners to talk a good deal with their mouths
about the flimsiness of our methods of construction.
There

is

a certain air of genuineness

explanation here given

is

indeed correct,

L894
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The Development of the Sleeping- Car.
In

1859 Mr. Pullman wenl out to Chicago

to take a contract for the leveling

<>f

the

and the same year he hired a shop, employing a master mechanic and a aumber
of workmen, and turned out his first sleeping car, which was nm over the Chicago &
was the lirst sixteen-wheel car ever built, and was called the
Alton Railroad,
li
streets,

Pioneer.

It

-till

is

preserved at the company's works

in

Pullman,

111.

It.

was larger

than the ordinary coaches, and practically decided the size and form of the Pullman
cars that succeeded

car

now

thought
car.

in use,
of,

it,

which

only the length having been increased.
Until 1864 the form of
is as available during the daytime as at night, had never been

the Pioneer having been

Abraham Lincoln

is

with the idea of using

built

it

only as a sleeping

said to have been one of the earliest passengers on the Pioneer,

to Springfield on this car.
It was so much higher
could not pass under some of the bridges.
They were
removed by the railroad companies, however, when the trip was made with President

and

Ins

body was taken from Chicago

than any of

its

predecessors

it

made

West inthecar.
James F.Jay, President of the
Michigan Central road, decided to try some of the cars on his line, and four were built
They proved even more expensive than the Pioneer, which had cost
for the purpose.
Lincoln's body.

The

Later General Grant

Pioneer attracted so

much

a trip

attention that Mr.

$18,000, the average juice of sleeping cars before that time having been less than a
fourth of that sum.

But the new cars cost $24,000 each.

not be possible to rent a berth in one of

cided that the berths in the

new

them

cars should cost $2.

who agreed

It

was found that

for the old price of $1.50, so

would
was de-

it

it

This was against the vigorous

advance only when Mr. Pullman
suggested that the public be allowed to decide which it would patronize.
So the new
Pullman cars with berths at $2 each were run on trains side by side with the oldfashioned sleepers charging fifty cents less.
The old cars were soon taken off the road,
protest of the president of the road,

to the

nobody would use them. At present there are in use throughout the country 2,573
cars, of which 650 are buffet cars and 58 are dining cars.
During 1892 the
number of miles the cars traveled were 204,453,706, and 5,673,121) passengers were
carried.
About 9,000 meals a day are eaten in the dining and buffet cars, and 33,000,000 pieces of Pullman car lineu are laundered annually.
Theodore T. Woodruff is said to have done almost as much for the improvement of
the sleeping car as Pullman.
Woodruff prepared his model in the office of James
Tillinghast at Rome, N. Y., in 1854.
Tillinghast, who was at that time iu the employ of
the Home & Watertown Railroad, lacked sufficient faith in Woodruff's scheme to advance the money necessary to have it patented. Woodruff finally found a patron in a
car-builder at Springfield, Mass., who built a trial car, which made its first trip on the
New York Central and the Rome & Watertown Railroad. The car was afterwards run
to Cleveland and other Western cities, finally becoming the property of the Ohio &
Mississippi Railroad, which ran the car on its line for several years.
Woodruff afterwards sold the right to build and use his cars on certain roads to Webster Wagner, and
as

Pullman

the rights of his patent on the Buffalo

Wagner, who

built

all

Erie road were sold to George Gates.

Gates

the cars for the

He had

learned the trade of a wagon maker as a

parents, near Palatine Bridge, N. Y.

young man.

&

when he

Wagner Palace Car Company.
Vanderbilt roads, was born of German

operated independently until 1873,

He accumulated

sold out to the

a large fortune,

and became

a State Senator.

killed on one of his cars in an accident at Spuyten Duyvil in 1882.

— New

He was

York San.

—

"
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On Wire Gauges.
methods nowThere is
by the various manufacturers for designating the sizes of wire. Almost every
one of these manufacturers has his own peculiar system for numbering the wire he turns
out, and the result is that "No. 24" means nothing at all unless the "gauge" is also
Thus, No. 24 wire is .0201" in diameter according to Brown & Sharp's gauge,
specified.
.022" according to the Birmingham gauge, .023" according to Washburn & Moen, .0225"
according to the Trenton Iron Company, .0231" according to G. W. Prentiss, and .025"
according to the old English scale. In some other sizes, the differences are even greater.
Thus, No. 000 is .3586" in diameter according to Prentiss's gauge, and .425" in diameter
a difference of .0664", or more than Tag of an inch.
according to the Birmingham gauge
To obviate this confusion, Messrs. Brown & Sharp proposed their "American Gauge,"
which has been adopted by the brass makers. It has also been favorably received by the
principal drawers of other kinds of wire, although it has not yet been universally
hardly anything in the mechanical arts so confusing as the

in use

—

adopted by them. The sizes of Messrs. Brown & Sharp's scale progress in a geometrical ratio, the diameter of any size on this scale being found by .multiplying the diameter
This rather clumsy ratio was chosen in order to
of the next larger size by 0.890525.
make the new gauge agree as well as possible with the older, arbitrary gauges; for these
had been in use so long that it was not likely that a new gauge would be generally

adopted if it differed from the old ones radically. In the accompanying table we give
the diameters of wire according to the "American gauge," and also, for comparison,
the diameters of the corresponding sizes on the principal other gauges in use in thiscountry, as quoted by

Brown &

Sharp.

by stating the desired diameter in decimals of an inch.
chance of misunderstanding, and assures the customer of getting what
he wants. Some of the difficulties that arise from specifying the " number" of wire are
thus set forth in a circular issued by Messrs. Miller, Metcalf & Parkin, and quoted by

The

best

This avoids

way to

order wire

is

all

& Sharp. "Another trouble is with the wearing of the gauges, for which there
no remedy; and we imagine that no man ever throws away a gauge because it is worn
On the contrary, it represents an outlay of six dollars he is used to it, he measures
out.
everything by it, and he is mad when anything does not measure to suit it. A still

Brown
is

;

We frequently
difficulty arises from a very common mode of ordering.
have orders for such a gauge, 'light' or 'tight', 'full' or 'scant', 'heavy' or 'easy'
terms which are perfectly ambiguous. Again, the order may be for such a number and
This latter kind of order is extremely confusing to a roller,
for instance, 15£.
one-half
for he almost always takes it to mean that the wire is to be thicker than the whole number,
more serious

—

make 14£ for 15£ if he is not warned beforehand. How is it posknow just how many millionths of an inch another man, whom he
easy ? And how is he to
or No. 27
never saw, means, when he says No. 28 full
guess how many thousandths of an inch the other man's gauge is wrong in its make, or
how many hundredths it has worn in years of steady use? This is no fancy sketch, for the
difficulties we have referred to arise every day in this age when every man knows just

and

is

pretty sure to

sible for a roller to

'

'

',

'

will have nothing else, and yet has no better way of telling his wants
than to say he wants such a gauge tight ', when probably his gauge differs from every
There is a very easy and simple way out of this whole
other gauge that was ever made.
We cannot now
snarl, and that is to abandon fixed gauges and numbers altogether.
recall a single case of serious complaint having arisen where we have had the desired

what he wants and

'

size of wire specified in

decimals of an inch.

1894

T
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Standard Wire Gauges

in

(The diameters are given

American,

Brown 4

or

.40

.4096
.3648
•

3249

.2893
•2576

•454
•425
.380
•34o
.

JOO

2294
•2043
1819

23S
.220

1620

.

•

M43

.12S5
.1144
IOK)
.

0907

•OI594
.01420
.OI264
.OII26
.01002
.00893
.OO795
.OO708

OO63O

.OO561

.OO5OO
.00445
.

',Smll''

.284
.259

.

.

Birmingham

OO396

•00353
•OO3I4

.

203
[80
165
143
134

Washburn*
Moen Mfg.

in

Use

127
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United States.

in the

decimal parts of an

rrenton Iron
Co., Trenton,

G.
tiss,

W.

ini n.)

Pren- Old English,
Holyoke, from Brass
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Charter

Incorporated

petual.

1866.

tones

Per-

Policies

of Insurance

Careful Inspection
OR DAMAGE TO

a

after

COVERING

LOSS

ALT.

the

Boilers.

AND MACHINERY

BOILERS, BUILDINGS,
ALSO

of

COVERING

LOSS OF LIFE AND ACCIDENT TO PERSONS
ARISING

Steam

FROM

Boiler Explosions-

Full information concerning the plan of the
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The Formation of Scale

in Boilers,

and

1894.

No.

in Feed, Circulating",

9.

and

Blow-off Pipes.
If

we could run

boilers with perfectly pure water

—

— for

example, with water that

many of the difficulties encountered in actual practice
had previously been distilled
would never arise, and the fireman's duties and responsibilities would be correspondUnfortunately, this ideal condition of things cannot be
ingly lessened and simplified.
realized.
We cannot afford to use distilled water, and in most cases feed-water has to
be taken in accordance with that mode of selection which is known to the world at
large as " Hobson's choice"; that is, we have to take what we can get.
In cities and
towns good water may usually be had from the city mains but in sparsely populated
districts the manufacturer has to depend upon wells or upon running streams, which
;

Fig.

A

Feed-Pipe nearly Sealed up by Scale.

usually serve as sewers for the families of the employes
there

organic matter in the water trouble

who

live

along their banks.

If

from corrosion and wasting of the boiler plates; and wells, which are notorious for the "hardness" of the
water they furnish, are apt to provide the manufacturer with more scale-forming matter
than he can comfortably handle. The water supply of cities is selected with special
is

is

likely to result

reference to its fitness for drinking purposes, and for this reason city water is usually
comparatively free from organic matter. In most cases it consists of surface water
which has not penetrated deeply into the soil, and which has, therefore, had but little

opportunity of dissolving mineral matter; but in regions where lime and magnesia
abound the city water is likely to be more or less charged with compounds of these substances, and under these circumstances it may be as " hard" as the general run of well
waters, and

may

deposit a copious scale.
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The reason why hard water
few words.

is

not good for use in boilers

may be put

that whatever

[September,

may be

nothing

stated in a very

by the proform of steam. Whatever solid matter mav
be present, either in solution or as a visible sediment, remains behind in the boiler and
continues to accumulate until it is removed by the blow-off or by opening the boiler
and washing it out. A steam boiler evaporates an enormous quantity of water in the
course of a year, and the total amount of solid matter deposited may, therefore, be very
great, even if the water contained only a few grains of it to the gallon.
This fact can
be well illustrated by a simple example. Thus, let us suppose a 100-horse-power boiler
to be running 10 hours a day, and 300 days a year.
Furthermore, let us assume that 15
pounds of water per hour are evaporated for each horse-power, and that each gallon of
It

is,

into a boiler,

leaves it

cess of evaporation but pure water, in the

Then the quantity of

the feed-water contains 30 grains of solid matter in solution.

water evaporated in the course
100

As

=

X

o'f

15

X

a year will be
10

X

300

=

4,500,000 pounds.

a gallon of water weighs about 8^ pounds, this is equivalent to 4,500,000 ~- 8£
As the solid matter present does not pass off with the
540,000 gallons per year.

steam,

must accumulate

it

We

otherwise.

removed by blowing or
moment, that the blow-off is not opened, nor the
Then as there are 30 grains of
the end of the year.

in the boiler unless it is periodically

shall assume, for the

boiler cleaned in any way, until

solid matter in each gallon of the water, the total

000

X

=

30

tice,

is

equal to

=

2,314 pounds, or more than a ton of solid matter, in the course of
Of course the conditions assumed in this illustration could not exist in prac-

16,200,000

a year.

weight of the deposit will be 540.-

16,200,000 grains; and as there are 7,000 grains in a pound, this
7,000

-=-

because

if

the boiler were not cleaned in some way, the solid matter, lodging on

them from the water and cause them to burn, and the boiler
would be destroyed long before the end of the year. Nevertheless, we have seen many
boilers containing hundreds of pounds of deposit which had accumulated in this manner, through neglect, and numerous illustrative examples from such boilers are on exhibition in the Hartford office of this company.
The great bulk of the solid matter deposited from the feed-water may be removed
by frequent and judicious blowing. It cannot all be removed in this manner, however, for where the plates are hot, more or less of it is sure to bake on, forming the
hard, stony layer known as "scale." The commonest components of scale are carbonCarbonate of lime selate of lime ("limestone") and sulphate of lime ("gypsum").
dom forms a stony scale. It may collect in large masses and do serious injury to the
boiler, but the deposits which it forms are usually lighter and more porous than the
corresponding deposits of the sulphate of lime. Most substances are more soluble in
the plates, would protect

hot water than in cold; but carbonate of lime

although
insoluble.

it is

It

somewhat soluble

follows from this fact that

carbonate of lime

temperature of

it

contains

is

is

a notable exception to this rule, for

in cold water, in boiling water

when feed-water

is

is

almost absolutely

pumped

into a boiler, the

it

precipitated in the form of small particles as soon as the

the water reaches the neighborhood

of 212°.

These particles are

whirled about for a considerable time in the general circulation, and if the circulation is
as.
good they do not usually settle until the draft of steam is stopped for some reason

—

banking the fires for the noon hour. The
best time to remove this sediment by blowing is, therefore, just before starting up at 1
o'clock, or after the boiler has stood idle for an hour or so at night, or just before beginning work in the morning; for at these times the carbonate deposit has settled into
a kind of mud at the bottom of the boiler.
for instance, in shutting

down

at night or in
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Sulphate of lime differs from the carbonate in being man Boluble in hot water than
and it lb, therefore, not deposited in the same way. The sulphate deposit ia

in cold;

formed

those points where the evaporation (and

at

solution)

is

most rapid

that

is,

in

contact

with

consequent concentration of the
tubes, and the back

the shell, the

Being deposited practically in contact with the iron, it forms a bard, adherent
often resembles natural Btone so closely that nobody but a skilled
The best way to treat water conmineralogist could tell the diiTerence between them.
head.

coating, which

taining sulphate of lime

is

to convert the sulphate into carbonate, and

remove the

car-

bonate thus formed by means of the blow-off, as already described. This can be done,
without injury to the boiler, by the use of soda ash, which is a crude carbonate of soda.

Fig.

The chemical

A

Feed-Pipe containing a Heavy Deposit.

action that takes place

may

be briefly described thus: Carbonate of nod'

and sulphate of lime act upon each other so as to produce sulphate of soda and carbonate
The sulphate of soda thus produced is what is known in commerce as Glauber's
of lime.
salts.
It is very soluble in w ater, and passes away readily through the blow-off.
A great deal has been published, in the engineering journals, about scale in boilers,
and yet very little has been said about the accumulation of it in feed and blow-off
pipes.
There are mechanical men who maintain that scale cannot accumulate in pipein which the water is circulating constantly, or nearly so, as in the case of feed-pipes
and external or internal circulating pipes; but the cases cited and illustrated in this
article will show how fallacious such opinions are.
As a matter of fact, these pipes
often fill up in a remarkable way, the deposit choking them to such an extent that
it becomes a source of positive danger.
In Fig. 1, for example, we show the end of
a feed-pipe which had become so choked with scale as to be practically sealed up
7

The concretion in this case consists chiefly of carbonate of lime, and, after
what has been said of the properties of this substance, the way in which the state
of things here shown came about will be readily understood.
The feed-water, becoming heated by the steam and water in the boiler, could no longer hold its carbonate of
lime in solution, and it was precipitated as described above. Most of the carbonate
tight.

thus precipitated passed into the general circulation of the boiler in the usual way, but

some

of

it

adhered to the end of the feed-pipe, and the deposit thus begun continued to
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was the result. This pipe is an inch
was stopped up by the deposit until only a
small triangular hole was left, the area of which is about jfe of a square inch.
Fig. 2 shows another feed-pipe in which the deposit was of a similar character,
except that it extended back from the end of the pipe to a considerable distance. The
In each case
history of this pipe is substantially the same as that of the preceding one.
the engineer in charge of the plant thought the difficulty was with the pumps, which
could not be made to run fast enough to feed the boilers and in each case investigation
showed that the pump was all right, and proved that the trouble lay in the feed-pipe.
The deposit in the pipe shown in Fig. 3 was of a different character. It was solid,
stony, and fully as hard as granite. This pipe was originally an inch and a half in
diameter internally, but it had become so filled up that the free opening at the end
shown in the cut was reduced to a sort of rectangular slit an eighth of an inch wide and
collect until the state of things

and

shown

in the cut

and

a quarter in diameter, internally,

it

;

than half an inch long.

less

The

sectional area of this

slit is

estimated to be 0.07

and as the original sectional area of the pipe was 1.77 sq. in., it is easily seen
that the effective area of discharge was reduced by the deposit to less than one twentysq. in.,

Fig.

3.

—A

Feed-Pipe choked with a Stone-like Scale.

by the builder of the boiler.
The most troublesome form of scale is deposited

fifth of the area intended

fire

;

in pipes that are exposed to the

for in such cases the heat causes the sediment to

removed only with
because there

is

"bake on,"

so that

it

can be

Blow-off pipes are particularly liable to this trouble

a cold-chisel.

no circulation in them, and the sediment that

directly exposed to the heat of the

fire.

To avoid

is

sure to settle there

is

the difficulty so far as possible,

the blow-cock should be opened at least once a day, and where the water is bad it
should be opened three times a day, if only for a few seconds. This will keep it fairly
(Coverings, or
free from deposit, and in a great measure prevent it from burning.

them from the fire. See The
have often called attention to the importance
or, at any rate, valves whose opening is
of using plug-cocks on blow-off pipes
If this precaution is
straight, and equal to the full diameter of the blow-off pipe itself.
neglected there is a liability of fragments of scale lodging in the pipe in front of
the valve, and these may cause an accumulation of matter sufficient to stop up the pipe
sleeves,

are often fitted to blow-off pipes to protect

Locomotive
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and allow

to burn.

We

it

have spoken, thus

far,

We

—

only of feed-pipes and blow-offs

;

but what

we have

J
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said will of course apply to water-grates, coil

with

beaters,
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and water-tube boilen generally,

varying according to the quality of the
apparatus, and the degree "t' intelligence with which it
a

E.

force

feed-water,
is

design of the

tin:

For example, we have

used.

Been the four-inch tubes taken from water-tube boilers, that were almost entirely filled

formed may proteel the tubes ami connecand burning, giving
no end of trouble from the failure of sections and headers and other parts.
A- an
illustration of what may happen in this way we will quote from a repori recently
received from one of our inspectors, concerning a certain feed-water beating device in
the construction of which a number of tubes are used.
The device was put in operation
on August 22d, and for four months was thoroughly blown out every six hours.
"On
with

The deposit

a hard, Bulphate Bcale.

so

tions from the water to such an extent as to allow of over-heating

and 4" pipes in No. S boiler stripped the thread,
and a few fire-brick into the room, but
fortunately injuring nobody.
I had the coil repaired and instructed the fireman to
blow out every four hours. This coil had some scale in it, but it was not badly choked,

December

17th, the header uniting the 2"

blowing the

fire,

part of

tin

grate-bars,

On December 21st the fireman reported the coil on Xo. 5
between the 4" pipe and the back connection. I had the
fires drawn and the coil and boiler were examined.
The boiler was perfectly clean, but
there was considerable scale in the pipe leading from the coil to the boiler.
This was
cleaned as far as possible, and the boiler was started again.
On December 22d in No. 3
boiler ruptured through one of the 2" coil pipes.
We then decided to remove the coil.
We had to cut the fittings to get it out, and we found the fittings and the pipes near
them to be nearly filled with scale. On December 27th the coil on No. 4 boiler burst in
the same way as No. 3.
We then began to remove all the coils but on December 29th
Xo. 5 failed by breaking a fitting, and on December 31st Xo. 7 ruptured a pipe. At the
present time [January 23d], I have had all the coils removed except that on Xo. 10, and
have found in all that the 2" pipes and fittings are badly choked with scale, some
of them being almost completely filled.
Until September we used nothing but artesian
water but since then we have used from 10$ to 20$ of river water." [The river water
contains about 24 grains of solid matter per gallon, chiefly lime and magnesia carbonates, with some lime sulphate.
The artesian water referred to averages about 10.64
grains of solid matter per gallon, mostly in- the form of carbonates.]
We quote this
case, not because we have any special animosity towards this particular form of heater,
but because it is a good illustration of the trouble that may arise from the accumulation
of scale in water-tubes exposed to the action of heat.
80

far as

it

could be examined.

to be red-hot at the junction

;

;

Inspectors' Report.
July, 1894.

During

this

month our

inspectors

made

7,698 inspection trips, visited 15,151 boilers,

inspected 8,242 both internally and externally, and subjected 630 to hydrostatic pressure.

The whole number

of defects reported reached 11,160, of

which 1,097 were considOur usual summary

ered dangerous; 61 boilers were regarded unsafe for further use.
is

given below
Nature of Defects.

Cases of deposit of sediment,
Cases of incrustation and scale,

....
-

-

-

-

Whole Number.

Dangerous.

1,01")

-

-

62

2,214

-

-

80
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Nature of Defects.

Cases of internal grooving.

-

Cases of internal corrosion.

-

Cases of external corrosion,

-

Broken and

loose braces

and

stays,

-

Settings defective,

Furnaces out of shape,
Fractured plates,

Burned

plates,

Blistered plates,

Cases of defective riveting,

-

Defective heads,
Serious leakage around tube ends,
Serious leakage at seams.

Defective water-gauges,
Defective blow-offs,

-

Cases of deficiency of water.

-

Safety-valves overloaded,
Safety-valves defective in construction,

Pressure-gauges defective,
Boilers without pressure-gauges.
Unclassified defects,
Total,

-

LUCO

Til K
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(147.)

(148.>

— One

OT

I

V

i.

exploded in a wagon-shop

boiler

siiuill

wrecking the building

18th,

M

in

which

it

stood.

[

in

Menominee,

Nobody was

Wis.,

35

on July

hurt.

Company's electric plant at Cat«on July 1 8th. The engineer was injured, but
The power-house wassomewhal injured, and the property loss was

of the boilers in the Catsburg Coal

burg, near Monongahela, Pa., exploded
not dangerously so.

probably about $6,000.

— The

boiler of a threshing engine exploded

near Hudson, Ohio, on July
Barney Morgan was fatally scalded, and
Edward Carter was injured internally and cannot live;. The fire-box was blown into a
straw siaik, which blazed up and set fire to an adjoining barn so quickly that a dozen
men who were in it barely escaped with their lives.
(149.)

was instantly

Gabriel Ously

19th.

— Considerable

(150.)

killed.

damage was done, on July

by the explosion of a boiler
known as the House of
the basement, and the explosion tore
19th,

used iu connection with the baths in the Jewish synagogue,

Jacob, in Utica, N. Y.

up

The

boiler

was situated

in

a considerable part of the floor in front of the chancel, together with the first three

or four rows of seats, fragments of which were blown through the ceiling.

windows were blown

out,

Some

of the

the chandelier was wrecked, and what had been, a few

minutes before, an attractive synagogue, was transformed into a scene of wreck and
ruin.
Nobody was in the bath at the time, and nobody was injured save the janitor,
•whose feet were slightly hurt.

— The

(151.)

boilers in a large saw-mill belonging to

White

&

Co., at Kendall's

on July 19th, killing one man and
The mill was totally wrecked. One of the boilers was

Station, fifteen miles west of Helena, Ark., exploded
fatally scalding

two

thrown 500

through the tree-tops.

(152.)

feet

others.

— A boiler

exploded on July 20th in Jachin's hat-shop, in Newark, N. J.
and the shop and six frame tenement houses near the boiler-house were
The account says, "it is believed that several lives were lost."

Fire followed,

destroyed.

— On

(153.)

Logansport, Ind.
killed

July 21st a threshing-machine boiler exploded at Deer Creek, near
Two men were badly scalded and a third narrowly escaped being

by pieces of

(

all

— On July 22d,

154.)

The boiler was blown into
men were not killed instantly.

flying debris.

sidered marvelous that

the

scraps,

and

it

was con-

while the steamer Onega was racing with the Kindrick, about

forty miles from Chattanooga, one of the flues in her boiler collapsed.

Frank Butler,
was deluged with steam, boiling water, and
burning coals. He cried out, "Men, I'm killed," and sprang into the river. He
did not come to the surface again, and it is not known whether he died from the burns
or was drowned. His body could not be found.

who was

directly in front of the boiler,

—

The boiler of a hoisting engine exploded on July 23d at the Savannah,
Western railway wharves at Savannah. Ga. The hoisting engine was blown
into the air and the smoke-stack fell sixty feet away.
Live coals were blown into
the hold of the Concezione, an Italian bark with a cargo of sulphur.
The sulphur took
fire in two places, and was extinguished with difficulty.
The engineer says that the
steamer gauge registered 55 pounds at the time of the explosion. The safety-valve was
(155.)

Florida

set at

&

"

80 pounds.

(156.)

—A

big boiler exploded on July 24th in the water pumping station and

electric light plant in Perry. Iowa.

The power-bouse was

literally

blown

to atoms, not
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one brick being left in its place, and the wreckage was strewn over several blocks. The
water-works belonged to the city and the electric light plant to a private company, but
both were in the same building. The dynamos and the city pumps were torn from
Thetheir foundations and "twisted out of all semblance to their former shape."
explosion took place about 7 o'clock, while the men w ere at supper, and the only person
about the place was Mr. H. C. Hock, manager of the Electric Light Company.
John Blougher, who was
Mr. Hock was fearfully injured, and will undoubtedly die.
driving past the building in a buggy, was struck on the head by a brick and knocked
senseless.
The property loss was probably about $15,000.
r

(157.)

— On July 24th a boiler exploded in the creamery

Nobody was

111.

We

buihling was considerably damaged.
(158.) — The

at Harmon, near Sterling,
The smoke-stack was blown down and the-

present at the time.

have seen no estimate of the property

boiler in McNeil's mill,

John Anderson was

killed instantly,

at Gloster,

Miss.,

loss.

exploded on July 24th.

and George Shropshire and James Blaylock were

fatally scalded.

(159.)

— A boiler

Monongahela
prove

— On

young man of

A man
loss

named Spence

received injuries that will probably

was about $6,000.

July 26th a boiler exploded in Yancy

near

Cassel,

(161.)

exploded, on July 25th, at the electric plant of the Will mine, in

Pa.

The property

fatal.

(160.)

New

City,

was

18,

— By

Fond du

Lac, Wis.

The

fearfully scalded, so

tfc

Dyer's flouring mill, at

was wrecked, and Lowell Dyer, a
that he died a few hours later.
mill

the explosion of a saw-mill boiler at Poplar Grove, Ind., on July 26th r

William Williams was killed and two other
(162.) — The

boiler of freight

men were

engine No.

on July 27th at Ashwood, near Defiance, Ohio.

82,

injured.

on the Wabash road, exploded
was delayed several hours. We

Traffic

did not learn further particulars.
(163.)

colliery

Miller

— One

No.

was

4,

of a battery of twenty-one boilers exploded on July 28th at Packer
operated by the Lehigh Valley Coal Company, at Ashland, Pa. John

killed instantly,

and John Laubach, Darby

Shields,

and John Malingo

Steven Shelsick was also painreceived injuries from which they died in a short time.
The east end of the boiler-house was blown out, the
fully injured, but he will recover.
roof was considerably damaged, and one of the large smoke-stacks was knocked down.

—

A slight boiler explosion occurred on July 30th in the creamery at Lyndon,
(164.)
Kan. The account that we received says, "things let loose, and the flues went out at
the top of the boiler." The damage was small, and it does not appear that anyone was.
hurt.

—

The boiler of a Canadian Pacific consolidation engine exploded near Field,
(165.)
C, on July 30th, while pushing a freight train up a steep grade known as "the
hill."
The locomotive was blown to pieces and Engineer Wheatley and Fireman Hunt
were killed instantly. George Kemp, a brakeman on the rear car, was fatally injured
B.

by

flying fragments of the boiler.
(166.) — On

(He died on August

1st.)

July 31st a boiler exploded in Atkinson's mill, at Mount Vernon, 111.
John Atkinson, the proprietor, was thrown a distance of fifty feet, and instantly killed..

T
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Figuratively Bpeaking,
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than

this,

flying
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by Steam.

machines have been

in

some have actually Sown over distances

the air for sonic
to !"

measured

in

months past.
hundreds oi

and within the limits of their construction have been successful.
Bui they have
been models rather than actual machines. None of those that have hitherto been
described in our columns have been designed to tarry a crew, or have ever been
feet,

all

provided with motive power sufficient to keep them in action over more than short
But last Tuesday, July 81st, for the firsl time in the history of the world.

periods.

a flying

machine actually

left

the ground,

water, and a crew of three persons.

fully

equipped with engines, boiler, fuel,
.Mr. Hiram Maxim, had the proud

Its inventor,

consciousness of feeling that he had accomplished a feat which scores of able mechanics

had stated

Unfortunately, he had scarcely time to realize his triumph

to be impossible.

before fate, which so persistently dogs the footsteps of inventors, interposed to dash his
s.

to

The very precautions that had been adopted to prevent accidents proved fatal
and in a moment it lay stretched on the ground, like a wounded

the machine,

bird with torn

plumage and broken wings.

for not only did

it rise,

but

it

Its

very success was the cause of

its failure,

tore itself out of the guides placed to limit its flight,

and

one short moment it was free. But the wreck of the timber rails became entangled
with the sails, and brought it down at once. The machine fell on the soft sward,,
embedding its wheels deeply in the grass, and testifying, beyond contradiction, that it
had fallen and not run to its position. If it had not been in actual flight, the small
flanged wheels would have cut deep tracks in the yielding earth.
The propelling power is derived from two screws 17 ft. 6 in. in diameter, revolving at 400
revolutions per minute, and giving a total thrust of 2,000 pounds. Each screw is driven
by a compound engine, both engines drawing their steam from a tubular boiler of
most ingenious construction. The weight of the boiler, complete, with 200 lbs. of
water, is only 1,200 lbs., and yet Mr. Maxim contrives to get 300 horse-power out of it.
The fuel is gasoline, w hich is gasified and burned as a gas from several thousand jets,
and the wdiole arrangement is so sensitive that the steam pressure can be raised 100 lbs.
in a minute if required.
At every point in his design Mr. Maxim has been obliged toIndeed, the machine constileave the beaten track of mechanics and find new paths.
tutes a perfect museum of inventions, and would repay hours of study.
The
boiler, with its accessories, is mounted on the deck of the machine.
The engines
for

.

.

.

7

.

.

.

by the framing, several feet higher, in order that the screws may be well
Over all comes the great aeroplane of 1,400 square feet area, designed toglide over the surface of the air, and to carry the major part of the weight.
From each
side of this great aeroplane, which is 50 feet wide, stretches a wing extending 38 feet
further, making the entire stretch from side to side 126 feet.
Two other wings,
of about equal size, extend outward a few feet from the ground, and, if need be, three
other pairs can be interposed between the upper and lower wings.
These are all carried
by a framing of steel tubes and wires, and are stiffened by hollow timber struts which
are marvels of workmanship.
These wings and aeroplanes are all fixed, and have
no motion relative to the machine. The steering, in a vertical direction, is done
by a pair of horizontal planes, arranged one forward and one aft. These are pivoted
and connected by wire ropes to a steering wheel on deck, by which they can besimultaneously tilted to cause the machine to soar or to descend.
Steering sidewise car*
Engineering (London).
be effected, as in a ship, by varying the speed of the screws.
are carried

elevated.

—
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Papers that borrow cuts from us will do us a favor
may give proper credit on our books.

if

this office.

be supplied.)
they will

mark them

plainly in returning,

so that we

We desire to acknowledge

the Report for 1893 of the Hannover Verein zur Ueber-

wachung der Dampfkesseln, and

also that of the Milan Associazione fra gli Utenti di

Caldaie a Vapore.

Mr. Henry Adams

"I

of Baltimore, Md., kindly sends ns the following correction:

notice in your July issue an error in the brief article on Congressional Ventilation.

You mention

that sixteen fans are used for the

House of Representatives.

only six employed, and of these four are practically of no use.'

As stated
for the correction, which we make with pleasure.
our information was obtained from the daily press.

1

We

There are
thank Mr. Adams

in the article in question,

Professor Helmholtz.
Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand von Helmholtz, the celebrated German
and physiologist, died in Berlin, on September 8th, of paralysis. Professor
Helmholtz was born in Potsdam, Prussia, on August 31, 1821, and was graduated
Professor

physicist

as a physician from the royal military school in Berlin at the age of 21.

great

contribution

to

science

Energy, which appeared in 1847,

him

His

first

memoir on The Conservation of
and which alone would have been sufficient to ensure

was

his

classical

In 1858 he published his remarkable mathematical researches

a lasting fame.

the motion of vortices

("smoke

rings"),

which were

of especial interest

on
on account of

their bearing on a certain theory of the ultimate structure of matter, called the " vortex

theory," and due,

we

believe, to

Lord Kelvin.

In 1862 he gave to the world his mar-

velous book on Sensations of Tone, as a Physiological Basis for the Theory of Music,
which was followed, rive years later, by the Manual of Physiological Optics. Throughout his long

life

he was ardently devoted to science, and paid

own

politics or other matters outside his

line of

little

or no attention to

He had a fine face and a fine
and among the German people gen-

work.

and was very popular among his students
He received the Copley medal of the Royal Society of London in 1873, and in
1883 he was "ennobled" (if an official act of a king could ennoble such a man) by
figure,

erally.

Kinperor William

I,

in recognition

attended the World's Fair
of

in 1893,

of

his

and while

important contributions to science. He
in New York he spoke before the College

Physicians and Surgeons on the ophthalmoscope, of which instrument he was the

inventor.
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Thin Films of Gold.
In the July issue of

THE LOCOMOTIVE

films of gold recently produced by Mr. J.

(page 110) we referred to the extremely tli in
\Y. Swan.
We learn, from the September

issue of the Journal of the Franklin Institute, that Mr.

process, in this country, as long

same

made al the recent
//.//.
"was that, of

ago as 1877.

B. Outerbridge made use of the
" One of the interesting exhibits

.1.

conversagione of the Royal Society, held

June

18,

1894," says the

./<"//•-

Swan, F.R.S., who presented a number of specimens of
leaves of gold of extreme thinness, which had been prepared by the process of electro-

From

deposition.
that

Mr.

\V.

.1.

a brief

notice of the exhibit, published in

London Nature,

it

appears

represented an attempt by Mr. Swan, to produce gold leaf by electro-chemical,

it

instead of mechanical means.

'

The

leaves were prepared

by depositing

gold on a highly polished and extremely thin electro-copper deposit.

a thin film of

The copper was

then dissolved by perchloride of iron, leaving the gold in a very attenuated condition.

The leaves were approximately four one-millionths of an inch thick, and some of them
mounted on glass showed the transparency of gold very perfectly when a lighted lamp
was looked at through them.'
It will doubtless prove somewhat of a surprise to
Mr. Swan to learn that identically the same method of procedure for the production of
extreme tenuity was described and illustrated by Mr. A. E. Outer-

films of metal of

bridge,

in a lecture delivered before the

Jr.,

which was published

in the Journal.*

At the

Franklin Institute

then resident secretary, the late Mr.

10. 1877, the

in 1877,

an abstract of

stated meeting of the Institute held
J.

B.

May

Knight, made reference

in

his monthly report to the thin gold films produced by Mr. Outerbridge in the following

terms rf
" In the course of a lecture on gold, delivered before the Franklin Institute, on
February 27th .last, Mr. A. E. Outerbridge, Jr., of the Assay Department of the Mint in
this city [Philadelphia], gave an account of some experiments he had made, with
'

the view of ascertaining
color.
a

how

thin a film of gold

The plan adopted was

thickness of

5

1()

o

of an

as follows:

inch, he cut a

was necessary

to produce a fine gold

From a sheet of copper rolled down to
This strip, containing
strip 2£x4 inches.

20 square inches of surface, after being carefully cleaned and burnished, was weighed
Sufficient gold to produce a fine gold color was then
by means of the battery; the strip was then dried without rubbing, and
re-weighed, and found to have gained ^ of a grain, thus showing that one grain
of gold can, by this method, be made to cover 200 square inches, as compared with
75 square inches by beating.
By calculation, based on the weight of a cubic inch
of pure gold, the thickness of the deposited film was ascertained to be g-g-^Vor of an
inch, as against ^eyg-jo f° r the beaten film.
An examination under the microscope
showed the film to be continuous and not deposited in sjwts, the whole surface presenting the appearance of pure gold. Not being satisfied, however, with this proof, and
desiring to examine the film by transmitted light, Mr. Outerbridge has since tried
several methods for separating the film from the copper, and the following one has
proved entirely successful. The gold plating was removed from one side of the copper
strip, and by immersing small pieces in weak nitric acid for several days, the copper was
entirely dissolved, leaving the films of gold, intact, floating on the surface of the liquid.
These were collected on strips of glass, to which they adhered on drying, and the
image of one of them is here projected on the screen, by means ot the gas microscope.

on a delicate assay balance.
deposited on

Ton

it

will observe that it is entirely continuous, of the characteristic bright

* J. F.

I., ciii.

284.

t

.7.

F.

I., ciii. 369.

green color,
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and very transparent, as is shown by placing this slide of diatoms behind the film. By
changing the position of the instrument, and throwing the image of the film on
the screen by means of a reflected light, as is here done, you will see its true gold
color.
Mr. Outerbridge has continued his experiments, and, by the same processes, has
succeeded in producing continuous films, which he determined to be only the 2T 9I066 °f
an inch in thickness, or one 10,584th the thickness of an ordinary sheet of printingThe weight of
paper, or only one 60th the length of a single undulation of green light.
gold covering 20 square inches

in this case,

is,

cient to cover nearly 4 square feet of copper.

yff

9-

As you

of a grain, one grain being suffi-

the film

see,

is

perfectly trans-

parent and continuous, even in thickness, and presents all the characteristics of the one
shown before. That a portion of the image appears darker is due to superposed films,
the intensity of the green color being proportional to the thickness through which the
light passes.'

mode of procedure above described was
Manufacture of Metallic Leaf.' In his patent
a new and improved method of manufacturing gold leaf,
the inventor describes, as
silver leaf, and other metallic leaf,' the above-named method of electrical deposition.
As suitable mediums to support his films, he mentions copper in thin sheets, and paper,,
'

'

It

may be

patented by

its

stated,

in conclusion, that the

author* under the

title

'

'

wax, etc., made conductive upon the surface which is to receive the deposit.
For removing the deposited film from copper and paper, Mr. Outerbridge describes the
shellac,

use of a bath of dilute nitric acid, or of perchloride of iron.

wax,

etc., alcohol,

"While

benzine, and other solvents are referred

In the case of the shellac,

to.

these circumstances detract neither from the interest nor the genuineness

of Mr. Swan's work, they are recalled in this place in justice to Mr. Outerbridge,

whom

priority

is

to>

undoubtedly due."

Measuring Cards with the Planimeter.

We

have received numerous inquiries, recently, about the use of the planimeter in
measuring indicator cards. The usual question that we are asked is, Why must one
divide the area of the card by its length ? The present article is intended as an answer
to this question.
It is nothing
place it is important to remember ichat an indicator card is.
than a record of the pressures that existed in the cylinder at every part of
The length of the card represents the
the revolution during which the card was taken.
stroke of the engine, and the height of any point in the card, measured from the atmos-

In the

more nor

first

less

when the indicator pencil
The scale on which the pressures are recorded depends upon the
stiffness of the spring that was used.
The springs that are supplied with indicators are
always stamped with numbers that show what the corresponding scale of the card is.
For example, if the number "40" is stamped on a particular spring, the maker of the
instrument intended the pencil to rise one inch for every 40 pounds pressure when this
spring is used.
To illustrate this point further, let us refer to Fig. 1, which represents
an indicator card taken with a " 50 " spring. If we wished to know the pressure in the
cylinder when the piston has traveled three-quarters of the forward stroke, we proceed
as follows
Three-quarters of the way from A to B we draw the vertical line db. Upon
measuring the length of ab we find it to be (say) T55 of an inch. Then the pressure in

pheric line, represents the pressure that existed in the cylinder

was passing that

point.

:

* U. S. Patent, 198.209,

December

18. 1877.
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the cylinder when the piston had traveled three-quarters of the stroke was fc X 50 = 15$
pounds per square inch. To find the pressure in this end of he cylinder (/. ft the "back
I

pressure ")

when

the pistOD has traveled say

similar manner, drawing the

Fu;.

1.

— To

line

ed

t

$

;':

of the

of the

return stroke,

way from

B to

Find the Pressure at any Point

in

we proceed

in

A, and measuring

;v

it.

the Stroke.

Suppose we found the length of cd to be -^ of an inch.
Then the back-pressure at this
point in the stroke was 35^ x 50 = 7]| pounds per square inch.
What we want, in calculating the horse-power of the engine, is the average presswe
We can get this closely enough for most purposes by the method
in the cylinder.

shown

in Fig. 2.

spaces, as

Cb

In applying this

shown by the heavy
i

method the card

vertical lines.

These

is first

lines

divided up into ten equal

may be spaced by

a pair of
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will then give the average pressure during the forward stroke.

sure during the return-stroke,

is

found

in the

[September,

The

back-pressure, or pres-

same way, by averaging the
etc.

be, ef, hi,

"ef-

pressure "

(that

fective
is,

lines

The average

the pressure useful in

driving

the engine) is
then found by subtracting the average backpressure from the average
pressure during the for-

ward

CD.

It

stroke.
is

easily

seen that

long operation can
be very much simplified
this

by merely
average

taking

the

of the lines ab.

for this must
same result as
measuring the whole line
and afterwards taking
away the lower part.
de, gh, etc.

;

give the

V

Now

the average of the

lines ab,

de,

gh,

etc.

;

is

nothing more or less than
the average width of the
card, as will be apparent

upon referring to Fig. 4,
which is the same as Fig.
2,

except that the lower

lines

have been

left

for greater clearness.

out

We

have therefore arrived at
the following important fact: The average effective pressure in one end of the cylinder
of an engine

is

represented by the average width of the card taken from that end; and

this average effective pressure can

be found, expressed in pounds per square inch, by
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multiplying the average width <>f tlur card, in inches, by the number of the spring that.
was used in taking the card.
The only reason why we use a planimeter, in figuring up engine cards, is that that
instrument gives us an accurate and extremely simple method of finding the average wvt 7/
'/

of the card.

It

enables us to do

away with the gridiron and

the dividers and the verti-

To understand how this is, let us reflect that we could find the
we wished to do so, by merely multiplying the length of the card by
On the other hand, if we knew what the area was, we could find the

cal lines, altogether.

ana

of the card,

if

its average width.
average width by dividing the given area by the length. Now the planimeter enables
us to find the area of the card without the least calculation; and for this reason ii ia
much easier to find the average width by dividing this area by the length of the card, than

determine the average width by direct measurement of the lines in Fig. 4.
is the whole story, except that we have not told why the planimeter gives the
area of the card; but, as Mr. Rudyard Kipling would say, that part of it really "beMany proofs of the
a much more difficult one to tell, too.
longs to another story "
working of the wonderful little instrument have been given, and yet we fancy that no
it is

to

This

—

thoughtful man ever works with
" spook-like " about it.

it

without

feeling that

there

is

something almost

The Speed of Vessels.
Lloyd's latest publication shows that out of the 13,000 steamers recorded in the
" Registry," only 45 vessels have a speed of 19 knots and above, and of this number 18
Of the former number, 25, or more than
are credited with a speed of 20 knots or over.

were built on the Clyde, while of the 20-knot boats 12 are Clyde built, 3 have been
constructed in other parts of the kingdom, leaving 3 for abroad. Foreign builders constructed a dozen of the 45 of 19 knots and over, but, on the other hand, foreigners own

half,

fact is that of the 20-knot boats 9 are paddle steamers
none being single-screw. For high speeds, therefore, the singlescrew is of the past; and it might also be said that the side-paddles are giving place to
twin-screw propulsion. The difficulty hitherto has been the draught of water available,
the paddle requiring less water in which to work than the screw propeller, which must
be completely immersed. But when it is remembered that in action the screw propeller
is similar to a wheel revolving, it will be understood that by increasing the revolutions
Improved types of
it is possible to reduce the diameter and still get the same speed.
engines make this higher number of revolutions possible, but at the same time more
careful work in construction is required.
A few years ago 90 revolutions was high; now
200 is exceeded in several vessels, and 400 has been reached in torpedo craft. Another
circumstance which makes the screw preferable is that it has, as a rule, only half the
slip of the side-paddles.
Slip is used in the same sense as in the case of a locomotive
wheel.
The slip of a 20-knot paddle-steamer is 26 to 30 per cent, the forward motion,
Again, the proportion of weight of
against 13 to 15 per cent, in a twin-screw steamer.
machinery to the total weight of the steamer is less in a screw steamer, since more has
been done to lighten the parts than with the paddle-engine. In the latter 8JI.H.P. has
been got per ton weight, in the former 11 I.H.P. per ton. In a paddle-steamer 45 per
cent, of the total weight goes in engines; in a screw-steamer, where more provision is

20 of these 45.

and

The remarkable

9 twin-screw,

made

for cargo, only 31 per cent, of the total is for machinery.

— Glasgoxc Herald.
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Concerning' Blow-off Pipes.
In

tlu-

ment and

September

issue of

The Locomotive,

the formation of scale in pipes,

on blow-offs, and stated that

1.

—A

in

speaking of the deposit of sedi-

referred to the use of straight-way valves

the opening in such valves should be fully equal to the

sectional area of the blow-oif pipe

Fig.

we

itself.

As the importance

of this point is not

always

Globe Valve applied to a Blow-off Pipe.

thoroughly appreciated, we herewith present two cuts (Figs. 1 and 2) which will suffice, it is hoped, to make the matter clear.
Fig. 1 represents a globe valve as applied to
a blow-off pipe, and

we have endeavored

to illustrate the fact that such a valve is liable

have flaked off from the shell (or tubes) of the boiler. The
same action may take place with any other form of valve in which the passage is not
straight, or which has an opening of less area than the blow-off pipe itself.
Fig. 2
illustrates a straight-way valve having an opening a trifle greater than the area of the
to trap pieces of scale that
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will be evident, at once, that in such a valve there

scale to lodge.

It is

is

far less

chance for

important, however, even with straight-way, full-area valves, to

open the valve wide when the boiler is blown, so that the full area may be realized.
for example, the form shown in Fig. 2 be opened only a little, there is an excellent
chance for fragments of scale to lodge against the plug,, and such fragments may become so compacted together that when the valve is thrown wide open at some subseIf,

Fig. 2

—A

Plug Cock on a Blow-off

Pipe.

pressure may not suffice to blow the impediment out, and the
or less complete rilling up of the pipe, and its subsequent
more
result is
overheating and rupture. Even when the valve is to be opened only for a few seconds,
It is by no means uncommon to reduce the size of the blowit should be opened wide.
This should never be done, for where the reoff somewhat, after it leaves the boiler.

quent time, the

full boiler

likely to be the

is in a
is the same chance for the accumulation of scale that there
valve having a diminished area, and the same unpleasant and perhaps disastrous conse-

duction occurs there

quences

may

follow.

Ave consider the straight-way, full opening valve to be superior, for use
on blow-off pipes, to globe valves or other forms that have tortuous or contracted pass-

Although

—
T

1894.]

judgment

ages, they musl be OBed with

we proceed
carrying so pounds

HE LOCO M
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to explain.

boiler

of strain,

wide.

Then

it
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and
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they are liable to cause trouble of another

To take
let

(iTI V E

;i

concrete example,

us consider a

lei

us Buppose thai the blow-off valve

easy to show, by the principles of hydrodynamics, that,

disregarded, the water thai escapes through the blow-off will have

Now, while the column of water

LOO feel per second.

in the pipe

a
is

if

is

opened

friction be

velocity of aboul

moving with

this

suppose thai the plug cock is^auddenly closed.
The very considerable
of the mass of moving water in the pipe is bound to make itself felt, and

velocity, let us

momentum

Fig.

3.

— Illustrating

the

"Wateb Ram"

in

Blow-off Pipes.

is expended
upon the pipe and its fittings, in producing strains in the material of which they arc
composed. That this action is well worth serious attention is easily made apparent by
The hydraulic ram is a device
considering the appliance known as the hydraulic ram.
Water is
for raising water by means of the very momentum we are considering.
allowed to flow through a "waste-pipe" until it acquires a considerable velocity, and
The pressure in
the waste-pipe is then suddenly closed by an automatic clack-valve.

the energy of this mass of water, due to its velocity of 109 feet per second,

Fig.

the

4.

Illistrating the

waste-pipe at once

"Water Ram"

increases greatly,

owing

to

in

the

Blow-off Pipes.

momentum

the

water has

acquired, so that a part of the water escapes through a check-valve, into a delivery

pipe connected with a reservoir considerably higher than the level of the

which the main supply

is

possible, in actual practice, to

pressure due to the normal head of water in the waste-pipe, by twenty fold
cable delivery-head of the
in pressure could
off

pipe would

ihnhj

closed.

We

ram being 20 times the supply-head.

be realized

rise to

pond from

By properly designing such a ram. it is found to be
make the resulting momentum-pressure exceed the static

taken.

in the case

20 X 80

=

we

If this

— the practi-

same increase

are considering, the pressure in the blow-

1,600 pounds per square inch,

when

the valve

do not affirm that such an extraordinary excess of pressure

is

sud-

as this
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and yet we believe that this computation will satisfy the
trifle with plug-cocks in any such way as we have
described, and that the danger we have suggested is not imaginary, but real, and
worthy of serious consideration. What the actual increase in pressure in blow-off pipes,
from this cause, may be, we cannot say but we do know that accidents frequently
occur, in connection with such pipes, which appear to be unmistakably due to the
All trouble of this kind can be avoided by
ram-like action that we have just described.
does occur

in blow-off pipes,

reader that

it is

not a good plan to

;

always closing the valve

The
valve

is

variably
illustrate

effects of the

rise

-in

pressure that occurs in a blow-off pipe

when

the

closed too quickly are naturally felt most in the fittings, which are almost in-

made

of cast-iron.

This

is

indicated by the arrows in Figs. 3 and

two common ways of putting

or the valve itself

tings

slowly.

sudden

may

strip

We

others).

may

fail,

or the pipe

The elbow

in blow-off pipes.

may

burst, or the threads

(though this last-mentioned mode of failure

which
break,

on the pipe or the
not so

is

4,

is liable to

common

fit-

as the

have also seen pieces knocked out of an elbow or a valve, from this
still remained intact.
The pipe or the fittings may withstand the rough usage that they
jften get, for a considerable time, and yet each
shock leaves its impress on the material, and
some day the blow-off fails somewhere, and
somebody is burned and scalded. At such a
time the front of the boiler may be an even
T

,

cause, while the greater part of the fitting

more dangerous place than the rear, for the firedoors are usually blown open, and the fire is
blown out into the room, together with gnat
volumes of steam and boiling water. Fig. 5
represents a fragment of a blow-off fitting that

Fig.

5.

—A

was broken in an accident
recently came to our notice.

Buoken Fitting.

of this kind that

Feed-pipes are often made of brass, as this material

is not apt to be destroyed by
some corrosive substance present in the water), and, moreover,
For these reasons,
pipes give the boiler-room a neat and attractive appearance.

pitting (unless there
brass
boiler

is

owners are not unfrequently led

that the conditions to

to use brass for blow-off pipes also, not realizing

which blow-off pipes

are

commonly

exjioscd are radically different

from those pertaining to feed-pipes. There is no objection to the use of brass in connection with locomotive, vertical-tubular, and other types of internally fired boilers, for
in these cases the blow-off is not exposed to the fire, and brass proves to be efficient and
durable.
The nature of brass, however, is such that the metal will become soft, and
It seems to be the fact, too,
lose its strength, at temperatures that do not injure iron.
that all alloys deteriorate when exposed to moderately high temperatures for a sufficient
Safety-plugs, when filled with alloys, often become so modified by
length of time.
long exposure to heat that their contents will not melt out until the temperature greatly
exceeds what was originally intended to be the melting point of the alloy; and it is on
this account, largely, that
is

we recommend

pure tin for the

filling.

When

a blow-off pipe

from the fire (as it is in horizontal tubular boilers) steam
some extent, and the film of steam next to the metal, by

directly exposed to the heat

must be generated

in

it,

to

preventing the contact of water,
that the brass will

may

become burned,

allow the pipe to be heated to such a temperature
Such sediment as may adhere

or will at least soften.

to the inside of the pipe also contributes to the same end.

As the

result of these vari-

causes

.hi-
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deterioration of the alloy

the loss of tensile strength

due

to the
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E.

when exposed

high temperature,

t<>

etc.,

and
happens that

beat, the softening,
-it often

damage, and subjecting the owner of the plant
which represents a
in use again.
Fig.
brass blow-off thai bursl recently in this neighborhood, Bhows what may be expected, in
This pipe
the course of time, from such n pipe when exposed to the heat of the lire
hurst one Monday morning, while the steam pressure was 80 pounds per square inch.
brass blow-offs burst, doing considerable

to

annoying delays

The

rear

door

«»t'

the setting

furnace doors were
pipe was

-\.

until the boiler

can be put

happened

blown open, ami

»'.,

to he braced in position by

the engineer

a

bar of iron, bul the

was badly burned and scalded.

Tin;

Sleeves of cast-iron or other material an- often provided lor

inch thick.

the protection of blow-olT pipes.* and while these are certainly advantageous, they can

A Ruptured
never

make

Brass Blow-off Pipe.

a brass blow-off, on an externally fired horizontal tubular boiler, as satisfac-

tory as one constructed of good, extra heavy, iron steam pipe.

Brass and copper blow-off pipes are open to another objection, which

is

illustrated

The pipe here represented is of brass, and it was originally -fa of an inch
thick.
The part BC was protected by the rear wall of the setting, while AB was
exposed to the heat of the fire. The pipe wasted away, externally, along the part AB,
until its thickness was reduced, in places, to less than
(This is shown on
of an inch.
in Fig. 7.

^

an exaggerated scale

Fro.

7.

in the cut.

—A

In the actual pipe,

now

Brass Blow-off Pipe, Wasted

in this office,

from

A

to

B

Away Externally.

26 inches, and from B to C21 inches.
The pipe is 2 inches in diameter, internally.)
The reduction in thickness was uniform all around the pipe, and the effect was very
much the same as would be observed if the pipe had been placed in a lathe and gradually worn away by the application of emery cloth.
For some reason or other it did not
burst, but held together until the boiler was temporarily put out of use, when its condition was discovered.
This phenomenon, which is not perfectly understood, is by no
is

* See

The Locomotive

for September, 1891.
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means uncommon where brass and copper are used for blow-offs. In a nest of three
boilers, recently inspected by this company, all the blow-offs (which were copper) were
found to be in a condition precisely similar to that shown in Fig. 7. It is believed that
the loss of material from the outside of such pipes is due, to some extent at least, to the
grinding action of small particles of unconsumed solid matter that are carried along by
The objections to this
the draft, the action being analogous to that of a sand-blast.
theory are, first, that in such a case one would naturally expect the wear to be most
the
rapid along the bottom of the pipe, where the particles strike it most directly
fact being, however, that the pipe wastes away about equally, all around its circumfer;

objection to the sand-blast theory

The second

ence.

is,

that although, judging frorn

the general properties of the materials, one would expect iron pipes to wear away from
attrition even faster than brass ones, the fact is, that iron blow-off pipes exhibit the

phenomenon

to a barely perceptible extent, if at

all.

We

are therefore impelled to the

conclusion that the wasting away of the brass and copper pipes is to be attributed, to
some extent, to chemical action. It is not unlikely that some of the products distilled
off

from the

may

fire

tively unaffected.

act corrosively on copper

However

this

may

and

brass, while leaving iron

be, the important thing to note

is,

compara-

that the phe-

nomenon occurs ; and hence, whatever its cause maybe, it is a source of danger to be
borne in mind and to be provided against. And the easiest way to provide against it
put in an iron blow-off pipe.

is to

Inspectors' Report.
August, 1894.
inspectors made 7,325 inspection trips, visited 14,730 boilers,
inspected 6,309 both internally and externally, and subjected 656 to hydrostatic pressure.
The whole number of defects reported reached 10,757, of which 1,261 were contier use.
Our
sidered dangerous; 31 boilers were regarded unsafe for further

During

mary

is

this

month our

given below

:

Nature of Defects.

Cases
Cases
Cases
Cases
Cases

of
of
of
of
of

deposit of sediment,
incrustation and scale,
internal grooving, -

internal corrosion, external corrosion, Broken and loose braces and stays,
Settings defective,
Furnaces out of shape,

Fractured plates,

-

Burned

-

plates,
Blistered plates,

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

__.---

Cases of defective riveting, Defective heads,
Serious leakage around tube ends,
Serious leakage at seams,
Defective water-gauges,
Defective blow-offs, Cases of deficiency of water, Safety-valves overloaded,

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Safety-waives defective in construction,
Pressure-gauges defective,
Boilers without pressure-gauges,

Unclassified defects,
Total,

-

-

-

...

10,757

-

1,261
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Boiler Explosions.
Auoi

—

By the explosion of a boiler
on August 1st. James
the building was considerably damaged.
(

at

1

1

;

7

.

i

Elkhart,

In<l..

sr.

in

1894.

the Si. Joseph Valley Paper

Biatt, the fireman,

Company's mill
was seriously injured, and

(in August 2d. a boiler exploded at the Wheeling Steel Works, in Ben(li>s.)
wood, near Wheeling, W. Va. During the remodeling of the steel works recently many
new boilers were placed in the plant, nit several <>f the old ones were left, the company
thinking that they could he used for a time. It was one of these that exploded. The ex.

1

more fortunate time, as the men were just changing
work and the night one was coining on. This is
probably the reason that no lives were lost. Only a few minutes before the accident the
fireman had tired the boiler that exploded, and he was at work on the next battery when
the crash came.
Pieces of the boiler were thrown through the iron roof, and far beyond
plosion could not have occurred at a
turns.

The day

turn had just

left

its

the mill.
(169.

)

— A boiler exploded on August 2d

killing the proprietor
(170.)

and

in

Edward

his brother, Charles Elliott,

Elliott's mill in

Wamsley, Ohio,

and injuring several employes.

— On

August 2d a threshing-machine boiler exploded on a farm two miles
111.
John Miller, engineer, and two boys, sous of John Underwood,
outright, and William Cremeens and Elmer Hook were fatally injured.
Four

cast of Dahlgren,

were killed
other

men

also received injuries.

(171.) — By

the explosion of a saw-mill

boiler, ten miles

west of Milan, Mo., on

August 3d, John West, engineer, was killed, and two men named Scott and another
whose name is West were scalded so badly that they cannot possibly recover.

—

On August 4th the boiler of Frank Vesseli's threshing machine exploded
(172.)
Montgomery, Minn. As the explosion occurred at lunch time nobody was killed, but
seven stacks of wheat and the separator were burned.
at

(173.)

—A

August

small heating boiler exploded in Reading, Pa., on

4th,

doing

some damage, but fortunately injuring nobody.
(174.)
lin,

— On August 4th,

while Ira Paleu was threshing at the farm of John Frank-

near Jackson, Mich., the boiler of his machine exploded, scattering

The

and

fire in all

direc-

and three horses were burned.
The fire spread so rapidly that the men on the straw stack could get down only by rushing through the flames. Mr. Franklin was struck by pieces of the boiler and badly injured about the legs and side.
tions.

(175.)

was sunk

barn, wagon, sheds, tools, hay,

— The dredge

grain,

Philadelphia, belonging to the

American Dredging Company,

on August 7th, by the explosion of
her boiler.
Charles Warner, mate, was killed, and Andrew Anderson, engineer of the
dredge, was scalded and bruised so severely" that he died four days later. Edward Ramoff

the foot of

sey, mate, Prince

Walnut

Street, Philadelphia,

Swaiu, steward, Alfred Bunting, a governmeut inspector supervising

work of dredging, and John Tautau and William Wilkinson, workmen, were all
more or less severely injured. Inasmuch as the daily press has repeatedly stated that
"the boiler, which was regularly inspected by the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and
Insurance Company, was pronounced all right at the last inspection, we deem it proper
the

1

'
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We

had neither inspected nor insured this boiler. Mr.
Dredging Company, testified before the coroner,
concerning this point, as follows: "All the dredges but this one had been inspected and
This one was a recent purchase.
The
insured by the Hartford company.
other dredges had been classed together, and it was hardly thought worth while to do
so with this one, as it was in pretty good condition when it was acquired [by the Dredging Company]."
to say that this

is

a mistake.

Washington Jones,

a director of the

.

.

.

—

On August 9th, as a steam traction thresher was being run along the road
Sewickley township, near Freedom, Pa., the boiler of the machine exploded and
Mr. Wagner's skull was
seriously injured the owner, Samuel Wagner of Butler county.
It is believed that he will die.
fractured and he was otherwise injured.
(176.)

in

New

— A threshing machine belonging to W.

N. Bowers was destroyed by the exAugust 9th, about four miles north of Zanesville, Ohio. The
explosion occurred about two o'clock in the morning, the fires having been banked the
night before, so that there might be no delay in starting up the next day.
(177.)

plosion of the boiler, on

(178.)

August

— William

9th,

Oakes,

by the explosion

Jr.,

and George McQuality were seriously scalded on
Oakes Novelty Works, Decatur, 111.

of a boiler at the

— The

boiler of a steam grist mill belonging to Hosea Quimby of Easton,
on August 11th, blowing the mill to atoms. Cornelius Wershoff was
slightly injured about the head and arms, and Peter Wershoff was very badly hurt about
It was marvelous that they were not killed
the head, and was rendered unconscious.
The property loss is variously estimated at from $7,000 to $12,000.
outright.
(179.)

Miss., exploded

(180.)

— On August 13th a steam purifier at the Louisville Electric Light Company's

plant, Louisville, Ky., exploded, killing

Edward Land and dangerously

injuring

Adolph

Charles Wilson was blown through a roof, but escaped with slight injuries.

Schwartz.

— The

A. Aspinwall of Washington met with a serious accident on
A tube failed in the boiler of his steam yacht
I.
The engineer
Vanish, while she was racing the Pahs, owned by Mr. J. B. Edson.
jumped overboard, but not before he had received serious burns and scalds. Mr. Aspinwall was badly burned about the face, hands, and legs, and at last accounts it was not
(181.)

August

known how
is

Rev.

J.

15th, near Shelter Island, L.

serious his injuries

might prove.

The Vanish was

the second accident of a serious nature that has
(182. J

— A young man named

Vaughn was

happened

built a year ago,

and this

to her.

fatally injured

on August 16th, by the

explosion of a boiler in Coventry, near Akron, Ohio.
(183.)

— On

near Tiffin, Ohio.

was destroyed.

August 16th a boiler exploded in the Brandeberrv mill in Berwick,
The mill was wrecked and considerable property in the neighborhood
The engineer was at some distance from the mill, and nobody was

injured.
(184.)

— A small

Nobody was

16th.

August
The damage was

boiler exploded in a cigar factory in Norristown, Pa., on

hurt, as the employes were nearly all at dinner.

small.

—

The boiler of a threshing machine belonging to a man named Reullard, at
(185.)
Georgetown, near Moorhead, Minn., exploded on August 18th. Three men were badly
scalded, and one of them is not expected to live.
(186.)

— At

Medaryville, Pulaski County, Ind., two

men

lost their lives,

on August

Til K

1894.]
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I'..

Augusl Bitkey, the en-

the explosion of the boiler of a threshing machine.

and John Oox was killed by flying
Peter Cox also received injuries thai may prove fatal.

was scalded

(187.)

— Levi

to death,

injured so seriously thai

—

(188.)

boiler

August 20th,
Elwood City, Iowa. Logan McElvaine was also
The boiler was blown -loo feel
be died a day or two later.
stood was completely wrecked.
which

in

it

Baker's mill, four miles northeast of Bagwells, Red

;tt

County, Texas, exploded on August 20th, instantly killing two
Horton.

Mrs. Eli

the wrecked

Perry, oear

in

away, and the building

The

piece-, of

Holler and bis son, Harry Boiler, were instantly killed on

boiler explosion

by a

L()('<>

River

men named Roberts and

Matney was dangerously hurt, a flying missile striking heron the Bide
bone and tearing away a piece of flesh. Mrs. Baker,
man named .Moore were more or less severely hurt. One section of

of the lace, crushing her cheek
Eli

Matney. and a

the boiler struck Mr. Baker's residence, completely demolishing

was no one

the house

in

at

it.

Fortunately, there

the time.

—

A threshing-machine boiler exploded on August 20th, on the farm of FT. A.
(189.)
Winan, eight miles north of Casselton, X. D. The engineer is said to have been badly
hurt, and Isaac Milner, a prominent farmer, was also seriously injured.

—

Another threshing-machine boiler exploded on August 21^t. in the same
This machine was owned by George Fowler & Sons, who were thresh
Engineer J. M. Campbell was killed, and
ing on the Dill farm, near Durbin, X. I).
Fireman Peter Standard was very bad]} scalded, and it is said that he cannot live.
(190.)

neighborhood.

—

(191.)
On August 21st a threshing-machine boiler exploded near Byron, 111.
Hiram Burksmith was blown to pieces and instantly killed. Andrew Roos had both
Hiram and John Brass, Henry Ehmen,
legs blown otT, and died a short time afterwards.
Charlie and John Luenka, and Edward Xuess, all boys ranging from 9 to 16 years of age,
were badly scalded and maimed. The two Luenka boys have since died, and Dr. Clinton
Helm, one of the attendant physicians, stated that three of the remaining victims cannot
survive.
The thresher was completely destroyed. The fly-wheel of the engine was
picked up 500 feet away, and pieces of iron were blown through the side of a house 20

rods distant.
(192.)

—

Still

another threshing-machine boiler exploded, on August 22d, in North

Edward

John Lind, a well-known resident
Jensen's farm, near La Moure.
was killed outright, and Louis Berg, the fireman, was blown 300 feet,
and was dead when found. Frank Welsh, a band cutter, was badly cut. Orrin Clark,
engineer, had his left shoulder dislocated and his left arm broken, and received scalds.
H. M. Townsend had several ribs broken and was otherwise badly bruised. Gilbert
Johnson received a bad cut on the side of the neck. Two horses were also killed.
Dakota, on

of the county,

(193.)
ini!.

(194.)

ing

— A slight boiler explosion occurred, on August 23d,

at Ithaca,

Mich.

Some

— A boiler exploded,

Andrew Hammond and
(195.)

(196.)

damage

resulted, but

on August 23d,

in

in the office of the Jour-

nobody was

hurt.

Blenheim, near Baltimore, Md.,

kill-

severely scalding Christopher Cochran.

— On August 18th, a boiler exploded in Sites & Kellenberger's flouring mill,

Newark. Ohio.

24th,

slight

Frank Gates was

seriously scalded about the face, neck,

— By the explosion of a boiler

in

Kramer's

John Vermillion and William Jackson were

mill,

killed.

A

in

and hands.

Frankfort, Ind., on August
section of the boiler demol-
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ished a cooper shop near by, and injured a

persons received
destroyed.

damage

to

(197.)

slight

injuries

workman named

[October,

The

It is said that Mr. Kramer estimates his property
surrounding property is said to have been $3,000.

—A

A number

Barto.

from flying fragments.

mill

loss at

of other

was completely
$10,000, and the

threshing-machine boiler, belonging to Nathan Keeney, exploded near
"We did not learn further particulars.

Atchison, Kan., on August 24th.

boiler,

(199.)

new

—

On August 26th, as Herbert A. Beidler and a party of friends were taking
around Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, on his steam yacht Cygnet, a flue failed in the
and the engineer, George Smith, was terribly and perhaps fatally burned.

(198.)
a trip

— On

the morning of August 29th, while a steam launch belonging to the

was ou the way to Greenport, L. I., to get the mail, an accident of some kind occurred to the boiler, and the engineer was scalded. Late in the
afternoon of the same day, while the launch was steaming in from Gardiner's Bay, two
cruiser,

Cincinnati,

of her flues failed, and the engineer was badly scalded again.
(200.)

August
ity,

—A

threshing machine boiler, belonging to John H. Miller, exploded on

30th, five miles west of Muncie, Ind.

but, marvelously,

no one was injured

There were about

fifty

men

in the vicin-

in the least.

—

On August 30th, a boiler exploded at Stony Brook, near Fergus Falls,
Hans Harvig, engineer, was badly crushed, and died instantly. His father,
Knute Harvig, who was firing at the time of the explosion, was struck in the head by
a flying fragment and instantly killed. Tollof Anderson, who was 75 feet away, was
struck in the thigh by a piece of iron, and injured so badly that he died four hours
later.
H. T. Harvig was badly scalded, but may recover. Both heads of the boiler
were blown out. The cause of the explosion is not known.
(201.)

Minn.

— A serious accident occurred

on August 30th, in connection with the expoN. Y. The boiler of a small engine used to drive a cream separater exploded, and a Mr. Carpenter, who happened to be near by, was seriously if not
Several other persons were seriously burned
fatally injured about the face and groin.
(202.)

sition at Hornellsville,

about the face and hands.
(203.)

Pieces of the boiler were found a quarter of a mile away.

— One of the two large boilers at the West "Washington street power house of

the Citizens' Street Railroad Company, Indianapolis, Ind., exploded on August 31st,

causing an estimated damage of $6,000, temporarily crippling the street-car system,
and slightly injuring Michael Egan, John Gallagher, and a Mr. Murphy. The walls of
the building were considerably injured, holes ten feet wide were opened in the sheetiron roof,

and the iron smoke-stack, 75

feet high,

was tipped into a dangerous

position.

His Inspiration.
"Horrors, what an obscure hand you write !" said the editor to the

new

space

he turned in a bit of poetry.
"Oh, it's plain enough," interjected the poet hastily. "The rhymes and the meter
will help the compositor out, and there'll not be the least bit of trouble if they follow
copy." And the copy went hastily up to the composing room.
"Say-ay, what dod-gasted chump's been sendin' in his Chinese laundry bill for
copy ? " wildly yelled out Slug 10, wiping a sudden burst of perspiration from his forehead and glaring: at his last "take." "I can't make head or tail out of this thing."
writer, as

.

.

.

—
Ill E

• Well, Chinese

can out of

OMOTI

V

I.

no Chinese," cried the hurrying foreman,

<>r

and snag

it,

l.<><

up

it

mighty Bhorl order,

in

"make whatever

you

for we're late now.''

And the type fairly jumped from the case Into the Btick.
"Good Caesar 1" gasped the proof-reader, clutching al

.

bis

.

.

brow,

"arc

my

eyei

nervous prostration '"

Then he rubbed liis eyes and
"Bj the gods! either I've got the blind staggers or Slug in"- on a royal toot 1"
that instant a scream came down the spout:
"Rush that proof along, for

failing, or

stared.

At

is

premoniti

this a

heaven's sake.

if

We're late."

The proof-reader groaned, galloped down the column, hesitated, and then deeper
ately thrusl the slip into the tube, huskily murmuring, "1 compared
with the copy,
and that's as near as can get to Hebrew these days."
That night the new space writer hurriedly wrapped up and addressed a copy of the
it.

I

issue,

without

"My

a

.

glance, and dropped

it

into the mail with tins brief note:

Sweet and Dearesl Marie: I send you a number of the Sunday supplement containing my little poem. Your face was an ever present inspiration to me when
I wrote, and happy thoughts of you inspired every sentence.
Here you will find exhave ever felt toward you, but have hardly dared to voice before. Till
pressed what
onliesl

1

death,

etc.'"

Miss Marie Cortlandt van Clifton glanced through the tender note, blushed with

pleasure and, hurriedly opening the paper, read:

TO MARIE.
When

the breeze from the blue-bottle's blustering bliss

Twirls the toads in a tooroomaloo,
the whiskery whine of the w heedlesome

And

whim

Drowns the roll of the rattattatoo,
Then
dream in the shade of the Bhally-goshee,
I

And

the voice of the ballymolay
Brings the smell of stale poppy-cods blummered
From the willy-wad over the bay.

in

blue

Ah, the shuddering shoe and the blinketty blanks
When the pnnglung falls from the bough
In the blast of a hurricane's hicketty-hankOn the hills of the hocketty-how!
Give the rigamarole to the clangery wang,
If they care for such fiddlededee;

But the thingumbob kiss of the uhangery bang
Keeps the higgledy-piggle for me.
I.ENVOI.
It is

pilly-po-doddle and aligobung

When the lolly-pop covers the ground;
Yet the poldiddle perishes pnnkety-pnng
When

the heart

jimmy

cannot snoop

coggles around.

gigglesome care,
Seeking surcease in gluggety-glug.

If the soul

at the

say to the pulsating heart,
" Panky-doodle ker-chuggety-chug! "

It is useless to

And
gaged.

the

new

space writer and Miss Marie Cortlandt van Clifton are not

— Cincinnati

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Commercial Gmette.

old Bonder's vermiform appendix ?"
" Yes."
t
" And was there anything in it ? "

Pclser:
Otttkr:
Pulses

"Did you remove

Ct'tter:

"Yes;

:

.

a cold two-fifty."

Life.

now

en-
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dollar each.

Papers that borrow cuts from us
so that we

15,

[October

may give proper

when mailed from

(Any volume can
will

do us a favor

if

this office.

be supplied.)

they will

mark them

plainly in returning,

credit on our books.

By an unfortunate clerical error, the total number of dangerous defects found by
our inspectors during the month of July was stated (in our September issue) to have
been 1,097. It should have been 1,102, as an addition of the column in question will
show.

The following data concerning the steam power of the world are quoted by our
They are said to have been given out by
esteemed contemporary, the Safety Valve.
the bureau of statistics in Berlin: Of the steam engines now working, four-fifths have
been constructed during the last twenty-five years. France has 49,590 stationary and
locomotive boilers, 1,850 boat boilers, and 7,000 locomotives: Germany, 59,000 land
and 10,000 locomotives: Austria, 12,000 boilers and 2,800

boilers, 1,700 ship boilers,

The working steam engines

locomotives.

of

the United States represent 7,500,000

horse-power; Germany, 4,500,000 horse-power: France, 3,000,000; Austria, 1,500,000.
This estimate does not include the locomotives, wdiose number in the world is 105,000.
representing a total of 3,000,000 horse-power.

The world's steam

engines, therefore,

aggregate more than 26,000,000 horse-power, equivalent approximately to the work of
1,000,000,000 men.

What
When,

is

a Heat Unit?

in ordinary conversation, a person uses the

word "heat." there

uncertainty about the precise meaning that he intends to convey by

it.

is

often

some

This uncer-

many figurative meanings of the word, but principally
from a confusion of "heat, properly so-called, with "temperature.''' For example, we
i. e., the middle
speak of the "heat of the day," meaning that part of it which is hot
meaning, really, the temperAgain, we speak of the " heat of a furnace,"
of the day.
ature of the furnace.
In the expression " animal heat," on the other hand, the word
" heat" is possibly used in its strict sense, and we understand it to mean a quantity of
some sort or other, which could be measured just as definitely as wood or potatoes can
be, if we could only devise some appropriate unit by wdiich to perform the measurement.
In order to get a somewhat clearer idea of the difference between heat and temperA thermometer immersed in this water reads
ature, let us consider a tub of hot water.
tainty arises partly from the
1

'

—

—

200° Fah. and under these circunstances many persons w ould say that the water
"contains 200 degrees of heat." Now nothing could be more misleading nor more
It should be observed that the only thing we
erroneous than such a statement as that.
have determined is the temperature of the water; and the thermometer would read just
(say)

r

:
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the same whether the tub contained

a pint of thewatfr, or 40 gallons of it, or a thousand
one should find that a thermometer plunged in the Atlantic Ocean gave
just the same reading as a similar one Lmm< reed in a gill measure, he Burely would nol
s:i\ that the gill of
water in his band contained as much heat &b the whole Atlantic
Ocean.
His observation would indicate thai the temperatwres of the two wore alike. bu1

oceans of

that

[f

it.

is all.

[n order to

determine the amount otheai

in

a

given bodj

of

water,

we must

first

decide upon some convenient unitofheat, and then we must find out how many of these
units would be required to raise the given mass of water from the freezing point to the
given temperature.

pound of

to melt one

For example, we might adopt, as our unit of heat, the heat required
ice and we could then determine how many pounds of ice the
;

given mass of water could melt, in cooling from the observed temperature

down

to the

This method of procedure is quite satisfactory for laboratory purposes,
and various forms of apparatus have been devised for putting it into practice, some of
freezing-point.

which enable us to measure quantities of heat with great
"ice calorimeters
cause ice

is

" arc; in

the laboratory, they are of

Valuable as these

precision.

or no use to the engineer, be-

little

often expensive and difficult to obtain, and because the apparatus necessary

accuracy in measuring large quantities of beat by this method would be so
cumbersome that it could not be transported from place to place.
to ensure

For general use

in

engineering

we

are obliged, therefore, to adopt

some other unit

We

might, for example, define a "unit of heat" as the quantity
of heat required to raise the temperature of a pound of some given substance one degree;
for

heat-measurement.

and,

the kind of unit that

in fact, this is

the proposed unit on any substance
venient,

and

as

it

we

is

can nearly always be obtained in a condition of reasonable purity,

has been adopted by universal consent; and a "heat unit
of heat whicli will raise the temperature of one

Before

We could base
both cheap and con-

actually used in practice.

is

choose, but as water

we could adopt any such general

out whether or not

pound

1
'

is

it

defined to be that quantity

of water one degree.

definition as this,

we should have

to find

takes the same quantity of heat to raise the temperature of a pound
of water from (say) 39° to 40°, that it does to raise it from (say) 210° to 211°.
If this
it

be necessary to modify our definition of a "heat unit" to the exwhat temperature the pound of water is to be taken. To guard
against a possible ambiguity of this kind, some writers define a heat unit as "the
quantity of heat required to raise the temperature of a pound of water from 39° to 40°:"
while others define the temperature range to be "from 82° to 33°," and others "from
is

not the case,

it

will

tent of specifying at

59° to GO

."

In order to judge of the importance (or unimportance) of specifying the temperature
of the water in defining the

heat unit,

let

us examine some of the experimental data

that have been obtained relative to this point.

ature of a

pound

to the boiling point,

which

water, one of

would be

212°

-+•

-

to be different

If the

heat required to raise the temper-

way from the freezing point
would follow that if we should stir together two pounds of
at 212° and the other at 32°, the temperature of the mixture

of water one degree were the same, all the
it

is

32°

— = 122°;

and conversely,

if

the temperature of the mixture

from 122°, we should know that the quantity of heat required to

temperature of a pound of water by one degree

same

is

found

raise the

on the
performed after taking all possible precautions against loss of heat by radiation and conduction, have shown that when a pound
of water at 212° is mixed with a pound of water at 32°, the temperature of the mixture

thermometer

scale.

Careful experiments,

is

not the

at all points
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122.29°.

pound

[October,

This shows that the quantity of heat required to raise the temperature of a

of water one degree

same

thermometer scale, but it
between the freezing point and the
boiling point is very slight.
Similar experiments, made by mixing water at other temperatures, give this same result; and hence we conclude that although a " heat unit " is
not the same at all temperatures, the variation in its value is so slight that for most purposes it can be neglected.
In calculating tables of the properties of steam and water,
allowance is made for the fact that the " specific heat " of water is not the same at all
temperatures; but in all the ordinary work of testing boilers and engines, and laying
out steam-plants and heating-systems, it is customary to consider the specific heat of
water to be constant; and the "heat unit " is defined simply as "the quantity of heat
that will raise the temperature of one pound of water one degree."
indicates, at the

is

not the

same time, that the

at all points of the

total variation

When we say that a pound of steam, in condensing, gives out 967 heat units, we
merely mean that it gives out an amount of heat that would be sufficient to raise the
temperature of 967 pounds of water 1°, or 96.7 pounds of water 10", or 9.67 pounds
etc.
Similarly, when we say that a pound of good coal gives out 14,000 heat
when burned, we mean that each pound of the coal can heat 14,000 pounds of
water 1°, or 1,400 pounds 10°, or 140 pounds 100°, etc. And finally, when we say
that the "mechanical equivalent of heat" is 779 foot-pounds, we only mean if a weight
of 779 pounds should fall one foot, the work it would do would be just sufficient to
raise the temperature of a pound of water 1°; and, conversely, if we could utilize (by
means of a steam engine or otherwise) all the heat that a pound of water gives out
when it cools 1°, this heat would be just sufficient to raise a weight of 779 pounds

100°,

units

through, a height of one foot.

The Recent Eruption of Kilauea.
istic

This great volcano has been active for several months past, the principal characterbeing a remarkable rise and fall of melted lava within the crater. L. A. Thurston

among other, particulars in the Pacific Commercial Advertiser. In
March, 1894, the lava had risen almost to the top of the crater, the rise being 447 feet
in 19 months.
On the evening of July 6th a party of tourists found the lake in a state of moderate
On Saturactivity, the surface of the lava being about twelve feet below the banks.
day, the 7th, the surface of the lake raised so that the entire surface was visible from

gives the following

That night it overflowed into the main crater, and a blow hole
was thrown up some 200 yards outside and to the north of the lake, from which a flow
issued.
There were two other hot cones in the immediate vicinity which were thrown
up about three weeks before. On Sunday, Monday, and Tuesday. July 8th. 9th, and
10th, the surface of the lake rose and fell several times, varying from full to the brim to
15 feet below the edge of the banks.
On the morning of the 11th the hill was found to have sunk down to the level of
the other banks, and frequent columns of rising dust indicated that the banks were
falling in.
The lake had fallen some 50 feet, through the escape of the lava by some
subterranean passage, and the wall of the lake formed by the hill was falling in at fre-

the Volcano House.

quent intervals.
feet

a

The

lava in the lake continued to fall steadily, at the rate of about 20

an hour from 10 o'clock

moment when

in

the

morning

until 8 in the evening.

the crash of the falling banks

was not going

on.

There was scarcely

As

the level of the
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lake sank, the falling rocks of the banks, undermined by the escape of the lava, caused
a constantly increasing

lava in their

150 to ono feel

commotion

A number

Fall.

high,

an.

to

80

I

bank from 200 to 500 feet long,
would split, oil' from the adjoining
amid a blinding cloud of steam, smoke, ami dust,

80

thick,

feel

ami with a tremendous roar,
with an appaling down-plunge into the boiling lake, causing great waves and break-

rocks,
fall

the lake as they struck the surface of the molten

in

of times a section of the

dash into the air, and a mighty " ground-swell " to sweep acr08S the lake,
dashing against the opposite Cliffs like storm waves upon a lee shore. Most of the falling rocks were Immediately swallowed up by the lake, but when one of the great downfalls referred to occurred, it would not Immediately sink, hut would float off across the
ers of lire to

lake, a great floating island of rock.

As the

lava subsided, most of the surrounding

hanging, and as the

lateral

the overhanging hanks on

lake beneath.

As

across and upward,
line of a heat

sides of the lake

all

these changes took

would be

hanks were seen

to he

slightly over-

support of the molten lava was withdrawn, greal slice- of

left

would suddenly

split

oil'

and

fall

into the

exposed surface, sometimes 400 feet
red hot, the break, evidently, having taken pi ace on the
place

crack which had extended

tin'

down

into the lake.

From

G to 8 o'clock the

and over 200 feet in height, was a shifting mass of color, varying from the intense light of molten lava to all the varying shades
of rose and red to black, as the different portions were successively exposed by a fall of
During this period the crash of the fallrock and then cooled by exposure to the air.
Sometimes a great mass would fall forward like a wall; at,
ing banks was incessant.
others it would simply collapse and slide down, making- red-hot fiery landslides and
again enormous boulders, as big as a house, singly and in groups, would leap from their
fastenings and, all aglow, chase each other down and leap far out into the lake.
The awful grandeur ami terrible magnificence of the scene at this stage are indescribable.
As night came on, and yet hotter recesses were uncovered, the molten lava
which remained in the many caverns leading off through the hanks to other portions of
the crater began to run hack and fall down into the lake beneath, making fiery cascades
down the sides of the bluff. There were live such lava si reams at one time. The
light from the surface of the lake, the red-hot walls, and the molten streams lighted up
entire face of this bluff,

some 800

feet in length

;

the entire area, bringing out every detail with the utmost distinctness, and lighted up a
tall
tin/

column of dust and smoke which arose straight up. During the entire period of
subsidence the lava fountains upon the surface of the lake continued in action, pre-

cisely as

though nothing unusual was taking

Tut-; late

Bishop Selwyn of

New

place.

—

Scientific

American.

Zealand and Melanesia was well known during his

He

university days as a devotee of the noble art of self-defense.

incurred a great deal

from a certain section in New Zealand, owing to his sympathy with the
Maoris during the war. One day he was asked by a rough in one of the back streets of
Auckland if he was "the Bishop who backed up the Maoris.'
Receiving a reply in the
of animosity

1

affirmative, the rough, with a

"Take

that, then," struck his lordship in the face.

••
My friend," said the bishop, "my Bible tells me that if a man smite thee on one
cheek turn to him the other," and he turned his head slightly the other way. IIi^
assailant, slightly bewildered and wondering what was coming next, struck him again.

"Now,"

said his lordship. " having

and taking
thrashing.

off his

done

my

duty to God,

I

will

do

my

duty to man."

coat and hat he gave the anti-Maori champion a most scientific

— Home Journal.
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Concerning" Cast-iron Flanges.
The

and upright bleachers are usually made
through which pass the bolts that hold the
to these flanges that we wish to call attention in the

large mouth-pieces of rendering tanks

of cast-iron, and arc provided with flanges

covering plate

in

position.

It

is

present article.
Consider, tor example, the mouth-piece illustrated in Fig.

1.

The

internal diameter

was thirty inches, and a steam pressure of 100 pounds to the
Bquare inch was carried, making the total load on the cover-plate some 71,000 pounds.
This Load was transmitted to the flange of the casting by bolts, two of which are shown
There was a sufficient number of bolts to withstand the load safely,
in the Illustration.
and the main body of the casting was also stout enough to be safe. We desire to call
of the east

inn',

in this case,

Fig.

1.

—A

Cast-Iron Flange without Brackets.

attention, however, to the fact that since the cover-bolts are not in line with the

the casting, the strain in the flange
the flange

is

in the condition of a

is

neither a simple shear nor a simple pull.

beam loaded

at

body of
In fact,

one end and fixed at the other; and

therefore the horizontal strain at the root of the flange will be a tension, and

its

magni-

tude can be easily computed by means of the usual rules for beams. But the strain at
the root of the flange is not due to the steam pressure alone, for in turning up the nuts

on the bolts so as to secure a tight joint we shall produce a very material addition to the
strain on the flange, which we shall have to take into account.
By making certain
reasonable assumptions concerning the strain on the bolts due to screwing up the nuts,
we find that in the case under consideration the tensile strain on the main casting at the
root of the flange was about 4,100 pounds.
We cannot safely rate the tensile strength of
cast-iron higher than 15,000 pounds, and hence the factor of safety in the present
The packing being all
instance is only about 3§, whereas it ought to be about 10.
within the line of bolts, it is easy to see that if a slight leakage should occur, and the
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attendant should attempt to check it by screwing up the nuts unreasonably, the tensile
on the casting would be still further increased, and the actual factor of safety correspondingly reduced. It will be evident from what has been said already, that the

strain

flanges of

large cast-iron mouth-pieces

designer and by the builder, even

Fig.

2.

—A

if

should be carefully considered both by the

the casting were equally sound throughout.

It is

Pkoper Construction for Cast-Iron Mouth-Pieces.

well-known, however, that castings are liable to be spongy at the root of the flange,
where our analysis shows them to be weakest; and this fact should also be considered in
designing and constructing them.
Lest any of our readers should fancy that
iron flanges, let us say that

Tigs. 3

we have known

we have exaggerated

the dangers of cast-

flanges three inches thick to break at the root

and 4.— Design for a Cast-Iron Fitting for a Ten-Inch Steam Pipe.

also have another case in mind in which an
from the causes we have described.
incipient crack occurred at the root of the flange of the mouth-piece of a digester carrying 100 pounds pressure, and although it was promptly discovered, it had extended

We

along the mouth-piece for a distance of twenty inches (as indicated by the irregular line
reduced.
1), before the pressure in the digester could be

in Fig.

:
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order to provide againsl the breaking of cast-iron flanges care should be taken t<>
thick; or, which we consider a better plan, they may be made

make them abundantly

with bracket* running from the flange
in Fig. 9.
The cover may

shown

body

to the

of the casting

made

if

it

better to provide ribs on the upper side of

it,

as in Fig. 2.

fening power and add
metal would
ers

if

much more

» * :

to the strength of the

distributed in any Other way.

have to be frequently removed,

is

it is

When

al

frequent intervals, as

thick enough, but

flat,

1

Such

it

is

much

ribs possess great stif-

cover than the same amount of

the covers of digesters and bleach-

usual to slot the bolt-holes so that the bolts can

be removed by merely loosening the nuts.

They

are also frequently so arranged that

each bolt turns about a horizontal pin that passes through holes in a pair of parallel
The discussion of the features is reserved
bracket- casl on the body of the mouth-piece.
future i->ue, however, as

for a

we

are here concerned merely with the strength of cast-

iron flanges.

The reasoning

that

we have given

in

connection with mouth-piece flanges

is

also

applicable to the cast-iron flanges used in connecting large steampipes that are designed
to carry

heavy pressures.

Figs. 3

and 4 show a front view and a sectional view

of a

bracketted flange connection as designed for a ten-inch steam main, and a design substantially similar

may be used

for other sizes of pipe.

Inspectors' Report.
September, 1894.

made 7,824 inspection trips, visited 15,253 boilers,
inspected 6,542 both internally and externally, and subjected 652 to hydrostatic pressDuring

ure.

this

month our

The whole number

inspectors

of defects reported reached 11,292, of

which 1,195 were conOur usual sum-

sidered dangerous; 31 boilers were regarded unsafe for further use.

mary

is

given below

Nature of Defects.

...
...
....
...

Cases of deposit of sediment,

Cases of incrustation and scale,

Cases of internal grooving,
Cases of internal corrosion.
Cases of external corrosion,

Broken and

loose braces

Settings defective,

and

-

-

....
.....
.....
.....
stays,

-

Furnaces out of shape,
Fractured plates,

Burned

plates,

Blistered plates,

-

Cases of defective riveting,
Defective heads,

-

Serious leakage around tube ends,

Serious leakage at seams,

-

Defective water-gauges,

-

Defective blow-offs,

-

Cases of deficiency of water,

-

Safety-valves overloaded,

-

-

Whole Number.
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-

Whole Number.
73

-

-

413-

-

-

Nature of Defects.

Safety-valves defective in construction,

-

Pressure-gauges defective,

-

-

-

-

----

Boilers -without pressure-gauges,

Unclassified defects,
Total,

49
79

-

-

[November,

11,292

Dangerous.
-

20

-34

--3
-

-

49

-

-

1,195

Boiler Explosions.
September,

1894.

— On

September 1st, a boiler exploded at McKay, Dingman & Co.'s oil -well
near Titusville, Pa. Jacob F. Toy was instantly killed, and three other men, who were
According to the Titusville Herald, "the boiler
in the derrick, had narrow escapes.
had just been filled and fired up, and while the men were at work about the well
and not using the engine, the steam began blowing off through the safety-valve. Not
wishing to waste water and fuel, one of the men employed about the well took a pair of
tubing tongs and hung them on the end of the safety-valve lever and stopped the valve
from allowing the steam to escape. The work at which the men were engaged lasted
longer than they expected, the tongs were forgotten, and the steam ran up so high that
The fact of weighting down
the boiler was blown to pieces by the over-pressure.
the safety-valve lever was forgotten until some days after the explosion, and for that
(204.)

reason no evidence of the fact was given before the coroner's jury at the inquest."
(205.)

—A

boiler exploded with terrible force,

Riverside laundry at Janesville,

on September

1st,

in

Stanton's

The laundry was in the basement of the Mechanics'
The explosion demolished the entire rear end of the

111.

and Merchants' Savings Bank.

building, destroying not only the laundry but the machinery in an adjoining dye-house.
Kittie Connors, Bertha Greenwald, Gustave Haise, Julia Kinna, A. A. Kapelsky, and
One account of the explosion says that "the engineer
Cornelius Roberts were injured.
"-one out after a pail of water

had
o-et

a brick

thrown through

his hat."

just

before the accident,

The property

loss

returning in time to

amounted

to

some thousands

of

dollars.

—

On September 3d a boiler exploded in Sabina, Ohio, killing James RobinParts of
scalding William Mercer, who is not expected to recover.
frightfully
and
son,
It is rethe boiler were driven through J. W. Hill's house, three hundred yards away.
ported that the boiler had no steam gauge, and that the safety-valve was wired down.
(206.)

(207.)

—A

on September 4th, in Hutchispon's saw-mill, near
George Taylor was killed outright, and several other men were

boiler exploded,

Tenn.

Frankfort,
injured.

—

J. A. Gagnon's mills, across the St. Maurice river from Three Rivers,
(208.)
Quebec, were wrecked, on September 7th, by a boiler explosion. Samuel Beaumicr was
instantly killed, and his body was found a hundred feet from the scene of the explosion.
Philip Gaudet, Daniel Loranger, Napoleon Sanstette, Philip Mercier, Dolphus Roche-

leau,

Joseph Carboneau, and a father and son named Murdock, were injured.
(209.)

ing,

W.

— A boiler

Ya.

exploded, on September 8th, in the Warwick tool works, Wheelslight, as the pressure, at the time of the explosion, was

The damage was

only twenty pounds.

j
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(210.)

September

—A

(211.)

was

8th, he
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Charles Cory was pumping an oil well near Bradford,
was instantly killed by the explosion of a boiler.

cotton-gin boiler exploded, on September 8th, at Una, Texas.

Pa.,

on

Nobody

hurt.
-j

i

2.

1

flouring

(There
on

mill,

was

and cannol

internally,

September 11th, in William Moberly's
Richmond, Ky. Thomas Moberlv was scalded
William Man- and two other men were also painfully

boiler explosion, on

a

Lick,

Paint

live.

near

injured.

— On

September 14th, a boiler exploded in the gas house at New Castle, Pa.
was hurled through the roof, and landed in a field about 60 feet away. The
Several men were working in the gas house at the time,
building was badly wrecked.
(218.)

Tin- boiler

but

all

escaped injury.

— On

i'214.i

September

new passenger steamer Unique

14th. the

When

Mich., for Detroit, on her second trip.
in

The

one of her boilers.

—A

(215.)

fireman,

boiler exploded, on

she was opposite

James Primrose, was
September 19th,

at the

ber mill on Conecuh river, six miles east of Brewton, Ala.

thousand

feet of

lumber were destroyed

left

St. Clair

Port Huron,
a flue failed

fatally scalded.

Harold Mill Company's lumIt is said that two hundred

in the fire that followed.

— On

September 19th, the steam boiler attached to a portable feather renovator, operated by Messrs. Seely & Mott, blew up on the street at South Haven. Mich.,
throwing both Seely and Mott some distance. Mr. Seely was seriously, ami perhaps
(216.)

fatally, injured.

—A

on September 20th, in Frank Carver's mill, near SulWilliam Ward was killed outright. George Carver, a brother of
the owner of the mill, was badly cut on the face and legs; Engineer Loeial was dangerously scalded; one boy and four men, whose names we have not learned, were badly cut
and burned. Another man had his head blown off, and seven more were fatally injured.
The mill was entirely demolished, and the noise of the explosion was heard for miles.
(217.)

boiler exploded,

phur Springs, Ark.

The property

loss

was about $10,000.

— Engine No.

drawing a freight train of thirty cars on the Delaware railon September 20th, when about a mile and a half south of
Harrington, Del.
The crown-sheet failed, and the fire was blown out of the furnace
door.
All the coal was blown out of the tender, and with such violence that part of it
(218.)

road,

exploded

its

89,

boiler,

was driven through the end of the

first

freight car.

Engineer John Parsons, Fireman

Albert C. Dunn, and Brakeman C. E. Ellingsworth were injured.

Lee jumped from the cab and escaped
(219.)

— On

September 20th,

Brakeman Charles

injury.

a boiler

exploded

Reid, Nathan Henneck, and George Martin.

in

Boyd's saw-mill, killing Redfield

Several others were badly injured, and

all

the buildings in the neighborhood were demolished.
(220.)
21st.

— A saw-mill

exploded on September
bone broken and his shoulder badly torn.

boiler, six miles east of Florence, Kan.,

Engineer Smith had

his collar

—

On September 21st, a boiler exploded in W. H. Kimball's mill, in Winder,
John Hill received a bad fracture of the skull, together with various cuts and
bruises, and it is believed that he will die.
Three other men were severely scalded.
(221.)

Ga.

—

On Friday, September 21st. Cyrus Rissmiller and Harrison Halin of Wind
(222.)
Gap, Pa., hired a cider press from Luther Miller. Next morning Halm and Howard
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up the boiler, and were about to begin operations, when suddenly the
and the air was immediately alive with machinery and bits of iron.
Hahn, who was standing near by, was deposited in an adjoining cabbage patch. Hildebrand was seriously scalded about the head and neck.
Hildebrand

fired

boiler exploded,

—

The boiler head of a locomotive on an east-bound train blew out, on Sep(223.)
tember 24th, as the train was passing through the snow sheds near Blue Canton, Cal.
Engineer Goddard and Fireman Lipscomb were severely injured, and Lipscomb died a
few hours later.
(224.)

— A boiler exploded,

Nobody was
(225.)

on September 24th, in a meat shop in Marion, Wis.

hurt.

— On September 24th, a cast-iron header failed on one of the safety boilers of

the Consumers' Ice

Company

in

San Francisco, Cal.

Nobody was

injured.

(226.) — A heating boiler exploded in the court house at Mercer, Pa.,

25th.

The damage was

on September

insignificant.

— By the explosion

of a threshing-machine boiler on William Cain's farm at
on September 25th, William Hawthorne, Christopher Burns, F. A. Barranger, and Nicholas Phillipps were killed outright, and Charles Shepherd and AlexGeorge
ander Proux were so badly injured that they died shortly afterwards.
Gettry's skull
Proux, Morris Gettry, and Thomas Morgan were also fearfully injured.
(227.)

Crystal, N. D.,

was

W.

fractured.
(228.)

Rice, H. Haeton,

— Harrison

and Norman Montgomery received

destroyed, on September 27th, by a boiler explosion.
(229.)

Mahanoy

— Four
City,

escaped injury.
(230.)

boilers exploded, on

The

September 28th,

Keokuk, Iowa.

Nobody

was

killed.

at the Schuylkill colliery, near

boiler

— A slight boiler explosion occurred,

electric light plant in

Texas,

Wilder and two boys were

house was destroyed. Fortunately
The breaker took fire, but was promptly extinguished.

Pa.

lesser injuries.

Wilder's cotton gin, seven miles east of Calvert,

all

the hands

on September 28th, at the Hubinger

hurt.

Machinery and Labor.
The nineteenth century man has good reason

proud of himself, for he has
world than ever was
It is true that there have been civilizations before his
seen in a thousand years before.
some of them very splendid
but they were local and parochial compared with that
which is now rapidly enveloping the globe. Even the achievements of the Roman

wrought a greater change

in the material

—

and

to be

social aspects of the

—

Empire, extending over long centuries, did not equal those within the memory of living
intellect and military
sometimes
men. The past civilizations rested on two bases
one and sometimes the other predominating. These sufficed for creating great cities
and communities, for evolving systems of law, and for organizing and controlling

—

armies.

But they did

of his brow.

Human

—

towards freeing man from the curse of living by the sweat
muscles were nearly the sole source of mechanical power. The

little

women, editions of books were produced by the pen, and all manufactures were the result of heavy toil. It was only by
enslaving whole nations that the refinement and luxury of Roman society was rendered
possible.
By skillful organization, and above all by the stern repression of wars and
feuds, the labor of Europe was turned to the best account, and so civilization prospered.
But
Its limit, however, was marked by the amount of work a man could do in a day.

trireme was rowed by slaves, the mill was turned by

Til E
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was Bwept away, and humanity was
No longer does the slave tug at the
oar, the miner carry up the ore on bis back, or the traveler tramp wearily from dawn to
Bui nol only <li<l the steam engine undertake the hard work of the world, but it
dark.
begol machinery thai rivals the besl bandicrafl in skill, ami exceeds it a thousandfold in
by the invention of the Bteam engine, this
freed from the heaviest pari of

life,

from bard manual
that lies

A

at

burden of

limit
toil.

man

this relaxaable to undertake the work of many.
It is
and the ability to produce more than is needed to maintain
the root of that wonderful development of our times.

production, rendering one
tion

its

toil,

period of change always brings Buffering to some, even

if the general elTect be one
rearrangement of social conditions some of the old parts
do not tit into the new scheme, and are flung out, or else need to be greatly altered
before they can be utilized.
At times during this century the changing conditions have
caused immense suffering, which found expression in anti-machinery riots, Chartism,

of greal improvement.

In the

and other popular movements, and now some of these are being revived in a new form.
In an introductory address, delivered by Mr. John Inglis to the Institution of Engineers
and Shipbuilders in Scotland last Tuesday, there was a reference to a Hyde Park orator,
who spoke of Labor as crucified between two thieves Capital and Machinery. Little

—

must the orator have known of the history of labor to refer to its preseut condition, with
its powerful trade unions and an eight-hours bill looming in the near'future, as crucifixProbably, however, as Mr. Inglis suggests, he was more intent upon using a
sounding figure of speech than of finding one that represented the truth, and that all he
wished to enforce was that the misery of labor was embittered by the presence of capital
and machinery.
There is, unfortunately, no doubt that labor is passing through a period of trial, and

ion.

that the pressure upon

it

we

will increase as

men should

get farther into winter.

It is

only natural

and that those with
uutraiued minds should seize upon the first that comes to hand, and re]jeat it until it
becomes accepted by persons like themselves. The proposition, that if it required two
men to do the work now accomplished by one, there w^ould be a greater demand for
that at such a time

labor, appears so

cast about to find the reason,

charmingly simple when launched with rhetorical

good deal

skill at a

popular

and be the means of
leading people into economic error. The mob orator has an immense advantage over the
man that discusses such a question scientifically, in that he demands no thought on the
part of his audience.
At a time like the present, when many people are beginning to
ever evolved by
next to settled government
doubt the value of the greatest blessing
the human race, it is essential that those who are better informed should speak out, and
we are glad to see that Mr. Inglis adopted the course we have persistently advocated of
making his inaugural address the expression of his great experience and mature thought,
instead of following the usual custom of giving a string of incomplete and unsatisfactory
gathering, that

it is

pretty sure to find a

of acceptance,

—

—

statistics.

He summed up

the popularly alleged causes of the present slackness of

demand

for

our wares, and of the abasement of ocean freights, under four heads, vis.: monometallism, labor disturbances, the private ownership of land and minerals, and over-production.
The first three he dismissed very briefly. He has no faith in bi-metallism; he deplores
industrial wars, but points out that, at any rate, they are an antidote to over-production;
as for land tenure, he believes that the usages connected with the occupation of land
have yet to be completely adapted to the new environment of which modern mechanical
appliances are mainly the cause, and that this adaptation, like all radical changes, will

probably continue to be attended by

much suffering to

individuals.

To

the fourth alleged
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— over-production — he

truth about the matter

Iu this relation he says:

believe to be that the condition of things,

I

call over-production, or

devotes greater space.
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"The

which we agree

to

not primarily due to machinery, but in a
great measure, to the reckless borrowing by impecunious States, communities, and associations, encouraged by the imprudence of financiers, and the credulity of the public as
depression of trade,

is

powers of governments and other debtors to fullril their obligations.
The
abnormal and unwarranted demand for goods from those put in easy possession of borrowed funds is rapidly met by the setting in motion of modern machinery
itself
partly brought into existence by the necessity temporarily created.
High prices become
to the

—

when there follows the revulsion to prices
The fall in values is, perhaps, increased in rapidity by
machinery, but the unwholesome stimulus is not immediately traceable to mechanical
appliances." This explanation is more satisfactory to the capitalist than to the laborer,
for the latter seldom reaps such a harvest during the good times as will carry him comthe rule, until the inevitable glut takes place,

that are unremunerative.

fortably over the periods of depression.

It is

place manual labor very often, and that

it

price that the increased
Inglis finds

demand

undoubtedly true that machinery does

dis-

does not always produce such a lowering

reinstates the

men who have been

superseded.

in

Mr.

from the census returns, by Messrs. Booth, Hobson, and Marshall, that while

the output of textile goods has enormously increased, the proportion of labor employed
in their production has continuously diminished.

has declined but

little,

the

number

Again, while the rural population

of persons engaged in agricultural labor has largely

decreased, and this falling off began long before the comparatively recent

and what

is

known

as the

decay of agriculture

in this country.

What

fall

in rents,

has become of the

persons that would, had the strict ratio been maintained, have followed these pursuits

?

Evidently they have turned to others, either old or new. Commercial pursuits, shopkeeping, transport, and other industries show an increase beyond their due proportions;
shipbuilding afforded employment to 40 per cent, more persons in 1891 than 1881 the
;

making

and tools required an increase of 28 per cent, during the decade:
those engaged in road traffic and in the industries connected with it show an increase;
coal miners have grown in numbers 35 per cent, in ten years, while the output has only
augmented 20 per cent. Of those released from manual labor, many have betaken themselves to professions.
Clergymen, lawyers, doctors, teachers, painters, actors, and
musicians are far more numerous, proportionately, than they were; and their pleasant
of machinery

due to machinery.
it not for machinery many of the inhabitants of this kingdom would
not exist. The population of England at the Norman Conquest was about 2,000,000;
in 500 years it had scarcely doubled.
The conditions of life when muscle was the sole
motive power, were too hard for all but the exceptionally strong. Professor J. W.
"The houses were of
Draper has given us a picture of existence in the middle ages.
wood, daubed with clay, and thatched with straw and reeds. They had no windows, and,
lives are all

Indeed, were

few had wooden floors. The luxury of a carpet
was unknown; some straw scattered in the room supplied its place. There were no
chimneys; the smoke of the ill-fed, cheerless fire escaped through a hole in the roof.
The bed was usually a bag of straw, a wooden log served as the pillow."
iEneas Sylvius, who afterwards became Pope Pius II, has left an account of a journey he

until the invention of the saw-mill, very

.

.

made

.

.

to the British Isles in 1430.

He

describes the houses of the peasantry as con-

structed of stones put together without mortar; the roofs were of turf, a stiffened bull's

hide served for the door.

The food

consisted of coarse vegetable products.

In some

T
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Crucified labor had nol thru even the pooi
places they were unacquainted with bread.
consolation of having machinery and capital to share its woes.

when investigated, found to be directed against
A proposal for its abolition would raise a torrenl
of protest.
For instance, the veriest. Tower Hill demonstrator would be aghast at the
railways being put out of U86; he knows that it would mean in mediate starvation.
The
fitter does not de-ire to do the old hard work of hammer and chisel, now butter executed
The shipbuilder would be indignant if the ironworker proby the planing machine.
The

its

outcrj againsl

increase, rather than

machinery

its

is,

existence.

i

posed to destroy the converter and the Siemens-Martin furnace, and to return to puddling, because he

shipping.

knows

that increased price of plates

Probably every one would be

years could be done

away

with.

of planting trees for posterity.

We
It

all

is

satisfied

if

would mean lessened demand

the additions of the

like to gather fruit, but

we

last

object to the labor

the constant change of conditions that presses so

heavily on the present generation, and particularly on the working classes.
to be ever adapting themselves to an altered environment,
to the least apt of

them.

for

lour or five

and the process

They have

is

very trying

Unfortunately, this seems to be a law of existence.

Were the

population absolutely stationary, things might be different.

and the moment

But

it

always increases,

in

becomes easy and pleasant the rate of growth
augments to upset the arrangement. "What the end will be no one can tell, but at least
we know that all great improvements have come out of suffering. In the meantime the
best we can do is to try and ease the tight places in the great social machine, and not to
enter into rash experiments with undue haste.
We see how much individual pain
comes from the slow unfolding that occurs naturally, and we may be sure that even were
there all the good in the radical schemes of socialists and collectivists that their authors
believe, their sudden introduction would be attended with disaster and death to
immense numbers. In spite of the misery and destitution that exist, it is impossible to
deny that the conditions of living have improved in a marvelous manner during the last
fifty years: that the nation is better fed and clothed, and has far more social and intellectual enjoyments.
It may be that we have not followed the best or the wisest course,
but it is certain that to retrace our steps would carry us to privations and sufferings of
which we can form no adequate conception.
Engineerimj.
tins country at least,

life

—

Word

has been received from London, Eng., of the explosion of a boiler on the
left Port Louis for Bombay.
Four men were

steamer Tannadice shortly after she had
killed

and several others were injured.

returned to Port Louis.

The vessel was also seriously damaged, and she
The accident occurred about September 5th.

The bold Knight du Bois pranced up and down before the castle of Montgomery on
his gaily caparisoned steed.
Presently a fair lady looked out over the portcullis towards him.
And she was very fair; so fair that the bold Knight du Bois stopped his prancing
steed to look at her.
She was not agitated by his gaze, but continued watching the
knight.

He waved

his

sword

at her,

and

still

she was unmoved.

" By my halidom " he shouted as he looked upon her.
She shook her head.
" No," she replied, "no, we don't want to buy anything to-day.
!

And, so saying, she disappeared.

— Our scissors editor
— Ed.]

[N. B.

from.

contributes this, but cannot

remember where

it

came
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An

explosion took place on October 25th on board the French cruiser Arethuse, at

Brest, while her engines

were being tested preparatory to sailing for the east in order to
Six men
if such a step be necessary.

reinforce the French squadron in Chinese waters

were killed and twenty others were badly scalded. The first report of the disaster magit considerably, and it was generally believed that one of the cruiser's boilers had
burst.
It is now believed, however, that the explosion was due to the bursting of a
nified

The accident caused great excitement ashore and about the docks, and this
was increased when it was discovered that fire had broken out aboard the cruiser. The
situation on board finally became such that her commander brought her alongside one of
the docks, and the flames had to be extinguished by the crew, reinforced by detachments of marines and sailors from the dockyard, before the w ounded could be removed.
steam-pipe.

T

The Annual

Report, for 1894, of the Chief of the

been duly received.

Among

Bureau of Steam Engineering, has

other interesting information in the Report,

we

find the

"The

rapid destruction of copper piping in several vessels has already
caused serious embarrassment, and the reason for this deterioration has not yet been
determined to an absolute certainty. As it always happens to a copper pipe conveying
following:

or surrounded by
of a fresh water

salt water,
distiller, is

and

as the injection or delivery pipe to a

pump, or the

coil

the part attacked, and as the deterioration occurs only in

it is thought that the injury may be caused by electrowhich the pipes are made is known to be of the very best
quality, absolutely free from foreign matter, and therefore not affected by the corrosive
action of salt water.
In fact, precisely similar pipes, made of the same material, last
almost indefinitely in iron vessels like the Alert or Ranger, which have no dynamos.
Steps are being taken to find out the true cause of this rapid destruction and the means

steel ships fitted

lytic action

by which

it

;

with dynamos,

for the copper of

may be prevented."

It has been seriously proposed to construct a railroad up the Jungfrau, a famous
in Switzerland, whose ascent is almost as difficult and dangerous as that of the

mountain

well up in the
up in the usual
manner as far as practicable, and then to strike boldly into the mountain and complete
the ascent by means of a spiral tunnel.
When the summit of the mountain has been so

Matterhorn.

The Jungfrau is nearly 14,000 feet high, and
snow and ice. It is proposed to carry

region of perpetual

its

summit

the railroad

is
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nearly approached that

do longer possible

is

it

radius, the railroad will

sufficient

by means of an elevator.

is

It

come
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give the ascending spiral of the tunnel

t<>

to an end,

proposed to Mast

and the journey

off the

summit

will

be completed

of the mountain

suffi-

a suitable foundation for a hotel. If this project is carried out, it will
certainly be the most striking example of railroad engineering that the world baa jrel
There are tunnels galore, and some few of them form spirals of a single turn or
seen.
so; but. so far as we know, there is no example of such a gigantic corkscrew as the
ciently to provide

Jungfrau

will require.

The

Pitting' of Boilers.

In an article recently published, M. Olroy, a French engineer, gives the result of
his investigation into the pitting of boilers.
Pittiug is particularly likely to occur if a

water very free from lime

is

used in a clean boiler.

The

pits take the

form of conical.

which are filled with a yellowish-brown
The volume of the powder is greater than that
deposit, consisting mainly of iron oxide.
of the metal oxidized, so that a blister is formed above the pit, which has a skin as thin

or,

more

frequently,

spherical depressions,

This skin contains, usually, both iron oxide and lime salts, and differs
In many cases it is so friable that it breaks with the least shock,
falling to powder, while in other cases the blister detaches itself from the plate as a
whole.
An analysis of the powder in the pits showed it to consist of 86.26 per cent, of

as an egg-shell.

greatly in toughness.

peroxide of iron, 6.29 per cent, of grease and other organic matter, and 4.25 per cent,
salts, the remainder being water, silica, aluminium, etc.
The skin over the
pits was found to contain 38 parts of calcium carbonate, 12.8 parts of calcium sulphate,

of lime

and 32.2 parts of iron oxide, with about 8 per cent, each of magnesium carbonate and
Feed heaters often suffer badly from pitting, particularly near the
cold water inlet, and in boilers the parts most likely to be attacked are those where the
insoluble matter.

circulation

is

bad. especially

the bottom of the barrel

spaces are generally free

water

in

it.

the water

As the water

line, a part

if

such portions are also near the feed

inlet.

In locomotives

most frequently attacked, and the largest ring. The steam
from pitting unless the boiler is frequently kept standing with
is

evaporates, pitting

which,

in a

working

is

then likely to occur along the region of

boiler, is generally free

from attack.

This

is

longitudinal joints of the boiler are liable to be exposed by the
evaporation of the water, and to form a ledge on which moisture can rest. When a
especially the case

if

and is kept standing for a long interval, the top of the
Steam finds its way into it, and condenses on the roof, causing bad pitting there.
Perfectly pure water containing no air does no harm, and steam
alone will not cause pitting unless it gets a supply of air.
The Loch Katrine water of
Glasgow, which causes pitting on clean boilers, contains much gas. MM. ScheurerKestner and Meunier-Dolfus inclosed a polished iron bar in a natural water containing
much oxygen, and no lime salts. The bar gradually rusted, but the corrosion ceased
when the oxygen was used up. The bar was then removed, repolished, and put back,
after which it remained perfectly bright.
Repeating the experiment with water containing lime, the rusting was much less complete, the lime salts forming a protective
layer on the iron, but on polishing this off corrosion recommenced.
In distilled water
the bar remained quite bright.
The corrosion is much more rapid if the water contains
boiler forms one of a battery,

boiler

is liable to

pitting.

*

carbonic acid gas as well as oxygen.
first

formed

is

The rust
which then dissolves away, decomposing the

In this case a voltaic action takes place.

electro-positive to the iron,
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It is for this reason, that in cases of pitting it is essential that all traces of

water.

the

iron peroxide should be cleaned from the metal, or the rusting will continue.

— Engineering.

When

Conductor Bray of the south-bound train to

New York made

his rounds
and perhaps more than
half doubtingly, a ticket offered him by Vice-President Allen of the Hartford Steam
It bore the stamp of J. Scrugham Quin,
Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company.
October 1, 1875, and was sold by him to a prominent business man of this city, lately
deceased.
For some reason he did not use it, and it was found among his papers after
his death.
It was redeemed by the railroad company, who sold it to Mr. Allen.
It bore
the number 2,702, and was apparently as crisp, and bright as on the day of its first issue.
after leaving Hartford yesterday, he scrutinized very carefully

— Hartford Courant.

The Ventilation of the House of Representatives.
In a recent issue of

The Locomotive we

quoted, from a daily paper, certain

ures relative to the ventilation of the National

the courtesy of Mr. Henry

Adams we have

House

of Representatives.

fig-

Through

since been provided with a copy of the

House Committee by himself and
These reports contain a considerable amount of interesting

reports on this subject that were submitted to the

by Dr.

J.

J.

Kinyoun.

matter.

"The

air

used for ventilating the basement and upper floors of the south wing of

the U. S. Capitol, and also a part of the terrace rooms belonging to this wing,

is

taken

from the Capitol grounds west of the building. The intake for the air consists of a
tower, open at the top, and about 21 feet high, above the surrounding grounds.
It
stands about 390 feet in a west-southwesterly direction from the northwest corner of
the south wing of the Capitol, and its surroundings are such that the condition of the
air drawn in through it is quite satisfactory
as perfect, in fact, as could be desired, or

—

be had anywhere about the Capitol." Doubtless many of our readers will remember
this tower, which is apparently intended purely as an ornament to the grounds.
It appears from Mr. Adams' report, that the air used in ventilating the House is
handled by one 16-foot fan, driven by a direct connected steam engine, and running
This corresponds to a delivery
ordinarily at a speed of about 55 revolutions a minute.
The air supplied to the floor of the House enof about 2.400,000 cubic feet j:>er hour.
ters through gratings, which " form easy, accessible places to be used as cuspidors, and
as convenient openings through which pieces of paper, cigar stumps, remnants of fruit,

lint

from carpets,
Dr.

which

is

etc.,

are

Kinyoun adds,

thrown or swept."

"What

is

not in the best condition.

said of the gratings can also be applied to the carpet,

In some places

it

is

saturated with tobacco expec-

none the less odorous. The same condition exists in the galleries, although to a lesser degree than on the floor of the Hall, except in the gallery opposite the Speaker's desk, where it is worse, odors of tobacco and
other things being always prominent.
Wh*en the galleries are filled, the main gallery
particularly, the odors above referred to are augmented by others emanating from those
persons who are never in the state next to godliness
the vagabonds who congregate

toration, a condition wdiich tends to

make

it

—

during the winter months for the sole purpose of keeping warm." The
doctor also says that "the dirt that accumulates on the floor is of a complex nature,
hoth as to the materials that compose it and the odors that it evolves. The sweepings
in this gallery
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collected from time

from the
This tilth

is

t

<

>

dust,

street,

time hare shown on examination a
fond,

tobacco,

fruit-, nuts,
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little

of everything

paper, expectoration,

<lirt

and bacteria.

subject to the air current, which acts as a distilling process, Betting free

the complex

odors, holding the matters in suspension,

and carrying them up into the

Hall."

How

would

it

do

to turn the

hose on our augusl legislators

?

^

Peruvian Trepanning".

A

recent article under this heading appeared in the Scientific American Supplement,

confess that since reading it we have conceived a particular respect for A/tec surTrepanning, or "trephining," consists in the removal of a button of bone from
the skull for the purpose of removing some obstruction that interferes with the normal
activity of the brain, or for gaining access to the cranial cavity for some other purpose.

and we
gery.

in Europe, but until reading the article referred to, we were
had been extensively and successfully practiced by the Peruvians before
the adventof the Spaniards.
"The ancient Peruvians," says Mr. Hovey, "seem to have

The

operation

Dot aware that

is

an old one

it

been adepts in surgery, as in everything
milling, weaving,
skill.

Indeed, in

and engineering.

many

else.

They excelled

in

agriculture,

mining,

Their cyclopean ruins are marvels of architectural

respects they surpassed their Spauish conquerors.

Hence we

are not surprised to be told that they included a knowledge of the art of trepanning

among

their accomplishments.

Several single specimens of trepanned skulls have beeu

American and European museums; but the Muuiz collection,
exhibited at the World's Congress of Anthropology, and now in the custody of the
Bureau of American Ethnology, is the most remarkable of its kind. The entire collection includes about one thousand skulls exhumed from the vicinity of Cuzco, Huarochiri,
Tarma, Pachacamac. and Canete. They belong to Senor Manuel Antonio Muniz, M.D.,
Surgeon-general of the Peruvian army, and will shortly be returned to the Peruvian
museum at Lima. Nineteen of these skulls are especially interesting as showing the
methods and results of primitive trepanning." Mr. Hovey presents eight excellent
photo engravings of trepanned skulls, and says that " what first strikes our attention is
the fact that no signs are seen of the use of metallic instruments, which agrees with the
theory that this trepanning was pre-historic.
In some instances the cranial incisions
were narrow, long, and straight, usually at right angles with one another. The cutting
was what might have been done by an arrow point held vertically and drawn backward
and forward, making a groove deeper in the middle than at the extremities. In other
cases the direction of the cutting was constantly changed, so as to saw out an elliptical
piece from the skull, the rough tool-marks being afterwards scraped smooth.
In still
other cases there appears to have been no cutting nor sawing, the entire process having
been effected by scraping, and the opening thus made being circular. Occasionally the
operation may have been post mortem, as in one skull where twenty distinct incisions
are to be counted.
If ante-mortem, the individual certainly could not have survived
such heroic treatment. The supposition is, that in these cases the purpose was not surgical, but was merely to obtain a bone button to be worn as a trophy or a charm.
Most
sent from time to time to

however, show signs of a surgical or thaumaturgic
There are indications of a subsequent sloughing of the bone, or else of reparative growth, either of which would prove the operation to have been ante-mortem.
One
skull was trepanned three times, the subject surviving two operations, but succumbing
of the nineteen trepanned skulls,

purpose.
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which cut through two of the sutures. In several cases the partial or comand spongy substance between them is an evidence of the
survival of the patient.
In one skull the bone was plainly diseased, and suo-o-ests the
possibility that the orifices were caused by decay, instead of artificially.
In others the
signs of previous cranial fracture are evident.
In the head of a mummy the skull had
been fractured by a blow, after which the scalp had been laid open and trepannin<;begun by three incisions, with the object of removing the broken part, but discontinued
to the third,

plete absorption of the plates

on account of the death of the patient."
In one case illustrated by Mr. Hovey, the skull was small and thin, and was undoubtedly that of a young woman.
Some distance from the trepanning there is a depression
in the skull, which was probably produced by a blow received a considerable time before
the operation.
It is thought likely that this depression may have induced the diseased
condition for the cure of which the trepanning was performed.
At all events it is certain that operations to relieve the patient were performed successively until the perfora-

merged into one very large opening, four inches long by more than one inch wide.
"This enormous aperture was covered by a silver plate found in the mummy case with
the remains. The marks of its seat in the skull are distinctly visible, but the plate itself
tions

has not been sent to this country, being still in the possession of Dr. Muniz, who
vouches for the facts. There is every indication that the patient long survived the
series of operations performed, making this ancient Peruvian case worthy of being mentioned along with the historical record of the Count of Nassau's being trepanned twenty-

seven times during King William's wars.

" The

modern trephining, with the improved instruments, are generally
Promptness is demanded in beginning, and great caution in

results of

anything but encouraging.

proceeding; hence, the opinion prevails that greater success attends private practice
than those cases where there is delay in getting the patient to the hospital, and a subsequent expedition arising from the multiplied claims on the surgeon's attention. According to Gross, trephining is nearly always fatal in the hospitals of Paris and Vienna.
The proportion of recoveries in the hospitals of London, Dublin, Edinburgh, and other
A similar
large cities of Great Britain is officially reported as only one in four cases.
report

is

made by

New York

the

hospitals,

where

it

is

said that eleven in forty-five re-

remarkable, that in the Muniz collection, eight out of the nineteen individuals whose skulls were trepanned evidently survived one or more operations.
Taken as a whole this unique collection is regarded by the Bureau of Ethnology as by
cover.

This makes

it

'

and most instructive assemblage of specimens of primitive trepanning
thus far brought together, and as of special note in that it demonstrates certain points
It is not denied that the operations may have been
that have been heretofore obscure.'
far the largest

partly

thaumaturgic

—

i.

e.,

for the expulsion of evil spirits

that there was also a degree of intelligent surgery adapted to

and

— but the
remedy

indications are

cranial fractures,

also to relieve certain diseases of the brain."

"A Remedy

for Education."

Under this startling title, a writer in the New Science Review presents many thoughts
and suggestions that should be useful to those who wish to improve our present edu"There are two great things that education should do for the indicational system.
vidual," he says; "it should train his senses, and teach him to think. Education, as
we know it to-day, does.not truly do either; it gives the individual only a vast accumuLike seeds kept
lation of facts, unclassified, undigested, and seen in no true relations.

1894.]
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a lx>\. thi'v may be retained, bu1 they do nol grow.
For years the miad is filled
with tacts thai the mind is ool trained to digest.
To the physical body loud is of value
So it is in the mind, with mental food; but if digestion were
ouly when it is digested.
made continuous, perfect, and ever equal to tin; supply of food, overfeeding in either

mind

or

body would be impossible.

But

in the

education of to-day the digestion

is

not

equal to the feeding.

"The
is

— not

the next day.

liancy, the proper thing to say,

beautiful possibility designed to

comes as an after-thought.
fit

a lost opportunity.

than a Mattering epitaph on his tombstone.
telegram,

is a trained mind-— a mind that
With most persons the intellectual bril-

greatest educational need of the individual

ready on the instant

—

it

instantly ready to perform any motion of

mind does not

He

An

which

it

is

after-thought

no more helpful

With most persons

not delivered until the next morning.

is

It is

Man

this wit

is

is

but

to a

a

man

like a night

expects his hand to be

capable; but he

is

resigned

if

his

born with people; it cannot be
If a man's heart, lungs, or stomach are weak, he consults specialists, ami
acquired.
never gives up until he obtains relief.
But if he cannot remember names or faces; if
he is subject to that intellectual remorse known as after-thought; if he has no eye for
color, or taste for music; if he has no command of language; if there is lack of power
in any respect in his mind, lie is perfectly resigned, and says,
I am as God made me,
ami so I must remain.' When man fails he always does this. He says, I am as God
made me; but when he succeeds, he proudly proclaims himself a self-made man.' It
is not necessary to submit to any mental weakness.
Training will do even more for
the mind than for the body."
Mr. Jordan's entire article is well worth perusal, and we regret that we cannot
His method for the study of English, for example, is superior to anyquote it in full.
thing that we have seen in the schools and colleges.
"Constant training in wards," he
Words are but symbols for mental images.
says, " is a vital part of mental training.
There can be no clear expression if there is not clear thinking. One great
failure in our education is that there is too much memorizing of mere words, instead of
memorizing of mental images or pictures that these words call forth. Words should
be looked upon as living things; to be studied in themselves, in all their forms and
phases, rather than merely studied about.
We should have laboratory work in words.
Mere study of synonyms from books will do but little real good; the words must be
studied in life.
I have found classes intensely interested and quickened for an hour or
more in the stud} of a few lines of newspaper writing; perhaps but a criticism of some
famous man of the day. It was studied word for word. If any word was adjudged
strong or fitting, the reason why it was fitting in that situation was discovered; if it
was weak, it what respect it was weak. If it meant more or less than the thought required if it suggested an association or an element not in harmony, another word was
substituted.
In this was something higher than mere dogmatic, individual criticism;
for be the word good or bad the choice must be justified.
The critical and the imaginative faculties of mind were trained together; for every substitution of a new word
was an appeal to the imagination sustained by the judgment. Thus, the ear became
wondrously quick to perceive the force of a word, its music, its fitness. Words of
color were studied; words of size, and number, and form; words expressing the extremes of ideas; words expressing differing degrees of intensity of the same quality; the power of short words; onomatopes; words of every class, looked at from
every point of view.
We have many teachers in our schools, and professors
in our colleges, who value words, and seek to teach in this spirit, so far as the rigidity
of the system will permit; but this is not enough.
This study of words is so vital an
element in the training of the mind that it should be begun in the very earliest classes,
and never be lost sight of in the whole school and college training of the individual.
Compositions are written by the pupils, and returned to them with a few red ink interlineations and corrections of mis-spelled words, mispunctuation, wrong capitalization, or
One hour's
errors in syntax, and but the occasional substitution of a better word.
study of words before a class, from any one of these compositions, would be worth
more than a whole term of the usual work."
act quickly.

says that readiness

is

'

'

1

'

.

7

;

.

.

.
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The Shamokin Explosion.
Our readers

are doubtless familiar

with the general facts of the tremendous boiler

explosion that took place in the outskirts of the town of Shamokin, Pa., on October 11th.

No

explosion approaching this one in magnitude has

occurred in this country, and

Site of the Shamokin Explosion.

hence

it

attracted wide attention,

and was described rather fully (though somewhat
The loss of life at Shamokin was comparatively
notable explosion has had a larger death list, but so far as the

inaccurately) in the daily
small.

Many

number

of boilers involved

a less

papers.

is

concerned, the present disaster

great boiler explosion at Friedenshiitte, in

Upper

Silesia,

is

without a parallel.

on July

25, 1887,

The

approaches

:
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more nearly than any other, in this respect.* In the Friedenshutte explosion twentytwo boilers (four of which were empty) burst simultaneously. Three firemen were
killed instantly, and nine other men were injured so badly that they died three days
In addition to these, thirty men and women were more or less severely injured.
later.
With regard to the explosion at Shamokin we may say, that the destruction was so
If
o-eneral and so complete that it is difficult to find a satisfactory explanation of it.
the boilers had been insured, we should have had an accurate knowledge of them which
it

but in the absence of such definite
would, undoubtedly, have been of great service
knowledge, we cannot say positively what the cause of the disaster was. One of our
most experienced men visited the scene of the explosion shortly after it occurred, and
;

we present the following

"When

I

extracts from his report

reached the

site of

the Henry Clay colliery the ground was pretty well

good many broken sections of the boilers, most of
culm banks with the fractured ends projecting upwards, and
also many broken steam and water pipes, steam and water valves, fire fronts, and beams
I also made numerous enquiries from employes who were
for supporting the boilers.
but their statements were so conflicting
present both before and after the accident
However, I will give you the
that I am in doubt as to the correctness of any of them.
There were thirty-six plain cylindrical boilers, each 34"
facts as I have obtained them.
cleared up, but I

them

managed

to see a

partly buried in the

;

in diameter

and about 44

feet long outside of the heads, the heads themselves being of

cast-iron, flat or nearly so,

and varied

'n

and about two inches thick. The sheets were single riveted,
I was informed that there were six batteries,
The individual batteries were further separated by longitu-

thickness from .26" to 1%".

with six boilers in each.

whose thickness I could not ascertain, into groups of three boilers
manner that in every case three boilers were set over one fire, and connected at the front and rear and top and bottom of the heads by cast-iron water and
steam pipes 3" in diameter. Each sub-battery of three was also provided with a cast
steam pipe, 12" in diameter and about 8 feet long, with 3£" flanged outlets that con-

dinal division walls
each, in such a

nected with 6" cast-iron nozzles riveted to the center sheets of the respective boilers,
There were two 3£"
also with two 4" flanged outlets, on top, for safety-valves.

and

In
safety-valves to each sub-battery, or four such valves to each battery of six boilers.
addition to these openings in the steam pipes that I have described, there was, in
side, and to this was connected a 4" pipe about 5
The stop-valves were
was
a 4" tee shaped stop-valve.
which
end
of
feet long, at the
connected to a 12" cast-iron pipe, built up of eight-foot lengths, and extending across
At the center of this main pipe there was a 12"
the entire battery of 36 boilers.
cast-iron tee, to which was connected a 10" wrought-iron pipe, which led down to the

each one, a 4" outlet on the front

breaker, and from which the

pumps were

also supplied.

the top of each boiler were riveted cast-iron flanged hangers with cored openings for hanger bolts and cotters; and two heavy cast-iron beams with cored bolt holes
extended across each nest of three boilers, some 10£ or 11 feet from either end, the

"

On

from them by hangers. The feed and blow connections were
I saw some feedattached, in every case, to the bottom of the shell, at the rear end.
Pumps were
checks.
were
any
there
sure
that
am
not
and
I
valves, but no checks;
boilers being suspended

used to supply the boilers, and there were also heaters, though I did not find out what
kind of heaters they had. Ninety to ninety-five pounds of steam were usually carried.
[Assuming the iron plates of the
and sometimes the pressure was up to 120 pounds.
*

The

Friedenshiitte explosion

is

described and illustrated in

The Locomotive

for June,
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shell to have a strength of 50,000

pounds per square

inch,

the longitudinal, single-riveted joints at 50 per cent., which
figure,

it

is

ouly about

easily seen that at 120
three.

—Ed.]

October 11th, shortly
four

men

179
and taking the
is

efficiency of

probably about the right

pounds pressure the factor of safety of the shell was
A. if. on the morning of

The explosion occurred about 7.30
after the day shift of firemen came on.

in addition to the

water tender.

—

In this shift there were
All five were killed instantly, and another

a boy who was at work near the culm
person
was badly scalded and injured about the hips,

tipple in front of the right-hand boiler

so that he died a

day or two afterwards.

General View op the Ruins.
Several others were injured, two of them rather seriously; they are now
and are expected to recover.

"In looking over the remaining
most of them broke through the line
steam outlets, nearly in two halves.
front hangers.
I saw one piece with
five courses and a front head.
I also

"In

it

saw

there,

I

noticed that

of rivet holes of the small courses in front of the

Others broke on the small courses back of the
the front course and front head, and another with

noticed a part of two courses torn in shreds and
not sure whether this was a piece of a boiler or of one of
was covered with mud and blackened with coal dust.

badly battered up, but
the iron stacks, as

parts of the boilers I

in the hospital,

I

am

the course of a talk

I

had with one

of the firemen, he informed

me

that he

:
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had been on the night .shift, that he had been home only a short time when he heard
like a pack of fire-crackers going off, only not so
the noise, and that it seemed to him
He said 18 boilers on the right and nine on the extreme left,
loud, more like squibs.'
had blown up, leaving intact a battery of six, which were on the left-hand side of the
center, while three other boilers adjoining this battery were thrown down out of their
beds.
I am not sure that this was correct, as others told me that all nine were thrown
down and scattered about, except that three of them fell together. It is possible that
the latter version is the correct one, as the photograph that was taken on the day after
the explosion shows three boilers lying together, side by side.
The sections that were
thrown backward landed on the hill in the rear of the original position of the boilers,
and did no further damage. One piece was carried over a culm bank fully 100 feet
high, and in its passage over the top of the bank it scooped out the culm to a depth of
about one-third of its own diameter, landing in a valley on the other side. Another
piece containing five courses was thrown across the valley to the northwest, and landed
on the slush bank west of the breaker after a flight of about 500 yards. Another piece
went through the upper corner of the breaker, about 500 feet away, slightly injuring a
boy who was working there. Still another fragment went through a hoisting-enginehouse about 300 feet distant, cutting the cable and carrying out the side of a small
house fifty feet below. I saw another piece about thirty feet long, with one head still
in it, entirely buried under an ash bank except for about two feet of its length that was.
still uncovered.
I was informed that this was a part of one of the exploded boilers, but
I doubt it on account of its position, although the condition of the broken end is very
similar to that of a number of other pieces.
"I have made some inquiries regarding the cause of this explosion, but thus far I
have been unable to find anyone who is willing to express an opinion. It seems to me,
however, that the iron in these boilers may have been greatly weakened by the vibrations and strains due to repeated expansion and contraction
for most of the breaksseem to have occurred at points most likely to be affected by such a cause. The iron in
all these boilers is of very poor quality, but it is of about the same grade as is used in.
'

;

very

many

other boilers in the coal regions."

Inspectors' Report.
October, 1894.

During this month our inspectors made 8,509 inspection trips, visited 18,024 boilers,,
inspected 6,556 both internally and externally, and subjected 747 to hydrostatic pressure.
The whole number of defects reported reached 12,323, of which 910 were conOur usual sumsidered dangerous; 47 boilers were regarded unsafe for further use.
mary is given below

....
....
-----115Whole Number.

Nature of Defects.

Cases of deposit of sediment,

------------------

Cases of incrustation and scale,
Cases of internal grooving,

Cases of internal corrosion,

Cases of external corrosion,

Broken and

loose braces

Settings defective,

Furnaces out of shape,

and

stays,

-

-

-

-

Dangerous.

905

-

-

29

1,930

-

-

71

643

-

-

57

832

-

-

54

182

-

-

27

333

-

-

558

-

8

-

:>

>4

23
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Nature

Fractured

Burned

<>(

Whole Number.

Delect*

plates,

plates,

Blistered

plates,

Cases of defective riveting,
I

h'lVrth

e

beads,

Serious leakage around tube ends,
Serious leakage

at

scams.

Defective water gauges,
Defective blOW-Offe,

-

Cases of deficiency Of water,

-

Safety-valves overloaded,

Safety-valves defective in construction,

Pressure-gauges defective,
Boilers without pressure-gauges,

Unclassified defects,
Total,

LSI

-
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W. G. Fitzhugh and a machinist named Samuel Fahringer were
other men who were standing near by were also slightly burned.

Engineer
Five

badly scalded.

saw -mill, at Tygart Fork,
George Shultz was
he
died
shortly afterwards.
and
head,
so
that
face
the
about
cut,
and
bruised,
scalded
Samuel Cook and Edward Sams were also scalded aud burned so severely that they died
Henry Mayhew was painfully injured, but will recover, and D. R.
within a day or two.
Sams was slightly bruised. The largest fragment of the exploded boiler was blown over
It
the heads of about thirty school children, who were sitting on the log-carriage.
pieces,
and
was
broken
to
also
engine
was
The
away.
feet
250
some
ground
struck the

A

(236.)

boiler exploded, on October 4th, in Shultz's

near Parkersburg

W.

Va.

Frank Haley was

found in the woods, 200 feet from
(237.)

— On October 4th,

tram road, near Charleston,

its

instantly killed,

original position.

a locomotive fell through a trestle

Mo.

The concussion caused the

Engineer Daniel Young and his fireman were

on a lumber company's
boiler to explode,

and

fatally injured.

(238.)— A boiler exploded, on October 5th, in the Union Iron and Steel Company's
John Davis, a puddler's helper, was badly
"Siberia" mill, at Youngstown, Ohio.
burned about the face, neck, and arms.
6th, a large boiler exploded at Mizell & Bros.' mills, King's
Engineer Fred Williams, Fireman Thomas Grant, George Noble, and BosThe
ton Taylor were frightfully scalded, and Noble and Grant are expected to die.

(239.)—

On October

Ferry, Fla.

property loss was estimated at $5,000.

(240.)— Mr. M. B. Devane's cotton-gin, near Cecil, Ga., was destroyed on October
Mr. James
6th, together with its machinery and other fixtures, by a boiler explosion.
Another piece of the boiler
G. Futch was decapitated by a fragment of the boiler.
struck Mr. Nathan Devane, fracturing several of his ribs and perhaps injuring him in-

Two

ternally.

one

man had

On October

(241.)

Engineer

Texas.

land,

we have not learned, were severely scalded, and
broken by a falling timber.

other men, whose names

his foot

9th, a boiler

W. D.

exploded

in L. C.

Downtain's cotton-gin, at East-

Skelton was killed, and O. C. Scarborough, George

Parker, and H. Y. Hill were injured.

A

(242.)

Los Angeles,

small boiler exploded, on October 11th, near the Standard Oil Works, in
The roof of the building in which the boiler stood was blown about

Cal.

250 feet into the
about.

air,

Nobody was

(243.)

—A

and the contents of the building were scattered promiscuously
The boiler was used for supplying steam to a pump.

hurt.

fearful boiler explosion occurred,

on October 11th, at the Henry Clay

Twenty-seven boilers out of a battery of thirty-six exploded.
The boiler-house was utterly demolished, and Thomas Carr, William Boyle. William
J. J. Didian and John Flickensteine
Estick, and William McLaughlin were killed.
William Cuimm, Peter Heck, and
time.
short
in
a
and
died
burned,
fatally
also
were
Dennis Brennan were badly scalded, and the shaft was filled with debris. The colliery
is operated by the Philadelphia & Reading Coal and Iron Company, and was considered
shaft, at

Shamokin, Pa.

to be one of the best-equipped plants in the

estimated at $100,000.

A further

Sixteen hundred

Shamokin

district.

The property

men and boys wefe thrown

account of the explosion will be found on the

first

loss is

out of employment.

page of the present

issue.

(244.)— The boiler of locomotive No. 126, of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
exploded on October 12th, at Glen Ridge, N. J. The big engine turned a somer-

railroad,

is .)
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landing upon the track with her cab-end forward and her wheels in the
Elmer Gumming, the engineer, was pinned to the ground beneath the wreck of the
The liivinaii, Charles Bareland, W8 fearfully
locomotive, and was dead when released.
injured, and died during the night.

Bault in the air,
air.

—A

at Down's saw-mill, in Sims township,
blown through the roof of the building in which it
Engineer John \Y. Young was badly scalded,
stood, and landed some distance away.

(345.)

mar
but

Paris,

it

is

III.

boiler exploded, on October 12th,

The

boiler was

believed that he will recover.

The boiler in Wood ring's furniture factory, at Waverly, Iowa, exploded on
October 12th, doing a considerable amount of damage. .John Hinnion, the engineer,
was badly scalded about the face, hands, and legs, but he will live. The boiler was a
(346.)

new

one, having been in use only about a year.

—"Word received

from Sacramento,

the crown-sheet of a locoEngineer Gh W. O'Neil had one leg
broken, and Fireman Chinar was blown out of the cab and badly bruised.
(247.)

(al.. says that

motive blew out near Colfax, on October loth.

—

(248.)
A boiler exploded on October 15th, at M. IT. Keller's saw-mill, situated on
Sugar Run, about fifteen miles from Bradford, Pa. George McAllister and Augustus
Carlson were instantly killed, and William Dyer was injured so badly that he died a day
George Lewis was also injured about the legs. The mill was entirely
or two later.
wrecked.

—

A boiler in the Preetorius Lumber Company's mills, near Xew Madrid, Mo.,
(249.)
exploded on October 15th. At the time of the explosion the only men present were
James Holmes, the engineer, George Burton, the watchman, and Volney Burton, the
watchman's brother. Volney Burton received a fracture of the skull, and died instantly.
James Holmes was thrown over a pile of lumber, and was injured so badly that he lived
only about a quarter of an hour.
George Burton was scalded so fearfully that recovery
is impossible.
The boiler was torn into three parts, all of which landed more than 800
The property loss is estimated at $4,000.
feet from the scene of the explosion.
(250.)

— A heating

boiler exploded in the

basement of a tenement house

Rapids, Mich., on October 16th, shattering the entire

first floor

in

Grand
and

of the building,

creating a panic on the upper floor, where William L. Sage and his family

live.

Mrs.

Sage and her baby were thrown down, and the account says that both were ''sadly
blackened" by the dirt and soot that came up from the regions below. The family on
the

first

floor

had moved out a few days before, and

it

is

probable that had that floor

The day was pleasant and the boiler
was running light but "had the weather been cold and the steam up to cold weather
pitch, the whole building would undoubtedly have been wrecked, and several lives lost."
been occupied, somebody would have been killed.
;

—

(251.)
A hot-water boiler exploded, on October 16th, in the basement of Charles
H. Strong's residence, Erie, Pa. The kitchen was almost completely wrecked, and considerable damage was done to the dining-room overhead.
The explosion occurred
shortly before four o'clock in the morning, and nobody was hurt
but the property loss
is estimated at about $5,000.
;

— On October 17th a boiler exploded

Henry Waters' planing-mill, in Carey,
Solomon Sterling, the engineer,
was buried beneath the ruins, and when rescued it was found that one of his arms was
broken, and that he was badly cut and bruised about the head and other parts of the
(252.)

Ohio.

The north end

of the mill

was torn

in

to atoms.

T

484
body.

It is also said that
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.

he was seriously injured internally.

John Greno's leg was

Thomas Hart was blown

crushed, and amputation was necessary.

out of a second-story

window, but he alighted in a pile of sawdust and escaped injury. One fragment of the
boiler, weighing about 1,000 pounds, was j)rojected nearly horizontally, and after
describing an erratic orbit in the course of which it demolished several fences, it came to
rest

about 500 feet from
(253.)

—

(254.)

—A

its

starting-point.

The boiler of an illicit still exploded in a tenement house in New York
on October 18th, severely scalding John Jobesky and Paulina Bossuk and her
infant daughter Jessie.
The woman's husband, Hermann, supposed to be the owner and
operator of the still, ran away after the explosion, leaving his wife and child crying for
help.
A dozen barrels of mash were found in the room. Revenue officers took charge
of the still, together with the finished and unfinished liquor on hand.
The still was
only a block from the Madison street police station.
city,

boiler exploded, on October 20th, in Charles Hoerlein's carpet-cleaning

establishment, on Cottage Grove avenue, Chicago, doing considerable damage, but for-

tunately injuring no one.

—

On October
(255.)
man's bakery, Chicago,

Simon Brust-

a small boiler used for heating water in

21st,
111.,

exploded, fatally injuring

scalding his son, Harry Brustman, and a

the proprietor, and

workman named Lawrence

severely

The dam-

Walters.

age to property was slight.

— Cliffs

(256.)

they

all

saw-mill, twelve miles north of Princeton, Ky., was

wrecked by a

The w orkmen were about the mill at the time, but
marvelously escaped injury. One man was firing up at the time, and the blade

boiler explosion

on October 23d.

T

of his shovel was torn away, leaving the handle in his hands.

A

crowd

of

women and

children had just left the place.

—

On October 24th a boiler in the M. B. M. Peacock grain elevator, at
(257.)
Markesan, Wis., ruptured along a joint, aud Adolph Schubert, an employe, was severely
but not fatally scalded. The brick-work of the setting was all blown down.
(258.)

— A boiler exploded,

was lying

on October 24th, on the tow-boat Sam'l

at the foot of Central wharf, Boston, Mass.

Little,

The damage was

while she

slight,

and we

did not learn of any personal injuries.
(259.)

N.

City,

— On October 25th
Nobody was

J.

a boiler

exploded

iu the Atlantic City laundry, Atlantic

injured.

—

(260.)
A slight boiler explosion in the power-house of the electric car system
Leavenworth, Kan., on October 25th, stopped the cars and left the city in darkness.

at

—

Two boilers exploded, on October 26th, in C. H. Thomas' saw-mill, at
(261.)
Woodland, near Bainbridge, Ga. Crawford Hawkins was killed instantly, and Lewis
Strickland and George Strickland were fatally injured. Archie Baker and two other men
named Wimberly were also seriously scalded and otherwise injured.
(262.)

— A boiler

in the wool

works of

J.

October 29th, carrying away a part of the

M. Rogers, Paterson, N.
building.

J.,

exploded on

Several of the employes were

slightly injured.
(263.)

burg,

W.

— On October 30th a
Va.

boiler exploded in A. T. Kreps' mill, in South Parkers-

John Kreps and Daniel Jones were

instantly killed,

and Benjamin
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Kreps was a son of the owner of the mill, and was running
This explosion seems to have been due
to the fact that there was a stop-valve between the boiler and the Steam-gauge and
The Parkersburg Journal says, "The boiler being red hot and no water
safety-valve.

Mounts was badly

bruised.

the boiler in the absence of the regular fireman.

why. of course it exploded when water was turned into it." We don't know how
but the existence of the deathly stop-valve seems to be quite enough to explain
the explosion, especially as the valve was closed when found among the debris.
in,

that was,

—

The boiler at T. D. Linder's ginnery, two miles from Hartwell, Ga.,
(264.)
exploded on October 31st. James Wilson and Edward Evans were killed instantly, and
the account adds the horrible detail that the "bodies of the two men were gathered up
The engineer, also named Wilson, was badly scalded and bruised, and his
in baskets.
physicians say that he cannot live.
1

A

'

natural gas explosion occurred in the electric light station at
No serious damage resulted, and nobody was injured.

Oil City, Pa., on

October 14th.

A steam radiator in the Hatch Cutlery Works, at South Milwaukee, Wis., exploded
on October 4th, partially wrecking the nickel-plating room. There was no loss of life,
but Mr. W. B. Collins was somewhat injured.

A

violent explosion occurred

Iowa, on October 10th.
desks,

bottles,

amounted

works of Seth Butler, at Dc-s Moines,
a radiator with the boiler burst, and
furniture were thrown about the room.
The loss
in the bottling

The steam pipe connecting

and other

office

to about $300.

William Miller, John Holstrom, and A. B. Sparrow were killed, on October 8th,
by the bursting of a steam pipe in the Illinois Steel Works, at South Chicago. Thomas
Dorsey, Oscar Wagner, Joseph Todhunter, and Peter Moxey were badly injured, and it
is doubtful if they can recover.
About forty other workmen were burned more or less
severely.

The

youngest son of John Drumheller, of Blanchester, Ohio, was experimenting
back yard, on October 13th, after the manner of Watt. He had improvised a
steam engine and was trying to run it by means of a boiler whose fundamental ingredient was a tin fruit-can.
The boiler exploded, scattering steam and hot water in all
An elder brother, who
directions, and the boy was seriously scalded from head to foot.
was watching the experiment, was also slightly burned about the face.
in his

A

curiosity in railroad building

is

the road running from Ismid, a harbor about 60

miles from Constantinople, to Angora, about 300 miles.

The bridges,

ties,

telegraph poles,

most of which are of German manufacture. The bridges average
about four to the mile, there being 1,200 of them, the longest having a stretch of 590
This
In addition to these, there are 16 tunnels, the longest measuring 1,430 feet.
feet.
is the only railroad which penetrates the interior of Asiatic Turkey, the Smyrna lines
being near the coast.
Railway Review.

and

rails

are iron,

—

!
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dollar each.

Papers that borrow cuts from us
so that we
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can be obtained free by calling at any of the company's agencies.

Subscription price 50 cents per year when mailed

Bound volumes one

15,

A. D. Risteen, Associate Editor.

may give proper

from

(Any volume can
will

do us a favor

if

this office.

be supplied.)

they will

mark them

plainly in returning,

credit on our books.

Another year is gone; and may the new year be a happy one to all! The index
and title-page for The Locomotive for 1894 are in preparation, and will be sent to
those who have preserved their copies for binding.
Bound volumes for the year will
also be ready in January, and may be had at the usual price of one dollar each.

In the course of an article on mosquitoes, quoted from Insect Life in a recent issue
Howard Evarts Weed tells how he succeeded in freeing a

of the Scientific American, Mr.

by adding kerosene to the tanks of water in
which observation showed that the mosquito-larvae were developing. He adds, "I have
also found that kerosene is a good article to use to prevent mosquitoes from annoying
one when they are numerous. A little of it is smeared on the back of the hands and
also upon the face.
At first thought this would seem to be a disagreeable operation, but
a trial of it will prove that it is not so in the least.
It is quite effective in keeping the
mosquitoes away, and it is certainly much better than the Florida method, which, I
have been told, is to remain secreted under a large iron kettle, and with a hammer to
clinch the bills of the mosquitoes as they are thrust through the kettle."
certain locality of these troublesome pests

"Inspection Cheap " means "Cheap Inspection."

An

esteemed foreign correspondent writes to The Locomotive as follows: "I
you some very funny stories about boiler inspection as carried out by some
companies in this country, the result of utterly incompetent men being employed in consequence of the low rate due to competition. I remember once being called on to advise
could

tell

about some

'

'

and while I was carrying out a hydraulic test of one of them the incompany under whose charge they were turned up and stopped the
The test revealed a number of serious defects and led to my at once shut-

boilers,

'

spector' of the

whole thing.

down the boiler and having certain plates cut out; but the 'inspector' went off and
wrote a special report certifying that he had made a satisfactory thorough inspection

ting

When

the plates

I

had condemned were cut out we found that the seams

for an aggre-

gate length of fourteen feet were cracked between the rivet holes, nearly through the
plate; the solid metal left being nowhere over one-sixteenth of an inch thick! "

Of course
spector

may

reduced to a

all

men

are fallible,

and the most experienced and thoroughly honest

occasionally fail to detect a defect; but

minimum by employing

the best

men

it is

in-

evident that such lapses will be

that can be had.

Care in the selec-
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tion of inspectors

is

the

first

not always an easj one to
gently

all

his

life,

M

oil

V B.

[QJ

duty thai an insurance company owes i" its patrons.
however, for a man may have handled boilers

fulfil,

and yet make an extraordinarily

i-

It

intelli

inspector.

|

Concerning Earthquakes.
Buckle, in his History of Cwilieation in England, touches upon the
(piakes have played in

the development of civilization in countries

role thai eartl

commonly subject

these disturbances, and calls attention particularly to the fact thai the terror inspired

seismic

phenomena does not diminish with

their continued repetition, but rather

-

to
l>v

in-

In this connection the following passage from an old number of the Popular
Monthly may be of iuterest:
" I must not omit to mention those prognostics which were derived from animals.

creases.
8cit nee

'

They were observed in every place where the shocks were such as to be generally perceptible.
Some minutes before the shocks were felt, oxen and cows began to bellow,
sheep and goats bleated, and, rushing in confusion one on the other, tried to break the
wicker-work of the folds; dogs howled terribly, geese and fowls were alarmed and made

much

noise; horses that were fastened in their stalls were greatly agitated, leaped up.
and tried to break the halters with which they were attached to the mangers; those
that were proceeding on the roads suddenly stopped, and snorted in a very strange
way. The cats were frightened, and tried to conceal themselves, or their hair bristled

up

wildly.
Rabbits and moles were seen to leave their holes; birds rose, as if scared,
from the places on which they had alighted; and fish left the bottom of the sea and
approached the shores, where at some places great numbers of them were taken. Even
ants and reptiles abandoned, in clear daylight, their subterranean holes in great disorder,
many hours before the shocks were felt. Large flights of locusts were seen creeping
through the streets of Naples toward the sea the night before the earthquake. Winged
ants took refuge during the darkness in the rooms of the houses.
Some dogs, a few
minutes before the first shock took place, awoke their sleeping masters, by barking and
pulling them, as if they wished to warn them of the impending danger, and several persons were thus enabled to save themselves.' What it is, before the sound or shock of
earthquake is felt, which warns both animals and human beings of the approach of some
dreadful catastrophe threatening the very basis of their existence, no cue, of course,

can say."

The Early History of Crucible Steel.
It

ful

was

in the

immediate neighborhood of

Sheffield,

England, that the

process for the fusion of steel on a commercial scale

was devised.

Percy, a leading authority in general metallurgy, said: "Formerly, so far as
steel

was never melted and

cast after its production,

and

first

success-

The

late Dr.

I

am

aware,

in only one instance (namely,

Wootz steel) was it ever molten during its production. Indeed, by the
founding and casting of steel after its production its heterogeneousness is remedied, and
ingots of the metal can be produced of perfectly uniform composition throughout, and
for the practical solution of this important problem we are indebted to Benjamin Huntsin the case of

man

of Sheffield."

As a recent journal appropriately remarked, " Huntsman's patient efforts, at last rewarded with success, entitle him to an elevated niche among the heroes of industry.
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of cast-steel was second in importance to no previous event in the world's

The invention

it may have been the invention of printing."
Huntsman was born in 1704, his parents being natives

history, unless

and

He belonged to that
done much for Great Britain,

settled in England.

body, which has

of Holland,

who came

over

sturdy religious persuasion, the Quaker
as

it

has for a large State in America, in-

and steel manufacture. His character is shown by the fact that he
would not allow any portrait to be taken of himself, and he refused an offer to be made
a member of the Royal Society in 1750, when his fame had already begun to spread.
In the early part of Huntsman's life, about 1740, there was one great drawback in
connection with the development of Sheffield. All the materials used had to be imported from either Sweden or Germany. Blister or cement-steel was imported from those
countries, or, in some cases, the material obtained was a raw puddled or natural steel.
A considerable trade was also done with Newcastle-on-Tyne, where several combination
furnaces were worked, probably because the Swedish bar-iron found its way there more
terested in the iron

.

.

.

owing to the shipping facilities. Whether these latter furnaces existed when
Huntsman first commenced his experiments is not very clear; but in 1774, M. Jars, a
French expert who visited England in that year, remarked in his interesting Voyages
MetaUurgiques, " There are many manufacturers of iron and steel (cemented) at NewcasHuntsman,
tle-on-Tyne; " and it appears that a considerable quantity went to Sheffield.
being a maker of watches and clocks, often experienced much inconvenience from the
For fine work of this class the utmost
irregular quality of the imported blister-steel.
He was then settled in Donattention is essential to insure uniformity of production.
caster, and from reported proofs of his ingenuity it appears that he was already known

readily,

as the

'
'

wise

man "

of the neighborhood.

his active brain set to

work

to master

are to-day reaping so great a benefit

It is

not surprising, therefore, to find that

the problem from the solution of which

— the problem,

we

namely, of producing cast-steel by

fusion.

From

by Mr. L. H. Holland, F.G.S., assistant superintendit would appear that Indian Wootz steel, usually
conical ingots and made by the carburization of wrought-iron crucibles (so he
a recent excellent paper

ent of the geological survey of India,

found in

made in India for many centuries, especially in Trichinopoly.
Huntsman was very clearly the first to establish a fusion process on someSmiles,
thing like scientific lines, and to make it a practical and commercial success.
in his Industrial Biography, gives an interesting account of the discoverer, giving him
6tates),

has very likely been

Nevertheless,

full credit

after very careful investigations.

Moreover, M. Le Play, professor of metalall the evidence obtain-

lurgy in the School of Mines at Paris, after carefully weighing
able, stated that

without doubt the credit of the invention belongs to Huntsman.

was conducted in the London Times, some twenty-five years ago,
and the discoverer, as we believe, was again fully vindicated.
Difficult as the problem must have been in the crude state of metallurgical knowledge at the time, Huntsman, having set his hand to the plow, would not turn back.
The chief difficulty lay in obtaining a fire-clay that would enable him to make a vessel
At that time there
or crucible in which the bar-iron or cement-steel could be melted.
Finally, a controversy

was practically no knowledge as to the requisite chemical constituents of a fire-resisting
There was uncertainty as to the character of the materials to be used in melting; melting appliances were imperfect; and there was difficulty in obtaining the most
suitable fuels,
These and other obstacles would have discouraged any but the stoutest
heart.
Mr. Frank Huntsman has informed me that evidences about the works were
formerly abundant (and even quite recently some have been discovered) of the large
material.
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Dumber

ol

experiments that had evidently been tried

Buried salamanders are not unknown in the present
found in the works of Huntsman afford a proof that
BUCCess usually

came

after

many

in

189

the early Btages of the pro<

history of metallurgy,
in the p;ist

,

and those

as at the present time,

trials.

Huntsman's first experiments were made al Doncaster, a town eighteen miles from
Sheffield, to which city he removed about the year 1740.
Here his further experimental
work was carried out at Handsworth, a suburb of the town. Finally he removed to
Attcrcliffe, a manufacturing district forming a part of the city, and Ins works are still in
existence, considerably altered and enlarged, but situated in the street known to this
Within a few yards of the works is Benjamin Huntsman's
(lay as " Huntsman's How."
house, where he lived until his death at the age of seventy-two, on June 21 1770.
His
remains

lie in

the family vault in Attcrcliffe cemetery.

The following
about 1764

excellent account of the

methods

originally practiced in Sheffield

given by M. Gabriel Jars, in his Voyages MetaUwrgiques, edited by bie
brother and published in 1774: " Blister-steel is rendered more perfect by the following
is

operation: Ordinarily, scrap and cuttings from

articles of steel are used.

Furnaces of

They are much smaller,
however, and receive the air by an underground passage. At the mouth, which is
square and at the surface of the ground, there is a hole through the wall, from which
the chimney stack ascends. These furnaces contain only one large crucible, 9 to 10
inches high and 6 to 7 inches in diameter.
The steel is put into the crucible with a flux,
the composition of which is kept secret, and the crucible is placed upon a round brick,
set upon the fire-bars.
Coal, which has been reduced to coke, is placed around the crucible
and the furnace is filled. Fire is then put to it, and at the same time the upper opening
of the furnace is entirely closed with a brick door surrounded by a circle of iron.
The
flame goes through the pipe iuto the chimney.
The crucible is five hours in the furnace
fire-clay are used, of similar

design to those for brass castings.

-

before the steel

molds,

made

is

perfectly melted.

two pieces

Several operations follow.

Square or octagonal

of cast-iron, are put the one against the other,

and the steel
poured in at one extremity. I have seen ingots of this cast-steel which resemble pigiron.
This steel is worked under the hammer, as is done with blister-steel, but is
heated less highly and with more precaution, because of its liability to break. The obof

is

ject of this operation is to

make

the steel so homogeneous that there

perceived in that which comes-from Germany, and
fusion.

quired.

This

Of

steel

it

are

is

not extensively used;

made the

best razors,

this, it is said,

may be no

flaw, as

can only be done by

employed only where a tine polish is resome knives, the finest steel chains, some

it is

watch springs, and small watchmakers' files."
That Sheffield can pre-eminently claim the title of " Steelopolis," not less from its
modern development than from its long-standing and traditional associations with the
early developments of the metallurgical industry of iron and steel, is shown in an interesting manner by a Sheffield directory published by Yale and Martin in 1787, about ten
years after Huntsman's death. We find that there were then some half-dozen manufacturers.
of adzes and hammers; about 50 makers of edge tools; not less than 40 engaged in file
making; over 300 in pen-knife, pocket-knife, and table-knife manufacture; at least 50
in razor making: close upon 100 in scissors; and some 60 or 70 in the manufacture of
Many of these, no doubt, were small workers, rather than
scythes, sickles, and shears.
large concerns; but it will be seen that here was the center for a considerable employment of steel. It was this, no doubt, that induced Huntsman to settle in Sheffield. The
advantageous environment also proved to be of the greatest assistance in the rapid development of Sheffield. For example, its excellent supply of very pure water (also a
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source of cheap power) was believed by some to be of special quality and efficacy in the
hardening of steel. In these days of investigation, many of the old ideas on such sub-

have been exploded, and probably there is nothing in Sheffield water that cannot
be obtained elsewhere, at least from water showing upon analysis the same chemical composition.
Yet not very long ago a considerable quantity of Sheffield was exported to

jects

America, for hardening purposes.
sier\?

— Abstract of an article by Mr. R. A.

Hadfield, in Cas-

Magazine for November.

The Strength of Welds.
At the
Mr.

recent convention of the National Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association,

Uren,

S.

who

has charge of the rolling mill and blacksmith shop of the Southern

Pacific railway, read a valuable paper

statement of the importance

upon the subject of welding. He began with a
work in ensuring safety in railway

of the blacksmith's

Every important member of the engine has passed through the smith's hands,
the smith is
is connected by one continuous chain of welded iron
personally responsible for any accident that may occur through his carelessness in
permitting any imperfections to pass through his hands knowingly. It is often the case
that smiths will hide a defective weld by carefully hammering over the defect. Under no
Mr. Uren went on to state that lap welding is
circumstances should this be permitted.
the usual method adopted by smiths, and when it is practicable, in his opinion, it is the
best.
In many cases there is not enough care taken in preparing the parts to be welded.
The scarfs should be as long as can be conveniently heated, never more than a 45degree angle. The scarfed surfaces should be slightly convex, or " high," in the center,
travel.

and

the whole train

;

so that

when the two

bearing

first,

as

it is

pieces are laid together for welding,

the center will take

Prior to making the scarfs, upset the bar back as far as

first.

its

absolutely necessary that the center of the bar should be welded
it

will

be exposed to

intense heat, for the purpose of lamination over the whole length of the heated surface,
as

it is

imperative that the iron that has been near a welding heat should be as perfectly

hammered as the welded
two pieces carefully in

part.

After the preparation of the scarfing

a hollow

fire,

and bring

is

complete, lay the

Before laying

to the proper heat.

together be sure no foreign element has adhered to the scarfed surface.
the

hammer used

to

weld the two pieces must be governed by the

In laying

The weight

together, the point of one scarf should just reach the heel of the other.

of

size of the bar, as the

blow should be sufficient to affect the center of the metal. With this precaution a good
weld will be secured. In many cases, in testing welds by breaking transversely^
Mr. Uren has found good fibrous iron in the welded sections, and crystalline metal each
side of the weld.
The cause of this is improper treatment of the iron back of the weld,
Wrought iron
or improper upsetting where it was brought too near a welding heat.
becomes disintegrated to a certain extent when brought to a high heat consequently,
if there is not sufficient metal back of the welded section to receive the necessary lami;

nation to bring the disarranged molecules to their original position, the strength of the

"V"

welding consists of a combination of butt and lap welding. The
two pieces together at an angle of about 45 degrees. In
preparing the scarfs, make the throat of the inside angle a little rounding, and the point
of the outside angle to correspond.
The scarfed surfaces should be a little convex
across the surfaces, as in the lap weld, for the purpose of ensuring a perfect weld in the
center of the bar. This method of welding is usually adopted where large pieces of
bar

is

impaired.

searfs are

formed by

fitting the
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iron are required to be welded.

In all cases in this class of welding the throal Bhould
be welded tirst by being driven together with a heavy sledge hammer, applied al the
end of the bar when brought to the proper heat,- before being taken out of the fire, if
practicable.
by
"Butt" welding is simple and the work is easily prepared for
it.

upsetting the

ends,

leaving

the

surfaces a

requires great care in bringing the

little

two pieces

convex.

to be

welded

This method of welding
to precisely the

same

heal

and keeping the surfaces perfectly clean.
Mr. Uren made quite a number of tests to show the relative value of the differenl
methods of welding, and, taking the averages with those previously determined for the
All butt welds showed crystalsame iron unwelded, he gave the following statement
line structures on fracture, owing to the upsetting of the fibre by the nature of the
weld
:

:

—

Table of

«

'haracter of Metal.

tiie

Average Results of Mil Uukn's Experiments.
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